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UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
COAL MINES ADMINISTRATION

The Honorable J. A. Krug
Secretary of the Interior
Washington 25, D. C.

17 March 1947
17 March 1947

Dear Mr. Secretary:
I have the honor to transmit herewith through the Coal Mines
Administrator, Capt.
N,
H. Collsso
USNR, the report of thef survey and study of the hospital
facilities,
medical
treatment, and sanitary and housing conditions in
medical
the and
bituminousSoal-miningareas of the United States. made pursuant
to
section
5 of the agreement
of May 29, 1946, between you, Sir, as the then Coal Mines
Administrator, and the
President of the United Mine Workers of America.
of a group of officers and enlisted men of the United
civilian technical advisetr. It haa been a high honorStates Navy assisted by certain
and unusual privilege for each
of us to have been given an opportunity
to serve his country in this
unique undertaking. It has been a very difficult and exacting
assignment. The importance of our
report has required stern self-discipline and a determined
insistence that it be
factual.
We submit it. while with a consciousness of its imperfection,
with an
awareness that it is an impartial presentation and in the sincere hope that it will
Ponatributceto higher health standards in at least a sizable segment of the American
populace.
As the
of associates,
the Medical Survey. I am deeply appreciative for the assistance
rendered
byDirector
each of my
by Admiral Ben Morvell, CEC, U. S. Navy, retired,
and by Capt. N. H. Collisson, USNR, who, as Coat Mines
Administrators, always have
been gracious and generous with their advice and encouragement,
To you, Mr. Secretary,
and to your many associates in the Department of the Interior, who
have given us of
their time and wisdom, I am profoundly grateful.
With high esteem, I am
Very respectfully,
(Sgd.)

JOEL T. BOONE
Rear Admiral. |MC). U. S. Navy
Director, Medical Survey Group
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-The Coal Miner and His Family.
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Foreword
As far as can he determined, the Report herewith submitted is unique in that it represents the first Nation-wide medical survey of an industry conducted under Government
auspices. It would seem providential that the coal industry should have received this initial
attention, since coal mining is a basic industry of the Nation. Obviously, it is the sincere
desire of those who have conducted the Survey that any benefit accruing to the coal
industry as a result of their labors will benefit other industries. Throughout the period
of study, investigation, and analysis, there has been an awareness that the health of the
people of the United States is unnecessarily deficient, and that, through a survey of the coal
industry, there were presented opportunities to contribute to the elevation of the health
standards of the Nation as a whole.
The Director of the Survey and his associates were conscious that the contentions
of substandards of health in the coal industry were not applicable to that industry onvly.
Their assigned mission, however, was specific, and they therefiore confined their investigations to that industry alone, although several other industries were visited for purposes
of comparison.
Any assertions which may have been made that inferior standards arc general in the
coal industry are disputed by the Survey. Definitely low standards of health are readily
apparent in certain places, but not in ail areas where coal is mined. Provisions for health
range from excellent, on a par with America's most progressive communities, to very poor,
their tolerance a disgrace to a nation to which the world looks for pattern and guidance.
The Constitution of the World Health Organization enunciates that "Health is a
state of complete physical and social well-being and not merely the absence of a disease or
an infirmity." Health, indisputably the greatest asset of a nation, as well as of an individual, has not been adequately conserved nor protected in America. As a consequence
of profligacy in matters of health, national productivity is curtailed, and the weltfare and
the safety of the Nation arc jeopardized. Clearly, such inadequate attention to health
applies equally as well to an industry, particularly such a basic industry as coal mining.
In appraising health standards, emotional well-being and physical well-being must be
evaluated conjointly. The factors that bear directly on health are many, not the least
of which are factors of environment. The Survey encompassed medical services and
facilities, housing, and sanitation, and it properly embraced recreation of, and the use of
leisure time by, the miner and his family.
To conduct the last-mentioned phase oftheinvestigations,officers of theNavy designated
as "welfare and recreation specialists" were assigned to the Survey field reams. Unfortu
nately, the word "welfare" connotes ambiguity. It needs specific definition and restrictiveness of application. Article 4 of the Krug-Lewis Agreement, providing for a Health and
Welfare Program for the miner and his dependents, might readily have implied the re-

quirement for a study by the Medical Survey Group of all "welfare"
measures. If so, in
the absence of limiting defirieon of the application of the word
"welfare," it would have
enssarled the Survey investigators in a maze of imponderables
and uncertainties and
individual interpretations
of the word. Consequently,the scope of the duties of the
welfare and reereation specialists was restricted, and their inveoeigations
were limited to a
few important observable factors.
As soon as seleeted and assigned to his new position, the
Director of the Medical
Survey, being a physician, foresaw that the Survey could well
be approached in the familiar
professional manner. A few days after ansnsing his new duties,
he set forth in response
to a summons, as it were, to see a sick family. At that time
there was no unanieiity' of
opinion that anyone was ill. The Director did not have to travel
flir from Washingtoi to
find patients, some of whom were seriously ill, but did not
find the entire family sick.
Figuratively, the Director sat down, in each case, at the patient's
bedside, became acquainted with him, his household, and his neighbors, and began
his examination. It was
recognized early that the illness, although serious, was not
an acute illness requiring
heroic measures. There was no disaster-telief problem existent
in any mining community
visited. The malady was chronic, and one wherein careful diagnostic
study was indicated.
There was .conspicuons, emotional factor, believed to have
been caused by age-old conflicts between a wedded couple Masagement and Labor.
This cemotional factiir was a
basic cause of the manifested chronic illness.
The multiplicity of symptoms presents a problem with limitless
ramifications, which
necessitates painstaking
and prolonged diagnostic investigation and deductionbefiire
the
curative therapy or remedy can be correctly determined and
applied.
The Medical Survey of the Coal Industry, which was brought
into being as a volun
teered service of the Government, presupposes that its usefulness
will not be limited to
the period of the Government operation of the mine.s, or only
while the Krug Lewis Agree
ment remains in ferce. However, the terms of that agreement,
which also provides for
(a) a welfare and retirement fund and (b) a medical care and
hospitalization fund, have
provided the basic guidance for the Medical Surtcy.
The serious obligations placed upon the Director of the Survey
and his associates
demanded that the investigations be conducted as impartially
as hurtanly possible. No
member of the Survey Group held bias or preconceived ideas
about the coal indcistry
when assuming his new duties. Throughout the period of the
Survey and while the professional groups (the medical, engineering, and welfare and
recreational offAcers) were
preparing the Report, there has been strict conscientiousness
in recording only factial
information, and upon it alone to reach conclusions. The
varying relationships between
Government, Management, and Labor while the Survey was
being made and the Report
prepared have not influenced the deductions presented.
Although various styles of
writing appear in the Report, it is believed that no personal
prejudices have affected the
conclusions. Such objectivity was attained through the
stern self-discipline of public
servants, impressed with the gravity of the mission to which
they were assigned.
The investigations which are reported herewith should not be
considered completed
with the termination of the Survey. The Survey could have
been continued for several
years. It was conducted over a short period of time and cannot,
therefore, be interpreted
other than as an index of conditions. A prescription has
been written for the relief of
symptoms, but no attempt has been made to prescribe an
over-all curative remedy in
advance of a thorough and detailed diagnosis of the symptom-conmpler.
The Survey was
VlID

concluded and the Report initiated as soon as immediate helpful remedies were discernible.
The Survey has accomplished enough to indicate what symptoms can be prescribed
for,
even before a complete diagnosis has been eonsunmmated. In order that those who
mine
the Nation's prime national resource may produce maximum supplies under healthful
living conditions and be assured of a high degree of health, further investigations
and
research by other Government or private agencies are needed. Such studies, together
with corrective measures, are required in order to care the illnesses and ameliorate
the
disabilities of the coal-mining industry.
It has been evident to the members of the Medical Survey Group that industrial health
has not received the required attention, nor kept pace with scientific industrial mechanization. Until the human element, which is of prime importance to the fullest utilization
of
the machine, is comparably brought to maximum strength and vitality and responsiveness,
industrial mechanization cannot be developed to its full potential. In a short-sighted
rush of speed to create and develop machines in the interest of wealth and greater comfort,
the health of the people who operate those machines has been neglected or given
too
limited attention. With the advaneenent of mechanization, obviously there is a
greater
exaction on physical well-being and mental acuity. Health is not only man's most valuable
possession but a necessary requisite to the progress of a mechanized age.
The Survey has revealed convincing evidence that joint leadership is obligatory
if
industrial hygiene and industrial medicine are to beeffectively applied, and if higher standards ofliving for the miner and his family are to be attained. Leadership is not confined
en
Management; there is need for its application by Labor representatives. The present
situation, which brought about the Medical Survey of the Coal Industry, would not
have
occurred had a sense of joint responsibility existed. Management has demonstrated,
in some instances, a high degree of leadership in providing medical care. There is
little
evidence of corresponding Labor leadership in health matters. Leadership in the
ranks
oflabor is more evident in other union activities. Groups of both Management and Labor
have still to learn that with authority comes responsibility.
The medical profession faces an opportunity of challenging proportions. Its responsiveness is dependent upon its perception of the opportuniuy betore it and upon its sense
of
responsibility in taking every action to miakemedical sen ice and its benefits available
to
each individual. There is evidence that irganized medicine is desirous of measuring
up
to the challenge. Management and Labor, it is believed, can find an interested and
ambitions ally in the medical profession, willingly ready to work as a partner in the enterprise
of improved medical facilities and high health standards in the coal industry. It must
be recognized that preventive medicine has not progressed nor advanced withcurative
medicine. The profession as a whole has lagged woeuilly in its interst in preventive
medicine. This fact has been irmpressively revealed by the Survey of coal-mining areas.
The conclusions that were evolved from the faetual information obtained by the
Medical Survey Group point, unfortunately, to many serious deficiencies in the lives
of
the people employed in bituinituis-coal mining. That these deficiencies are suffeiently
serious and sufficiently widespread to merit the need for reforms is the composite opinion
of all persons
associated in the Survey. The adverse conditions reported withrespect
to some places are familiar to numbers of people, since they have existed for some time;
busttime continues to aggravate and augment the gravity of the situation, making correcfive action more imperative than ever before.
The Director of the Medical Survey and his associates are mindful of the valuable

assistance rendered during the course of the investigations by many Federal and State
officials, by representatives of Management, organized Labor, and organized medicine,
and by other civilian organizations, as well as by numerous individuals. The spirit of
cooperation evinced by all of these groups and individuals merits the deepest gratitude.
The Report of the Medical Survey of the Bituminous-Coal Industry presents convincing evidence that the serious problem of improving the health of the miner, assuring him
of better living conditions, enabling him to provide for his family through his own initiative
and efforts, and making him a more responsive and responsible citizen of his community
is a solvable problem IF Labor, Management, and the medical profession cooperate and
work conjointly with a united interest and sincere devotion to a common cause- the good
of large numbers of people and a basic industry. Health is a common concern of all groups.
Working together for its promotion can help immeasurably to weld the bonds of human
interrelationship.
Jori T. Boo-,
Rear Admiral (MC) U. S. Aow,
Director of Medifca Sur

ev.

Preface
The coal-mining industry of the United States was
an infant in the late eighteenth century, grew quietly
and inconspicuously into childhood in the nineteenth
century, quickly passed into adolescence at the approach of the twentieth century, and has since
remained in that stage of its existence. Profligate,
overdeveloped, and alternately robust and depressed
by the afflictions of bitter competition, the industry
has been both a good provider and a problem child
of the American economy,
The indispensability of coal to public health,
public safety, and the national economic and military security has been stressed time and again.
Despite the inroads of competing sources of energy,
coal still supplies the fuel necessary to heat snore
than half ofall of the homes and apartments throughout the Nation. It drives 9 out of 10 railway
locomotives. It is the source of energy for more
than half of the electric power produced. It fur.
nishes the coke for every ton of steel made in the
country. It is the source of chemicals essential to
thc manufacture of many paints, drugs, plastics,
insecticides, perfumes, rubber goods, explosives, and
other chemical compounds and products. It cotnprises more than one-quarter of all the freight cartied by American railroads and pays more than 10
percent of their gross revenue. Coal mining provides a livelihood for hundreds of thousands of
individuals who, with their dependents, constitute
a large segment of the American population,
The rapid and widespread development of the
coal industry in the United States is due to the
favorable bounty of nature, as well as to the tremendous industrial expansion of the Nation and other
economic factors. The coal reserves of the United
States are most extensive and plentiful. Geologists
have estimated that reserves of bituminous coal
alone exceed 2,000 billion tons. The reserves, however, are not equally distributed. One great forma-

tion of bituminous coal lies along the Appalachian
Range, another in the Central States on both sides
of the Mississippi River, and a third large area of
reserves in the West, in the Rocky Mountain region.
Some of the coal reserves occur at great depths,
but large quantities are close to the surface, where it
is both economically and technologically feasible to
mine them with present equipment and methods.
In the places where coal was deposited by nature,
the topography of the land varies. In the Appalachian region, the earth's surface is irregular, ranging
fromnthe high, steeply pitched hills of southern West
Virginia to the gentle slopes of eastern Ohio. In the
Central States, the land generally is broad and flat,
except in some sections where stream erosion has
resulted in low, rolling hills, although in Arkansas
and Oklahoma the topography is hilly where the coal
lies under or close to the O 1ark
and Ouachita Mountains. In the Rocky Mountain region, the topographv is rough and mountainous.
The quality and characteristics of the coal, the
geologic conditions (such as the thickness of the
seam, the extent of the deposit, the pitch of the
formation, and the nature of the cover) that determine the amenability of a particular deposit to
mining, and the accessibility or proximity of mines
to markets, all have been factors in determining the
deposits to be mined. Thus, although bituminous
coal is now mined in 32 States (and in Alaska),
production is commercially significant in only 22, as
the other 10 produce less than 1 percent of the
total annual output. Two States, Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, mine alsost half of the total. The
States in the Appalachian Range fromnPennsylvania
to Alabama (see map 1) contribute more than 70
percent of the output of bituminous coal and include
almost 80 percent of the number of men employed.'
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and Michigan and the western
, B«sd pfi ct-n do
oponmigr
,nO
for 94t.
XI

part of Kentucky rank second, account for more than
20 percent of the production, and furnish about 14
percent of the employment. Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma and all of the Western States,
including Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah,
Washington, and Wyoming, account for the remaining percentages (about 7 percent of production and
employment),.

is limited in his selection of sites. He has to go
where the coal deposits are located. The coal deposits, especially during the early days of coal mining,
were remote from established settlements. In many
instances, canals or railroads had to be built to
them, so th
that the coal could be moved out. As
recently as World War 1, many rail lines had to be
laid, particularly in the mountainous areas of the
Southern Appalachians, and even today a new openProduction, by States
ing may require laying a spur track through a hollow
or canyon; and housing has to hbe provided for the
The States, in order of their production of bituworkers and their families.
minous coal, according to data obtained from the
When the country was still in its pioneer stages,
Bureau of Mines, United States Department of the
camping near the mines was nothing unusual.
Interior, are as follows:
Transience and mobility were part of the life of the
period. Moviny shanty towns followed the railITAoL
1.-Estimated production a btumino, coal in 1946.
roads as their tracks extended across the continent.
atei'r
Lumber camps kept moving as the accessible timber
State:
-om
was cut out. Coal camps were born in that period
West Virginia ......
.....
... 140,088,000
of change and movement and had about them the
Pennsylvania
.
....
123,628,000
feel and the name of impermanence. The country
Kentuck
.
.....
..
65,666,000
was rugged; many of the operators were speculators
Ohi
...
..
.
and investors, determined to make what thev could
out of a risky operation; the miners were individual'2,2000
.
Indiana
Virginia
.
....
.
16.,84, 000
ists who were not afraid of anything, including the
abama, .
....
..
16, 6.
boss. If conditions did not suit the workers, they
Wyoming
7,644,000
could take their picks and shovels and dig coal
Tennesseeo,
..............
6,28
somewhere else. It was a business that from the
74, 000
beginning was full of chance and conflict.
....
UCh
Montana.
7 000
The main difference between the coal camps and
Missouri
..........
...
.
000
the other camps was the permanence of the materials
Oklahoma .........
...
2,556 000
with which the men worked. The railroad camps
Kansas....
2, 488, O(
and the pipeline camps died when their jobs were
Maryland
.....
202, 0)
completed. The rough barracks of the lumber camps
:, 7 000o were left in the woods to rot, and others were built
.
Arkansas
nearer the growing timber. Full-fledged towns that
1, 228000
.......
New Mexico.
Washington......
...
996,1(,
grew up around the great metal mines of the West
Michigan .......................
18.0
were abandoned when the lodes ran out. But as coal
ther States
.
.
.....
9,
deposits are more extensive and less easily exhausted,
the coal camps stayed, eventually becoming estab525578000
..
. .....
Total .....
Ta do
i udA
ka (4,
tons)or iiite production
from
lished communities. Their relative prospects of
n
Gorg,
o Nevd, Northcrona,
ponermanence required that houses and other facilities
Dakota,
Orego,Soth Dakt, andTexas.
he built more enduringly.
b'

b

77',0(

8.
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One major characteristic of the coal industry is
that, unlike manufacturing enterprises, the operator
XII

The difficulties encountered in opening a mine and
constructing houses and other facilities for the workers in isolated areas and on unfavorable terrain may
be visualized from the following excerpt of an

account 2 of the opening up of the Elkhorn district,
Eastern Kentucky, as recently as 1921:
Jenkis and the other towns adjacent to it sprang up in a
wilderness, yet at that time they were eighteen miles from the
ca-t rilrd
nd sirtuatd in a dense forst brokenonly b a
few clareingt each with its ciiruaryhIt cabie.
At irsr all maeriai, supplies, and machinery were hauledi
frin Hellier, the nerest point on the Chesapeake&Ohio R. R.
Many delays due to bad roads made imperative other transportation arrangements. As a result, connectionswere competred
trom Normon,V., on the Norholk& Western . R., b extending
r naterw.eage log tram hetween tlomorgin tnd Pound to a
orint hali -y rp Pne
P
Montain

Ch

material fo, the fsesm which

,ere
started shortl.

Lracter of Communities
e

The restricted choice of location for coal mines has
given rise to notable iegional differences in the
character oI mining communities. In the Rocky
Mountains, where the coal mines originally were
located far from centers of population, coal camps
early became permanent communities, but even
there private automobiles and paved highways have
encouraged miners to move away from camps. Some
operators, to provide housing for their employees,
recently have been building houses in, or close to,
incorporated towns, rather than at the mines. In
the Arkansas-Oklahoma area, the seasonal nature
of the underground mining operations has resulted
in virtual abandonment of the relatively few camps
that existed at one time, the miners living principally
on farms and in rural communities, as well as in
incorporated towns. In the Midwestern States, like
Illinois and Indiana, where level or rolling terrain
and good roads make nearly all areas easily accessible, the miners have a selection of residence vir-

a

Jenkin d NeatlyYillags: C-r
oarl ,

from the steady growth of industry, commerce, and
population has minimized the historic necessity for
company towns; in fact, a number of the larger
operators in western Pennsylvania and other sections have for years been selling their companyowned houses to the individual miners or to real

rn the irgtnm side.

Iere . eigiht ierminalws cstlished d tle wagon hal
irtend to our mik•. T see twent) teams ooown hirnessed
to a large boiler or other hea• equipment was no uncommon
sight in those days. Over this mute were hauled most of the
mateiri used it the mine -fod, machinery, and supplies.,
all kinds in
reerything ifrm the pins iact,
nd needles sold a
the t•o, ul,thc h a.. 10)-hp. boilers rqaicol hi h thm ay
the
opened
atthe mines then et ing
pwrlse
One oi the rti acts in construction was the erectiten 1 saw
mills and liter of planing mills. Practicall alilthe lumber used
in construction was cut and preparedi
the property. The
manufactured lumber was placed in drying kilns and made up
int

tually unrestricted by their site of work, and the
coal camp does not exist. In many parts of the
northern Appalachians and in some parts of the
southern Appalachians, the establishment of numerous cities, towns, and other settlements resulting

cor
i,4,i.

.,

1923
iN

estate companies.
Thus, in some areas, time has altered the conditions
and circumstances that made coal camps obligatory.
A major influential change has been the growth of
automobile transportation and good roads, particu
fl a t
larly where the terrain is
or rolling. This iny
t
a
t
o
creased mobility, coupled either with the desire of
the miners to live in incorporated towns or with the
necessity of earning a living partly from the soil or
in other industries, has virtually eliminated coal
camps in these regions. In many other areas, where
transportation

and communication

are

very

little

better than in the days when a railroad track, or
perhaps a horse trail or wagon road, was the sole
means of escape or contact with other established
settlements, coal-mine communities remain. In
these areas, new company towns are being built as
new deposits are opened for exploitation. In still
other places, company towns never were constructed
and are not being built today when new mines are
opened.
The factors that compelled coal companies to
construct houses for their personnel also obligated
them to provide the miners with means of obtaining
food, medical care, and other facilities and services
in the isolated areas. Mostly out of need, but partly
from paternalistic motives and occasionally because
of avarice, the operators established company stores
to sell groceries, clothing, and other items; obtained
doctors; and otherwise attempted to establish the
essentials of community life. The miners, of course,
were expected to pay for the services and the use of
the facilities and supplies that were provided them.
The common method was by deducting, or "checking
off," from their forthcoming wages the amounts they
expended. How far back in the history of the United
xril

States this practice goes no one knows, but it is

War I, production almost doubled every decade.

interesting to find references to such practices in
some of the earliest records about life in this country.
A Scot, named James M'Killop, who had visited the
United States in 1869, recorded' his observations of
the Cumberland field of Maryland, in part, as
follows:
The miners' pay in Maryland and in nearly all thecountry is
by the calendar month-he receiving his moneyon some speci
fied day from the 10thto the I5th following. The off-take, on

According to the Bureau of Mines,' production of
bituminous coal (including lignite) in 1890 was 111
million tons; in 1900 it was 212 million tons; in 1910
it was 417 million tons. After that, production
increased more slowly and eventually leveled. By
1918, production had reached its maximum up to
that time, the bituminous output (including lignite)
amounting to 580 million tons. Following World
War I, the coal industry went into a depression; and all

his
ill
an thi Sta orre onecd
dollar
h ith, o dllrt
e
doctor, and ens dollar
.o.erch
child that he _rohcos at she
collieryschoi; in fact, adolar is ookd on with as much indifferene,and is rs c-aily
spent,
aa
a shilllng
wouldbe at home.
Nothing can be done without the mention of it. For drawing a

during the 1920's, while other industries
and business
in general were enjoying a period of prosperity, the
coal industry was suffering.When the general depression caine in the 1930's, the coal industry suffered

tooth a dollar is charged, and sewinga buttoon n a man's coat
wouldcost a qarterofa dolr. The hoser tnt r mn ter'
hous range ic
2 at5 doars per north acord on thir
h

an additional blow.

Not until World War II, long

after other industries had recovered from the depression, did the coal industry get bhack on its feet.
The
production of soft coal in 1941 was 514 million tons

Economic Conditions of Coal Industry

and in 1944 reached 620 million tons, the highest
record for the industry.

Since then production has
againdecreased, primarily because of work stoppages,
and it is expected to adjust itself eventually to the

The coal industry has been one of the most rapidly
growing industries of the Nation. Before World

ir.

postwar demand.
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A number of reasons have been offered by economists to explain the unstable conditions of the
industry in the last quarter century. The first basic
reason is excess of capacity, due in part to the relatively seasonal nature of the industry, which must
be ready on short notice to meet heavy seasonal
demands, and in part to the facts that the cost of
opening a mine is relatively low and that new mines
are constantly being opened, especially when general
business conditions seem favorable or when a local
market for the product develops. Overcapacity has
plagued the industry throughour its recent history.
Many mines have been opening and closing with such
rapidity that it has been impossible to obtain an
accurate record of the total number in any year. A
second reason for the difficulties of the coal industry
has been the sharp rivalry of oil, gas, and other coonpeting fuels. A third reason has been improvements
in fuel efficiency, whereby ever-decreasing quantities
of coal have been required to produce the same
heat or energy.
In addition to the severe competition that the
industry must face from other fuels, it also suffers
bitter competition within its own ranks. A contest
for markets continues among individual producers,
as in other industries; among different groups of
operators, operating in different freight-rate zones;
and among operators producing coal of different
grade, size, and quality. The intense competition
from within and without, in the face of changing
economic conditions, has caused constant changes in
the industry, new producers entering the field and
others abandoning mines or going into bankruptcy.
The number of operating mines consequently
varies considerably from year to year. The largest
number from which production, employment, and
other data have been gathered was 9,331 in 1923.
This number had declined gradually until the beginning of World War II, then rose again to 7,033 in
1945.
(These figures do not include all mines, as
there are many very small mines ' producing less
1,000
tons of coal a year, such as the small
than
"father-and-son" mines or other small mines (snowbirds) that operate for a very brief period during
peak demand.) It is significant to note that about
XVIe
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45 percent of the mines produce only about 2 percent
of the total output of coal (bituminous and lignite)
each year. On the other hand, about 10 percent of
the mines, each having a capacity of more than
200,000 tons annually, produce more than two-thirds
of all the soft coal mined each year. A number of
the larger mines are so called "captive" mines; that
is, their output is earmarked primarily for a particular
consumer, usually the owner, as, for example, steel
plants or railroads. The other mines compete in the
open market with the thousands of small mines. Rehowever, nearly all mines have a
gardlcss of

size,

common problem in labor relations, and the majority,
particularly those in the Appalachian States and in the
western areas, have similar problems relating to
housing and medical care of their employees and
conmmunity maintenance.
The general unstable condition of the industry
over a period of many years has affected the men
employed in coal mining. According ro data from
the Bureau of Mines, the average number of men
employed in bituminous-coal and lignite mining in
1890 was 192,000; in 1900, this number increased to
304,000; in 1910, it went to 555,000; in 1920, it
reached 639,000; and the peak number was attained
in 1923, when it rose to about 705,000 men.ý From
that date fiorward the average number of men
decreased steadily until 1945, when it had receded
to 383,000. Of course, other factors than the general business level of the industry have been bringing
down the number of employees in recent years, the
most important being the tremendous growth in the
mechanization of mines.
Whereas, in World War I all of the bituminous
coal produced underground was loaded by hand,
by the end of World War II more than half of the
underground production was loaded mechanically.
Moreover, strip or surface mining increased from less
than 1 percent in 1918 to approximatcly 20 percent
of all bituminous-coal production by 1946. Mechanization also has inclined the industry to tend to
employ younger men. The war, however, temporarily removed many of the younger men from the
mines; and production figures make it apparent that
the older men had quickly adapted themselves to the
ss
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.
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newer mechanical devices. Because of the fuctua
tion in thenumber of menemplohyed, itis not possible
to obtain a figure that gives specifically the number
of men at any one time whose principal vocation may
he specified as coal mining. For convenience, the
rounded figure of 400,000 has been used generally in
recent yrs.

Coal-liine Accident Record
Another major problem in the coal industry has
been the hazarrdos nature if mining operations.
Col nmnmg (including anthracite ining) has, over
a period of rears, had the highest severity rate of

try has been its long record of frequent and bitter
disputes between miners and operators. Bloodshed
and violence have marked many of these labor disputes. The "Ludlow Massacre," the "Herrin Massacre," and "Bloody IIarla"
are names that are
highly significant to the people associated with coal
mining. Aside from widespread national strikes and
regional strikes, there have been hundreds of local
strikes in every year of the industry, each involving
relatively small numbers of men.
From 1900 to
1945, inclusive, the annual loss of man-days caused
by strikes •r dissensions has ranged from 233,000
(in 1938) to 73,497,000 (in 1922), an average of
7,,nl
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i
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and, except for logging and heavy construction in
suomr ears, has had the highest frequency rate.
each year, accidents in bituminous mining kill 900
1,25( men and injurer about 50 tinmes that number.
Although major explosions are spectacular and cause
]
large isses of life at single times, they cause only a
relati ely small enuber of faratieis and injuries
annually. Falls of coal and falls of rock or slare
from the roof are the largest single causes of deaths
and injuriesyearin and year out. In soft-coal mines,
both strip and underground, during the 5-year period
of 1941 45, there were, according to the Bureau of
Mines, an average of 1,120 fatalities and 50,300 injuries a year, or 1.46 fatalities and 65.46 nonfatal injuries per nillion man-hours of worktine. Notable
strides have been made in the past several years
in improving the safety record in bituminous-coal
mining.' Although increased mechanization has
tended to make mining much more hazardous, the
record oi fatalities and injuries has been gradually
lowered, owing primarily to improved application
of medical science and to the efforts of the Federal
Bureau of Mines and a number of the State mineinspection services. Many mine operators them
selves, particularly officials of the larger and imore
progressive mines, have done excellent jobs in fr-

Many of the major labor disturbances, particu
larly during the period before 1933, arose from, or
were associated with, attempts to unionize the coal
miners. The earliest known attempt to organize the
miners in the coal fields on a large scale was made in
Pennsylvania and Illinois in the middle of the last
century. The first national union of mine workers
was organized in January 1861 and was known as
the American Miners Association. Because of internal dissensions and disastrous local strikes and
because of unfavorable economic conditions in the
period of readjustment following the Civil War, it
gradually collapsed. Local unions, however, per
sisted, and in 1873 they formed the Miners National
Association. Hardly had the organization gotten
under way when it was hit by the panic of 1873 and
went out of existence entirely 3 years later. However, the seeds of unionism were widely sown, and in
dners
and Mine
Mine
1885 the National F*ederation of Miners an

thering accident prevention and in providing medical
corefor indastr
injues.
aother pertinent h
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iAnother pertinent characteristic of the coal indus
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Laborers and the National Assembly
the Knights of Labor were organized.
these two organizations amalgamated
United Mine Workers of America.
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or America.
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Bureau of Mines reports. These figures look large
t constitute a relatively small percentage of the
rotal man days lost from all causes, including illness,
injurics, car shortages, break-downs in equipent,
and lack of markets.

Labor-llanagcement Relations

os Miners of
Eventually
to form the
This union,
This
nionr
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m
ighof 49 iragtU (the earliisi throughout the United States today, encountered
*. roisei t many diffculties in the intervening years. Its growth
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in power and strength has been uneven and irregular.
At times its membership grew, and at other times
waned. In some States the union was very strong
and in others alternately strong and weak. During
the early 1900's its growth paced that of the industry.
During and immediately after World War I, the
strength of the United Mine Workers increased
rapidly. Even many of the decidedly nonunion
fields were unionized. In 1922 the failure of the
union to reach an agreement with the operators led
to widespread strikes, the outcone of which was the
breaking of the strength of the union in several coal
fields. In the northern fields, however, the union
maintained its membership because it succeeded in
raising wages. In 1924 its top officials signed an
agreement maintaining the relatively high level of
wages in the unionized field. But the operators,
because of competition from the nonunionized field,

It is estimated tht at present all but a minor percentage (less than 10 percent) of the miners in the
bituminous-coal industry are members either of the
Inited Mine Workers of America or of the smaller
Progressive Mine Workers of America.
The primary aims of the unions have been to gain
shorter working hours and higher rates of pay for
their members. Little attention has been paid to
improvement of living conditions and better sanita-

rapidly lost tonnage, and many mines closed down,
only to reopen later on a nonunion basis. By 1927
the solidarity of the union in the northern field
was greatly weakened, except in a few coal areas of
the West and the Midwest. The union continued
to lose strength, and this ,ass was accelerated with
the onset of the depression,
The encroachment of the nonunion southern areas
upon the natural markets of the organized northern
fields, the unwillingness of the miners' union to
accept wage reductions in the organized fields, and
the decline in the demand for coal occasioned by
competition of other fuels, combined with the general
effects of the depression, reduced the proportion of
70 percoal mined under union contract from over
s
It was
cent in 1922 to about 15 percent in 1932.
during this period (1927) that the rival miners'
union, the Progressive Mine Workers of America,
was formed.

During the
maintained as the basic workweek.
combat years of World War II and in the present
period of reconversion, the basic workweek remained
tertimnerates of
at 35 hours, but additional hours art
pay were agreed upon between the unions and the
operatirs to vercone tihe shortage of manpoter
and to meet the emergency requirements of industriy
Under the Krug-Lewis Agreement of 1May29, 1946,
for the period of operation of the mines by the
Inited States Government the basic workweek was
maintained at 35 hours, but 2 hours additional were
allowed each day at premioum pay, making a total
of 9 hours a day portal-to-portal. In addition, an
extra optional period of 9 hours on the sixth day, at
overtime rates of pay, was agreed upon. The hours
actually worked (seetable 3), hboever, have averaged
considerably less than the maximumo permitted under
any of the contracts.

In 1933, however, upon inauguration of the National Industrial Recovery Act, which endorsed and
strengthened collective bargaining, and even in
anticipation of the adoption of the act
A wave of Union orgnizations swept over the industry,
Eventually close to 9 percent of the laboremployed was working under collectivebargaining agremen entered io between
therepresentatives o organized laborand operatrs?
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tion in coal-mining communities and, until recently,
lowever, in the matmore adequate medical care.
ters of wages and hours, the mnions have, over a
period of years, won many successes. As recently as
1932 the normal schedule of work in the bituminouscoal industry was over 48 hours a week. Before the
First World War, the workweek in the bitumimnuscoal industry was about 52 hours. In 1937, a 35hour schedu!e was adopted, and this has since been
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Rates

In wages, also, mine workers have been making
notable advances over the years. Relatively large
gains were made after 1933, following the establishment of the National Recovery Administration. As
a result of an agreement with the union in 1934,
covering the Appalachian fields, the same contract
that reduced the weekly hours from 41 to 35 in
creased basic wage rates for inside skilled workers to
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$5.00 in the North and to 4.60 in the South.
working on a tonnage (or piecework) basis were given
were
rates
these
1935,
In
increaes.
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increased by 50 cents a day, and aeain in 1937 they
were increased by 50 cents a day. According to the
Bireau of Labor Statisticsi'
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Wage rates, important as they are to the miners
and op erators, have less meaning than actual carnings. A man earning a basic rate of$1.00( an hour and
working 25 hours a aeek oliouisl has lessnonei
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fr litingexpensesthanithie imn arninr i 8o entrs
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reciords of a large noumberofbituminous-coal minisg
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Again, in 1941, wages were increased in the coa
fields, this time to $7. o a day forbasic insideday
fortonnane men
increases
labor, with corresponding
and outsidelaborers. In the Northern Appalachian
Ohio, northern West Virginia,
areas (Pennsylvania,
and western Maryland) and in Michigan,the in
creasewas $1 a day (or14.3 centsan hour)forbasic
day occupations, and in the Southern Appalachians
Wtest Virginia, Virginia, easternKentucky,
(southern
and northernTennessee) of $1.40 a day or 20(cents
an hour, thus eliminating the differential between
northernand southern rates. For the two areas,
affecting about 300,000 workers, the increases
averaged about 18 percent. Other differentials in
pay alsowere eliminated or minimized; and in that
same year the union shop was extended to Harlan
County, Ky., and the closed shop was recognized in
the captive mines, which employ about 50,000
workersand produceabout 10 percent of thecoal.
The latest wage raise was granted in the KrugLewis Agreement of May 29, 1946, which provided
for a basic hourlyincrease of 18.5 cents that, with
of $1.85.
full
daily overtime,meant a dailyincrease
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Hourly/ anli

given.
the figures
Average hltorlyar nins ofbitminnous-coal miners,
accordingto the IBureau,were 88 cents in 1923,
feltand
of World War I were still
when the effects
the depression in the coalindustryhad not yet set
in. By 1929, at a time when the hiurly rainiigs of
the
percent,
factory workers increased aboutr I
hourlyearningsof minershad dropped to h8 cents,
a decreaseof about20 percent. Then in 1933 they
1933, hourlyearnings,
declined to 50 cents.
including pay foroiertitme when worked, began to
rise, going to 79 cents in 1936, to 88 centsin 1940,
to 99 centsin 1941, to $1.05in 1942, to $1.13 in
1943, to $1.18in 1944, and to $1.24 in 1945 and
sf
9 months
reached an averageof $1.37 forthe first

Aiter

1946.
Table 3, which gives the average hourly and
coalminers, compiled
weeklyearnings of bituminious
from figuresobtained from the BIureauofLabor
data for other
comparative
presents
also
Statistics,
althoughit is realized that many factors
industries,
tend to

mnake such

com

p

arisons

meaningless.

It

should be borne in mind that important differences

between the various industries include: (1) The
opportunities for regular employment, (2) the skill
and responsibilities required to do the work, (3) the
proportion of males to females, (4) the proportion of
skilled to semiskilled or unskilled labor,
the
amount of oertime worked, and (6) the hazards
involved.

was 202, some miners may have worked as much as
280 days or more, while others may have worked as
little as 120 days or less. Furthermore, even durine
the war, when the demand for coal was abnormally
high, many miners had little opportunity to work the
average number of hours and days or on Saturdays
(sixth day of the week) to earn the overtime pay for

Minosers' YYeaTl6, E/ani

thosc dayt.

(5)
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Just as hourly and weekly earniigaare more
meaningful than hourl y wage rati's, so are yearly
earningsmore meaningfl tshanhourly or wcckly
carnlngs. The miner must feed, clothe, and shelter
himself and his family throughout the year, and his
ability to do so depends upon how much he can earn
all year, for year after year. Upon the size and
regularity of his annual income depends his ability
to pay for adequate medical care, to buy his own
hone, or to rent decent housing, even at higher rates,
and to take full ad antage of thelimited recreational
outlets. If one were to assume that each coal miner
in an underground basic day occupation worked the
full 54 hours a week, including overtime (or the
equivalent of 63.5 hours at straight time) provided
for inthe current Krug-Lewis Agreement, at the rate
of $1.185 an hour, or at the rate of $75.25 a week,
for 46 of the 52 weeks in the year, his annual gross
earnings should average $3,461.50. The resultant,
however, is a highly theoretical, in fact fanciful,
figure. Only once in the history of mining has the
average nmber of days a year worked by miners been
as high as 276 days, which is the equivalent of 46 -day
(54-hour) weeks. The average number of days
worked in all mines (see table 2) has ranged from
a high of 278 days in 1944, a war y ear, to a low of
142 days in 1922. Individualmines vary in the
number of days they operate. They may shut down
for a period of time because ofstrikes, lack of markets,
shortages of railroad cars, serious accidents (such as
fires) and break-downs in equipment or for financial
troubles and for other reasons. In general, however,
the larger the mine, the steadier its operations. Over
the past 56 years, or since 1890, which is as far back
as the records of theBureau of Mines go, the workyear at all soft-coal mines has averaged only 2116
days. In any one year, as, for example, 1940, when
the average number of days for all mine operations

allthe figures collected by statisticians and
others over the years, none secm tobe as resistant to
interpretation or as difficult to understand as those
assembled onmin er' earaings. Comprehensivedata
on which the average annual earnings of individual
bituminous-coal miners can be computed accurately
have never been gathered, and even the best-qualified
experts have been defied in obtaining single figures
that can be presented without lengthy qualifications
and without explanations that tend to confuse
rather than clarify the meaning to hceaverage reader.
No single figures mean what thev seem to say. There
are a number of justifiable reasons for this. First,
there are many different occupations, at different
rates of pay, embraced in the term "bituminouscoal miner."
Second, the different occupations work
different lengths of time, and there are differences in
the working times at various mines and in the
several coal districts. Third, there are differences
between thepay rates of miners who work on a tonnage or piecework basis and those who work on a
daily rate of pay. Also, there are men who reularly work a sixth or overtime day, while others
never work on the sixth day; still others work overtime only during certain periods of the year.
t'i
nally,
there arelocalvariations
in therates ofpay for
certain occupations. All of these variables so complicate any attemptsto obtain an accuratepicture
of annual earnings, which could be expressed in
terms that can be readily understood, that no official
figures are regularly published.
Some figures indicative of the annual earnings of
niners are, however, presented in table 4. They
were obtained by simple arithmetical computations
of weekly earnings and are presented, not as actualities, but for their value in determnining relative
changes from year to year. For this purpose, figures
also are given for related industries and certain other
selected high-paid industries. The trend in miners
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for numerous reasons tend to underestiiate the
incomes is shown as well in figu'res f earlier year s,
gross earnings.
which indicate average annual earnings of $1,251 in
The relative opportunitie to supplement income
1929, then a sharp drop each year until 1932, when
from other than the principal vocation constitute
the mines operated very few days and wage rates
a substantial difference between miners and other
were relatively low. Fromn a low of $677 in 1932,
industrial workers. In the Southwestern and Westaverage annual earnings rose gradually to $1,141 in
ern States wherc many mines operate more or less
1937, dropped again slightly in 1938, reached $1,164
regularly on a seasonal basis, many miners have
in 1939, and rose each year since to a high rate of
opportunities and have adjusted themselves accord
It is important to bear in mind
$2,650 in 1945."
ingly-to occupy themsel es as part-time farmers
(of
averages
that these figures are mere indications
and do not reveal ho, miany mincrs earned lessan and anfarm laborers. In the northern fields, a larje
number of mines are wihin, or clise to, localities
how many earned more than the almounts stared,
with diversified industries, and some opportunities
nor do thev show how high or how low the incomes
for work exist when mines are shut down. In the
of large groups of miners went in any particular year.
southern Appalachians, however, the mines are more
Moreover, the figiures are intended to represent
if isolated, and the areas are not soi highly industrialized
gross earnings and consequently take no
or conducive to large-scale farming; consequently,
numerous deductions for items such as rent, corn
the miners depend almost solely upon operation of
pant store, union dues, assessments, supplies, hurial
the mines for their livlihood. Workers iin manufac
fund, and medical care. On the whole, the figurcs
turing industries, however, are generally located in
areas that hav- a high degree of industrial dihersitica
it
em pieer
era aln ua earntua
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erall do not permit suaiecient reserves in sa ings,
bonds, or personal insurance to compensate them
in case of lengthy or permanent disabilityresulting
from accidents or serious illnesses.
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laws in mlany States have been designed to take
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Ages

of Coal

'finies

stantly increasing amount of mechanization in
mines, the miner's job is a young man's job. During World War 11, however, when many young men
were in the armed services, and the proportion of
older men in the mines was supposed to be higher,
4
the largest tonnage of soft coal mined in any -year
period, and the largest production of any single year
(1944) were attained. Discounting strip mining, the
highest productivity per man per day (5.04 tons)
was achieved. In 1940, before the last war and
consequently prior to the time when many young
miners enlisted or were drafted into the armed
services, or had left mining for the higher-paid
wartinme industries, almost 12 percent of ail the men
employed in the coal industry were over 54 years
old. Almost 45 percent were between 35 and 55
years old; 29 percent were 25 to 35 years old; and
only about 15 percent were under 25 years of age.
In some highly productive States, such as Pennsylvania, Illinois, Ohio and Indiana, the men in the
oldest age group, 55 vears and over, constituted
12 to 23 percent of the total (see table 5).

A singular characteristic of the coal industry is the
fact that male labor only is employed in mining.
)uring the War, a few women were employed in
surface occupations, but the miners have resented
even this small encroachment.
However, what is
more distinguishing is the fact rhat the miners,
who regard themselves as skilled craftsmen, have
nn established apprenticeship system. In the old
days a miner took his son into the mine and trained
him, while he worked alongside, or young boys
started in subsidiary occupations, such as trappers
(to open and close ventilating doors underground
when a trip or train of mine cars had to pass through)
or as breaker boys picking slate in the tipple. Today, the vestiges of this system persist, but generally
able-bodied young men, after a short period of
training following their employment, quickly begin
to receive the same rates of pay as men who have
spent a lifetime in the same jobs.
It has been frequently stated that, with the con-
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The workers who constitute the laboring force in
the industir are a varied class of men with hetero
geneous backgrounds. They represent virtually all
racial groups and fall into all age groups. Both
Negro and white are included in their ranks. Estimares (based on accident figures) show that almost
9 percent of the miners are Negroes. The proporState to
tion of nonwhite varies, however, froi
State, with Alabama having the highest ratio (about
half) and West Virginia the next highest, and some
coal States having no Negro miners. The Negroes
belong to the same labor unions as the white, receive
the same rates of pay, and are as respected for their

northern West Virginia, and Ohio mining towns,
European tonguce are still heard occasionally on the
streets and in the taverns. On the orher hand, in
many areas, particularly in Alabama, Tennessee,
Virginia, and in large parts of Kentucky and southern
West Virginia, the white populace seems to be condescendants
posed almost entirely of native
of the original Scotch-English who settled many
generations ago in the Southern Appalachian hollows.
Where the miners are not obliged by circumstances to live in company towns or in unincorporated
areas, they exercise the rights and responsiiilities of
citizenship to the same degree as orher citizens.

skiils as any other group. No statistics have been
collected on the racial make-up of the miners since
the United States Coal Comnrmision, in 192, made
a study based on data obtained in the 1920 Census,
The study showed that in 1920 nearly 68 percent of
the bituminous-coal miners were native-born (of
which 3 percent were Negroes) and the remainder
were of foreign birth, the largest numbers having
been born in Italy, Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Russia. The highest proportion of foreign born
worked in the Pennsylvania mines. It may he as
sumed safely that, immigration having been virtually
cut off since then and the interval of a full generation having intervened, the proportion of native-horn
is much higher today among the miners of the
United States than 25 years ago. I'pon traveling
through rhe bituminous-coai fields a visitor expecting
marked racial differences would be struck by the
thoroughness with which the groups that are not
native-born have been assimilated. Occasionally,
in certain parts of New Mexico and southern Coiorado, one sees whole communities of people of
Spanish-American descent; in New
exico, a large
number of the workers in a few mins are American
Indians; in Utah, there are a few small coal camps

They vote (with the exception of the very few who,
for various reasons, are ineligible) and are candidates
They pay
for local, State, and national
taxes, and they complain as much as their neighbors
in other occupations do. However, in nmst of the
company-owned villages where many must live,
their interests outside of their work and their
families are circumrscribed. Long years of control
and paternalism have almost completely atrophied
their sense of responsibility as citizens. They have
slipped into the easy status of social wards. But
the virilirt and vitality of the group, particularly of
the younger men and women, and more especially
of the young sons and daughters of America's coal

made up of families of Japanese and those of Japan
ese descent; and in places in Wyoming, such as Rock
Springs, as many as 40 European racial stocks are
said to be represented. In some Pennsylvania,
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miners, resoundingly proclaim hope. The horizons
of many young men and some of the young women
from the coal fields have been broadened by warime migrations. Service as officers and enlisted
personnel (both men and women) in the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, where
better precepts of personal hygiene and community
living have been inculcated, has influenced their
basic concepts and attitudes, which undoubtedly
will extend into coal-mining communities. The experiences of this young group may eventually find
expression. With their younger brothers and sisters
they represent the best hope for higher standards of
healthy living.

Launching the Survey
The health and

living conditions of the

men,

The negotiations in 1946 for a new labor contract

women, and children of Anmericawho depend di-

in the bittuninous-coal-mining industry were begun a

rectly for their sustenance and welfare upon the
hituminous-coal-miinng industry are matters of national concern. This kev industry affects directly
and in large measure the plrgress and prosperity of
all American industry. Thus, although the miners
and their families comprise, in total, only a small but
widely distributed segment of the whole population
of the United States, the indispensability of the
commodity produced by their labor makes their wellbeing the object of public interest and not solely the
concern of Labor or Management.
Moreover, basic
American principles of humanity and justice to individuals, and the inescapable interdependence of all
Americans, project major issues dealing with the
nonvocational life of the miners beyond the province
of a labor dispute.
On May 29, 1946, the Federal Government, as a
rpresentative of all of the people ofthe United States,
undertook to conduct a comprehensive survey of the
medical care and hospitalization of miners and their
families; and of the housing, sanitation and related
conditions in coal-mining areas (after health standards became one of the matters at issue between the
mine workers'union and the representatives
of the
mine operators, when they were attempting to draw
up a labor contract),
The Survey with which this report deals was
actually an outgrowth of the discussions arising from
the negotiations for the contract between the Federal Government and the United Mine Workers of
America. While the main drama of wages, hours
and conditions of work, and residual benefits to
miners was played on the center of the stage in this
theater of controversy, the Survey was conceived in
the wings. Nevertheless, it received a proportionate
share of the spotlight of public attention.

short time before March 31, when the then existing
contract was due to expire. By April 1, when no
new contract had been consummated, the miners
refused to go nt work, and coal production throughout the country virtually ceased. This period of
suspension was maiainined during the long interval
while the officers of the United Mine Workers of
America, representing the great majority of the
organized miners, and the representatives of the
majority of mine operators discussed and argued the
terms,f settlement. During that time a number of
basic industries, such as steel and electric power,
were threatened with paralysis, and the national
economic structure was placed in jeopardy. The
essential program of reconversion from war to peace
had been arrested, and the danger of complete
economic collapse seemed not far distant. Then,
on May 12, theunion policy committee authorized
a "truce" of 2 weeks, and nmany of the workers
returned to their jobs for this period, but it soon
became apparent that no contract could be reached
in that time.
Finally, on May 21, after work interruptions
involving
large numbers of nminershad lasted overa
period of 59 days, and after the representatives of the
operators and of the organized workers had personally informed the President of the United States of
their inability to come to an agreement, the President issued Executive Order 9728, authorizing and
directing the Secretary of the Interior to take possession of the mines on behalf of the Federal Government. The Secretary, Hon. J. A. Krug, acting
immediately, established within the United States
Department of the Interior a Coal Mines Adnmnistration, an agency similar to the one of the same
name that had been created in July 1943 to handle

a similar coal-production crisis. To assist him in
the task of administering the operation of the coal
mines, Secretary Krug, with the approval of the
President and the Secretary of the Navy, selected
Vice Admiral Ben Moreell (CEC), U. S. Navy, as
Deputy Coal Mines Administrator (later named Coal
Mines Administrator).i
Notices of Government seizure were immediately

dispatched to the mining companies that had operated mines under labor agreements with the United
Mine Workers of America; and the officials of these
companies who had formerly been in charge of mine
operations were designated operating managers of
the same properties for the United States. For
practical reasons, the Coal Mines Administration did
not seize all of the 7,000 to 8,0)0 mines employing
members of the 1neted Mine Workers. A large
number of these were small mines, including the
so-called "truck mines," "wagon mines,'""dog holes,"
or other small mines whose total combined annual
production represented but a small fraction of the
annual output of bituminous coal. Only the large
strip mines and larger underground mines which
produce more than 50 tons per day and which
utilized rail and river connections-altogether corn
dcn
prising approximately 3,350 mines but prducn
about 90 percent of all the bituminous coal were
originally intended to he taken. Approximately
2,350 of these mines have been retained under
Federal possession and control,
Following Government seizure of these mines,
Secretary Krug, with the assistance of Admiral
Moreell, negotiated, on behalf of the I nitcd States
Government, a labor contract with Mr. John I.
Lewis, President of the United Mine Workers,
which was signed on May 29, 1946, at the White
House in the presence of The President of the
United States.
This contract, which became known as the Krug
Lewis Agreement, amended, for the period of the
Government's custody of the bituminous-coal mines,
the wage rates, hours of employment and other provisions contained in previous agreements between
the union and the private operators and also in-

eluded new provisions relating to safi ry, health, and
welfare. The survey of medical and sanitary fcilIhe Krug-Lewis
ities was one of these provisions.
Agreement states:
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Organization of SurveV

To organize and direct this Survey, the Secretarc
of the Interior, with the approval of the President,
selected Rear Admiral Jecl T. Booe, MC, United
States Navy. A reasonable presumption why an
officer of the Naval Medical Corps uas selected was
that Admiral Moreell, himself ieing a naval officer,
quite naturally turned to fellol olicers to assist him
in the various subdivisions of administering the hituminous-coal industry when he was called to assume
the position of IDputy Coal Mines Admininstrator.
it
hsi work to have the imajority of his
I facitated
procedures
associates united by a hend of commi
and a common language. Admiral Moireel well
knew of the experience, the world I er, that medical
officers of the Navy have had in public health and
fficrs miist
preventive medicine. Naval iicll
med
have experience in all the diersified fields of health.
Frequently they have had to make foreign territory
habitable tir the armed forces of our ciountry, that
they might occupy it and carry out their military
operations in varied climes and under various conditions; moreover, members of the Corps have also
been serving in shipyards, gun factories, and similarly
large industrial plants.
Incidentally, there was still another advantage in
having a medical officer of the Navy direct the Survey, since the Naval Medical Corps had had no
previous relationship with cither Labor ror Manaement in the coal industry; it had little, if any, firstHeresgnedansCc,hand contact in the coal fields and in no way had
nes .
vicdcmaiMorulc cameeAdcirccalonj,,
MinesAminisror•cueu, ubr, -1, u-S
"•o
ih hirirrni ine
been associated with State health organizations or
(S),cuSNR.
dealt with State legislatures. Therefore, the Navy's
i2e550
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medical officers could approach the delicate problems
involved in the Survey with a fresh viewpoint and
uncomomitted.Itis believed and there is suhbstantial evidence to support the belief-that because of
these factors publicconfidence was givenand reposed
in the Survey, which might not have been attained
otherwise,

The Survey Staff
The staff organized to conduct the Survey was
essentiallt as follows:
1. A headquarters staff, consisting basically of
advisers to the Director, included an engineer adviser,
who became as well the executive officer of the Survey
Group, while counseling and guiding on matters of
housing in coal-mining communities and on problems
of water supply, sewage disposal, and related sanitation matters; an adviser on medical care, epidemi-

tigations in Alabama, southern Tennessee, western
Kentucky, and Virginia and in parts of sourhern
West Virginia. The team from Area V, following
completion of its investigations in that area, entered
Area I and surveyedmines and mining communities
in central Pennsylvania and Maryland. The ream
from Area 11 entered Area I and surveyed mines
and miningcommunitiesin easternOhio.
Owing to the limitation in time, it was obviously
impossible for the Medical Survey teams to investigate the factors selected for study in each of the
8,K000or more bituminous-coal mines of the Nation,
or even in the2,350 coal mines that were in Government possession. It became necessary, therefore,
to conduct the Survey on a sampling basis. It
was necessary,of course, that the sample to be selected
should be representative; that is, it should be large
enough and distributed widely enough so that
conclusions could be drawn.

ology, and sanitation; an adviser on welfare and
recreation; an adviser on public relations; and a
Sanmplinf
P'roedure'e
documentary photographer to make a photographic
Inasmuch as people constituted the primary conrecord of observable conditions in coal-mining comsideration, rather than structures, facilities and serv
munities.
ices in themselves, the sampling procedure was
2. A field staff made up of fiveteams, each team
conducted on the basis of mine population. From
comprising a medical officer in charge, an engineer
officer, and a welfare and recreation officer, together
the records of the Federal Bureau of Mines a list of
all mines, giving theirlocations, production, and
with a chief yeoman who primarily performed clerical
Mines pronumber of employees, was compiled.
duties. Each of these teams was assigned to one of
2
ducine less than 50,0(X) tons annually were deleted.
the five areas that had been established br the Coal
Mines Administration for administratise purposes. The list then contained 1,849 mines, employing
(See map 1.) The field teams, however, did nor
328,500 workers and producing at the time at a rate
confine all their activities to their own designated
of about 560,000(,000 tons of coal a year. The
Bureau of Mines previously had assigned index numareas. In Areas I and II, which had the highest
concentration of mines and mining population, the
hers to all active mines, and this sytem affirded a
assigned field teams remained in their respective areas
convenient device in selecting of the sample. To
throughout the Survey. However, in Areas III,
assure that theselection of the mines was a random
one, this list was arranged numerically in accordance
IV, and V, which had fewer mines, the field teams,
upon finishing their own investigations,
came into
with the indexnumbers assigned by the Bureau of
Areas I and II to assist the other teams. For
Mines. Itwas decided that approximately 15 perexample, the field team in Area IV, upon completing
cent of the total or 260 mines would suffice for the
its work, went into Area II and conducted inves- sample and would fitin with the time limitations.
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mines selected from each district was proportionate
to the number of mine workers employed there. In
other words, in those districts in which the population of miners was largest, the most mines were
selected; and in those districts where the population
of miners was the least, the smallest number of
mines was selected for the sample. For each ditrict there was determined the allotted number of
mines to be selected at random. Thus, if 20 mines
were assigned to a district which had 300 mines,
every fifteenth mine was selected by the simple
procedure of going down the list and picking out
every fifteenth index number.
When the selections were completed, it was found
that the 260 mines which constituted the sample
(see table 6) were distributed throughout the Nation, employed an estimated 71,850 employees, and
had an annualrate of productionof 97 milliontons.
Thus the sample selected constituted 14 percent of
the total number of mines in Government custodvy
producing 50,000 tons or more; these mines enm
ployed about 22 percent of the miners and produced
about 18 percent of the output. There was con
siderable variation, howier, from. the basic pert
.
centage if22 in termsof miners when certainfacil

ities

were studied. IFor example, the hospials in
erstigated
in the course if the Survey cc.opr4iscd
more than half of all those in the coal-mining sections
under study, because the hospitals serving miners
ciployed in the sampled mines also servemiiners
employed ina number of othermines. LikeJise, in
the case of the houses that were studied, the total
number that were personally inspected comprised
5.5 percent of all those rented to miners by coal
companies in the places undersurvey.
In view of the fact that production and emplovment fluctuate differently in different areas, the
exact percentages of miners, houses, hospitals, etc.,
reflected by the group of selected mines were regarded as unimportant, providedthat the sample
was of such magnitude as to present a good cross
section of the conditions being studied in the industry. Representatives of Labor and Management
both asserted that conditions at the 260 mines
selected could be considered representative of
those throughout the industry. However, because
thousands of small mines were not included in the
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lists from which thoe saipled mines were selected,
the Survey data tend to show a somewhat better
picturewith respect to housing, sanitation, medical
services, recreation, and other conditions and facilities. This tact should he borne in mind in reading
the succeeding sections of the Report.
The 260 mines that comprised the sample happen to he situated in 105 different counties, located
in the 22 leading bituminous-coal-producing Staes.'
See map 1.) In many of these counties, coal mining
is the principal industry and the principal occupation of a majority of the wage carners. In more than
40 percent of these counties, coal miners iincluding
foremen and overseers, hut excluding managerial
and clerical personnel, employees of company stores,
and other workers not engaged directly in mining)
constituted more than one-fourth of all employed
males 14 years old and over. In about 15 percent
of the counties, more than half of all employed males
are coal miners, indicating the extent to which coal
mining is the predominant influence in some areas.
In a few counties the ratio of miners to all employed
workers runs over 75 percent, as for example,
McDowell County, W. Va., where the proportion is
85 percent, and Harlan County, Ky., where it is
87 percent. In the coal counties of eastern Ken tucky, the ratio ranges from 29 to 87 percent, with
5 of the 7 counties in the Survey having a ratio of
more than 50 percent. (See table 7.) More than
85 percent of all the bituminous-coal-mine employees
work in these 105 counties.
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The procedure followed in surveying conditions in
the coal fields, as outlined in paragraph 5 of the
Krug-Lewis Agreement, was rather simople. A funda-
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Itwas decided, as a matter of major policy, that
impartiality must he maintained by each and every
member of the Medical Survey Group. The field
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this respect, because it comprised professional people
capable of making intelligent observations and
technical appraisals. Only trained observers with
specialized knowledge were to be used as field investigators. For example, it was decided early that if the
homes inwhich the miners lived were to be reported
on, qualified members of the field teams were to inspect
such houses personally. Likewise, with respect
to
hospitals, the medical officers, who were leaders of
the field teams, were to inspect personally each of
the hospitals in commnunities included in the sample
survey. A record form of considerable length was
devised to guide each of the teams in obtaining
information and to make it possible to standardize
the statistical data so that they could be computed
and interpreted at headquarters. A statistical sectionwas established in Washington to compile and
the reports from the field teams.
While the teams were in the field, the headquarters
brief inspection trips to the various areas
made
staff
to explain the purposes and methods of the Survey
to Management and Labor groups and to enlist their
cooperation, as well as to become acquainted personally
some of the problems involved in the
Survey, so that the statistical data and the observations reported later by the field teams could be better

T

preceding, their arrival in a given district. Upon
arriving at a mine to conduct their survey, they were
instructed to discuss all matters in the presence of
both parties. W hen a field team came onto the
property of a coal-mining company, it was met by
representatives of Management and of Labor
a ll y
usu
the superintendent and other supervisory
personnel of the mine, and officers of the local union,
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who were asked to accompani each member of the
team during his phase of the inspection. Thus, the
enginccr officer, for example, while inspecting houses
always visited them with a union representative and
a representative of Management. All questions
asked of tenants were asked in the presence of both.
This system, however, had certain minor drawhacks, which persisted throughout the Survey. One
of the principal of these was the miners' misunderstanding of the purpose of the Survey. Many miners
felt that the Survey teams had come into the camps
to correct alleged inequities or "poor" conditions.
As a result, the teams were sometimes treated as
grievance committees. Local Management, likewise, often believed that the teams had been sent
out to investigate complaints. All questions were
willingly answered by everyone, but essential information generally was not volunteered. For example,
when a mine operator was asked who had built the
schoolhouse, he usually answered unhesitatingly,
"The company did," but might fail to add that the
company was charging the county a specified amount
each month for rentaL. The presence of supervisory
personnel and union leaders sometimes caused others
to be reluctant in "confiding" in the Survey teams.
Many volunteered sources of information believed to
be reliable were made available to the Survey personnel. The sourcesof confidential information have
been respected. It should be asserted, however, that
excellent cooperation and cordiality were shown by
both Management and Labor and by State, county,
and municipal officials during the entire Survey.
The comprehensiveness of the Survey is a realization
because of the willing and kindly assistance rendered
by these interested citizens,
In addition to the personal investigations and
inspections by field teams, a questionnaire was prepared and mailed from Washington to a large number
of mining companies throughout the United States,
Copies of this special questionnaire also were mailed
to all district headquarters of the United Mine
Workers of America. It was intended to use this
information to verify and corroborate specific items
of information obtained by the field teams and to
make known any important variations from the
findings of the teams. However, it was planned to
utilize only those forms, applicable to the same
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mines, that both Management and Labor returned,
because answers to the questions on which both
parties agreed in essence were deemed the only ones
having reliable validity. Thus, it was hoped that
three sets of data would eventually have become
Data the teams
available for analysis and study:
were to obtain from the 260 selected mines; (2) data
union officials
and
operators
both
by
to be reported
relating to a large number of mines not included in
the Survey; and (3) data to be reported by all three
groups the teams, union officials, and operators
on the samte 260 selected mines or a large proportion
of them. A relatively small number of returns of the
special questionnaires were received. U'pon analysis,
it was found that many of the forms were only partly
answered. In only 45 instances were data submitted
by operators and union officials for the same mines,
and in a number of these instances the data varied
considerably. It was decided, therefore, that the
information obtained from these questionnaires was
not incontestable and that publication might he
misleading. Consequently, no data on the information submitted by this method were included in the

(1)

Report.
The Survey was concerned primarily with the
Its objective
human beings in the coal microcosm.
was to determine broadly the extent, the adequacy,
and the characteristics of the facilities and services
that most directly affect the physical and mental
health of the miners and their families. It did
not direct itself to the economics of the coal industry or to the technology of coal mining. These
phases of the industry, however, were borne in mind
as the studies progressed, for it was realized that the
stability of the industry; the ownership, size, age,
and solvency of individual operations; the mecthoids
of mining; and the incomes, steadiness of employment, and hours and conditions of work, as well as
the working environment of the miners, all have an
important bearing on the requirements for medical
care and on the standards of the medical facilities,
housing, sanitation, and leisure-time activities in
It was recognized also
coal-mining communities.
that the geographic settings and the strong influences
of tradition had to be considered in arriving at
appraisals.
As the Survey was restricted in time and investi-

gators were urged to proceed with dispatch, an inthe summer months, for the most part, also tended
s p ired sense of urgency prevented the group from
to force the investigators to visualize rather than
going into certain pertinent aspects of the problem
experience the variable and seasonal condition of
which, to have produced significant results, might
the roads in the communities, the influence of defects
have required years of investigation and study,
in house structures upon the inside temperatures, the
Consequently, no data were obtained on variois re
full effects of surface drainage upon water supplies,
lated phases of the problem, such as the prevalence
the probably increased requiremtents for medical care,
and incidence of specific diseases, illnesses, and disand many other conditions.
abilities; the extent and nature ot nutritional defAnother factor that had to be discounted was the
cirencies and their correlation with diet and ereirongeneral housing shortage throughout the United
ment; and the total costs of medical care. Further,
States in virtually all communities and cities.
it was not possible to derive a set of standards of
There was no way of estimating the extent to which
medical practice. Neither was it possible, owing
miners would have lived in other than companyto the time factor, to undertake a comiprehensiie
owned houses or in their own homes if conditions
analysis of State workmen's compensation laws and
had permitted them to rent or purchase other houses.
public health laws and regulations.
The circumstances were such that nearly everywhere
One phase of the problem that seemed to demand
any shelter as at a preminum.
at least a preliminary inquiry was the leisure-time
In many aspects of the problem, the Medical
activities of the miner and his family. It had been
Survey constituted a pioneering venture. In other
asserted frequently that the abnormal working
phases, the investigators followed in the footsteps
hours, the isolation of the population in many of the
of previous survey groups. The L nited States Coal
comipany -controlled mining communities, and the
Commission, which was created by the Congress in
dearth of opportunities for recreation, higher eduSeptemnber 1922 and which expired bv limitation a
cation, and other off-the-job activities engendered a
year later, conducted an intensive study of conditions
low morale that affected the outlook and well-being
in the coal fields, including the anthracite regions.
of the people. To ascertain to what extent such
The Commission's study was directed primarily at
conditions prevailed and the reasons for their existlabor relations, wages, earnings, and hours of work,
ence, it was decided to include in the Survey a
costs of production, investments and profits, and
general investigation of such rrereational facilities
conservation of resources; and although much attenand activities,
tion was devoted to living conditions of the miners
Although no year can be said to be "normal" in oand their families, including sanitation, housing,
the coal-mining industry, 1946 can be termed
rentals, and costsof lfiving, medical care and hospitali
"abnormeal" in various respects. During that year,
zationr were mentioned only briefly. The Medical
and especially during the 4 months June, July,
Survey benefited by these studies, as well as by the
August, and Septemnber, in which the Survey teams
excellent data and advice obtainable from and
were in the field, more mines were active and producfreely offered and given by the United States Public
tion was greater than is customary in a peacetime
Health Service, the Federal Bureau of Mines, the
year, because of the pent-up demnands for cotal.
Social Security Administration, theChildren'sBureau,
Except during war years, many mines usually have
and other agencies, both Government and private,
la
a s ck period during the summer. Moreover, because
which frotm time to time had made partial
the readjustment fromntwartime conditions had not
studies on related matters in the coal fields and which
been completed, a number of younger men were still
conducted Nation-wide activities that result in the
in the armed services or had not yet returned to
regular acquisition of valuable information concerntheir jobs following their discharges; consequently
ing the particular areas encompassed in the Survey.
the industry seemed to have more older miners and
It should be pointed out, however, that the Mledifewer younger ones than is usual in times of peace,
cal Survey Group refrained fromt analyzing these
The fact that the Survey was conducted during
earlier studies and avoided reference to other availi

able data on the subjects under study until its survey
was fully organized and its field investigations were
completed. The Group desired to assure itself
of a complete absence of influence, bias, and preconceived attitudes,
Although the Survey was conducted as an independent venture and with an impartiality that made
it appear as though its purpose had no relationship
whatsoever to the other provisions of the Krug-Leois
Agreement, it was obvious that section S could not be
entirely divorced from context. The Survee bears a
definite, albeit indirect, relationship to other sections
of the Agreement, particularly section 4 ,' which provides for the establishment of a Health and Welfare

Program.
This section sets up two funds: (1)A welfare and
rerirement fund; and (2) a medical and hospital fund
for miners and their families. The latter fund, to be
accumulated by deductions now being made, or to be
authorized in the future, from wages of miners for
medical, hospital, and related purposes, is to be
administered by trustees to be appointed by the
President of the United Mine Workers and is to be
expended at the discretion of the trustees. The
other fund, being accumulated by payments by
operators of 5 cents per ton on each ton of coal produced for use or for sale, is to be administered by
three trustees, one of whom is to be appointed by the
President of the United Mine Workers, another by
the Coal Mines Administrator (representing Management), and the third by the other two trustees. The

sanitary facilities conformiung to recognized American
tanaards.'" The question of determining what these
.itandards are, either with respect to single factors or
to all, defies a precise answer. 'There arc as many
concepts as there are people and groups of people.
Moreover, standards are not static. The standards
of yesterday are not the standards of today, nor are
the standards of today what they may be expected
to be tomorrow. Time and circumstance make
them variable. Nevertheless, even if there can be
no coherent, exact, and lasting definitions ofstandards, the habits and convention of the American
people, together with what has been expressed by
them as desirable and acceptable, form a pattern
within whose limits it is possible to apply an elastic
yardstick of measurement. Although such a yard
stick is not accurate, it is understandable.
The Medical Survey Group, whenever possible,
relied primarily on statistical evidence and weighed
its estimates and v aluations on scales deised by
authoritative bodies when gages were available.
For example, in determining the condition of
houses, the adequacy of foundations, walls, and
other components was measured, after appraisal,
against the minimum requirements or standards
established by recognized housing authorities. I.ikewise, in the case of hospitals, facilities were evaluated
largely in terms of the standards established by

section states that:
making paymento
The (welfae) fund shall be used lot
to (a)
miners, and their dependents and survivors, with respect
age loss not otherwise compensatedlat, ,r adequately under
sictnesis
or State lawand resulting frome
FIederal
the provisions lf
ori kr
death,
abily, as
diabli.ty), permanentdi(temporatry
determiined
purfists,
iente, ted fb)ether relatedwelkare

recognized hospital authorities.
In many respects, however, no such authoritative
scales exist, and evaluations had to be made on a
subjective basis. That which is decidedly substandard in health, housing, and other matters with
which the public is personally familiar was readily
discernible; and that which patently appeared to hbe
above standardwas likewise easy to recognize. In
the two
the
broadrangebetween
hr
eeeus where
a extremes,
eweyh
sehcdrsc

tebtstee,
Provision also is made for coordination of policies of
to
grcups of trusteesso thas each fuind w
che two
c
l
to wil,
eah fund
the two groups of trustees so that

verityis challengeable, facilities and conditions had
to what is average or cutsto be evaluatedin relation
tomary or to what may reasonably be expected.
The appraisals within this brad range were made

the maximum degree
ment the other,

in the experience and integrity of the appraisers.
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munity; and the Report of the Medical Survey
Group does notr deal with any single community by
name, nor does it deal solely or primarily with
isolated conditions or facilities. It deals with all
communities. The Survey was concerned with the
bituminous-coal industry as a whole.
This Report presents the findings of the field
teams. The statements that have been made regarding conditions were based upon statistical evidence and upon personal observations of members
of the Medical Survey Group, qualified and trained
in making appraisals within their own professional
fields. Wherever the data lend themselves to statistical handling the figures are given, together with
an interpretation of such statistical data. However,
the Survey Group desires the reader to evaluate those
data himself.
All or any of the interpretations presented herein
are not necessarily those of the Director of the
Survey, or of any other one person. Rather, they
represent the combined experience and viewpoinrs of
all the members of the Medical Survey Group.
Inasmuch as the Report was based on a survey of a
sample and not of all the bituminous-coal mines in

the United States, it is realized that the findings and
conclusions do not have absolute verity. It is felt,
however, that the conditions with respect to medical
care, hospitalization, sanitation, and housing in the
coal-mining areas of the Nation are substantially as
reported. They are representative of the portion
of the industry in all parts of the United States that
normally produces over 90 percent of the coal and
employs a slightly smaller percentage of the total
number of miners.
Because section 5 of the Krug Lewis Agreement
neither contemplates nor provides for enforcement
of measures to rectify or alleviate any conditions
that may be found to need correction, the Survey
could hope only to establish the facts with regard to
existing conditions. In the gathering and interpretation of facts, conclusions are inevitable. The
Medical Survey Group went further and has pre
sented recommendations for improving health and
living conditions generally throughout the bituminous-coal-mining industry. These recommendations
are offered in this Report as a guide for agencies,
organizations, and individuals that have the means
and the powers to take corrective action.

Housing and Sanitary Facilities

A changing world has bypassed many coal miners
and their families with respect to quality of shelter
and the sanitary facilities essential to healthful living,
The examples of good housing and sanitation in every
major bituminous-coal-producing area only intensify
the impression that a considerable segment of the
Nation's coal-mining population has benefited little
by improved standards, of housing and health. Rip
Van Winkle, having begun his nap in some section of
the coal-studded Alleghenies instead of the bucolic
Catskills, would awaken today to see old, familiar
sights. Over yonder, clinging precariously to its

ageless hill, is Steve Bogash's unpainted house with
its battered porch, perching above the same old
creek exuding the same old smells. There, in the
opposite direction, a row of dwellings, sooty and
forlorn, all in their customary condition of superventilation by cracks and breaches in the sidewalls.
Beyond the hills, a few scattered modern communities
with sturdy, dean houses, spacious lawns, and good
he is still asleep and
roads make him ;think
dreaming.
In "Coalvale," U. S. A., many of the sore spots,
the decrepit houses, and the disease-breeding privi.es
13
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that were the despair of earnest reformers earlier in
the present century have persistently survived. That
they are anachronistic in a day that boasts innumerable testimonials to the march of science tends to
intensify the reality of the deficiences. That they
exist in shocking contrast to modern, sanitary, well
maintained comemunities stigimaizes not only the
backward coal-mine operators but the whole industry,
It has been alleged that the years have brought
with them few truly important improvements in the
miner's domestic setting while, at thle same rine,
they have been generous in bestowing superficial
conveniences. The miner owns an eight-tube radio
but lacks a sanitary toilet. A modern washing machine stands in his kitchen, but his water supply
comes from a well or spring a hundred yards away.
It has been charged that, although the pay
envelope of today's coal miner is two or three times
as large as the one his father brought home and the
intervening years have been accompanied by gigantic
strides in housing and sanitation both in concept and
application, the majority of company owned coal
camps of 1946 remain noteworthy for their conspicuous paucity of safe and comfortable living quarters,
good water supply, modern indoor plumbing, and
hygienic sewage and garbage disposal. Are these
allegations correct or incorrect? If there are any
elements of truth in the charges, to what extent are
they true?
To answer these questions, Navy civil engineer
officers spent 4 months in the field, inspecting the
sanitary facilities and the dwellings of miners employed by 260 workings in all major sections of the
Nation's bituminous regions. These engineers, as

members of the Survey teams, went into 2,028
homes to ascertain their structural quality and also
inspected the sewage- and garbage-disposal facilities,
water supplies, and other attributes of the homes in
coal-mining communities. They interrogated tenants, coal mine operators, labor-union offcials, local
officials, and others. The information from tenants
was obtained in the presence of at least one repre
sentative each of the local union and the company
operating the particular mine, except in a few in
stanccs where invitations to accsmpany the Survey
engineers were declined hy union officials or by the
operators' representatives. Every effort was made
to collect only the facts. Preliminary visits were
paid to the offices of the State health departments
and other State and local public agencies, the coal
producers' associations, and the district headquarters
of the union to advise them of the Survey and to
solicit their assistance and cooperation.
Before the field work was begun, certain minimum
standards were adopted, the criteria being based upon
ninimal requirements of the National Housing
Agency and the United States Public Health
Service. It was assumed that all dwellings should
have at least two subdivisions, one for cooking and
dining and one for sleeping purposes. Other requisites for adequacy are fresh, potable water on the
site, some form of refrigeration for food preserva
tion, a stove for cooking and means for heating a
home to a comfortable temperature in winter, safe
facilities for artificial lighting, window areas of
not less than 10 percent of the floor space, proper
ventilation, and sanitary garbage and sewage
disposal.

HOUSING
The houses of bituminous-coal miners investigated by the engineers can be separated into five
classes:

have-ben sold to real cstart companles or t, others
estate busines.

1. Houses rented by coal miners in coal-mining communities
that are owned or controlled h coal-mine operators who have
undertaken the responsibility or providing water and sanitary
fasclties an their properties. Such communities are hereafter

prated.placs and
coalmine operators.

retrred to as company camps. (The use lfthe word "camps"
is not intended to connote impermanence or mobility.)

companycamps. Suchhouses were purchased byminers directly
or indirectly from oal-mine perators.

2. Horses rented by miners in coal-mining communiies
formerly owned or controlled by eoal-mine operators, which

i Houses owned by indoidual miners and occupied by them
in places other than company camps orhrmer company camps.
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in the

reia

incor-

Houses rented by miners in rural areas, tons, and
twned or -ontroed
,t ,n prpert

4. Houses owned by individual miners andoccupied ylthem
in coal-miningcommunities that were originally estabilshed as

All houses except those in the first class are referred
to in this report as "privately owned" or "noncompany-owned."
ines were devei
Because many hituinouminooped in places that at the time were remote from
established comnmunities, because the most promising

approached, in scope or intent, the status of a company camp.
Tihlarges group ofdwllings owned and rented bya coal operaeorcronisted of 36 houseswithin an incorporated municipality.
by persons not emThe majoriyiof thee houses were noccpied
ployed iy the coal comp1ny In another instance, about 2S
houses,
which had beenoriginally erectedby individals on land
later selected for strip mining, were relocated and reconditioned

coal deposits were located there, it was obligatory for

for occupancy.

the operators to provide housing and associated
facilities to attract and hold labor. Before 1920,

States live in their own homes or in homesrented from individuIas,at variing distances from the mine site, most frequently in

facilities
were

for

public transportation

in mining areas

limited, and the days of extensinve

mwnership

of private automobiles had not yet arrived.
1920,

conditions

have

changed

materially.

Since
The

wide development of networks of all-weather roads,
together with the expansion of public transportation
facilities and increased ownership of pri ately owned
vehicles, so enhanced the accessibility of once-remote
areas and so lessened the traveling time from mine
sires to urban centers and other communities that
changes in the status of company camps became
inevitable. This improvenment in transportation,
particularly marked in areas with low or rolling terrain and in areas with high concentrations of population, together with other factors, obviated the
necessity for many operators to provide new or
additional housing. It created a tendency on the
part of some operators to dispose of the housing they
had originally constructed.
Consequently, regional differences in the size and
character of company-owned housing projects were
emphasized. The situation at present may be
summarized as follows:
1. Northern Appalachian area: In Icennsyliania and northern
NWertVirginia, many o:ia companies have heen selling their
houses or are preparing to do so. Very few new camps are being
constructrd.
2. Souhern Appflachin ri s n s.iiihrn
oestt
Virginia,
eastern Kentucky, Virginia, anidTenlse,

ne,wcimps are being

constructed bl a number ofioperators,as new minesare developed
.
arenot adjicent to, or nearto, incorpo.rtedcon.in places tht
munities In Alabama, one operating company at least is constructing homes designed ifr sale to its emplorees. These
homes, which are modern and attractive, on 1'aicre plots, are
purported to be offered for sale at less than cost in an effort to
encourage homeownership b the companys employees.
3. htewrestern area: InCsrskanss.
Cllinois,Indiana, Iowa,
r
n
Kansas ,Michin, Msou i, an khm vy fw m y
owned communities exist.

Of the

4) minessurveyed in

these

regions, mony4 had any company-owned
dwellings; and none

In general, the miners in these Mlidwesteri

klahoma
hdent
On
Inrsre
mniilies.
and
c
rkanacorp re the
and Airkansa, where the mine -reinore dependent on -ea-ondl
markets, miners who must rely upon other industrial jobs or

upon part-time arming to supplement their income naturally
preiferliin

at placesclose to their alternativejob opportunities.

4. Far Western area: In Utah, Colorado. yoming, andother
m orcln poducing Srer in the RockrMountatins,company
the minea in this area, these caimp hite had ,1be built large
enough to
the eirere complementof workers.
Accordingly, during slack seasons or slack years, a large per
houses
in
some
camps may be found to be vcant.
centage of the

anccommodate

s
nw
camps
ndihtion,
to mps hser beo
built during hoing
the war. One oforthese,
under construction during
ah, S,,rv,, was being esrablishd on the autskirtsof a large
municipality, a considerabledistance fran the mines.
The growth of strip mining in the industry also
has, to a large extent, minimized the need for housing
in association with coal-mining operations. The
relatively smaller number of men required for the production of coal by stripping as compared with underground mining minimizes the problem of the surface
operator of obtaining and holding a labor force.
Twenty-nine strip mines were included in the 260
mines selected as a sample for the Survey.
The Survey engineers made an effort to appraise
the housing and sanitary facilities and, in certain
cases, to draw comparisons. Only the dwellings of
miners were inspected; homes of supervisors, foremen, office workers, and others affiliated with coal
nmining
operations were not included.
g oper
Number of

Houses Inspected

The Survey investigators visited homes of miners
employed by each of the 260 mines included in
the sample. In all, 2,028 houses were visited and
studied in detail, and in addition approximately 25
times that number were observed without detailed
inspection.

LUpon entering a company

camp,

the

Survey teams selected for study a number of those
15

SCompany-owned dwelings. situated in a gully adjacent to mine waste dumps-an example of someof the poorest
housing observed
by the Surveyteams.
dwellings, occupied by miners, which were representative of the various types of architecture in the
community. Because of this procedure, it was essential to appraise the housing in each community in
its entirety. Furthermore, general observations
were made of the housing adjoining, or in the vicinity
of, company camps, and also of the housing in other
communities where relatively large numbers ot
miners lived. The conclusions with respect to housing, therefore, are based on the factual data obtained
by detailed inspection of the dwellings visited and
are confirmed by observations, from a technical
viewpoint, of altogether more than 50,000 houses
occupied by miners.
Fifty-seven percent (1,154) of the houses visited
,were
the property of the operating coal companies,
and 43 percent (874) were aon-company-owned.
The operators of the 260 mines own a total of 21,197
houses, of which 5.5 percent were canvassed in the
course of the study. Inasmuch as the largest
60

number of miners reside in the Appalachians and
the largest number of mines selected in the sample
for the Survey are situated therein, it follows that the
Survey teams inspected the largest number of houses
in that region. Of the 2,028 houses, 29 percent were
in Area I (Northern Appalachian area), 49 percent
in Area II, 15 percent in Area III, 2 percent in Area
IV, and 5 percent in Area V. In Area III, as heretofore stated, no company camps and a negligible
number of company-owned houses were found.
Sites

of

Company Camps

Sites for community housing for use of mine
employees apparently were selected in accordance
with a combination of at least three definite factorsgeology, topography, and economy. Once the location of the mine is decided upon, the nature of the
terrain and the amount of money a company can or
will invest in housing and sanitary facilities deter-
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mine the extent of the lay-out and the character of
the construction. The first considerations are given
to the mine portal, the tipple, and appurtenant industrial structures. It then follows that certain key
tpersonnel
will be required to reside in the immediate
vicinity of the operation; hence, a few residential
structures spring up, followed by others on company
real estate holdings. At this point topography and
its control over economy dictate the nature and cx
tent of the hoosing development and appurtenant
facilities. If tile terrain is reasonablyd level, a fairly
well defined "city plan" can he designed, with
semblance of streets, walks, drainage, and other
desirable features. Regardless of terrain, economy
often has dictated long rows of regular rectangular
or square houses with unv arying plans, and a minimum of roads. However, in many places the tipography contiguous to, or in the approximate vicinity
of, the mine workings, is rugged and irregular, and
not adapted to good development. As a consequence
the company, being in business fo• profit, sends to
build for the least cost, and the resultant product is
one type of familiar company camp, its buildings
perched on stilts on either side of a meandering
stream or on both sides of a railroad track. A real
estate company, in projecting a subdivision where
houseswere tobesoldor rentedon the hasisof meritor
desirability, would not be likely to locate on the sites
selected foe the vast majority of company camps,
The condition of terrain in the Appalachian area,
particularly in West Virginia, eastern Kentucky,

sinable grades had been provided. This camp is
situated in a relatively broad valley, where the ter
rain imposes no special limitations. Other camps
throughout the country, with similarly favorable
topography, were observed to have systems of paved
roads and streets. Even where the topography is
rugged, some companies, by careful planning and
through initiative, have developed well-laid-out
networks of paved roads, which are kept in repair.
In these samps on hill, groand,
asoinry retaining
walls protect iembankments,
and concrete drainage
ditches and culverts prevent ersison of the ground
surface.
HoweveCr, in the majority oif camps, all hbut the
main highways are dirt roads, the grades of which are
often excessively steep. Some company camps have
no roads at all, other than the county highway which
leads past the tipple; dry creek beds and wagon
trails are the only means of ingress and egress of
,e hicular and commercial traffic. In wet weather
many roads are impassable, and during warm, dre
periods, cloods Of dust
raised by pasing
An occasional application of oil, plusregradingofthe
surface, which would aid materially in preserving
these roads and reducing the dust nuisance,isscldom,
and in many small camps never, done. In the small
camps, certain commodities, such as coal or furniture, often must be delivered to some houses far
from the main highway by means of skids, small
wagons, so other priotivic vehicles.

Virginia, and Alabama, where mines are located in

-4r/hitetgure

long narrow valleys or hollows between steep hills,
limit the choice of housing sites, with the result that
many of the communities are aggregations of dwellings crowded along the banks of streams or scattered
on hillsides. Although the Rocky MIountains are
more rugged than the Appalachians and one would
therefore expect to find similarly difficult conditions
in the West, the existence of broad plateaus and
spacious valleys makes proper selection of sites in
that region of the country a simpler rask.

Of the 2,028 houses visited, 1,859 (92 percent) are
of frame construction, the remaining 8 percent being
of brick, tile, cinder block, adobe, masonry veneer,
stucco, and other mate ials. Sixty-six percent are 1story buildings, and 32 percent are 2 stories and 2
percent 3 stories in height. Of the company-owned
houses, 72 percent are 1-story, 27 percent 2-story,
and 1 percent 3-story structures.
The cheapest materials usually have been selected
for "camp" houses, and little thought has been given

Roads

to general appearance. Inasmuch as any variation

In a West Virginia mine camp, one of the best
found in the study, a complete system of broad,
hard-surfaced, all-weather roads and streets at rea-

from the square or oblong plan increases the cost
without adding to the floor space, the result often
is a group of boxlike structures, giving an impression
of monotonous uniformity. Accentuating this monot-
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only of certain company-owned housing is the practice
of mining companies of painting the houses in their
camps in a distinctive color pattern. For example,
when painting is done although it is a too- frequent
omission -one company paints all of the houses in
all of its camps gray, with black trim; another cornpany paints its houses gray with green trim; a third
company uses yellow with brown trim. Some conpanics, however, are abandoning this practice, and
in one instance a company permits its tenants a
choice of four different color combinations,
In those exceptional cases where more imagination
has been employed, the size of dwellings ranges from
three rooms to six or more, or the general appearanee has been improved by varying the alignment
of the structures having the same floor plan. Although single-story individual homes are most
common, two-story duplexes or multiple attached
structures have been built by a number of operators,
to reduce the cost per unit.
From the survey ot many company houses, a conception of the average structure may be formed. It
is of frame construction, about 28 feet square.
This one-story dwelling contains four roomts, includo
ing a kitchen, two bedrooms, and either a living
room or dining room. It has no closets and no
bath. It has an asphalt composition roof and wood
siding. The exterior may he resheathed with a
composition roll material or something similar,
which improves its appearance at moderate expense.
The house is supported above ground on wooden
posts or masonry piers and has no basemient. The
area beneath the floor is likely to be exposed to
winter winds, but this does not preclude its urilization as a pigsty or a chicken coop. Except for
resheathing, only occasionally has any attempt been
made to insulate the house for economy of heating
in winter or for coolness in summertime. The
dwelling is heated by coal stove or grate. The outdoor privy is 10 to 50 feet from the house. This
privy frequently is on a hill above the house, readily
draining toward the house and the water supply,

penicillin, the simple bathtub or shower is still a
rare item in the houses miners and their families
occupy in coal-mining camps. Of the 1,154 conpony-owned houses inspected, only 121 contained
bathrooms in which there were either tubs or showers,
or both. (See table 8.) Miners and their families
who are living in other than company houses apparentny are more fortunate, for in the 874 noncompany houses that were visited 268 bathrooms
were counted. In other words, bathrooms were
observed in only 10 percent of the comipany-owned
houses occupied by miners and their families. In
pritately owned homes occupied by miners and their
families, 31 percent had bathrooms with tubs or
showers, or both. These percentages may be compared with figures for nonfarm dwellings which, according to the Sixteenth Census of the United States
(1940), shows that 40 percent hate installed bathing
facilities.
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An interesting relationship between the size of
mines and the ratio of bathrooms to company owned
houses is shown in the following table (table 9). In
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houses owned by the larger coal-mining companies
there are twice as many bathrooms, proportionally,
as among those owned by the smaller companies,
Although houses in rural areas or in communities
that have no organized water-distribution systems
ordinarily do not have bathrooms with rubs or
showers, many houses situated where water can be
piped to them lack modern bathing facilities. In

view of the dusty conditions under which the
miner works and of the grime comon to all
active mining communities, the genera lack of bathrooms is particularly striking. In some camps,
however, wash-and-change hoises for the use of
the miners are available at the mines; but, paradoxi
cally, individual hathrooms are more common in1
tholse communirtic with wash-house facilities,

SURVEY OF MINERS' HOUSES
BY NUMBEROF YEARSOF OCCUPANCY
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The oldest residences observed daed from the
1860-65 period. There was little camp construction
on o
between shae
that era
and 1915190s-8t .
aa large
large scale
soake beeenes
ted ad
With the greatly increased coal requirements that
developed at the time of the First World War,
aother period of great activity in workers' housing
construction began. Few camps have been construcred in the northern Appalachian region since
1920,although there has been some new construction
n the southern and western fields during this period
continuing down to the present time. Eighthyseven
percent of the company houses inspected are 20 to
50 years old; 8 percent were erected within the last
20 years. A few camps were known to be under
construction during the period of the Survey; but,
in view of the nature of the Survey, no data were
obtained on them. (See fig. I)
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Data obtained from the 1940 Census of Housing
revealthat 89 percent of rural nonfarm dwellings
have an occupancy ratio of 1.5 persons, or less, per
habitable
room, andof11more
percent
dwellings
have
an occupancy
than of
15such
per habitable
m o re

he
a o
n 1.5 er habitable
room. In comparison with these Census Bureau
statiscs, thisSurvey reveals
thatin dwellings owned
y coal copanic and occpied by miners 75 percent
have an occupancy ratio of 1.5 persons, or ess, per
habitable room, and 25 percent have an occupancy
of more than 1.5 persons per habitable room. Table
11 serves as an index of crowding for various classes
of dwellingsn the United States, using an occupancy
line.
of 1.5 personsperroom as a dividing

occpan.
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comparing figures in table 11, it should be
borne in mind that the IUnited States Census Bureau
included in its figures "All persons enumerated in
the population census as members of the household

(including lodgers, servants, and other unrelated
persons having no other usual place of residence)."
''his Survey did not count transient occupants or
T

i10e.0
.

temporaries, such as sons recently returned from
militaryservicewho broughttheir families to live
i:l
I•wnt
with parentsor "inlaws" while they searchedfor

Ortcpancy
The 2,028 houses visited were occupied by a total
of 9,532 persons,of which 5,341 were adults and 4,191

children below the age of 18. Almost all mine camp
dwellings and a majority of the non-company-owned
homes occupied by coal-industry workers are classifiable as rural nonfarm properties. Rural areas are
considered to includeall homes inplaces with populations of 2,500 persons or less.

permanent quarters. In the 2,028 houses surveyed,
there were 8,879 habitable rooms, an average of 4.4
roomis per house. The average nmlber of persons
pro dwelling was 4.7.

Mainte1nance
It is customary for the more progressive coal
producers to carry on an efficient and continuous
campaign of home maintenance and repair. The
attractive appearance of these camps often belies
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Company-owned house occupied by miners, showing an extreme state of disrepair.
their age, testifying to the truth of the proverb, "A
stitch in time saves nine." A small defect, if
neglected, may become a major job within a few
years. Those companies that can be more particular
in selecting employees have the least to worry about
with respect to the upkeep of company houses by
the tenants. Here, good housekeeping and neat
gardens are the rule rather than the exception.
Unfortunately, such camps do not typify the industry. Moot of the operators stated that they paint
and make repairs only when needed; they have no
regular, periodic program of maintenance.
The upkeep program is correlated with many
other factors, such as the financial status of the
operator, the age of the camp, and the anticipated
remaiming life of the mine. It is not uncommon for
operators, called upon to explain the shabbiness of
their tenanted dwellings, to shrug their shoulders
and say, "Well, the mine is about worked out. We
expect to shut do'wn soon." Camp maintenance
usually ceases several years before the mine is to be
24

abandoned. "Shoe-string" operators put scant funds
into upkeep.
Certain employees of strip mines reside in camps
adjacent to underground workings long since abandoned; and, because of the comparatively short life of
these strip operations, no maintenance work is done.
Conditions in most of such small camps vary from
"fair" to "very poor." Some families are living in
homes where parts of roofs and porches have collapsed and the house is in almost total disrepair; but,
according to the information obtained, no rents are
charged for such homes. The operator-owners state
that it is better to keep all houses occupied because
vandals destroy any that are vacant.
A majority of the houses in small camps are in
poor repair and show no evidence of fresh paint inside
or out over many years. Roofs on such houses may
be weathertight, but walls frequently are not; siding is
cracked, and floors often have open joints. Broken
glass, if not replaced by the company, often is replaced with wood or cardboard by tenants.

. contrastin maintenanceand repair. The houes in opperphtco, ieie•g -ogtoa largee prdingea .pan,.
ar kept in god condtion by a regular program f maintenance and repair. The hwousein l
aer
p/oto, nay
a
smiall company, typify the common absence of regular mainitenance and repairprograms by manytsmallcompanties.

Poor maintenance also evidences itself in condition or absence of lawns and walks. The upper photograph is a
western camp where water is not plentiful, yet tenants and management join in making their community attractive.
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One of the common practices in company camps
is to divide responsibility with respect to upkeep
between the operator and the tenant. The operator
assumes the obligation for essential repairs and the
exterior appearance of the house, whereas the tenant
is expected to assume responsibility for the appearance of the interior of the dwelling he occupies.
Consequently, there is often no correlation between
the internal and external appearance of many of the
houses in company camps. Some houses that from
the outside appeared to be squalid hovels were found
to have clean and neat interiors, with freshly painted
or papered walls, linoleum-covered floors, and other
improvements that provided a startling contrast with
the external appearance. At one camp in Pennsylvania the tenants, undismayed by shortcomings in
maintenance of the camp, had built bathrooms and
garages on their own volition. On the other hand,
some modern, well-constructed houses,
freshly
painted outside, were found to be a virtual shambles
within plaster knocked out of the walls, nails
driven into woodwork indiscriminately, plumbing
fixtures cracked, and floors roughened and filthy. In
general, however, the houses that were kept in good
condition and appearance by the operators were also
those that were bes-mnaintained by their tenants.
To promote interest in housing maintenance and
repair on the part of tenants, many operators in
addition to those who keep the best camps provide
cooperative tenants with materials and equipment
for decorating and making improvements. Some
cosmpanics, as a matter of policy, supply without
charge paint, paper, and other decorating materials
to all tenants; others do this only for selected tenants.
These companies according to statements by supervisory officials and by the miners themselves also
provide lumber, nails, and other building materials to
their "best" tenants, who show an inclination toi
close in the underside of the houses, build closets, or
make other improvements or repairs. The more enterprising officials also encourage their tenants to
plant lawns, even providing seed without charge;
m
a few promote vegetable gardening and offer prizes to
stimulate competition.
Inquiries elade of operating officials in the bestlooking canps inevitably revealed that at each of
these places tenants were carefully selected, houses

and grounds were inspected frequently, and super
vision of the housing was a matter of company policy.
Selection of tenants, however, was practiced in
many of the so-called average-looking camps and
even in some of the poorest-looking ones. The
"best" tenants were usually provided with the
choicest houses (next to those of the foreman, supervisors, and white-collar workers), these houses being
generally situated in the heart of the camp -along
the main highway. Conversely the "bad" tenants
(poor housekeepers, unreliable workers, families
with troublesome children) were moved farther up
the hollows or valleys, away from the center of the
camp, usually in sections never visited by strangers.
During the survey, the investigators often found
houses standing crazily askew, due to rotting or
settling of the wooden supporting posts. The fault
most frequently observed, however, was weakened,
broken, or decayed portions of porches and stoops.
For example, in one camp there is a house whose
front and side porches are separated from the dwelling proper, and anyone entering or leaving the house
risks breaking an ankle or leg. The roof sags; walls
are cracked; and, in short, one wonders how the
building can withstand anything stronger than a
nild breeze. In another place nearby, a housekeeper
offered a pail as an exhibit, with the explanation,
"This is what I have used under the leak in iy roof
for the last 20 years."
The maintenance of miners' homes was evaluated
on the basis of seven structural characteristics and
one siterlocation factor. The eight major criteria,
based on authoritative housing standards, are as
olliows:
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The most coimon structural defect in company-

owned houses is the condition of the windows and
doors, 32 percent of the windows and 37 percent of
the doors in company -owned houses being defective,

iffiow.sDe-icient where defects re smil-r o those
imnd in doors,

as compared with 10 percent and 11 percent in
privately owned houses. Twenty-seven percent of
the porches in company-owned houses and 16 percent
iie
L1i. -E:altioio heis s•re-d oithreipec
in the privately owned houses had porches with
and o/ roofs,.iali, loors, inodaio,
av of ha iaye
oi/
porch,., door., and .itiod., b) ownership
broken boards and rails, missing steps, or other
defects that are hazardous to life and limb. The
Com,
ii i
Nm-,,manicwid
next most common defects were found in the condiNi ,i i •,i~
t ion of foundations, floors, and side walls. Defective
: ''
P cc.
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lifoundations were observed in 25 percent of the
company-owned houses and in 12 percent of the
7
privately owned ones; defective floors in 23 percent
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Another interesting sidelight is demonstrated bv
Sthe following table 13, which shows that the larger
S.
i. i
the mine the greater the likelihood of company'
,
".
owned houses being structurally sound in all respects.
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Among mines whose productive capacity is more than
i,(X)0,000 tons annually, five out of eight companyAccording to table 12, only 35 percent of all the
owned houses (63 percent) earn passing marks on all
company-owned or company-controlled houses that
eight features. At the other extreme, mines in the
were surveyed are fully adequate with respect to
class producing less than 100,000 tons annually rate
all criteria relating to site and structure. The
a grade of only 12 percent, only one dwelling in eight
comparable efficiency rating of non-company-owned
attaining a perfect score.
houses is exactly double 70 percent. In other
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words, 65 percent of the compan o-wned houses were
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found to be inadequate in one or more respects, as
compared with only 30 percent of the privately owned
houses. Very few houses were found to be defectivee
in allthe attributes
listed (1 percent of each of the
company-owned and non-colmpany-owned), but those
observed (15 houses) were so deteriorated that they
constituted an obvious menace to health and safety.
.
The data seem to indicate that greater interest is
manifested in the upkeep of privately owned homes,
whether owned or only rented by miners, as contrasted with those company-owned for rent to miners.
They indicate also a general lack of maintenance by
the coal companies,
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An impressive study in contrasts is present in one
Kentucky county where two camps, while comparable in population and homogeneity of the inhab

Opposite page: The eight major criteria y wshich the,adequacy of dwellings occupied by coal miners was judged:
Roofs, drs,r draiinag of sites, foundations, floors, windows, exterior walls, and porches and stoops.
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itants,
are at opposite poleswith regard toaintenance
and appearance of the dwellings, both inside and
out. One is an attractive community of single,
detached frame dwellings practically all of which are
kept in spotless condition by Management and the
tenants. Nearly all the homes have bathrooms, hot
and cold running water, and water-borne sewage. A
five-room house rents for $22 a month. The property
was originally developedand owned by anothercom
pany and was purchased by the present owners about
15 years ago. Five years after purchasing the
property, the company institutedan extensive
remodeling program, including the installation of
running water and flush-type toilets in every house.
facilities were constructed,
Numerous recreational
and the community was incorporated as a munici
pality. A regular program of maintenance is conducted.
Five miles away is the other camp. Like the
former, its inhabitants are of old Anglo-American
mountaineer stock. The population is somewhat
smaller. Here are found some of the most ramshackle, unhealthful dwellings of the entire Survey.
Most of them are dreary four-room houses rented for
$6.50permonth. Originally,
these houseswere well
constructed, but they have been permitted to deteriorate. The owners explain the poor maintenance
by statingthat thelife expectancy of themine is now
5 years. The union, the mine operators, and the
tenants themselves at this mine operation pay little
attention to maintenance.
The sharp differences between these two corn
munities go tar beyond the character and quality of
the housing. The first community enjoys municipal
government, a new brickschool building, and ample
recreational opportunities; but the second community
depends solely upon company largesse, boasts nothing better than makeshift school buildings, and lacks
the most meager facilities forsportsand recreation,
The first case is an example of commendable progressiveness and shows what can be and has been

ertain segmentsof the bituminousaccompished in cerin
coal industry; the second illustration attests to an
attitude and a condition that the statistics of this
study indicate are far too prevalent in the bituminouscoal industry.
S(7cee•ine•
One of the outstandingdeftciencies
of miners
houses, whether owned by the miners or rented from
mine operators or others, was their screening. About
a fourth of all the houses, company-owned oind
privately owned, entirely lacked screens or had a
few each that were in such a state of uselessness that,
for practical purposes, they omusthe considered
absent. Thirty-four percent of the company-owned
houses were considered by the Survey to be adequately screened, as compared with 58 percent of
those owned by others. A house was considered
adequately screened if all windows and doors that
were usually opened were protected by snugy fitted
screens in good condition. A large number (40 percent) of the company-owned houses had been equipped with screens, but they were either missing from
some of the windows and doorsor had beenpermitted
to rust or remain damaged. The screens were found
rusted and broken in only 15 percent of the privately
owned homes. The most noticeable
lackof screens
was nltedin connection with privies;
many of them
were observed to have been originally fitted with
screens, but they had long since been broken or
rusted out.
Houseeeepilng
There is patently a close relationship between
maintenance and housekeeping by tenants. Houses
kept in good repair by Management are likely to be
wellkept and nearly furnished
inside by the tenants.
Such a generalization must, however, be read cautiously, for too many exceptions have been noted,

Oppositepage: Houaekeeping is oen a matter of personal preference. The kitchen in upperphoto is part of threeroom company-owned house in [West l'irginia,about 50 yars old, for which the miner pays $7.90 a month rent.
The one in
it h lower
lphlo ispart ofafour-room company-)owndhouseinKentck,, about20
old, for which
the rent is $9 a month. There is no wash and change house at the mines at which the occupants o both houses work,
but the house in the upper photo has running water.
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Bedrooms in two houses on opposite sides of the same street of a company-owned community in northern W[est
Virginia, showing that the exterior condition of a house is not necessarily indicativeof its internal appearance.
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Electricalwiring in manrv of the comipany-owned houses is crudely installed and constitutes afire hazard. Baseboard
outlets were found by the Surver in only a relativlv few houses.
where dilapidated structures were handsomely
equipped with furniture and modern electrical appliances, all arranged tastefully and maintained in
spotless condition; conversely, in other instances
virtually new houses were almost bare inside, with
beds in apparently permanent disarray, unwashed
dishes on the tables, garbage on the floors, and foul
odors permeating every room.

Fire Protection
Fire protection in mining camps is haphazard,
This function generally is performed on the voluntary
basis common in rural communities. Homes and
most other buildings are of tinder construction, so

that a fire would reduce them to embers in a matter
of minutes. Certain camp sites have a system of fire
lines with hydrants spaced at intervals, but in case
of fire it is doubtful whether fighting equipment
could reach the scene in time to save the burning
structures, ur whether available water pressures
would be adequate in combatting any blaze of appreclable intensity. Fires during class hoursom in
schools of these camp areas could cost many lives.
At one place in eastern Kentucky, the schoolhouse
burned in January 1943 and has never been replaced.
Classes are now held in three old wooden shacks inmprovised for elementary education. Enrollment exceeds 300 children between the ages of 6 and 16, for
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Kitchen of a Kentucky miner and his family. The house is rented by the miner from his emp/over, a capli'c-mins
operator. Excellent housekeeeping by the tenant and good equipment and maintenanlce b•.the company make this
house
of the most attractive seen in the Survey.
whom there are 7 teachers. In the same community,
the company store was destroyed by fire early in
1946, with a reported $100,(XX) loss. This camp has
no fire-fighting equipment. Of the company camps
surveyed, only a few have their own fire trucks or
similar mechanized fire-fighting equipment. One
company in Area III, owning and operating 8 houses
near the mine workings, had installed a rack of fire
ladders of assorted sizes, centrally located on the
sidewalk in front of the houses, ready for immediate
use in case of fire. As in the matter of fire-fighting
equipment, such provisions for meeting the contin
gency of fire were seldom in evidence at mines visited
by the Survey teams.
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Heat and Lt/ht
The most popular methods of heating are coal
stoves and fireplaces. Often both are used in the
same dwelling unit. Other heating equipment includes wood-burning stoves, gas stoves, and electric
heaters. Also, a few hot-water heating systems and
a few coal-fired hot-air furnaces were noted.
Heating for cooking purposes is provided by coal
in the large majority of miners' homes. Other fuels,
used in some camps, are gas, wood, and oil; electricity
is employed in very few places. The cooking range
is a supplementary heater in many homes.
Fireplaces were built into many of the company

homes, but with the modern, efficient circulating hotair stoves now available the heating problem freqoently is solved by this means. The circulating
systems are more coinmon it the Northern than in
the Southern States. -Many of the houses in the
Southern States are so designed that a single chimnse in the center of the house serets twe or more
fireplaces in as manou rioms.
Coal usually is sold io che miners by the mine
iperatr at reduced rates; or, in many districts, the
operator assesses a monthly charge against the
employee, which entities him to as mtich coal as he
requires. T he amount of the monthly coal charge
is determined by agreement between the union and
the operators. In addiriiin, a charge, which varies in
difderent camps, is made for deliveri ng coal. Delisere
kilucidr ineKni-tiiec
a

A-rr

is made by the company, by a contractor hired by the
operators, or by the local union.
Gas, when available, is supplied by natural-gas
companies, or, in rare canes, by one of the several
brands of gas supplied in cylinders, ordinarily called
"'bottled gas."
Nearly all mines use elecericity, consequenrly 97
percent of the dwellings are provided with current.
Baseboard ioutlets for floor lamps were found in only
a few instances. The wiring within camp houses
raries from all that the National Electric Code
requires to installations that are serious fire hazards.
Often the conductors are exposed on walls and
ceilings; the insulation might he destroyed and
easily result in a shortcircuit of the system, starting
a fire. This is particularly true in the older houses.
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Rentabl
Wage agreements between the operators and the
IUnited Mine Workers now stipulate that rentals for
company-owned houses shall be established by supagreements, and these figures
average about $2.50 per ronm per month.

plenlental

currently
In sonle

areas a flat $1 charge is made in addition tforeach
house. Thus, the monthly revenue fromn each
house of fourr roios is $1 or $1 plus the rental on
arage if any eists. For a sroom hise the

1,

reii iu.old be $15or $16 on thi scale. These rtnts
11
dra not dependl upon tile iconditionof the hluses
Ia nlany instances. There are known examples
It is common practice for commercial power cotn
where rentals are $25 to $30 mncthly fir four-romn
anies te sellelectricity at graduated rates, dependi ng
houses with modern facilities.
upon the amount of energy consumed. The greater
For housing
r
in ine canlps other than those con
the consumption of power, the lower the avertage
trolled by coal companies, and non-coimrpany
owned
price by the kilowart-hour
Thus, where the oper
housing that is not a part of any mine camp, the
atnr purchases power from a utility company and
restrictions on rentals as determined in wage agreesells it to his tenants at the primary rate, he is not
are not applicable, and the cost of rentals for
relaying the benefit of large-volume rates tri his
such homes will average alou $5 higher. Where
tenants. A few instances have been obsere d where housing in campshas been sold by the coal operators
this practice of secondary sales to tenants has
to investors or speculators, the price was usually a
onaa
lowered
rentals
If
of the original construction cost,a and
ustria poner.
p
r. Ifre
cts fur
f indstrial
lowretthe operator's
operator' costs
t n
rs an p t
e kep
the tenant's service is metered this makes no dif-y
ference to him, as he would pay the
samelocal
rateutility
if his
wage agreement
are- nt
levels. In
In nestern
roatrn penns
lvan a
Pennsylvnnia,
levels.
wage
it the
contract were made directly ith the local tility
an individual purchased an entire group of 80 houses
company. If the service is not metered, the tenant
for $8,0I0.tie now collects $9,60
n
in rents annually.
nay he paying total mionthl charges the same or
These homes are in suci a poor condition that, in
more normal
times,
thea prbbheh wnuld nlt che
higher than those obtainahle though metered srgace.
However, the installation of meters on all the houses
rentable at all. In spite of the high retur, there is
maintenance work.
in many company campshas not been economically-roes very little
lnitte mainrenane work.
practicable.
The following tabulation shows the rents on cimFlat charges for electricity vary from one camp to
pany-owned houses prevailing in 1946 in 10 coalthe next and from one section to another. In the producing States. These figures are based on a total
four-State area of Kentucky, West Virginia, Virof 766 houseswherehouserents could be separated
ginia, and Tennessee,monthly flat charges' range from certain utility charges made by the companies.
fromn about 40 to 50 cents per "drop," or outlet;
There are instances wherecoal companies charge a
25 to 50 cents for use of radio; 75 cents to 1Ifor
flat rent for houses, "including utilities."
a washing machine; 25 cents to $1 for an electric
Indications are that the rental figures for company
iron; and $1 to $2 for an electric refrigerator.
housing at the minessurveyed average about $2.50
In some instances, the total monthly charges for
per room per month, approsximately the same as the
electricity exceedthe monthly rental chargesto the arbitrary $2.50rent established in the Appalachian
tenants,
wage agreements.According to table 14, about 90
h oag, base dor dav er-• ll n m her,,a ,,. ... percent of the houses rent for $1.50 to $3.50 per room
Eaticoated
per month.
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owned housing to the individual miner. Several
eo s.
reasons
for this are advanced by the operators:
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following termination of his employment, are factors
not to be ignored when comparing rentals of company- with non-company-owned housing.
imentioned before, there is a widespread tendency in some sections in the eastern mining area in
contrast
to thewestern coal regions to sell
company-

i
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siupplies,

andgariagedispisa
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sewageother
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andservic
s
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In western Pennsylvania, a mine was surveved
where over200 dwellings (the entire company town)
had been sold to individual employees. Detailed

anda,
Sales

infornation
was obtained on oneofthese transactions.
House leasesbetween coal operatorsand miners A twostory,duiplex, eight-roomtile dwelling, conusualilcontainspecial
restrictions and stipulations structed in 1920,was sold for$70T. This included
which make them unusually
severe. The following
a 50- by 150-foot lot; and, prior to the sale,the
points are distinctive:
company placed the housesin good condition. A
1 The
[
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nominal down payment was required,
the balance
beingamortized in stated monthiy paymentsoif
$20,
with a 5-percent-interest charge on the unpaid
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balance. The $20 monthly payment also was said
hbythe operator to coverthe cost of an unmetered
supple of electricity
and water. The original cost
of the house was notavailable, but itis estimatedto
be approxinmately twice the selling
pricewhen built
25 years ago. The presentcondition of these houses
isgood. In thisparticular
comm
aunit,
the miners
take considerable pride in the ownership of their
homes and spend most of their spare timeimproving
and remodelingthem. Cordial relations
appear to
existbetween employeesand Management.
At a northern Pennsylvaniamine,a different
condition was noted. The company, after allowing its
40-year-old
housestodeteriorate beyond any hope of
repair,
sold them en bloc to a real estate investor
severalmonths ago. No opportunitywas afforded
the miners to buy. By special arrangementwith
the operator,the new owner collects the rent by
check-off but has advisedhis tenants thatall main

is

for

premise

The typicalcoaloperatoros
leaseplaces the miner
ina most insecure position.Therefrequently
occurs
insuch leases theexpresslanguagethat "thisagree
ment shallnot operate or be coonstrued to create the
relations
of landlord and tenant betweenthe parties
heretounder any circumstances
whatsoever." Some
operators maintain that these clausesare of "no
consequence,"being "mere form." However, this
attitude is inconsistent with the continued practice of
including them inleases,
Aside from the ethics of these provisions,
the
unusuallimitations upon domain, and the brief time
which the miner isallowed forvacating his house
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Striking contrastsare also observable in privatelv owned houses. The house in the upper photo is in Pennslvania;
the one in the lower photo is in Oklahoma and is owned by a miner who does part-time farming.
8

3

tenance is their responsibility. No new leases have
been signed, and the present owner has terminated
all gratuitous rents to widows and disabled rjiners,
One house visited in this particular communoity was
occupied h a recently discharged Marine and his
lamily, He said that, in order to have a suitable
lace toi live, he had spent over $400 for repair tiaerals andne,thealthough realiig the o"er"aintys of
tenure
unlikelihood of a chance ti hty the
house at a fair price.
Cases such as this were noted throughout the
eastern coal-mining areas. In somen instances,
property has been rented for more than 20 years,
then sold to a third party without the occupant's
being allowed to bid. Such treatment provokes
a
hostile and defiant attitude, which is conducive
to anything but satisfactory Management-Labor
relations.
erany
tnemplo yees of the mining industry
hae preferred to live in the rural are,, or ir neighboring
towns in order to realize their desire for life in more
pleasant surroundings. Of the 43 percent of the
houses inspected that are non-company-owned, a
number are occupied by miners who have built,
bought, or rented them by choice. These places
often are located considerable distances from the
mines where the tenants work. The rented houses
usually command higher prices than those n mine
camps. Personal initiative and pride haie induced
these people to take good care of their houses and
gardens. The privately owned homes arc of all sizes
and styles. Ages range from a few months to a
century. The general standard compares favorably
with that of other houses in the same neighborhoods,
It is interesting to describe briefly the best and
the worst observed during the Survey. One home,
the property of a miner, is of modern brick construction and excellently designed. It contains 10 rooms
and 2 baths. Site and landscaping evidence careful
attention to detail and are well-planned.
Furnish-

ings are fully consistent with the quality of the house.

In the other extreme, a family of 11, including 8
small children, is living in a 3-room rough-board
shack on bottom land 4 miles from the nearest
village. The house was built by the miner occupant
about 6 years ago. Siding is vertical, and no battens
are used, so that open joints are apparent between

the boards. The only source of water is a spring
about a quarter of a mile from the house. At the
time of the Survey a pig was enjoying a siesta in the
living room.
When examples are found of progressiveness in
company housing, they are as praiseworthy as they
are striking. A large operator in Alabama recently
copleted rehabilitating and modernizing 119 dwell
ing units at a cost of $3,000 each. The same company is now building 85 modern homes which will
be
available for purchase by employees. Not long ago
this company erected and sold to miners 11 frame
houses with asbestos roof and siding, gypsum-board
partitions, concrete floors with asphalt rile covering,
and septic tanks for sewage disposal. Each of these
houses is splendidly situated on 1 , acres of land in a
woodland setting. There is a combination barn and
ogarage. Nearby roads are graveled and well-radeld.
These houses, of 4, 5, and 6 rooms,
sold for $4,50),
$5,850,and $5,6<X),respectively, on a 2 0-year amortization plan.
Utilization of Federal financing has made possible
the development of model minngcommunities. One
such community in Iowa was conceived and agitated
to completion by a local priest who was unwilling to
look complacently upon the miserable living conditions of his parishioners. Each unit has more than
an acre of land, encouraging gardening by which
the miner whosc work is particularlvy seasonal in
this section of the country -may supplement his
wages.
Federal assistance also led to a non-company
housing project in western Pennsylvania, where more
than 100 modern, 6-room frame houses have been
built and sold for $3,5(90. Each property includes 2
acres of land. Fruit trees and shrubbery are abundant. In this region there are other industries and
businesses besides coal mining. Very few home
purchasers were miners.

Bachelor Quarters
It is customary for bachelors to prefer to live in
towns where more recreation is available to them,
or to rent rooms in private homes in the camp. In
relatively few instances in the northern areas are
buildings provided specifically for housing and feeding
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bachelor miners. In the southern and western coal
These
fields, bachelor quarters are more ceomto.
are often sizable buildings of frame construction
whose furnishings are limited to essentials. Threestory buildings for this purpose are not uncommon.
They provide either small private rooms or larger
rooms for two occupants. They may contain shower
rooms on each floor; or, more often, a wash house is
provided adjacent to the main building so that coal
dirt will not be carried into the quarters. In a few
instances, as many as four sets of quarters exist in
one community. It is, however, normal practice for
individuals, such as the enterprising wives or widows
of miners, to operate the bachelor quarters as a
concession. Usually they pay rent to the company

for use of the building. In some places the company
leasesits building without a chargeforrent, and in certain instances the company may make cashpayments
to concessionaires to assurc maintenance of a boarding house or so-called "clubhouse" at the mine site.
The dining rooms in these buildings are operated
by the concessionaires. Kitchens are simple but
adequate. The food is plain but plentiful, even for
a person performing hard manual labor. In a few
instances complaints were recorded, but usually the
meals were described as adequate or very good.
The cost of room and board to the individual
ranged from $45 to $60 a month. When compared to
the cost of living in rural towns these prices appeared
reasonable.

SANITATION AND WATER SUPPLY
General sanitation and the convenience of a
safe water supply have an important bearing on the
health and living standards of people. Housing of
the best type from the standpoint of construction cua
mean very little to miners if potable water is not
readily and plentifully available to them and their
families, and if sewage, garbage, and other waste
matter are not disposed of regularly and properly so
that the menace of disease from such sources is
minimized. Such problems are not peculiar to the
bituminous-coal-mining industry. Wherever people
reside, whether of one occupation or another, or
whether in small or large groups, basic sanitation
must be provided. Contaminated water, insanitary
privies, sewage, garbage, and other accumulations
of waste harbor bacteria and nurture disease-spreading insects and rodents. Consequently, the Survey
teams gathered data on the extent and character of
the sanitary facilities of the communities in which
miners live and on the precautions being taken to
prevent the spread of disease.

urban communities and those who live either in
company camps or in rural areas. The former, in
large measure, benefit by municipal water distribution and purification systems and usually have their
water supplies piped directly into their houses.
Those who live in rural areas -oi farms or other
relatively isolated places- obviously depend upon
individual supplies, such as wells, springs, and
cisterns. The miners and their fawilies who live
in company camps depend on the local facilities
that mineoperating companies have established for
them; in these places the greatest range of conditions
was observed.
Inasmuch as water is needed to conduct operations
at most coal mines, it was not surprising to find that
8 out of 10 among those surveyed had installed waterdistribution systems, many of them rudimentary,
however, in that they are only large enough to
seer the mine and appurtenant structures plus a
few houses near the offices or the tipple. At threefourths of the mines, the water-distribution system
is extensive enough to reach some or all of the

Jlater Supplies

company houses, in addition to the mine buildings.
It was found that water was piped into slightly less
than 50 percent of the 1,154 company houses sueveyed. At a few camps, where water is distributed
to nearly all of the house sites, the hydrants are
outside of the house, so that each hydrant may serve
two or more families.

The quantity and quality of water supplies for
miners and their families vary considerably from
one mining community to the next. The most
marked differences exist between the water supplies
for those families who live in houses situated within
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The sources of the water used in company houses
and privately owned dwsllings aee maoifold indeed.
The most comtmon sources for company houses, in the
ordee of frequency, weee foused to be wells, streams
or rivees, impounded wise maetre, springs, lobes,
ponds, sod cisterns. Water foe privately owned
houses wan found to cotme from wells, streams or
rivers, springs, cisterns, and the mine, in that order,
A few of the ondividual wells used by a single
family or by groups of families (us is commas at somne
operations) are of the old-fashiooed, shallow type
oipen as the surface, where the water is raised by u
bucket. More c,,msia ate shallow or deep wells,
cased with tile or steel pipe and with hand pumps.
At several Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama
mines, families who wore using wells for drinking
water were obsersved to be obtaining their washing
water from open streams sod creeks. The explanaties given in such instances was that the drioking
water was "hard"; the steareun watee, they ssid, was
therefore better for cashing clotehes and bathing.
Somc of the tecnants of see Alabuma mine camp
stated that they purchased soft washing water feom
on esscrsort peddler us 75 ceiits a bareelful.
-rho water supply is a more serious problem in the
fat West than is she eastern or coastral mining regions,
Several minessoere visited is she W~est where so
watee is available at or neoar rho sire, aed makeshift
.arrangements had boos devised to fill else need. lIt
as arid region of New Mexnico, a mining company
had constructed an adequate supply system employlog a reservoir and service lioes for diseribusion. The
water is piped I1 miles and theo pumped inotra ilroad
task cars and hauled 4 miles inure. Ie is reported
that eke State water-analysis laboratory has always
found that rho water delivered so this mining cammusity is safe. As some ather places in eke Winst,
wator haulage is left en eke tenants, who carry their
supply for domestic ese in milk cane, buckess, or
other containers, frequently from distant sources,
Water costs en she consumoers vrage frost so charge
as all io miany camps to aboue $5Oa month where
private water companies maintais long diseribution
lines. These companies sometimes meter all services
and charge on a sliding scale for all water used.
During the summer droeghts, when gardens require
frequent watering, she expense is substantial. Many

subscribers are billed a flue raee, based upon ehe
namber of oaelees- the frone foetage of the properey
or the size of the house.
Rivers in ehe bitomninousecoul producing areas are
heavily polluted wieh sewage, impuritirs, and mine
wasees of all sorts. Mine water, etpecially feom
steipping -flowing into streeams that eventnually find
their way into the rivets-has introduerd a relatively
high percentage of sulfur, plus calcium, iron, and
other minerals, Animals hops on the watershed
have contributed to she problem.
In one incorporated Illinois town, several sewer
outfall0 empty seao a pasture-lund pond within sod
adjacent to the town. Cattle drink from this pond.
A municipal official, when questioned on the matter,
rtplied, "Well, the cows drink the water from this
one (pond), so it can't be too bad."
Many persons do not know the importance of
pure drinking water. The argument often presented
is that the water is crystal clear, and since it has
been useed foe years wiebons disastreous consequences
it most be safe. Water supply meet Ite judged, sot
an the basis of what has occurreod is the past bet
what may happen at any time.
Oe sitscoipany coal-mining town surveyed hod
so municipal water supply or distribution system.
Houses an she town have individual, shallow wells,
with an aver age eseimuted deptb of not more thus 10
feet. The water obtained from those wells is malodoroos and contains visiblc impurities. The potentialities for wster-borne disease ouebrenaks and epidomnics are immediutely apparent. However, soens
of she residents said thatu no one ever gat sick from
drinking such water.
Only sue common is the hillside well, situaterd
downstmrssi, us it were, from an insani.tary privy
with a pit that overflows during rainy seasons.
There is nothingwhatsever to prevent see page of the
sewage into she asiurce of drioking water consumed
by oen or more families. Repares of occasional
outbreaks of comsmunicable diseases among such
groups are quite underssandable.
In eke 260 comimunities surveyed, rho water
supplies of 120 mines wcreoebservnd so be subject so
pollution by indeserial waste, mine warer,or untreuted
sewage. Often a few individual wells are distributed
through a camp, one well supplying 4 to 8i houses.
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ftater is piped into slightly less than half of the company-owned houses observed during the Survey. Tenants of the
remaining company-owned houses obtain their water supplie from springs, cisterns, and wells, most often from
wells, which are usually supplied with hand pumps.
Most of these wells have hand pumps only, and all
water must be carried in containers for use within
the houses. Pumps often are in poor condition,
Many State laws provide that the health authorities
will inspect private individual water supplies only
upon the request of the users. Consumers usually
are not sufficiently informed or interested to make
such requests. It is safe to say that most of the
water from individual wells or springs is never examined for potability. Residents of rural areas,
including mine camps, seldom know that it is
dangerous to drink untested water,
There is no intention of intimating that all water
uncontaminated at its source must be treated before
it may be drunk with safety. Nevertheless, chlorination and/or other processing is essential to safeguard
any community supply against contamination in a
reservoir and in the distribution system where breaks
in the line, cross connections, and back-siphonage
may occur. A substantial number of the water sup42

plies in camps and other small communities, besides
those purchasing water from private water companies
or municipalities, is open to suspicion.
Miners and their families living in 134 of 260
communities surveyed are furnished water processed
in purification plants, 92 of which are in noncompany
communities and 42 in company camps. Of the 134
communities with purification plants of one type or
another, the water is rarely-or virtually nevertested in 12; 10 of these are incorporated communities and 2 company camps. According to table 15,
water is tested monthly or more frequently in 32, or
76 percent, of the 42 company-owned settlements
that have treatment plants, and in 77, or 84 percent,
of the 92 public communities that have such plants.
In the communities that do not have treatment
plants, the residents use water, from wells and other
sources, of questionable potability and purity.
Many of the incorporated communities surveyed,
which have constructed complete water-treatment

plants, employ processes involving one or more of
the following: Prechlorination, coagulation, sedimentation, filtration, softening, post chlorination,
and treatment with activated carbon to remove
unpleasant tastes. The larger water plants maintain
their own laboratories, where a check is kept on
the quality of the water produced. Complete records
on all phases of water supply are kept by such water
plants; copies of the record of water analysis are
forwarded to the State health department at the
intervals established by the various States. The
smaller treatment plants customiarily follow the same
procedures, except that the plant operator depends
upon the State for the desired tests and reports.
All but 14 of the 134 purification plants test for
residual chlorine once a month or oftener. Better
protection in this respect is accorded the miners
residing in public communities, compared with those
living in company-owned settlements.
Many individual water systems lack one or more
of the following features:
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Of the above, the most important is probably the last.
Experience has shown that the way a water-supply
system is operated frequently is more important than
the type of equipment available. A good operator
will produce better water with mediocre equipment
than a poor operator with good equipment. In one
Pennsylvania community an ailing miner, temporarily
unable to work underground, was found running the
waterworks- his lack of experience notwithstanding.
Many local water plants are inspected by the
State at infrequent and irregular intervals, or not
at al.
In several camps visited, water had previously
been inspected and found polluted. Pumps were
sealed until the operator had treated the water in
the wells and subsequent testing showed the condition to be improved. The seals were then removed.
In the succeeding 6 months no further tests were
made; perhaps the water is now safe for use, perhaps
it is not.

Water from a highly contaminated river is piped
through a small treatment plant to hydrants throughout a 60-house camp in Pennsylvania. 'The mine
adjacent to this group has been abandoned, and the
treatment plant is no longer operated. Actually,
therefore, polluted, untreated river water issues
from the hydrants. The only other source of water
is a spring at one end of the camp which, at times,
has been tested and found to be contaminated. A
number of employees of a large mine live in this camp,
and all have been warned not to use this water for
drninking
et children were seen drinking it during
the Survey visit. The State health deplartment does
not test this water, as it is not considered a public
water supply and tests are not requested by the
owners or occupants of the community. Similar
cases were noted elsewhere.
Table 16 summarizes State government services
for sanitary water control in the 22 major bituminouscoal-producing States. Although State laws provide
that health departments of counties and other political subdivisions shall be charged with the responsihility of safeguarding the health of the people, it
was observed that enabling funds are not commonly
43
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available and that local health officers, often parttime employees, do not devote enough attention to
water-supply sanitation. Most States will collect
water samples, examine them, and submit reports
upon the request of persons owning the source or
using the water; but, according to health officials,
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there are so many individual or semiprivate water
supplies that it is impossible to cover the field regularly as a matter of routine. Further, requests for
these and other public health services in water sanitation seldom are made. Management and the
Union have, for the most part, taken no active steps,

SURVEY OF SEWAGE-DISPOSAL FACILITIES OF MINERS' HOUSES
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either to educate the tenants to appreciate a safe
supply of water or to utilize existing public agencies
to introduce and maintain sanitary control of water
supplies.

Sewage-Disposal Methods
Two hundred and sixty communities were surveyed to determine the methods of sewage disposal
employed; such methods were classified as sewagecollection systems, privies, and septic tanks or cesspools. Of the 260 communities under scrutiny, 116
were company camps, and 144 were villages, municipalities, and other places where miners live in groups
or with numbers of other residents,
The information obtained reveals that privies are
the most common method of disposal in both cornpany-owned or controlled communities and in other

communities; cesspools and septic tanks were the
next most common method in company camps but
the least prevalent in noncompany communities; integrated sewage systems of various types were found
in only 5 percent of company camps but in more
than a third of the incorporated communities that
were surveyed. (See fig. 2.)
The engineer members of the Survey teams, in
connection with their visit to each of the 2,028
houses, scored the sewage-disposal facilities on the
basis of their adequacy, regardless of the superiority
of one device or method over the other. In other
words, a privy that was well constructed and maintained would be marked "Adequate," but a bathroom fixture either poorly designed or poorly maintained would be marked Inadequate," even though
the latter fixture is fundamentally superior. When
the data were tabulated according to table 17 it was
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found that 55 percent of the company-owned houses
and 70 percent of the privately owned houses occupied
by miners could be regarded as having satisfactorily
met minimal requirements for adequacy of sewage
disposal. Privately owned houses fared better than
company-owned houses, except in Area 11, where
only 49 percent of the facilities in privately owned
dwellings were considered adequate as compared
with 56 percent of the company-owned houses,
It is recognized that the well-designed privy is not
censorable of itself. Maintained properly, this type
of outdoor facility can give satisfactoi y service, except
with respect to personal convenience. Some of the
privies inspected had concrete-lined pits; they were of
gooddesign, sturdilyconstructed, andwell-maintained.
In many places the privy pits were cleaned at regular
intervals, or new pits were dug and the superstructure
moved. On the other hand, many were poorly constructed or poorly maintained by owner, tenant, or
both.
Although 75 percent of the 2,028 houses surveyed
in coal camps and other communities had privies,
only a relatively small percentage were considered
2
able to meet authoritative standards as to construction, maintenance, cleanliness, and distance
from houses and wells. If, however, in view of the
difficulty in obtaining construction materials and
labor in recent years, only minimum requirements
are considered, a larger percentage of the privies observed can be considered satisfactory. The most
common deficiencies noticed, in the order of occurrence, were: Lack of cleanliness; absence of covers on
seats; absence or disrepair of vents and screening;
full or overflowing pits; improper construction of
pits; dilapidation of structure; and proximity to
drinking-water supplies. The condition of the
privies used by occupants of company-owned housing was in every area inferior to that of the privies
used by occupants of privately owned houses.
Examples of flagrant violation of the elementary
rules of sanitation were observed in connection with

camp, many privies were perched on fairly steep
hillsides, behind and above the houses, in such a
way that the wastes in the privies could be washed out
and drain toward the houses. Seepage from some of
these was seen draining toward houses, vegetable gardcns, and a well. Stories were told to the observers of
tenants cutting holes through the floors of the house
to save themselves the trouble of going outdoors to
a privy; although such tales could not be confirmed
by any evidence in the houses visited, instances were
noted where privies were disregarded in favor of the
underside of the house or the adjoining woods. At
a number of privately owned dwellings in Alabama,
pitless privies were seen where organic waste was
left to be consumed by prowling dogs, pigs, and
poultry.
Devices tor sewage disposal, other than privy pits,
include (1) cesspools and septic tanks; (2) simple
sewage systems where sewage is collected and discharged directly into abandoned mines or rivers and
streams without prior treatment; and (3) systems
that discharge into rivers and streams after treatment either in simple, large septic tanks or in plants
employing comminuters, grit chambers, lmhobfftanks,
aerators, primary and secondary sludge-digestion
chambers, mechanical and gravity trickling filters,
or combinations of such equipment.
Many instances were noted where complete bathrooms were installed in houses, hut the hygienic gain
was partly offset because the raw untreated sewage
was piped directly to the nearest creek. During
dry spells when the water level is low, these creeks
are actually open sewers, unsightly, odoriferous,
public dumps and breeding spots for communicable
diseases.
Bathrooms connected with septic tanks or sewage
were found most frequently in Area 111 and least in
Areas I and 11, source of 75 percent of bituminouscoal production. The majority of people in the
industry do not apply the sewage-disposal methods
most conducive to better sanitation, coinfort, and

the privies used by miners and their families, whether
the miners lived in company-owned houses or in

convenience. In general, it is quite evident that
planned sewage disposal according to modern sanitanin standards is woefully lacking and that this
failure to plan for the community as a whole, or even
a large portion of it, is very much more evident in
company camps than in public communities. Here

houses rented from individuals.
Sus. s.
-esealthsi Ice,
Dec. ic.

spo,,,
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The pricv is the most eonimon sewage-disposalfacility of miners' houses, almost 9 out of 10
company-owned dwellings
and almost 6 out of 10 priaotdeo owned homesrelying on this method. Rows of priviesare
characteristicof many coalnining eommanities.
again advantage is not taken of the services available
from State agencies. (See table 18.)
In sections of the United States where the terrain
is rugged and most dwellings are situated along
streams and on hillsides, the accumulation of sewage
in running water jeopardizes health, reduces safe
recreational opportunities, and menaces game and
fish. In spite of antipollution statutes, heavy contamination characterizes the rivers that are the main
source of water supply. Towns of sizable population, with extensive sewage systems, discharge
untreated wastes into open streams that run through
adjoiining municipalities and villages.
Industrial wasteand water used in coal washing
are disposed of by dumping them into streams or
allowing them to filter away in any manner that will
not interfere with operations. Very few plants were
noted that utilize any systematic method of treating
industrial waste. Even States with pollution laws
do not invariably prohibit the introduction of mine

water into streams and rivers. A few companies,
recognizing the economy of salvaging solid matter
from the coal washings, clarify waste water before
disposing of it.
In States that have recently enacted antipollution
laws, notably Pennsylvania and West Virginia, a
number of towns are planning to construct sewagetreatment plants, but early fruition of these plans is
unlikely. The cost of complete installations is large,
and no funds have been voted. Protests from taxpayers against assessments are load and frequent.
They would like to have these plants but dislike the
expense.

Garbage Collection and Disposal
One hundred and four, or 40 percent of the communities surveyed, were found to be served withsome
form of organized collection and disposal of garbage
and refuse. In 84 of these communities the garbage
47

The well-designed privy is not censorable of itself, but many are insanitary. The bigproblems arisingfrom the use

of this facility are infrequent repair,improper maintenance, and abuse by users.
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was collected once a week or oftener, whereas in 20

sire companies

it was collected less frequently, usually during ater-

without charge to the residents, once a week or more

ate weeks.

It was found that in many of the camps

owned and operated by the larger and more progres-

frequently.

the operator provides the service,

In

a few instances this service is
extended to persons living in villages not owned by
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In some company camps arrange-

veyed, no type of organized collection was available

ment' have been made under which an individual,
actng as a contractor, collects garbage for a fixed
Smothly chage to the tenants
Of the 116 surveyed camps owned by coal companies, 35 percent have regular collections by the
operator and 3 pecent by contractors. In the 144
ScomeF
itie~thatarcnotcompany-owned 28 percent
have ollenion s by municipalities, 12 percent have

to the residents, who, therefore, were obliged to
devise their own methods of disposal. The Survey
disclosed that in 62 percent of the company camps
and in 58 percent of the public communities the
problem of disposal was left entirely to the individual
tenants.
Since so great a percentage of the communities
visited leaves the problem to the householders,

contract collectons, and 2 percent have collection

attention was devoted to the manner in which this

servioe

problem was met.

the company.

operated

by

the

mining

companies,

All other garbage disposal is handled by individuals,
In 156, or 60 percent, of the communities sur-

The methods were found to be
many and varied, in accordance with the preference
of the individual. Often garbage was thrown from

Scom-o pl-ar fdisposallgarbage
f
and tras, is ime streamthat runs eough or alongide thecompany camp,
as fn hist commaity, wiheea do-nmoving streamrts between the rows of houses.

Garbagecollettion in a company-oonedcamp whereshe serviceis regular-atleast once a week Periodi, organed
collections of garbage were found by the Survey to be maintainedat lessthan 40 percent of the cmrpany-owned
communities.
cars along the road, perhaps into valleys, streams, or
abandoned strip pits about the countryside. Frequenty it was buried in shallow pits or fed to chickens or pigs. At best it was burned on the premises
and at worst it was left lying in the yard, sometimes
close to the house. In a few of the camps where no
regular collection service is offered, certain persons
collect garbage free for use in feeding pigs, but these
collections are not made at regular intervals, are not
available to all tenants, and, therefore, are not considered an organized service.
If garbage and other waste materials are removed
by organized collections, they are generally disposed
of suitably. The best system of disposing of garbage
is by burning it in a properly designed incinerator, so
that consumption is rapid and complete. it was
found that, of the 116 company-owned communities
"nr~dL6:mmmo
.~:*

surveyed, only 3 percent burn garbage in inerators, whereas 14 percent of the other communities
dispose of their refuse in this manner. In one case
a coke oven was giving good service as an incinerator.
The odors from the incinerator were little worse than
those from the burning slate ple. Another satisfactory method of garbage disposal, used by a few
communities, is burial in sanitary fill, where wastes
are deposited in layers in a trench and covered with
earth or slate each day. Less desirable is the pracice of merely dumping garbage in open places or of
burning it in the open in large quantities, were the
process is slow and incineration incomplete, so that
insects swarm over the remains in warm weather and
rodent in all seasons. In 150 communities garbage
was dumped by the collecting agencies, indisvidual
families, or both.
'
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WASH HOUSES
A very important sanitary facility for the rcmpIovee who is required, as is the coal miner, to work
under dirty conditions is a wash and change house.
Before 1920, little provision was made for such a
facility in many States; but in recent years, with
advances in knowledge of sanitation and personal
hygiene and with greater public interest in the
miner's welfare, considerable attention has been
given to providing accommodations adjacent to the
mine portal where the miner can remove his coaland sweat impregnated clothes, bathe thoroughly,
and dress himself in clean street clothes before
departing for his home at the end of the day's work.
During the Survey, the existence or the absence of
a wash and change house and the degree of provision
made for it were among the most impressive observ ations. Those who are unfamiliar with the method of
using this facility should be informed that a miner reportingforwork wherethereisawash and changehouse
immediately goes to it, removes his street clothes,
attaches them to a chain, and deposits shoes and
personal belongings from his pockets in a metal
basket attached to the chain. TIhese articles are
then hoisted by the chain to the overhead or ceiling
of the building, and the miner dresses himself in the
working clothes that had been hanging on the chain
since his last shift. At other nmines, lockers are
provided instead of baskets and chains. Upon leaing the portal of the mine, the miner again goes to
the wash and change house, removes his dirty, grimn,
wet clothes, and deposits them in a locker or hoists
them on a chain to the overhead, where they will
dry for the next 16 houts or until he again returns to
work: If the wash and change house is wellequipped, he then goes into a separate compartment;
bathes himself with plenty of hot and cold water
and soap under a shower; dresses in his street clothes,
which had been left behind when he went into the
mine; and reaves, clean and refreshed,
As this Report discloses, relatively few homes have
bathroom facilities. Where they do not, and where
there is no wash house at the mine, the grimiy miner
must have water heated for him to take a bath at
home. In many instances, if he washes at all he must
52

squat uncomfortably in a galvanized wash tub or
sponge himiself from a basin.
There are important health reasons for providing
wash and change houses. One of those reasons is
the exposure to which a miner is subjected when he
comes out of the earth, warm and sweaty, and goes
outdoors at once, to be exposed to the elements,
especially in winter. Sometimes the weather may
be so severe that thIe clothing freees to his body
before he reaches his destination.
Awash houise maybeanimprovised building madeof
materialsreadily at hand, or a structure of brick, stone,
stucco, or concrete. However, frame ormasonry wash
houses are in the majority, with roofs usually of
composition or metal material, or sometimes of
shingles or slate. The climate where the mine operation happens to be influences the type of building and
Its size will
the materials used in its construction.
depend on the number of employees who will norrallv use it at one time. Too many such buildings now in use have only one entrance, which is
also used as an exit. This is not only an unwise,
short-sighted condition but a dangerousone. Unless
the wash house is provided with an entrance and an
exit, its construction obviously conflicts with standard fire safety 'practices. The better -type wash
and change house has at least two compartientsone, the larger, where the man changes his clothing,
stores it in a locker, or attaches it to an overhead
chain, and the other, the shower room. The former
must be kept as warm as possible so that soiled and
wet clothing dries. At some mines, there are separate drying rooms for wet clothing.
The water for bathing is heated in various ways,
ranging from the old fashioned, pot-bellied coal stove
to central steam heaters or electric heating units.
At the 260 mines surveyed, there were 120 wash
houses (see table 19), of which 116 had heated water
available. The water is derived in 38 instances from
industrial sources; in 69 instances from the drinking
water supply; and in 13 instances from, sources especially provided for the purpose. In only 64 of all
the wash houses observed was the water supply examined for potability. It was ascertained that, in
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the remaining wash houses, the water is not examined
as to safety for drinking or washing. In some wash
houses, the equipment was primitive or broken,
owing to lack of maintenance and repair. In one
case, the lockers were packing crates, and the showers
weretincanswithholespunchedin them,suspended by
handles resting on nails driven into an overhead
beanm; the water was scooped from a metal barrel
heating on a hot coal stove. In virtually all wash
houses where automatic showers were provided there
was some type of mixing valve connected with the
shower heads to regulate the temperature of the
water used for bathing.
sually the number of men
estimated for the use of a single shower was based
upon the number of assigned baskets or lockers in
the change house. The percentage of men using the
wash house was not determined specifically; however,
from the general observations made, it can be deduced that the majority of the miners would use the
wash house if they had been assigned lockers or haskets. The number of baskets or men per shower, as
determined by the Survey, ranged from 2 to 35, with
a majority of mines allowing approximately 15 men
per shower head.
The square feet of space in the change section of
the wash house is an important consideration. It
was estimated that the number of square feet per

should be provided
on and off a shift.

to accommodate

all men coming

The ventilation and lighting of wash and change

houses are very necessary considerations. If not
adequate by natural means, installation of artificial
ventilating systems becomes a requirement. It was
observed that the ventilation, in many instances,
was inadequate, and when large numbers of men
were using the house, body odors were highly
offensive.
The Survey investigators noted that the lighting
was adequate in 95 of the 120wash houses studied.
Ihe storage and drying of clothes vary with individual administrative initiative. The too comnon
practice of hanging clean clothes on chains and in
baskets alongside dirty clothes of other miners
exposes the clean clothes to dirt and infection. The
best practice observed was provision of lockers for
the clean clothing. Some operators supplied square
metal compartments suspended from the overhead
to keep clothing separated. The Survey discloses
that 67 percent of the 120 wash houses visited had
too few baskets or lockers to accommodate the full
complement of employees.
It is not amiss to observe that soiled clothing is
habitually left in the change house, in most instances
unwashed for long intervals. This is a serious breach
of personal hygiene and demonstrates administrative
weakness.
Few wash houses observed in the Survey were in
existence 25 years ago. The greatest number were
constructed, (1) 15 to 25 years ago and (2) 5 to 10
years ago, during which latter period there seemed to

man found, based upon the number of assigned
baskets, ranged from 2 to approximately 35 square
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Wash and change houses /or miners are required for
miners by State laws at mines in all but 6 of the 22
major bituminous-coal States. However, these 6 States,
and Penns'lvania which requires wash housesat "wet"
mines onlv, emplov more than half of all soft-coal
miners. Nevertheless, some operators have installed
wash houses even where not requiredby law. Altogether
percent of the larger mines have such facilities, but
there are wide variations in the way they are built and
maintained. As the photos show, some are large, adequate, well-lighted, well-entilated, well-equipped, and
well-maintained. Others in direct contrast are poorlv
equipped and neglected.
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be a renewed interest in building thenm. Those constructed recently are of the better type for the most
part -more adequate and more modern- which, in
itself, indicates progress in recognizing not only a
desirable but a necessary sanitary facility.
It was found that 45 percent of the companies
make a check-off charge against miners for using the
wash houses. (See table 20.) Of this number, 17
n,
percent have a compulsory check-off charge. In
the States in Area III, where the law requires that
wash houses must be provided, the employes are.
areas, in
the othee made
not charged for using them. Inare
places where charges are made, the average is
approximately $1.15 a month. In one instance the

~l

charge was 6 cents a shift.

Where the company

makes no charge, operation of the wash houses is
financed in various and sndri nays. At one mine,
the employees themselves voluntarily contributed a
small sum to employ a janitor to take care of the
wash house and provide for hoterwater. At another
mine, the wash house was operated as a concession
on a proit basis for the concessionaire. There are
instances that came to the attention of the engineers
making the Survey where the operator or operators
contended that the tnners did not wish to have wash
houses and that, if they were provided, the miners
would not use them. However, in those areas where
these statements were made, some miners were found
to be installing small wash-house facilities in their
basements and organizing wash house clubs which
cost them a few cents each working day.
Eighteen of the wash houses inspected had no
provision for potable drinking water,
Twenty- one wash houses had no toilet facilities
either in the building or adjacent thereto. In the
best wash houses, there were modern water-borne
toilet systems, even with some toilet facilities cornpartmentalized. These same well-maintained, modcrn wash houses had full-time janitor service paid for
by the company.
At many mines where there were wash houses, the
employees complained that they acquired skin infections of the feet (which they call "athlete's foot")
from exposure in the wash houses. This infection
is very common where large groups of individuals
utilize a common sanitary facility, with bare feet
exposed and is not, in any way, confined to miners'
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wash houses. Because of it, however, the nlors iof
wash and change houses must be maintained scrupulously clean, with periodic disinfection of floor and
side-wall surfaces, benches, and any other articles of
furniture on which the bare feet may be placed while
being washed or dried, or socks changed. The
unwashed sock and the infected shoe are ready
conveyors of the infection as well as sources of
reinfection.
So essential has a wash house been regarded that a
number of States have enacted laws requiring owners
of mines to provide them. Of the 22 States in which
bituminous coal is mined, 15 have included varying
requirements for wash houses for employees in theim
minint laws. In the 7 coal-mining States where
there is no legislation pertaining to wash and change
houses, only 48 were found at the 134 mines observed
during the Survey. Two States make it mandatory
that wash houses be provided at all coal mines, and
all baut I of the 23 mines surveyed in those States
(Illinois and Oklahoma) were found by the Survey
team to have wash houses; the other 13 States base
or
their requirement upon the number of temployees
upon the petition of a specified number of employees.
The Pennsylvania law stipulates that wash houses
must be provided at wet bituminous mines only.
It is interesting to note, in a further reference to the
Pennsylvania statute, that provision of wash houses

for anthracite mines is not restricted to "wet mines."

Mroanta-t-

atorrshall prnride where more than 12 miners

The laws of the State of Washington provide that

are emplyied.

the attendant of the wash house is to be paid by fee.

over 800 leet from mine entrance. Kept dcean and in good

I'th

has a comprhcsir

ment that wash houses

he

covrage in its requiretheonly

provided and is

Stater where the law stipulates

that toilets shall be

Srtabhle buildin, nor engineor hobir house,not

rder lighted,

ed, od and warm water, washing and locker

Oio-peraetorsh.il prvide where requestedhby 1 or more
emploees.

Adequrtwwashrobmsconrr
erientomineenranct

installed within the wash hollse. Kansas requires
wash houses at all coal mines, "except longwall, strip

lighted, heated, warmand eold water, washing farclities.
tiestfor io atin or misls .

mines, and the mines in excess of 600 feet in depth."
Of tho 22 htates rncluded
urey,
Alabara,
aba
the Survey,
f the 2 States included inn rhohre

Oiahoma- To iheprovided at all mines. Suitable building
to
ploes,
allpeoper
to accommodat
eenrtrane
cient se brngersor
o ine
eakeer,
light, conen
heat, rat ted

Colorado,

Kentucky,

Missouri,

New

Mexico,

Vir-

oldwntrtr, sh wers
-
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eirs,i prod
p

deralta,

Penal-

irat

nd

ginia, and West Virginia have no State laws requiring
coal-mining companies to build and maintain wash

Pennsael a.To Ibeprovide i for et mines, on petton of
10 employees to the mine inspector. (The 10 emplo)ees must

houses at the mline sites.

work

lMissouri has a law re

quiring wash houses for lead and zine mines but no
for c
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he
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pecifications,enorcement, and upkeep,
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and cold water,

operator

Penalties
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most convenient to rnairi
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Srittahl buildin, e oveniently lrcated eqeuippedwit] lockers,
benches, hihts, heat, hot and cold water, showers. Provides
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places.) Suitable building, for emplo)ees working

good order, properl lighted and heated, o

15 other Stares are sumnmarized briefly as follows
(see also table 21):
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Kansa. Musrt be proviled, al mines. Suitable building
conveniently located. Equipped with lockers or hangers,
benches, light, heat, hot and cold water, showers. Must be kept
in good order. Specifcations: I shower to each 15 employrees,
Does not apply to mines operated on the longwalt system, any
mine in excess o600 foreet
in depth, or any strip mine.
Iowaa--perator shall provde "adequate fraciliies" at mi ne
employing more than 20 persons.
Maroland.--Opertor shall provide upon application signed
by 60 percent of employees,and shall provide extra wash houses
at additional portals when 25 percent of employees on their
signed application make such request, provided requisites ap.
proved by State Department of Mines. Suitable building, convenient location, sanitar, heated, hot andcold water, showers,
lockers. Operating cost to be agreed upon.
richigan.-All mine, to be provided on written requestof 20
or more employees or one-third if css. Suitable, separate from
engine or boiler room, maintrainedin good orler, lighted, heated,
cold and warm water.

Ope'ator may charge or use.

nWashlhton (19/Oi)-Operator to provide on petition of 6
percent of emplorees. May charge gl a month. Suitable
building convenient to mine entrance. Sufcirent foor space to
acommodate users. Specificatinrs or construction, lockers or
equivalent, I shower for each 20 men on a shift. Attendant to
be paid by lee. Section
not
.des
applr where less than 20 are
employed or to nonprrducing mines.
Wromig.--T hbeprovided at mines employing 20 or more
miners. Suitable building convenient to mine entrance, lockers
and hangers, benches or seats, proper lights, heat, hot and cold
water, showers. Maintained in good order.
i
loor space
r
uflicient for miners or others using it. Specificationsfir floor conl d
structio a equipment, 1 shower foreach 15employees. Not
required unless 60 percent ofaemployee make written request.
No charge
ato
e made Penalties
h,
r violation of misuse.
Data collected

by the

Federal

Bureau of Mines

in the summer of 1946, as reflected in table 22, and
made available to the Medical Survey, show that, of
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ties are fond oftener at the larger mines, employing
more than g1/a men, than at the smaller mines, employing 25 to 1(6.

DISCUSSION
Readers' interpretations of, and conclusions drawn

facilities, that the median or average conditions are

from, the conditions described herein are not expected
to be unanimeous. Differences in backgrouend and

difficult to determine. It is apparent, however, that
only a relatively small percentage of the workers and

experience, as well as variations in special interest,

their families who live in company camps enjoy the

will go far toward shaping reaction to the foregoing

facilities and privileges available throunghresidence

exposition,
Evidence canhbe carefully selected from the data
presented intheReport to show that bituminous-coal
miners and their families, as a group, have either a
lower or higher standard of living than that of other
industrial workers. So wide is the range in extrmes,

in
the grenerally
communities
by the
o
ore
progres
sie,
theestablishod
larger, operating
companies.
Another smtall percentage live in company camps
that are a disgrace to the industry and to the Nation.
The large majority of the minte
temployees
and their
dependrents living in company owned or controlled

with respectr to housing, water supplies, and sanitary

ommunilties

have a standard ofliving that is

unsatisfactory in view of the levels attained by
numerous families throughout the United States in
comparable income classes. That the housing and
sanitary facilities in many individual mining camps
are not far different from, and in some instances are
superior to, those in the immediate vicinity of the
camps should not justify their deficiencies. Nor
should the general economic instability of the industry in the prewar years stand any longer as an
excuse for failure to institute action bringing about
much-needed improvemcnts.
The issue is not one of raising or lowering the
standard of the miners to the levels of white-collar
workers or cotton pickers or any other vocational
group. Rather, this study has been grounded on
the premise that, all comparisons to one side, coal
miners should share as much as possible in the dividends of good living sought by all Americans. It is
granted that the deficiencies described are not unique.
If a similar survey were conducted among share
croppers or itinerant harvesters, it is not unlikely
that some conditions would be discovered so deplorable as to make those described herein seem rosy by
comparison. In the very Capital of the United
States, approximately 100,000 persons' still draw
their drinking water from yard hydrants and rely
upon privies. Yet the lesson to be derived is not
that the Nation can well afford, therefore, to take
time to ameliorate the condition of the miners but
that assistance should and must be extended to
all citiens
living conditions
conditions
whose
dispe the co
all citizens whose
living
dispute the e iplacent assumption that man has attained the peak
of progress.
Yet the bituminous miners' position would seem
to have-a measure of uniqueness. What other occupational group does one recall whose wages have increased so much in the last quarter century and yet
must contend with so many of the same handicaps
that plagued the previous generation at the coal
pits? How much better off is a miner, currently
earning $50 or more a week, than he was years ago
when he drew $25 a week ? He can now boast little
more in basic necessities for healthful, pleasant

plumbing, decent sewage disposal, and safe drinking
water are purchasable, but seemingly they are reserved for only a fraction of the inhabitants of coalcompany camps!
One fact is plain: The housing and sanitary facilities of the miners who do not live in company towns,
especially those who live in incorporated communi
ties, are generally better than in coal camps. True,
in a number of places the privately owned houses or
the houses rented by miners from individuals and
real estate operators are vastly inferior to those
owned by the coal companies, especially where the
noncompany houses are situated on the outskirts of
isolated camps; but such instances are in theminority.
The picture of company housing presented in the
Report of the United States Coal Commission, which
surveyed conditions in the Nation's coal industry 23
years ago, reflects the present situation in a number
of respects. The Commission reported:
To a gret extent, greater probably than in any other oeupation in the United States, they (bituminouscoal miners) are dependent on their employers, not only for the conditions under
whichthey work, but also fr the characterof the houses in which
they live, and for the resoures and tmosphere ofthe community
inet
peet
f the
o which they are a part" '.
comny ortned house in the ii comunitiestudied were,
boiltofwood. Moe than two-thrds wre fiished outside with
weather hoard, usually nailed direct to the frame with no sheathing other than paper, and sometime not even that * *.
Over two-thirds of the rofs were of composition paper. The
houses usually rest on post foundations with no cellars * * *.
ood sheathing orms te insde insh halfth houe; plaste
f 38 percent. Boarl and
nd batten houses, the cheapest type of
constructin, were used in over a fourth o the dwelings in the
713 communities * * . In the worst of the company-ontrolled communities the state of disrepairat times runs beyond
the power of verbal description or even of photographic illustra
"ice neither wordsnor pictures can portray the atmosphere
of baadoned dejecitiono reprodce thesmells. Old, unpainted
board and batten houses-batten going or gone and boardsfast
oionning,rfs broien, porches staggering,steps sagging, a riot
ofrubbish, and a medley of
are features of theworst
camps. They re not by any means in the majority; but
wherever they exist they are a reproach to the industry and a
se'ios mate f ar such mine workers and mine workers' families
as are depeenent upon the compaies for living facilities

living. Money is useful only for what it can buy.
Comfortable,
weatherproof dwellings,
sanitary

If it is custom and tradition that mine families
shall exist in squalor, it is time for that custom and
tradition to be abolished. Management, Labor,
and the families themselves are at fault for the

SWin c.E.A.,el
sponerd byWashington
Ms
etropolt-n.Healh Counci,196.

i"",

ndors-such
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inertia that characterizes the situation Management because, having instituted the system of the
company camp as a logical element in profit venture,
it neglected, with notable exceptions, to fulfill the
humanitarian obligations of its dual role of employergovernor; Labor, because its overpowering interest
in, and concern with, conditions of wages and hours
seemingly blinds it to the importance of pressing with
equal tenacity for housing and sanitary reforms;
finally, the rank-and-file miner, because he tolerates
eradicable evils.
It is a gratifying experience, enjoyed only too
seldom, to come upon a community whose tidy
appearance and modern housing facilities reflect
ackoowledgiont of its obligations by NIanacgescont.
Such examples, when found, are more likely ts be the
company camps of larger mines having adequate
capital. That the less affluent operations cannot
afford to put comparable quality and maintenance
into company housing is understandable, but explanations and excuses hardly make a porous shanty
more livable in midwinter or dubious drinking water
more potable at any time of year.
Rentals charged on houses in company owned
camps were established many years ago; and although
there has been a gradual increase during the ensuing
years, it has not kept pace with the increasing cost
of labor and materials or with the increased hourly
wages paid to mine employees. Camps which were
constructed 40 or more years ago were rudimentary
indeed. Erected of green lumber, often cut at the
site and unseasoned, their life expectancy was short,
probably 20 years or less. It is obvious now that
they were destined to be longer-lived. ILumber cost
was low, probably not more than $10 per thousand
board feet, and not much material other than lumber
was used. It has been difficult to obtain actual costs
due to changes in ownership of mines, but there is
information to the effect that four-room houses, the
size most commonly found in camps, were constructed
for very modest sums, about $6001It is reasonable to assume that depreciation is
anticipated at 5 percent annually, varying somewhat
with such factors as climate and standordtof main
tenance as influenced by the rate of production and
life of the mine. Thus, at the end of 20 years from
casua.1, sat 2a, 0si.

6f

the date of construction, these structures theoretically
will have lost their value. Actually, of course, such
houses continue to remain rentable after 20 years
and may even be sold at more than the original cost.
However, a 20-year period is regarded as custoniary
for amortization of this type of property.
For discussion purposes, theer have bteic chosen
three separate, hypothetical cases, each of which is
representative of housing conditions observed during
the Survey, essentially as described in the following
illustrations:
1. Consider first a four-room house bhilt 40 years
ago at an original cost of $600. Aoioeitio0 over
20 years calls for repayment of $30 sif the principal
per yoar, plus $15 average yearli isterest at 5 percent
on the unpaid balance, a total of $45 a sear for
amortization and interest. From about 1M0)1until
some time after the First Woril War, rentals on such
housing were established at about $2 per room per
month, so that a four-room camp house brought in a
revenue of about $96 per year. Out of the $51
remaining after payment of amortization expenses
and interest, there remained to be paid taxes, insura-cc, water charges, road roecairs, maintenance
expenses, if any, and interest and amortization of the
cost of roads, privies, water-supply system, and other
facilities, above those required for the industrial
plant. Although taxes, insurance, andotherrecurring
expenses have varied greatly between different parts
of the country and no accurate average figures have
been obtainable, it has been assumed for purpose of
discussion that taxes amounted to $10 per year on
each house and insurance to $2.50. Water costs,
where not borne by the tenants directly, averaged
about $12 annually, though here again wide variance
is found in different areas. House maintenance often
was limited to roof patching, and many houses got
no other attention fur long periods. During war
years, few houses stood vacant except those abandoned as not repairable. Even in other years protracted vacancies were unusual, and since rents were
collected by check-off of the miners'pay, bad debts
were rare. In certain cases, however, houses were
being occupied rent free by families of mincers killed
or permanently disabled while at work. Road
repairs were kept to a bare minimum, and the cost
was very low.

Such minor repairs as the filling of

chuck holes were left to individual tenants. Conceivably, then, the operator derived some profit from
his housing, as shown below:
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It is thus shown that in the 40-year period the owner
of this house has had at his disposal, for profit and
minimum of maintenance, a solo of $2,077, or approximately $52 per year. If, as is here assumed, he
puts back little or none of this amount, his property
will have depreciated to worthlessness, but he will
have made a considerable profit.
2. As a second example, a house of similar construction built about 1919 will be considered.
In the time of World War I, a building boom de
veloped with the opening of new mines and the espaosion or others. Building costs advanced considerably. Materials put into new construction
were better than those used in the early 1900's.
An effort was made to improve the general appearance of the mine community, but the same boxlike
four-room architecture prevailed. The cost of construction varied from $600 to $800 per detached
unit, the four-room type averaging approximately
$750, not including roads, privies, water supplies,
clearing and preparation of the site, and other
related facilities and services. Assuming, again,
only the cost of the house, a negligible maintenance
2
program, and a 0-year period of amortization, comparable figures over the 40 years since construction
would be as follows:
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Here again it is seen that, if only superficial charges
are expended over the 40 years of occupancy, alt~rnloe20s
ehough the house was consequently worthless at the
end of the period, a considerable soui might be realizedby the operator.
In the cases of the first two examples, the matter of
assuming little or no maintenance charges is not
purely arbitrary, but based upon observation and
technical evaluation of a considerable number of
camps where such practice nuist have been the rule
rather than the exception. However, even if the
operators of those camps had put back into their
properties maintenance at the rate of 2', percent
annually, they still would have had credits, in
amounts of $1,477 and $1,410, respectively, over 40
years of occupancy of the $601 and the $750 houses.
3. As a third and contrasting example, there may
be considered a house built in 1926. By this time,
according to the records of one coal producer in the
Northern Appalachian area, costs of labor and
material had risen considerably, and, together with
a trend toward construction of a better class house,
had caused the cost of a structure of the type and
size herein discussed to be increased to about $2,000.
Meanwhile, the rent received had increased only
about 25 percent. If, as frequently was noted to be
the case, these newer houses were properly mainrained, the operator would have expended at least
2%, percent annually on their upkeep. Upon this
basis, and projected for 20 years beyond the present
date, the operation and rental of such a project

6s

result in a deficit rather than in a credit, as seen front
the following analysis:
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much as adequate housing is necessary to attract and
bhold labor, the operator usually absorbhthe deficit
as part of the operating costs of his mine.
However, fromn a business point of view the operatoe is entitled to an equitable rental to cover the
cost of building and maintaining his housing and
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increase in rents and considerable increase in building
and maintenance costs finds such a realization of
profit virtually impossible. In the latter case, inns-
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loss and consequently would be more
p re n
i , appreciable
favorably disposed to maintain the facility properly.
Such a rate is definitely within the generally accepted
us,

In this case, however, due to the continued mainstandard of monthly rent at I percent of the cost of
tenance of the house, the normal depreciation would
the house and is also within the means of the erbe reduced proportionately by the amount of mainployee of a mine of the class tinder discussion herein.
tenance applied over the 40 years of occupancy.
These hypothetical cases have been used to show
Consequently, for this example it was assumed that
the wide variation of conditions found and to point
net depreciation would be about 21'2percent. Hence,
out the inequity of basing rentals on an arbitrarily
the house may still have a nominal appraised or
agreed upon figure that has little connectionwith
"book" value at the end of 40 years, thus reducing
thequalityofthe housingor theactual operatingcost.
the net operatingdeficit of $2,598 proportionately. Although many miners harte poor housing, their
However, inasmuch as the operator in this case has
rents are low. The miner pays a smaller proportion
maintained his property, it is likely that he will have
of his income for rent than do other industrial
applied considerable money to the repair, upkeep,
wiorkers. He would be much the gainer if he paid
and improvement of his roads, water system, and
a higher rent, commensurate with his income and
other facilities, thus increasing his deficit over and
sufficient to permit and encourage better construeabove the figure shown in this example. Some opertion and better maintenance by the operator. Before
ators accept this loss to attract more desirable
the advent ofgood roads and automobiles, company
tenants.
dwellings had to be constructed near the mine. In
In some of the best coal camps, the initial unit
the future, where new housing is requiredbecause
costsof homes constructed within the past decade the mining property is isolated, sitesshould be
have been as high as $3,500, even as high as $5,(000
selected with the view of permitting a lay-out conwith building materials and labor costs at current
sistent with modern recognized standards of comfigures; likewise, the cost of maintenance is even
munity planning. An example of this is to be found
greater than 2.5 percent of the original construction
in Wyoming, where an operator has erected homes
cost per year.
5 to 10 miles away from three mines and only 1',
It, therefore, appears that in former years a coal
miles from a large, well-organized, public community.
operator, by constructing buildings of the cheapest
The miners and their families thus are liberated from
possible class and by keeping maintenance costs to
the atmosphere of a coal camp and given an uppera negligible minimum, might have been able to
tunity to enjoy the amenities and advantages of a
realize a considerable profit on his housing project,
normal community.
6a

When miners' families are distributed
through
towns and villages whose inhabitants represent other
occupations as well, the miner's house is not distinguishable from other private homes. If a person's
neighbors live in clean, modern surroundings, it
usually follows that he will attempt to conform to
the community pattern. Miners living in company
camps should make every effort to purchase and
improve their houses if prospects of continued
employment are favorable and if the houses are in
such condition as to make renovation and repair
practical.
Evidence is clear that privately owned homes
occupied by the owners are of much better quality
than those iperated by the mining companies. The
housing of miners in the Middle West, where corpany camps are virtually nonexistent, stands out in
marked contrast to the general picture presented up
and down the Appalachians. An interesting point is
that, among the privately owned dwellings, those
occupied by the owner were generally neater, betterfurnished, and more adequately maintained than
those rented. That home ownership offers a keen
incentive to good housekeeping was amply demonstrated. Miners are not transients. They do change
employers but remain employees of the coal industry,
They nightjust as well be purchasing their homes as
they earn, given encouragementand assistance in
utilizing Federal and other low-cost financing.
Probably an important factor in the miner's reluc
tanee to assume the responsibility is the relatively
large size of monthly payments, in comparison with
rents that rarely exceed $25 a month and titre often
are $8 to $12. For many years he has paid these
abnorsal, disproportionately low rentals for coinmensurately small return in value received. Both
Labor and Management shitld join in proaoting
home ownership where economic conditions make it
a reasonable risk for the miner,
In many instances, companies have preferred to
sell their dwellings to real estate operators rather
than offer them to prospective purchasers among
their tenants. The commercial buyers may continue
to rent the houses in these camps to miners or other
individualsoroffer then for resale aagagenerous profit,
It is not known whether the mine workers' union has
attempted to protect its members against specu-

lators. In one case noted previously,
a speculator
is receiving an annual rental that surpasses the price
he paid for a camp of 80 dwellings. This deal is
legal and profitable for the investor; hat, nevertheless, it represents exploitation of a segment of the
public that should be better able to take care of itself.
It is incumbent upon the Union particularly to
encourage the purehase of home sites hy its members,
where employment seems stable and employment
opportunities in the same or other mines, or in other
industries, are available in the area. The Union
could furnishlegal guidance to assurethe title of
property purchased and possibly lend money at
reasonable interest rates. The Union, moreover,
could specify that such housing shall conform to
minimum standards of location, design, construction,
equipment, and sanitation in order to avoid perpetuating the deplorable quarters so common in a number
of company camps today.
Most States have sanitation laws on their books,
but it is apparent that their enforcement is generally
weak. In areas not covered by the building codes
of incorporated communities, construction of substandard housing can be prevented only by apprapriate State legislation. The Union could perform
a great public service by advocating passage of
remedial legislation and encouraging members to
cooperate actively.
The company house lease differs radically from
that customary in rental agreements affecting privasely owned real estate. Its disavowal of a normal
landlard-tenant relationship is more reminiscent of
feudalism than characteristic of the mutual dignity
and independence in present-day business contracts.
ASy person who is dismissed from the mine company
service should have a reasonable time -certainly
more than 5 days in which to to find new quarters
for his family. Leases should definitely delineate
company responsibility. Rents should be determined on the basis of local conditions, value of the
property, and service to be rendered by the operator.
The companies have had enough experience by this
time to determine what maintenance costs should be
included in the rent. The extent of maintenance
service to be provided by the operator should be
specified in the lease.
An impressive revelation to the Medical Survey
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Group was the fact that six States, in which more
than half of all the bituminous coal miners in the
Nation work, do not have laws requiring coal-mining
companies to build and maintain wash and change
houses at the mine sites; and that another State,
Pennsylvania, which is the second largest soft-coal
producer, has such a law, hut it applies to "wet"
mines only.
A disturbing observation also was the apparent
inadequacy of many of the wash houses in States
having compulsory laos, indicating the need for
periodic inspectioi and enforcenient of the laws.
On the other hand, many progressive operators
have discharged their oblication to provide suitable
wash and change houses, ecen where legislation has
not made such action mandatory, by constructing
and maintaining excellent facilities for the use of
their employees. In the same States, the less pro-

dental burning of wash-house users cannot happen,
and the spacing arrangements are such that ample
space is provided for airing and ventilating clothes.
It should not be necessary to add that, in keeping
with the custom of other major industries in providing hygienic facilities, no charges should be levied
against the employees for the use of, or for the main
ternasce of, wash anid change hsoses.
ILeast conspicuous, but not the least important, of
the deficiencies that call for correctivo action is the
water supply. The first step that must be taken is
to educate the incers, their wives, and their children
to the critical impoirtance of water as a factor that
may spell the difference between good health and poor
health. The ways of disease laden water are insidio0s.
nlike garbage heaps, insanitary privies, and
faulty plumbing, water nrfit for human consumption
gives no warning perceprive to the senses. For that

gressive and backward operators have decried the
necessity for such facilities and in so dome have
further scored the escutcheon of the industry . As
a general rule, the adequacy and good maintenance
of the wash house at any ices nmine or its absence
reflected a similar condition in housing sanitation
and general upkeep of the mine properties. Wellmanaged properties have pood wash and change
houses. Poorly managed properties have either poor
wash-house facilities or none at all.
In view of the indifference and laxity of many
operators, it would seem that the construction and
maintenance of suitable wash and change houses can
be achieved only through enforceable State legislation. That such wash and change housos should be
of sufficient size and contain adequate facilities to
accommodate all of the workers who might use. them
at any one time need not be emphasized. The modern, appropriately designed wash and change house
is expected to be well lighted, heated and ventilated,
and maintained in sanitary condition; to have hot
and cold running water and toilet facilities; to have
two or more exits; and to have a sufficient number of
lockers or suspendable containers for all mine workers. In the modern, adequate wash houses, at least
7 square feet of floor space is allowed fur each
man and not less than one shower head is installed
for each 15 men employed. The heating installations
in such places are always safeguarded so that acci-

reason, prinmarily, its menace is never fully appreriated. For the same reason, it will be a formidable
task to convince mine families that they must bring
full pressure to bear upon \Management, Labor, and
Government public health authorities, to the end
that this matter shall receive the attention it deserves.
In the construction of new camps ciomplete water
systems, with potable and sanitary supplies tapped
into each home, must be installed. Adequate standards of health require such water systems, as well
as modern methods of sewage and garbage disposal.
Indeed, the speed and the thoroughness with which
all of the handicaps cited in the forecoing substandard housing, archaic rental practices, insmanitarp methods of sewage disposal, and haphazard removal of garbage, as well as inadequacies in water
supply- are abolished will be proptorteonal to the
degree to which the miners themselves become aware
of the inadequacies and hazards.
Only when State and county health departments
exercise their prerogatives under their several State
laws will a broad-scale effort be made to improve
sanitation. When the improvident, the shortsighted
and greedy, and the indifferent operators reach the
levels of farsightedness and understanding of human
relations that have been exhibited by the progressive
operators, both large and small, more company
camps will take on the aspect of decent, modern
American communities.
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Public Health

Public health has been defined as the art and
scienceof preventing disease,prolonging life, and
proemetig physical and mental efileiency through
organized communitr, effort. Public health services,
including control of sanitation, are basic and fundamental to the promotion and maintenance of the
health of individuals. These activities cannot he
divorced from the other phasesot medical services,
They are theconcernandresponsibility ofindividuals
and communities andnot exclusively of Government
agencies. Under the circumstances prevailing in

coal-mining areas,whereso many communities are
unorganized, provisions for public health services
are a major problem.
Without the collaboration of membersof the
medical professionand without the active support
of citizens, civic organizations, employees'groups,
business, andindustry, no public health program can
be dependedupon to meet local needssatisfactorily
and routinely, regardless
of the authority and legal
responsibility of the administering agency. An outstanding example to illustrate this point is the
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isolated coal-mining community where a single
group are included for comparison. The financial
physician is the one person whose major interest is
data should be regarded as representing index instead
health. Many such a community, usually employerof absolute amounts.
owned and unincorporated, does not share the
The several tables and statistical interpretations
benefits and protection provided at public expense
that follow show inconsistencies in the time intervals
within municipalities. The physician attending minupon which the data are based. The published
ers and their families in the coal-mining community
studies and reports of various official agencies have
occupies a key position for promoting public health
been employed extensively without attempting to
services and sanitation, provided, tif course, that the
standardize the time elements. Combined statistics
Government agency or agencies having jurisdiction
for several years have been used in one place to raise
are prepared to render the services and that the projthe totals to significant values. Statistics for the
ert is actively supported by the community. On the
years immediately before the nar 1939, 1940, and
one hand the physician enjoys to a degree the con1941-have been given in another place to minimize
fidence and respect of a majority of families in the
effects of the war, such as changes in residence and
community, and on the other hand he is in a favorable
displacement of population. Total population figposition to win the support of Management. His
ares are based on the 1940 Census data. Figures for
knowledge and opportunities for observing problems
in public health, industrial hygiene, and sanitation
render him particularly well fitted to serve in a
liaison capacity between the tuners (including their
families) and the public health workers. However,
investigation has revealed that quite an opposite
state of affairs prevails in most coal-mining communities-where the needs are the greatest, the least
has been done.
a
The Medical Survey of the Bituminous-Coal
Industry revealed serious deficiencies in the development and maintenance of public health and sanitation services in a majority of the coal-mining communnties. With few exceptions, physicians have not
taken advantage of their opportunities to contribute
ex officio to such improvements. Mitigating factors
includethe current shortage of physicians and the
overburdening of practitioners.
This section of the report points out the character
and extent of coal-area health services by describing
programs of local health units, State health departments, the United States public Health Service, and
voluntary or unofficial health organizations. Accordingly, the following brief descriptions of health
agencies, with certain data, tables, and nmaps, form
the background for recording the field-survey findings. To roughly indicate the extentof activities
and the degree of participation of the numerous
Visiting nurse sereiee, useful in instructing mothers in
health agencies and organizations having similar
the proper care of infants, is not common in coal-mining
objectives (many of which overlap in a confused
campa. Such services, if expanded, would help to lower
pattern), the relative expenditures of each major
infant mortality rates.
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the numbers of coal miners in specific areas are based
on current information obtained from the Bureau of
Mines, United States Department of the Interior.
It should be noted that for official purposes counties, cities, and States generally are used as the basic
units for compiling public health statistics. Almost
without exception, the available data do not permit
a study of a community's health condition in terms
of major occupation groups, particularly where more
than one industry prevails. Consequently, statistics in several of the following tables represent all
persons, including coal miners and their families,

SERVICES AND

who reside in the areas. Wherever it has been possible to do so, the relative proportion of the coal
mining group to the entire population has been indicated. No attempt has been made to present sta
tistical data by population characteristics, such as
color, race, age, sex, and urban or rural residence.
In general, the characteristics of coal miners and
their families do not differ significantly from others
in specific areas, except as to place of residence in
some instances. The fact that the great majority
live in rural or unincorporated communities must be
considered when interpretations are made.

THEIR EFFECTIVENESS

It is well known that the State governments and
the Federal Government have legal responsibility
for protecting and promoting the health of the
people. By State authority, certain powers and
responsibilities may be delegated to local units of
government (counties, municipalities, districts, town
ships, etc.). Such units participate in health protection in varying degrees, ranging from almost no service at all to a wide variety of preventive medicine and
sanitation services. The minimum services, conceded to be inefficient and ineffectual, are repre-

Public Health Service has been active in the promotion, development, and support of local full-time
health departments. Resolutions of the American
1
Medical Association House of Delegates, June 10,
1942, endorsing the establishment of full-time local
health units to serve every area and unit of popula
tion, are quoted as follows:
Waertes, a major inadequac) in the civilian health protec
tion in war as in peace time continues from the failure of many
staes and of not less than half the counties in the states to
tiv
provide even minimum noessry sanitary and ther pr
Srvbicesftr henth hy full sime pressioenally trained medicl
xiary peonnel
a
i stem ai, s ppored

sented by the employment of a part-time health
officer whose activities are generally limited by his
salary, training, and facilities to quarantine duties,
the recording of vital statistics, and the investigation
This part-time employment
of nuisance complaints.
which affords minimum services should be viewed
with distrust. More adequate services are represented by health departments having full-time professional personnel and facilities for executing welldeveloped programs suited to the needs of the
comnunity.
The essential character of local health services in
the United States was emphasized in 1942 by two
declarations of similar intent issued within a few
months of each other by (1) the House of Delegates
of the American Medical Association and (2) the
Council of the American Public Health Association.
To these were added in 1944 a resolution of the same

services e achieved.
According to the Emerson report, based on a
surveyoflocalpublichealthservice
Only two-thirds of the people of our country are today under
the n
l of l-time
a health poti,
while opp i
mately forty million are excluded by horse-and-buggypolitical
boundary lines, or by the economic stringenciesof the areas in
which they happen to live. Yet such is our present situation.
Further, the provision of health services, whether full or part
time. is now ssayed by 18,000 or more counties, citie, tows,
udictions a in
hth
vlg, or distrcts. Th

nature adopted by the State and Provincial health
authorities of North America. The United States

j 27i,942ip730.
IJornalfth AmianMedielAsaia i-n.vl 119,
SEmrn, Haen, LocalHealthlinir fortheNation:ConmonwelthFund,
liW.

adequate tax funds from local and state, and, where necessary
from Flederalsources: Therefore he it
ResoLer, That the Trustees of the Atmerican Medical
Association be urged to use all ppropriate resourcesand infunes of the Associtin to te nd th nat the eriesrible
local, ciufy, disprii or regiothe full time modern health
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Drinking-water supply in coal-mining community which is subject to pollution from surface drainage. This
spring serves a number of families.

herited from the past. They came into being,like many good

Well-organized local public health departments

of policy. We know now that we can afford nothing Iess than
coverageof every population and area unit of our nation with

communicable diseases and in meeting the local needs

competentlocalhealthservice,
If this objective, however, is to be achieved during
the current shortage of physicians, nurses, and other
professional people, steps must be taken to attract
qualified personnel to State and local health agencies.
Public health officers interviewed during the course
of the Survey concur in their opinions that the first
essential in such an undertaking is higher salary
schedules for professional public health personnel.

for sanitary control of drinking water, sewage, and
waste disposal. They provide sanitary supervision
of milk (and milk products) and of public eating
places. They are responsible for maintaining sanitary conditions of employment. Programs of maternal, infant, and child hygiene, including school
health services, are important activities. Public
health laboratory services are provided, and vital
statistics are recorded and interpreted.

ad badthing sna youngand growingountry,witho-t benefit employing full-time personnel serve in controlling
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lJater Supplies and Caste Disposal
Drinking-water supplies and systems serving coalmining communities are described in the section of
the report on housing and sanitary facilities, with the
observations on personnel and operation practices,
Medical officers of the Survey teams directed their
attention to the adequacy of control measures-the
testing of water for purity and the precautions taken
to assure it, including fixing of responsibility and
supervision,
Making regular and frequent bacteriological examinations to assure a safe water supply is universally accepted and is a basic principle of sanitation,
A test to check rapidly the adequacy of purification
by chlorination, known as the chlorine residual test,
is another widely accepted control measure to assure
a safe supply. Conscientious officials and competent
persons of authority do not accept responsibility for
the safety of a water supply without evidence that
these tests are performed regularly, and frequently,

Referring to the section on housing and sanitary
facilities, it is noted that 134 of the communities
visited were fuarnished with water processed in purification plants a group that provides, in general,
the safest water supplies among the 260 mines and
communities surveyed. However, as indicated in
table 15 (Frequency of bacteriological tests), 12 of
this group are never tested for disease producing
bacteria, and 13 are tested less often than once a
month. By this simple but convincing appraisal, it
is plainly evident that at least 18 percent of these
"safe" communities have water supplies of suspicious
or uncertain quality. Furthermore, 10 percent of
this group of water-supply systems are not examined
for residual chlorine often enough to assure adequacy
of the purification process.
In other communities where water supplies are
not processed or where individual wells prevail, control measures for purity are unreliable or entirely
lacking; 126 mining commutnities have water supplies
in this category.

Miner's wife drawing wash water/rom polluted stream near home. Stream waterfor laundry is preferred in a
number of camps because qofhardness of drinking water obtainable from wells.

II

Obviously, a large number of water-supply systems are being operated without competent supervision and inspection. The responsibility for a
community supply is a dual one, shared by the organization operating the supply and by the public
health organization having jurisdiction. The effects
of deficient public health programs and of shortages
in public health personnel and finances were observed repeatedly when water supply and other
phases of sanitation were investigated,
Although the availability of sanitary engineers
to each surveyed community was not thoroughly investigated, it was observed that sanitary engineers
were providing regular inspections and frequent
services in only 15 unincorporated coal-mining cornmunities. Sanitarians or sanitary inspectors were
observed in many communities having organized
local health services. Instances were noted where

sanitarians were attempting to perform the duties of
sanitary engineers without adequate professional
supervision.
An epidemic of water-borne typhoid fever at a
coal-mining community in New Mexico was described
by the local health officer of the area. According to
this physician, the water-supply system had been
improved, and safeguards had been introduced to
prevent contamination after the epidemic. There
had been no recurrences of typhoid fever, and the
local health department sanitarian considered the
water supply at this mining community of several
hundred people safe. When the survey was made, a
chlorinator was observed at the pump, but it was not
functioning nor was it considered an adequate installation for proper chlorination of the supply.
The source of the supply was unprotected and subject
to contamination.

A menace to the health of children in coal mining communities is the poll/uted stream which is used at times fi
them for wading and plav.
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epidemics or impressive occurrences of disease atObservations by medical officers on the safety of
sewage
tocontaminatedwateror insanitary
tributed
water suppliesand poblic health measures for condisposal were observed during the brief time spentat
are alaost uniformly alike
water sanitation
trolling
frrthe greater part of the areassurveyed. "Subject individual mining communities. Incomplete and
of communicablediseases, howreporting
inaccurate
e "Unprotectedagainsteotamina
to pollution"
for determining
evsr,rendersstatistics aureliable
tion"describes the watersupplies for a majority of
theextentof disease thatthese insanitary conditions
oining camps and mining communities. Where
may cause. In parts of West Virginia, Kentucky,
modern municipal water-supply systemsnserved th,
minersand where Management has accepted itsfull Pennsylvania,and Virginia there were indications
and reports thatthe minersinthe surveyedcommuni
responsibilities in undertaking to sapply water at
of "summer diarrhea" or
ties had a high incidence
tnaes and in company-owned communities, the
againsttyphoid feverare
dysentery. Inoculations
supplies areadequate and well-peotected. In many
areas; and it is suggested
these
in
widely practiced
healthunitsare active,
areas where local full-time
frequentinspections, enforcementof regulations, that, without this precaution, typhoid fevercases
might occurin epidemic proportions. In the sarand publichealth education have shown results in
veyed communities of Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
of water
of supplies and routinetesting
protection
Alabama, cases of dysentery and hookworm disease
samples.
were reported prevalent in significant numbers. In
of
sewage-disposal
Observationson the adequacy
a series of coal-mining States selected for study of
facilities reveal similar and equally dangerous viola
tion if the rules of sanitation.As noted previously infant-mortality rates (table 23), certaincounties
inthereport, itis common practice to pipe untreated where mines were surveyed showed a significantly
higher ratethan non-coal-mining counties.Itis not
sewage directly to the nearest creek or streais.
watersupplies and sewage
contendedthat insanitary
Employerowned communitiesare greateroffenders
againstsewage-disposal sanitation than other corn- disposal are major causes of this higher number of inare
indications that sanitation
fantdeaths, but there
munitiss.Where privately owned houses predosfactor.
cate, sewage-disposal facilities are more often is a contributory
To believe thatepidemics and high death ratesare
observed to be adequate, especially inAreas Ill and
and public
necessary before programs in sanitation
IV.
of streams by sewage, indus- healthare adopted is to discount thevalueof preExtensiveposlution
lessons
costly
the
disregard
to
and
medicine
ventive
the
in
observed
was
trial wastes, and mine water
of
surveyed communities. The dangerous potentials of thepast. Unlessthe barriers againstthespread
is maintained,
of heavily polluted streams, which are betterdes- disease arestrong and basic sanitation
everand
numerous
are
fordisaster
theopportunities
cribed as open sewers at many places, can be apprepolluted
ciated by observing the number of nearby unpro- present. Contaminated water, heavily
privies, sewage, and waste acinsanitary
streams,
by
and
communities
these
in
wells
shallow
tected
cumulationsthat breed insectsand rodents are the
watching the miners'children use these streams for
means by which many of the most serious and
wading pools.
highly contagiousdiseases are spread. Crowded
A number of thelarger miningcompanies providing
livingaccommodations and exposure to cold and
adequate housing and modern facilities have given
habits, a clean
carefulattentionto safe water supplies, sanitary moisture add to the risk. Hygienic
cannot be attained
sewage disposal, and stream-pollution abatement. environment,and healthy living
prevails.
sanitation
basic
in
neglect
gross
where
outThese commendable featuresare especially
were not encounteredeverywhere,
standingwhen observed here and there among the These conditions
nor were they typical of all areas, but they were obmany neglected communities.
and in many parts of surveyed
served frequently
Limitations imposed by the time and scope of
areas where employer-owned communities predomiof
the survey prevented thorough investigation
nated. Since outbreaks of disease can become
water-bornedisease in mining communities. No
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Polluted streams in coal-mining communities. Upper photo: Insanitary privy drains into adjacent creek. Lower
photo: Stream polluted by mine wastes and strewn with garbage, an excellent breedingplace for rodents and injects.
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epidemics, diseases originating in areas of poor
sanitation can be and freqaently are spread to cities
and no places far-removed from the origin.

Mili/

and Restaurant Sanitation

Survey findiings reseal tbat in slightly more thae
half of eke surveyed communities the sale of ran- nmilk
is permiitted in public eating places. According so
eke United brutes Poblic Health Service Report of
Nosenikee 1944 (Lint of Anitsricao Comiiiuinites an
Which the Milk Ordinance Recommended by the
Public Health Service Is in Effecr), sonly 18 of she 105
counties inhere sines were surveyed had adopted
mvilk ordinances recosmmeended by she Seesvice.
Sinteensof these coun ties are is West Virginia. The
Public Health Service Report shows that in 7 of these
lb 'Woes Virgiinia counties, less than 50 percent of she
marek
milk is pasteurized. Carbiin County, Utah,
has adopted she Public Health Service ordinates, bar
iiily 501 percene of she market milk is passeurized.
Only 8 muonicipalities amiing the 2601sanipled camonoisies kayo adopsted eke recommnended Public
Health Seesvice milk ordinance. According to this
repure, in 4 of these cities less thaii SO percent of she
isarket milk is pasteuriaed. Tke, figures cited abose
illustrate eke fuilnres and difficulties is enforciog
public health and sanitation regalatiiiss.
Tbe counties and cities indicated above, where eke
United States Public Health Service standard emilk
osrdionaice has bc-so adopted. are by no iseans eke
sonle surveyed Comsmunities with adequate laws.
M51any coinuniaaties and States kave ordinances of
similar latest and equal adequacy, bus cintril
nieasures and enforcement are serious weaknesses.
Amoung she 260 commsunities surveyed, data were
obtained on she sale of raw milk as 227 stores serving
these commuanities.
As 41, or 10 percent, tke sale of
raw nmilk a-as o~bsereved. In Area 1I, as particularly
noted in IDistrict 8, pastoursiaed msilk was observed so
be available innaonumber of comuntnities, and eke
majority of the stores serving coal-mining ssnsmuaities sell pastearsized msilk ionly. Obvsiously non all
fresh milk consumed is sold thrssagh eke niediam of
stores. Mining communnities surveyed in Ohio were
estimated to have abiiut 80ypercent pasteuriaed sapplies. The uncertain qualities osf milk provided to

mining communities were noted so Ioma, Illinois, and
Wsits Virginia. In central Pennsylvania, worp little
raw milk is sold in public eating places. The majority of eke stores in coal-mining communities observed

in Alabama and Teisoessee sell raw milk.

In Area

V, the sale and distribution of run milk mere frequently observed, rocept in Carbon Contay, Utab,
inhere 50 percent ef eke marketed milk is reported to
be pasteuriued.
Pasteuarization of milk is knomnottube a great safiegsiard against niilk-borne diseases. If properly done,
it renders she milk safe. Occurrence and epidemics
of milk-borne diseasrs are usualls spread by raw or
unpasteurizcd soslk. Reports were received during
the course of eke surrey of ioilk-boreoedisrase sutibreaks in mining communities inhere rum milk mat
sold. Seve-real instances of epideesics of asrepsococcus sore throat and scarlet fever mere reported to
the miedical officers suirveying mines in SWesnVirginia,
Virgioia, Kentucky, and Pensos 1 vania. Two health
officers in Area 'Vstated than she increase nosed in she
incidence of undulant fev er was attributed to drinking raw milk and that cases a-ere occiirring in coalesining areas.
Deficiencies is restaurant sanitatsum and laxiry in
constrol if food handlers wets ohserved frequently
throughosit eke surveyed consmunities. In West
Vieginia, is was generally toted that no paeticular
attention mas paid so thin phase of community saniration.
In Reneucky and Tennessee, it was reported
than eating establishment.s were araded aishoutr regard no she physical condition of eke food handlers.
In she bitumnisouis regions of IPennsylvania, is was
unusual so find reustaurants inspected by properly
trained personnel.
Except foe a few larger mining companies, eke food
handlers at mine boarding houses are nor esamsined
for disease, and she food-handlieg practices are nor
subject toi regislar sanitary inspections.
A food-poisoning ostbreak occurred in Mlarch 1946i
an a Wyoming minie, requiriag rhe hospitalization
of nine soul miners, according so a repsort of she
Wyoming State Health IDepaetnssenr. The health
department investigated eke outbreak and reported
insanitary preparatisin of food an the cosopany owned
aisd operased hoarding house. Recoimsmendations
were nmade and acted upon for sanitary food handling.
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0

l'aci-ination of miners' children who are ready to cnter school, a serice performed dv doctor in
coa ni-otg caps.
ma-

Experience has shown the health bencefis that
accrue when communnities adopt laows or codes, Such
as the United States Pablic Health Service standaed
milk ordinance and the United States Puhlic Health
Service code tor easing establishments to safeguard
Enforcement is a
milk and restaarant sanitation.
serioas difficalty and cannot be expecteod to achieve
satisfactory resalts anions efforts are made to educate
the public regarding the dangers of insanitary milk
and toad. The highest degreec of protection mill not
be achieved antil all communities in the country

Child-l+Health Ser'vices

have taken similar action. The goal can be attained
only through the organized and concerted efforts of
adequately staffed local health units.

smallpox, dental and optical care, physical examinations, and health education io an example of "mass"
techniqae. School health services (encluding the
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The moss effective and mast impoetant commmaeity
efforts foe peomoting individual health are the services
In general, the younger the age
to child health.
group us which the work is starteed, the more effective
the results. Many of the achievements ohtainable
io improving the hoalth aftshe children are secured
hy the "mans" or getup method of procedure. The
extensive use of school health programs to provide
such services as immnmaization against diphtheria arsd

teachingofhygiene classes) wereobserved or reported
to be available in 223 of the 260 surveyed communities. The fact that a few States have compulsory
immunization laws for all persons or all children or
for children attending public schools has greatly
stimulated these activities.' Mines were surveyed
in certain States that were observed to have effective
regulations for protecting children against smallpox
and/or diphtheria-that is, West Virginia, Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Arkansas, Kentucky, Ohio, Marvland,
and New Mexico. In the other 14 States no such
laws or regulations for the uniform protection of
school children appeared to be in effect,
General observations on the adequacy of these
services emphasize the limitations of the programs,.
Effective follow-up work generally is not pursued,

ing or financing some phase of health work, such as
providing glasses for visual defects, serving hot
lunches, etc. It should be noted, however, that a
number of such projects are designed primarily for
the indigent.
The start made in developing school health services
in the great majority of communities surveyed is
most encouraging. To expand these programs so
that they provide services for preschool-age children,
promote effective dental and optical care, render
follow-up services for correction of physical defects,
conduct tuberculosis surveys, and assure systematic
immunization procedures will require full-time public
health personnel and the facilities of competent local
departments.

and defects that are discovered by physical examina-

Ihfanit

Mortality

tions usually go uncorrected, unless families take it
upon themselves to have them rectified. The
shortage of public health and visiting nurses to do
follow-up work in these communities is an obstacle in
the operation of good school health programs.
Dental clinics as part if school health services
where the corrections are made partly or wholly at
public expense were rarely observed. A few projects
sponsored by civic groups for promoting dental
health of children were noted,
Clinics and community projects for improving the
health of children in the preschool age group were
infrequently observed or reported. Welfare and
recreation officers found a very small total nurhber of
kindergartens and play schools in all surveyed conmunities. The unavailability of such schools or
centers restricts the development of health services
for preschool-age children by "mass" techniques.
The public schools have not been utilized generally
for this purpose.
In all, 27 clinics for children of all ages were observed or reported in the course of the entire Survey.
This figure does not include tuberculosis and venereal
disease clinics, nor does it count a small number of
health projects for children financed or supported by
civic groups, voluntary health associations, and
church organizations. Within the surveyed communities, 60 such groups were reported to be sponsorr;
i,jd,ncipal
6,
vol.57,Ni. 10, sMarc
.PubR eport,
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The number of deaths of infants under I year of
age per 1,000 live births is recognized as a sensitive
index of a community's resources, facilities, and organization for health promotion and medical care,
and of its interest in such activities. The infantmortality rates for certain coal-producing areas
(Alahama, Illinois, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia) were reviewed in an attempt
to discover significant differences between coalmining and non-coal-miing areas. Each of these
States has 10,000 or more coal miners working in the
counties in which one or more mines were surveyed.
Seventy percent of all American coal miners live
within these counties.
Table 23 indicates infant-mortality rates for 1939,
1940, 1942,1943, and 1944' in counties where mines
were surveyed in selected States having high coal
production. The rates were obtained from the
Division of Statistical Research of the Children's
Bureau, United States Federal Security Agency.
They are based on the number of reported infant
deaths per 1,000 live births reported as recorded in
Vital Statistics of the United States, Supplement
1940-43, tables 2 and 3, and State summaries of vital
statistics. Annual infant-mortality rates for the
entire United States are reported as 48.0 in 1939,
47.0 in 1940, 45.3 in 1941, 40.4 in 1942, 40.4 in 1943,
and 39.8 in 1944.
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tiseul hnspital fscilities, pshlic healeh activities, and
all coal-producing
tnfor
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within
thesahown
professAo
al personnel.
and
quality of
quantity
forthe othercountiesin a State are not entirely

the
hat ates tshowgeneral trendr on the basis of
t
fac
groups of
eountweies
as presented in the table.
It is apparent, that in the selected States, with the

Ii

exception of Alabama, the rates in the coal-mining
particularly silica dust." Exposure to silica dust is
counties are significantly above those in the remaina hazard that has not been proved to affect the great
ing counties as a group. The small difference in
majority of bituminous-coal miners. Tuberculosis
Alabama has no statistical significance.
Comparimortality statistics for surveyed counties were
sons between single counties have doubtful signifi- reviewed, using data compiled by the National
cance, owing to the small number of births and
Tuberculosis Association and the United States
deaths. From the evidence presented, it is conPublic Health Service in their publication, Tubercucluded that there is a general trend, on the basis of
losis in the United States; Graphic Presentation
groups of counties as shown, toward a higher infant(vol. 4, 1946).
mortalityrateinthecoal-miningareas.
As with all disease statistics, the reliability of
The infant-mortality rates for the groups if
ruberculosis mortality and morbidity statistics iecounties under consideration are interpreted to
pends upon the accuracy of diagnosis and the commean that these areas are lagging in the developpleteness of reporting. Statistics to show the
ment of facilities, organization, and standards for
prevalence of certain communicable diseases, such
medical care and health promotion. There is no
as tuberculosis, in a community are influenced by a
direct evidence at hand to prove beyond a doubt
third factor-sorganized efforts to discover cases
that coal miners' children have mortality rates either
that are entirely unsuspected or that have never
higher or lower than other children in the same
been under a physician's care. Organized efforts
counties. However, conditions in these areas (where
in tuberculosis case finding are important parts of a
the coal-mining population is concentrated) should
public health program.
In recent years, mobile
be carefully investigated by medical and public
X-ray equipment provided by State health departhealth organizations.
ments and occasionally other agencies is being
Public health authorities have made extensive
used extensively for this purpose.
studies of infant-mortality reports. These have
Mortality figures are in most places a more reliable
shown, in general, that half of the infantsin the
index of the prevalence of tuberculosis
than the
United States who die in the first year of life suenumber of cases reported; in fact, case reporting in
cumb during the first 30 days after birth. Presome areas is so incomplete that the number of
maturity, birth injuries, malformations, syphilis,
reported tuberculosis deaths is almost as large as the
and epidemic diarrhea of the newborn are among
number of cases reported. One index of the effecthe major causes reported for these early deaths.
tiveness of public health activities is the ratio
They emphasize the importance of obstetrical care
of reported deaths to reported cases.
Public
(including prenatal attention), pediatrics, sanitahealth authorities recognize a good ratio as one
cases.
to
five
tuberculosis
death
Corrective
tuberculosis
control.
rion, and venereal disease
action is a joint responsibility of curative and preTable 24 shows for 1940 and 1944 the ratio between
ventivemedicine. The problem must be attacked
the tuberculosis
deaths reportedand the tubercuby public health officials, working closely with prilosis cases reported in the 22 Stares where mines
t
vate practitioners and hospital administrators,
were surveyed.
It should be noted that in a few
States (Pennsylvania, Kentucky, Kansas, and Ar-

ecaelace
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'
rcoskansas)
Tuberculosis

Tuberculis
isheld tobe dise
Tuberculosis is held to be a disease
dcially prevalent under conditions of
and poor housing. Among industrial

th i
that is tpeovercrowding
workers it is

most prevalent among those exposed to toxic dusts,

during 1944 the ratio was less than 1 : 2.
Considerable improvement between 1940and 1944is
indicated by the ratios shown in the table, and it is
m
hat farther iciprement has ociirrrd
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since 1944. Impro•nents in treatment mieasures
and in the rate of cure are influences affecrting the
ratios. Nevertheless, there is evidence that tuberculosis case-finding programs are being neglected
in the majority of coa-mininng regions, as they are
in other areas of many States.
Tables 25 and 26 present the tuberculosis nmortality data for the United States and for States and
counties where mines were surveyed. Rates for
States and counties are averages for the years 193941 as recorded in Tuberculosis in the United States,
Graphic Presentation, published by the National
Tuberculosis Association and the United States
Public Health Service. The data represent all
forms of tuberculosis deaths reported, by place of

residence of the decedents. Population data are
based on the 1940 Census. It should be noted that
the rates (deaths per 100,000 population) for the
entire United States vary widely from high levels
for urban populations (54.6 for 1940) to low levels
for rural populations (41.3 for 1940), a factor that
is undoubtedly reflected in the county figures.
Another factor is deaths in mental hospitals and
tuberculosis sanitoria of patients who have been
registered therein for over 1 year. They are allocared to the county in which the institution is situated, resulting in a considerable increase in tuberculosis mortality in these counties. The table
shows that, among the 105 counties where 83 percent
of the United States coal miners live, only 27 counties
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i

have tuberculosis mortality rates that exceed the 1940
total United States rare of 45.9. Referring to the
rates of the 22 States, it is noted that 11 exceed
the United States rate and 11 are below it. Only
17 counties have rates that exceed the rate for their
States. The combined rate for the 22 States is
46.2, as compared to the total United States rate of
45.9. The average for the 105 counties 40.7 - is
lower than the rates for the other counties, for the
States, and for the United States.
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or reeported. Organized efforts for case tinding
and diagnosis of tubercalasis were nii fiotund to be
under vay in a emajorits of surveyed coeaatunatic'.
The
I
use of mobile N-ray teqiiipmena and other case
finding techniques in these communities was not
b
observed or reported, except in Michigan, Illinois,
Indiana, Utah, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.
In Area V only one of the six State health departlacked mobile X-ray equipment, but of
ments
r
these five only one (Utah) had utilized its equipment
f' tuberculosis studies in the communities that were
for

surveyed.
In one community it was reported that a
S mine operator had opposed a tuberculosis case
finding program proposed by the county health
department. The health officer suspected that the
operator wished to avoid the risk of liability for
compensation of tuberculosis cases that mnight he
discovered among the miners.
Neither mine operators nor local unions have lent
their full support to tuberculosis case-finding and
control programs in many coal-mining communities.
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More serious, however, is the current shortage of
facilities, in the principal bituminous-coal-mining
States, for the care of tubercular patients.

A miner's child eith tubrciodsisof the bone

a tvpe qf tuberciulosisfrequentlv spread b, infected milk.

LOCAL HEALTH UNITS

Determining whether or not a community has
full or part-time local health services is a guide that
has been adopted for appraising the general adequacy of public health and sanitation programs.
This basis ofjudgment has been used in this Survey,
as well as in surveys by others. In the course of
making the Medical Survey of the Bituminous-Coal
Industry, conferences with State health officers in a
majority of States where mines were surveyed revealed general dissatisfaction with the services and
health protection afforded by part-time health officers. In fact, the presence of part rime local health
officers may encourage a false sense of security by

the belief that a reasonable degree of protection is
provided where little or none actually exists.
Map II, showing local public health organization
and the distribution of local health units in counties
where mines were surveved indicates in a general
way the extent and adequacy of services. It will
be noted that there are 24 unorganized counties in
contrast to 81 counties having full-time personnel
serving a single county unit or several counties on a
district basis. Organization on a district basis is
frequently sponsored and financed by State health
departments using full-time State health-department personnel. The disproportion between the

8s

size of the population to be served in several counties

capita per year. The column headed "Suggested"

and the limited number of personnel to do the job
sometimes renders the district plan less effective
than the county plan, especially where the counties
are large and the area to be covered is extensive.
Some of the effectiveness of individual county programs suited to the local needs may be lost by the
administration of multi-county or district plans. It
should be noted that 30 counties having district
services are shown on the map; 27 are parts of State-

indicates the expenditures as reported by Emerson
that are necessary to provide all areas of each State
with full-time local health service for the deliverance of basic and adequate full-time local health
service, as stated previously in this section of the
Report. Estimates on personnel are based on the
approximate needs (using as a guide a community
of 50,(0X0) as proposed by the Subcommittee on Local
Health Units, Committee on Administrative Prac
tice, of the American Public Health Association.

operated districts,
Approximately 70 percent of the workers at the
mines surveyed live in unincorporated communities.

The proportion of miners living in incorporated as
compared to unincorporated communities is another
indication of the adequacy of local health services,
when it is remembered that incorporated communities provide a degree of protection not usually

or
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iabama.
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unincorporated areas.
Recognizing the importance of public health and
sanitation services as functions of units of local
government, the availability of such services was
analyzed in the 22 States and 105 counties where
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Emerson report, a comparison was made to
mine the per capita expenditures for local
service per $100 spendable income, public
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It was found that the counties having the m ajority
of surveyed coal mines are not within those States
where local public health services have been the
most highly developed,
Table 27 indicates 1942 annual expenditures for
local health services among States where mines wer
surveyed, according to data contained in the Emerson report. It also shows those States (16 of the
22) where the average per capita expenditure was
less than the United States average of 61 cents per
'Emern, Han., LocalHealthlnirs for th. Nain:
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Ordinances governing public water supplies and
milk sanitation, community sewage-disposal facilities, and garbage-collection services are characteristics of municipalities not usually found in
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For a community of 50,(XX) persons it is estimated,
according to the Emerson report, that:
There will be ineeddone hul-time protf-sionally trned and
erinced medical officerof health, a full-time public health
or sanitary engineer and i sanitarian of nonprofessioal grade.
ten public health nurses, one of whom would le of supervisory
grade, and three persons for clerical work. It is expected that
par-t

e medical serviceswill be need
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services will be available to such a local health department from
the state health department in statistical procedures, in public
health engineerng, in public health laboratory work, in epidemiolcgy, for veterinary purposes, for dental health, tor health
herloal health rvics
ducaion d fr
The sougestions as to the numboerem proportions of the
various categories of personnel for local health departments
of different sies of population and area are intended to serve
as a guide for the average community. Wide variations in the
needs of the several types of profeiol, technical andother
depend upon pcpersonnel
areto I eropect.l od mdilalway,
culiarities
oflooaproblems,
resources
andtraditions.

ing vacant positions, where there are no public health
nurses employed by official health agencies. The
table shows that 49 counties have no public health
nur
mployd by dp
of du
n and
nurseo employed by departmenta of education and
that 64 counties have no public health nurses employed by voluntary agencies. These figures indicate
serious shortages when it is remembered that one
public health nurse per approximately 5,000 popula
tion is generally accepted as a minimum requirement.
Among the 91 counties where complete information
em,available,
re an
only 5, or 5.4 percent, meet this require-

These estimates on needs have been approved in
principle or accepted as desirable by the health
officers of 37 States and the District of Columbia.o
References made above to the Emerson study and
its recommendations stress the importance of the
local health-service problem and the necessity of
having a master plan to achieve coordination in the
extension and establishment of local health services.
Without such a plan, it is likely that there will be

ment if school nurses and nurses provided by volun
taryagencies are included with official public health
nurses. Only 26 counties, or about 28 percent have
1 nurse per 10,000 or less population.

further overlap in functions and a more confused
pattern of responsibilities and authority as local and
State health services continue to develop. That it
has direct application to coal-mining communities is
illustrated by observations recorded below and by
map II, showing 24 counties where there are parttime or unorganized local health departments.
Certain other counties shown on the map within
areas having full-time personnel are known to have
inadequate numbers of public health workers.
Table 28 is based on information reported in November 1946 to the Children's Bureau,United States
Federal Security Agency. It shows the number of
public health nurses employed by official health
agencies, by departments of education, and by voluntary agencies in the counties where mines were
surveyed, with the exception of 14 counties where
complete information was not obtained. Total
county populations have been presented in the table.
The figures for number of nurses include a few who
are employed on a part-time basis. It should be
noted that 13 counties have no public health nursing
service. This figure includes counties where there
are vacant positions.Further, as shown in the
table, there are 19 counties, including counties havurnitsor h Sanion:Commonalth
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The observation made repeatedly in the greater
partof all areassurveyedin all sections of the country
that local health services (with the exception of school

health services) are not reaching coal-mining conimunities is explained in part by the total absence
of such local governmental service in many such
communities. Also, it has been observed that where
full time county health units are serving surveyed
communities
ch
of the employer-owned type, the public
health services of such units are not invariably reach
t
ing
the coal miner and his family. In all of Areas
Ill and V and in Districts 1, 6, 7,9,13, 14, and 15
where 146 communities were surveyed, there were
62 communities that did not have nursing service
and 8 where data were not obtained. This supports
observation that local and other public health
workers are reluctant to carry on programs in employer-owned communities. Opportunities exist for
Management, union organizations, and other unofficial groups interested in health promotion to
investigate and correct any misunderstandings that
may arise.

STATE PUBLIC HEALTH ACTIVITIES
Important legal responsibility and authority for
health protection are vested in State health departments and other State agencies. Extensive activities
involving substantial expenditures are administered
by the States in the interest of health and sanitation,
According to a 1941 report of the United States
2
Public Health Service," approximately 280 million
dollars was expended annually by various State
agencies among the 48 States and the District of
Columbia. Of this amount, about 126 million dollars
was spent by the 22 States included in the Survey.
Approximately 80 percent of the larger sum was
appropriated by the States; and 7 percent was provided by grants in aid from Federal Government
and donations
by
agencies,
percent by special
voluntary 8 organizations,
and fees
4 percent
by assessvoluntary organilations, and 4 percent by assessments by local political subdivisions.
For the country as a whole, the State health
departments--the agencies established solely for
health work-spend less than one-fifth of the total

United States Public Health Service as having public health significance, illustrating a wide range in
diversity and a broad dispersion of activities among
The health departments of
many State agencies."
all States have the major responsibility for the large
proportion of State health activities, but other agencies may share the responsibility. To quote from
Distribution of Health Services in the Structure of
State Government:

amount devoted to aggregate health activities by all
State
agencies.
State agencies.
Thirty-five State activities are recognized by the

iU.S. PubsicHtalthSTervce,
oDisriibionofHelrthServicesin
th ltruteur
HealthRept., Reprint2306,-ol. 56,No. 34,
Public
Government:
Augt.g22,
i.
rl
uwok itd in••otn 12
c
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Acute communiable disease control is primarily a health
department function; yet in some States the department of
education is the agency charged with certain regulatory aspects
of the program when schoolchildren are involved. Field service
for tuberculosis control is, with few exceptions, a health departr
n the
,met
respnsibility. Hospitaizaton of the
other hand, may be charged to the department of welfare, to a
Dist foh in h B
.os-Cosa
t
Ai of 1937 follow.
h
Pnand Mryland;,Disirt 6, Wt VirgMni.
istrict, entraPennylvania
handle;
7, eastern
and
ws-ternVirginvl;
DeDis,
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Tennessee;
.aster District
Kntuckyo
DisrictW t Virginia
and southern
r
part
of
and
Misaur,
andDis- t 1i, K-ans,
s•,14ansaoa.Oklahoma;

i,Aiabama

special tuberculosis commission, or to a board of control, of
institutions, or of affairs. Industrial hygiene programs are Irequently split between the departmentsof health andlabor, the
former being responsible for surveys, studies, and recommenda
tions for the impromets of conditions leadi to o paiol
fo
the later being veted with complete ahry
illntses, and
ordering corrections. Food and drug control probably represents the most extreme exampleof multiple-agencyorganization,
for, when the country as a whole is considered,fifteen separate
State agencieseither singly or jointly participate in some phase
of the States'food and drug activities.
The composite pattern of health activity for the
48 States includes contributions of State health
departments; of departments of welfare, agriculture,
education, labor, mining, conservation, public utilities, engineering, public safety, State institutions,
and registration; of boards of control or boards of
affairs; of State universities, independent hospitals,
and independent laboratories; of special boards, commissions, or independent offices created especially
for a particular activity; and of independent licensing
boards. For the country as a whole, 48 separate
agencies were reported in 1941 by the United States
Public Health Service as participating in one or
another of the health activities."
According to the Health Service;
Dissimilarity characterizes State health department organization, for the number of component bureaus, divisions, and subdivisions-ach with a director or chiefresponsible for the unit's
activities-may vary from 6 to 20. Furthermore, no constant
plan is followed in the combining of activities when several
health programs are administered within a single bureau or
division.
However, a few organizational characteristics of
State health departments are more or less uniform."
There is a basic formation made up of a general administrative office, a public health laboratory, and
bureaus of epidemiology, vital statistics, sanitary
engineering, and maternity and child hygiene.
Laboratory services in blood testing and bacteriological examinations for diagnosis of communicable
diseases, provided at Government expense by State
health departments, are widely used by practicing
physicians and hospitals in coal-mining communities,
*ndutot•i it - biomi
1 osiztis 1thalthsb
"•An -11st- salysiso
PubNlic
HealthN-d adHowuoMt
nks-1n,
nstteispnedin Colorado
PubicHealthAoiation,
Them Repot of a Stdy Madebythe American
Norember1945-t.Marcht6,

The anti-venereal-disease drugs and biologies for
diagnosis and control of communicable diseases that
are distributed at Government expense are also emservices for water analysis,
ployed. State laboratory services for water analysis,
milk testing, and examination of toxic gases and dusts
are important contributions to sanitation that,
unfortunately, are not utilized as extensively as they
might be by coal-mining communities.
Limitations imposed by time and the scope of the
Medical Survey prevent thorough analysis of State
health department and other State agency services
(as differentiated from local services) that reach, or
are intended to reach, coal-mining communities.
Even to attempt a summary of health services by
State health department divisions or other State
agencies is impracticable in view of the confusing dissimilarity of administration among the 22 States.
Because of the complexity of administration in
health services which makes efficient and economical
operation difficult, coal-mining communities, as well
as other areas, suffer.
State health departments are predominantly responsible for protecting the public health except
where varying degrees of responsibility and authority
have been delegated to local governmental units.
t
s
no
ou
I
ted that all States have law tha
t sh ld be
permit the establishment of local health units having
a considerable degree of autonomy. State laws and
regulations usually provide the State health departments with the power of entry into private premises
and onto private property to discharge their responsibilities. An exception was noted in one State
16
(Wyoming).
The beneficial influence of State health department
programs was observed in the course of the study.
In fact, were it not for State health department personnel and facilities, practically no public health
services whatsoever would be available at all times
in case of an epidemic or other health emergency.
In the more populous and wealthy States, the health
department programs have reached the local cormmunity level even where there has been no particular
local interest in the projects. The direct benefits
of State services were observed less frequently in
theDiec ofStm Hath Departmentn
in tionfrom
* According
the powerof entrymustbeobtaedby curt orde. It his .ot
of Wyoming,
srnnsesv.y torbsrt ts tkisd-rie.
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company-owned communities as contrasted to other
mining communities,
State public health programs and sanitary control,
as observed generally in the coal-mining industry,
reveal deficiencies of many State agencies with respect
to stimulating and supporting local health services;
in fact, this particular industry and the coal-mining
communities can well be called a "blind spot" in the
planning of public health programs. School health
services (sometimes considered publie health services), laboratory services, and communicable disease
control programs are exceptions to this generalization,
It is recognized that contributing factors are lack
of funds and current shortages in personnel. Larger
appropriations and increased salary schedules are
serious needs. The impression was gained that public health workers are reluctant to devote attention
to problems on company property. Moreover, the

FEDERAL PUBLIC

general disinterest of Management in seeking State
or local health-agency assistance undoubtedly discourages public health workers. Employee organizations, including unions, were not generally observed to be active in promoting and arranging for
such services. Neither are mine physicians taking
full advantage of the available services. Yet, with
only one or two exceptions, State agencies in all the
major bituminous-coal States provide, upon request,
expert inspection and analytical services in sanitation
(such as water and milk supply, and sewage disposal),
industrial hygiene, and epidemiology. Consultant
services are available also for programs in maternity
and child hygiene and general public health nursing.
Coal-mining communities would gain materially by
availing themselves of the consulting services and the
laboratory services that are made available by the
public health agencies.

HEALTH ACTIVITIES

health and welfare services provided by State and
local health departments. First, the research they
Second,
do benefits State and local agencies.
consultant services are made available by them; the
Public Health Service, for example, assigns upon
request a limited number of highly trained public

laboratory facilities and analytical services are made
available by them, particularly where problems are
common to a number of States. Finally, and probably most important, both the Public Health Service
and the Children's Bureau are charged with the
administration of Federal funds for grants in aid to
States for a variety of public health purposes. Significant examples of such grants, which may be
expected to be of aid to coal-mining communities,
are the following:
1. Pr tuberculosiscontrol in the 1946 fiscal year-$6,047,000.
2. For venereal disease contsl for the fiscal year 1946$8,756,876.
3. For as.isting State, and lcal health authorities in maintaining sanitation, and providing other health protection in military,
o.al, and industrial amas for the fiscal year 1946--2,615,000.
4. For grants to States'crippled children agenciesfor etaending
and improving services for crippled children fiorthe fiscal year
1946-$3,870,000.
5. For assisting States, counties, health districts and other
inpolitical subdivisions in establishing public health servieces-,
cldiga the trainingofpersonnl, dring the fiscal year 19461i1,4,0.

health and sanitation specialists for duty with State
and local health departments. Third, excellent

Budget,Unilted
Stats Gornment Mnua:h
5he

In addition to the United States Public Health
Service, other Federal agencies, particularly the
Children's Bureau, have functions and activities
that bear directly on the health and welfare of the
communities. However,
people in coal-mining
under the laws, except in unusual circumstances,
neither the Public Health Service-which is concerned mainly with public health, sanitation, and
health education-nor the Children's Bureau-which
is concerned primarily with promoting the health,
social welfare, and educational advantages of children-can deal directly with local communities or
other areas within States. They must operate
through State or local health agencies.
These Federal agencies, nevertheless, exert a profound influence upon the quality and quantity of
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As noted above, the State and local health agencies
arerelied upon in great part to implement the Federal
publichealth programs. By the provisions of the
law under which these two agencies operate, few
public health services provided by them reach directly
local communities such as those where a majority
of the coal miners live. Studies and surveys have
beenmade, on occasion, by theUnited States Public
Health Serviceand the Children's Bureau in coalbut no
mining areas and in thecoal-mining industry,
routineor continuing service program specifically
designated for this industryand its people was ob-

served orreported duringthe course of thisSurvey.
Except for regulations governing water sanitation
on interstate water carriers and similar public health
and sanitary controlmeasures-all health matters
pertaining to interstate and foreign commercedirected toward the general public health of the
country, the United States Public Health Service
does nothave the legal authority to enforceits public
health and sanitation recommendations at the State
and local levels. However, such recommendations
may be adopted as regulations and enforced by the
action of State or local governments.

VOLUNTARY HEALTH AGENCIES
at $48,100,000. Contributions by the voluntary
agencies to public healthin coal-mining communities
are difficult toevaluate under theconditions limiting
the scope of the Survey. The activities of these
agencies were reported in 86 of the 260 communities
surveyed. They functionto provide or sponsor
visiting-nurse associations, traveling clinics, schoolhealth projects, tuberculosis control, treatment and
control of infantile paralysis, care for crippled children, cancer clinics, dental clinics, social hygiene
education, and the well-known Red Cross services.
Those counties where public health nurses are provided by voluntary agencies are shown in table 28.
Their activities are sporadic and generally of
secondary importancein coal-mining communities,
as might be expected in view of the fact that they
devote attention largely tourban population groups.
r tie V isiting-nurse associations, w hich are found in or
tn te
eas
thAgn , AI
Ps., v ont, .y
vi
-,oatt,
0n , S.M.,
were reported to be funch
near metropolitan centers,
thi-4, t
ntif
Study
To, R,,.u Pss C., N-wY-,k, 1945iss,
health
aen,es:,
Voluntary health agencies alsocontribute public
health services in many communities throughout the
Nation. According to a Nation-wide study made in
1945 by S. M. Gunn and P. S. Platt under thedirection of the National Health Council, voluntary
health agencies are estimated to number something
over 20,000, and they differ from other types of
health agencies in that they focus their attention on
disease or on physical disabilities. They have typically restricted theirinterest to combatting diseases
or classes of disabilities that affect large numbers
of people.
The 15 national health agencies," plus their subsidiaries, excluding the American Red Cross, are
reportedby Gunn and Platt to have raised from the
public in 1944 an amount conservatively estimated
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tioning in85 of the 260 surveyed communities, but
it was exceptional to find routine visiting-nurse
services extended tocoal miners' families.
The N ational Tuberculosis Association and its
local affiliates were found tobe active in coal-mining
in educommunitiesin several areas. Their efforts
cation and promotionof local service were observed
tobe especially intensive in surveyed areasof West
Virginia and Pennsylvania.
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DISCUSSION
There is no dearth oif legislation or numbers of
Federal and Staen honltth agencies to carry nouteffecnice service programs in all the coal-mnoing areas.
What in necetsary to metorth rhoneds for the estahlishment and muintenance of pablic health programs
in many coal-mining commonities is, first, the extenstun of enisting services and, srciond, the development uf competncoslocal health departments.
There in a suhstanneial and continuous flow iif taopayers' moory to support the numerous health
services an all level s of government. Aniong she
three major groupn of public health ogcocis- Fedreel, State, and local--the largest expenditurces are
made by the States. According no a United States
Public Health Stervice report, in 1941 the umoont
spent by the Staten was estimated an 280 million
by
dollars, of which less than one-hfifh wan spent
by
their health depurtments, she remainder being
other State agencies.
The voluntary health ugencien, excluding the
of
American Rind Crone (according so the report
an
Gunn end Plate), raised from the pnblic in 1944
amnunt estimated an 48 million dollars.
Aboutt37 million dollars was spent in the 48 Staten
duriag a recent year for local public health services,
according no the Emerson report. State and local
expennditures were ansinsted by Federal grants totaliag
about 33 million dollars, according so Federal Governemnt reports,
Allowance mast be mede for the fact than some of
ehe figures cited above represent index rather than
ahsolute amisunte and than part of the Federal
grantn may appear in the totals far State and local
exnpendituresn.

gos

Government health sortvice expenditureo, according
to theoe eostimsates, total 390 million doll art; as moot
bederal public health grants (33 ,oilion doll uc) one
spent by State and locul health departments and sonic
of the Strate exptndi totes (280 miillion dollars) are
opeot by local departments, the trot total is less than
Despioc
390 million dollars of unduplicacrd moncy.
these impressive Spoures, puihlic hcalth officials are
juscified in their contention that appropriations arc
insufficietn for the work to ho done. It is of interest
to rote that an increasncof ahous 50 million doillars
all
in local healch service expenditures would prosvide
48 Stones with adequsane local health departments
provide
and that an increase of about 30 million wiiuld
the 22 bituminous-coal Statsr with adequate local
nervicer, according so the Emersosnreporn.
Regardless of the total amunton, the fact remains
a
shut coal-mining commiunities are eon receiving
of
proporsionute share of the funds heing spent and
the public health services already available. Several
Too
reasons discussed on the preceding pages are:
niany local health departments, particularly those
render
no
onable
are
persoinnel,
stuffed with part-time
services ia the less-congested areas which nerd public
Public health worhers are reluchealth programs.
sane no intend services and progrums into companyowned communities. Coal miners have non demanded programs in public health and sanitation. Coalmine operators have not encouruged and arranged
for the establishment and maintenance of public
health peograms. Phynicians associated with coal
minens have not promoted publie health programs,
and they have been indifferennt toward unilizing
public health facilities and perornanel.

Industrial Medicine

Developments in the science of industrial medicine
and hygiene have been applied successfully in many
United States industries, with remarkable benefits to
the health and welfare of the workers. Improvemesrts in labor relations leading to increased productivity and reductions in absenteeism resulting free
Nuindustrial accidents or disease have resulted.
merous industries ave been able to show decreased
expenses for medical care, including compensation
costs and insurance premiums, when the principles
for preventing occupational disease and industrial
accidents have been applied intelligently.

I'he bituminous-coal-mining industry, upon which
many other industries depend, has lagged in its appreciation and utilization of preventive medicine programs for its workers. The few exceptions to this
general role stand out prominentlv among the mines
observed during this Survey. Occasionally welldeveloped programs of industrial medicine and hygiene are found at coal mines operated by the larger
couitpanies--and most of these companies have major
industrial interests besides coal mining.
The health hazards in the coal miner's working
environment merge with and, in some respects, are
9T

inseparable from sanitation of his iving environment.
Serious deficiencies in sanitation observed at conipany-owned mining communities and others where
the miner practically lives on the job and where his
home is close to the mine emphasize this important
relationship.
The great majority of physicians serving the coalmining industry are engaged primarily in the general
practice of medicine. By tradition and by the
nature of the conditions under which they are employed, they have not been made responsible for
adequate programs of industrial hygiene and preventive medicine,
Briefly stated, a comprehensive program of industrial medicine and hygiene, which is adaptable to
many modern industries, comprises the following
activities:
t. Medical cre ofnduria injurieandocciupatinaldiseaes,
including
ofregistered nurses at dispensaries and frst-aid
()
stations.
() First-aid treatment,
2. Initialsurverysorstudiesandperiodi inspectionso working

tilization

.ard,suppl
h
wLaelt
cdrit,
environments to dio er and
oi mesures r controtling heasth hsanrdsr
3. Appgicnrion4adopting the techniques of industrial hygiene engineering,sacfty
engineering,andsanitar eng rineg.
4. Effccive programs of first-id instruction and of health
and safert education fir cmplnoytes,
emb,,ce
- iroia nf
pticcl
went or retirasenrtrgene
in terms
6. Job nalyses by medical persnt nel to classify
requirements,
of physical
7. Compilation and analyses hy medical departments of edical records, including accident, illness,and absenteeism reports,
to evaluate the program anid direct its application,

job

These activities are recognized as highly specialized endeavors requiring trained and experienced
professional personnel. However, it should he re
membered that private consultant services are
available and that most State health departments
and the Federal Government have specialists who
are available to advise in the establishment and

attention is directed to industrial medicine and
hygiene are included in this group. The program
of the medical departments at a few of the larger
mines includes routine physical examinations (preemployment, periodic, and terminal), industrial
sanitation, and accident prevention. The respon
sibilities of physicians at these mines usually embrace
general medical care for the miners and their depend
ents, in addition to treatment of industrial accidents.
With very few exceptions, coal-mine physicians
are not familiar with the niner's working environ
ment, the physical capacities required to do several
types of mining work, and the industrial-accident
and occupational-disease hazards of the particular
mines they serve.
A parallel may be drawn between the mine physician and the medical officer of a naval vessel.
Knowledge of a ship's compartments and working
spaces, including its turrets, magazines, engine
rooms, double bottoms, passageways, and means of
exit, is essential to the ship's doctor so that he may
understand the crew's working conditions and actual
or potential dangers involved. He must be able to
evaluate the mental hazards and psychological reactions that affect the sailor in any given situation.
He nust be intimately familiar with the safest means
and most direct routes for evacuating casualties,
ways for escape, and the adequacy and disposition
of first aid and dressing stations. He must understand the duty assignments, in terms of physical
demands, special skills, and abilities. He must
select personnel for assignment carefully, in accordance with known physical capacities and capabilities.
A negligible number of coal-mine physicians at the
mines surveyed were found to have comparable
knowledge of conditions within mines, of the various
demands of types of occupation, and of the physical
capacity and aptitude of the miners. This observa
tion indicates the general disinterest of Management
and physicians in the modern concept of industrial
medical care.

conduct of such programs.

lWorking Environmentof'the Coal Miner

Among the 260 mines studied, it was found that
only 14, or about 5 percent, employ physicians on
a salary basis for treatment of industrial injuries,
Observations indicate that most of those mines where

Industrial medicine is concerned with the worker's
health hazards and resultant diseases or disabilities
that are peculiar to his occupation and to the indus-
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try an which he is employed. The hazards may he
maoy aod varied and may involve ace oaly physical
hoe psychological stress. The environemntc of coalmsine esmployees coastitutes a fertile field of study
from the statdpoint of indostrial medicine and hygiene. Throagh sack stady, invaluaablecontribatirns rae he made to imperovemene of workiog eonditions cod redaction of disease and accident free
qororios.,
The type and characteristics of coal coine depend
it part uopn tho rextort, depth, slope, cod thickness
of thr coal bods.
Over corrosive areas, workahle beds of coal coo hr
reached easily by entering hillsides aloeg a valley
bottonm through hotrizistal tunnels, called dritso, or
by gradually sloping tunnels, called slop-c
In other
places, deposits coo heoroachod easily by sinkisg
vertical openings, knowin as ida/cs, downward into
rho ground. In still other places, honoever, the coal
lies so close to eke surface that is con ho mined afteor
she relatively thin cover of erank cod rick has hoene
stripped cff with excasvatiing machinery. Thsis, hr
endergrouind mining through shafts, slopes, and
drifts, hy surface or scrip mining, or by a remhination of mieshods, coal is rextracted from eke
hrouoind.
Underground shaft imines generally range from
ahout 150 fees so 7110 feet in depth; howorer, the
acereage unedrgrosund hituminiius-coal mine is abont
300 ni 350 freet deep. In contrast to shaft mines
there are drift or slope mines which hove 2,000 to
3,010) foee of earth cove00000.
Strip-coal mining has made remarkahle progress in
the last 30 years. Whereas, hefore 1917, loss than 1
percent of United Stases soft-real carper was stripminod, hy tekenrd of 1946 approximasely 20 pereont
was from surface mines.
The thickness of she coal heds varies considerably
in different parts of the couintry, reaching oextemes
within States as well as among Stares. Along tke
Appalaehiana Range in Prennylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, and Viegiaia, she coal heds aveeage
cheat 5 feet in thicknetss. In these Stares, 11 to 35
percent of she coal is mined fromi trains lens than 4 fert
thick hy carioes methods. In eastern Kenstucy
the overage thickness in lens than 4%ýfees, and about
45 pereont of rho coal is tuned frois seamis loss than

4 feet thick.
Jo Ohio, more thao 70 peecenr is
mined from sarma 4 to 6 freet thick. Ia Illinois, the
commercial heds average more char 6 fort in thickarts, and the majority of the coal is prodaced from
5- to 7-foot seams. In Arkansas, the commercial coal
heds acereage 3 feet in thickness, and almost threefourths of the real produerd comes from sarans lest
char 4 feet thick. In rho Rocky Mountain States,
eke heds are eke thickest (especially in Utah, whome
she average is abour 11 foest); almost two-thirds of
she cool comes freem miaes havng0 seams more than
8I foee thick, some as thick on 2S foot or more.
The removal of real by drep-mining merthods
develops underground spaceos with roofs of varying
capacity so withstand stress, depending uopn the
catree and strructure of the overlying strata. The
structurers ma1 he so uniform that they will rmain
in position without supopnrt- On rheo ither hand,
they may bs so faulty, wish firoctaresi, fissures, and
other defects, that reomval of she coal resulcs iii
the fall of rock, unless seine typo of artificial prop is
placed heneath rho roof. Moisture cod air, which
are present in all olson spaces within rho mine, may
prenerate she interstices of she romf and are uopn the
roof structorts, oxtending she fisaures and cracks so
a point or which large soctions of the toof may split
apart from the ovrelyileg steructure. Although a
prop may ho placed heneath the roof, neiersheless
roof support reap nor ho adequatee owing to decay of
props, errors of jedgmenoe in their placement, readvertent displaceniens,
cod insufficioncy.
Minesafety training stresses attentionr so roof conditions;
msoreover, the experiene of eke minen shoald dictate
caution, yet falls of roof canser rho largest number of
injurios and fatalities underground.
To remore coal froim a mine, a comsplex haulage
system has horn dovoloped. Exceps in the vorp
largest mines, this complex system is usually
a single-track railroad. Transportation equipment
consists of eloertrically driven locomotices and cool
cam adapted to she thickness of rho tenor- The
capacity of rho coal cats rangrn from I to 10 or more
sons. The size of the locsomotives depoends uopn
the amounnt of load to ho hauled, grades, and ocher
conditions. The transorstation system invoices the
canal hazards associated with electrical and cornmotive convopances, which cause a multiplicicy of
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Because falls of roof are the most frequent catuse of mine injuries and./atalities,the placing of props itimbherposts)
is an important fiature of undetgrotund operations.

accidents. Men are struck by locomotives or cars,
run over, squeezed between cars and locomotives,
or crushed between cars and the rib or roof of the
mine.
Some coal beds are level; and, except where
grades change slightly, locomotive haulage equipment is ordinarily required. In such mines runaway cars do not constitute a severe hazard,
Other mines are developed in coal seams that have
a definite grade. At any point, mobile equipment
may run down grade under its own weight. Personnel, mechanical, and materiel failures may cause
equipment to run away on the slopes and endanger
the men below.
Electrical power is employed within mines. Trolley wires, carrying electrical current (usually 500
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or 250 volts), are present in haulageways except
where storage-battery locomotives or belts are used.
Heavy machinery is powered by high-voltage current.
Overhead wiring is carried throughout the main
haulageways. Thus, the hazards of high-voltage
electrical current constantly surround the miner.
Machinery to increase production has been adapted
in size and characteristics to the thickness of the coal
seams mined. Production machinery is designed
for cutting, drilling, and loading coal. In some
mines recently developed, large conveyor belts have
been substituted for rail-transportation systems.
These various types of machines have numerous
moving parts, therefore the hazards of moving parts
are always present unless safety and protection are
built into the machine.

In thick coal beds, the miner can work erect;
and, as these seams lend themselves to mechanical
equipment, much of the laborious work is accomplished by machinery. In low coal seams the
arduous work ef loading coal is done largely by
hand labor. In such beds, the miner is obliged to
squat, kneel, lie on his side, stoop, or crawl. The
human body is not constructed to do heavy, laborious
work efficiently in such positions. Although the
the miner adapts himself to the most tolerable position within the limits of the space within which he
works, his body is strenuously taxed in performning
his task.
Ventilation is mosot important.
It dilutes and
removes explosive or toxic gases from the mine and
furnishes an adequate supply of oxygen to the men.
Methane occurs in many mines within the interstices of the coal seam or the strata above or below
it. As the bed is opened and mining progresses,
methane gas usually is liberated into the mine
atmosphere. When nmixedwith appropriate amounts
of air, it is explosive and can be readily ignited by a
spark or flame, resulting in a serious explosion,
Concentrations of methane gas high enough to

reduce the oxygen concentration of the atmosphere
to a level that will not suppomt life have been present
in some coal mines; and, under certain conditions,
dangerous volumes of carbon monoxide gas are
encountered.
Other gases present in coal mines are oxides of
sulfur and hydrogen sulfide. The presence of these
gases is related to the sulfur content of the coal and
to blasting. Poisonous oxides of nitrogen resulting
from detonation of explosives may be found in the
atmosphere at working faces immediately after
blasting.
Continued passage of air throughout the mine
dilutes and removes these various gases and miniinizes the toxic effects. Circulating air currents also
dilute and remove from the working environment
excessive concentrations of dust thrown into the
air by various mining operations.
There are two main methods of providing mechanically controlled ventilation in mines. First, be
means of large fans, fresh air is forced into the mine.
Second, by means of large exhaust fans, the air
within the mine is sucked out along the return-air
passages, and fresh air flows into the mine through

Large fans installed on the surface of an underground mine, a facility essential to safety, since proper rventilt/ation
removes exp/osive and toic gases and furnishes an adequate sutpply
of ooygen to the miner..
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other openings from the surface. Of these two
methods, exhaust-type ventilation is preferred by the
Federal Bureau of Mines. The exhaust system,
which is placed upon the return aircourse, produces
a negative pressure within the mine. The gases
within the strata of coal when released may be
impounded or may develop in abandoned workings;
they are under a suction and, in the presence of a
negative pressure established by exhaust fans, flow
out of the mine in the direction of the negative
pressure. With forced ventilation, there may be a
tendency for gases to be impounded, and upon
release of the pressure these gases may flow into
the mine passageways.
The pathway along which air enters or leaves a
mine is called an aircourse. The location of the
intake and return aireoursesmay vary. Forexample,
in some mines the intake aircourse is coincident
with the mine haulageway, whereas in others the
intake airreourse is along nonhaulage entries. There
are 'valid reasons for establishing the intake aircourse in either location.
Maintaining the principal haulageway as the
intake aircourse is advantageous in case of a fire or
in the mine, becausein such an event the
explosion
ensuing smoke or gases will not be expelled along
the main eaute of entrance to the mine. Thus, any
men attempting to enter the mine workings which
are affected by fire or explosion can advance along
with fresh air. Another advantage resulting from
having the main haulageway on the intake is that
methane and other explosive gases generated or
released in the mine are removed along nonhaulage
aircourses that are generally free of electrical equipment. On the other hand, if the main haulageway
is a return aircourse, the explosive mixtures of gases
may be carried along and ignited by the sparking
of locomotive trolleys or by sparks and arcs from
other electrical equipment along the haulageway.
An objection to using the main haulageway to
conduct intake air into the mine is that roof deterioration and roof falls in the haulageway may result
by reason of this practice. This occurs in some
regions of the United States during the summer
months when the incoming warm, humid air strikes
the cool mine strata and condenses,, depositing
moisture on the roof and walls of the mine. Under
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these circumstances, men passing to and fro in the
main haulageway are constantly endangered by roof
falls. When the nonhaulage entry is chosen to conduct air into the mine and the main haulageway is
used for the return aircourse, the air has been cooled
and relieved of its moisture in its circulation through
the mine workings. Under these circumstances, roof
deterioration is less apt to occur in the nain haulageway. Moisture and changes of temperature
ordinarily cause much less damage when the main
haulageway is the return aireourse.
To assure adequate ventilation in mines, the
variouscoal-mining States have adopted laws and
regulations with intent to control air flow in the
mines. Nine States stipulate that a maximum of
i00 cubic feet of air per minute per person must pass
the working faces of the mine. Six States require
150 cubic feet of air per minute per person. The
volume of air that must pass the working face of the
mine for safe operation depends upon the volume of
explosive gas liberated; hence, some mining places
require far more than 15( or even 200 cubic feet
1
per man per minute.
Drilling, cutting, loading, and other operations
create considerable quantities of finelydivided coal
dust and throw it into the surrounding air. Ventilatin can be made to dilute the concentration of dust
at the working face- The dust is carried briefly by
air currents and deposited along the return aircourses, the heavier particles settling first and most
of the lighter particles settling later, although some
of the very fine dust is taken out of the mine by the
ventilating currents. The exhaust air contains a
minimum concentration of large sites of dust.
Finely divided coal dust is highly explosive, even
in the absence of gas. In heavy clouds, it can be
ignited by an open flame such as a match (or by a
carbide lamp) or by an electric arc. In case of gas
explosions, the finely divided dust, stirred into a
cloud by concussion, ignites and propagates or
extends the explosion. Although ventilation dilutes
dust, nevertheless the use of water in drilling, cutting, and loading reduces dust at the working face
more efficiently, and prevents its spread through the
mine.
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Rock-dusting an ennry in a coal mine to minimize the haards of coal-dust ignition andtthe propagation ofexplnsions.
The prevention of open flames and the application
of incombustible dust (rock dust of negligible silica
content) on the exposed surface of the mine minimize
the hazards of voal-dust ignition and the propagation or extension of explosions.
In some coal mines where rock roof or floor has to
be removed for height or other reason, there may be
exposure to silica dust by the workmen employed in
removing the rock. Breathing such dust over a period
of years may cause a lung disease known as silicosis;
inhaling a combination of rock dust containing silica
and coal dust may cause a condition termed "anthracosilicosis." Occasionally silicosis is contracted in
the coal-mining industry because sand of high silica
content frequently is used to provide traction for
locomotives. The finely divided sand is deposited
The
along the railroad tracks of the haulageways.

crushes the sand and stirs the fine dust into the air.
The range of temperature in most coal mines of the
United States is 50' to 70O, with an approximate
average of 60' and a relative humidity of 80 to 90
percent. About half of the mines in the United
States have almost 100 percent humidity at or near the
working faces. In the central and eastern United
States, the outside temperature ranges between 80*
to 90', with high relative humidity in the spring and
summer; but the temperature of underground strata
in coal mines remains uniform at 700 or less throughout the year. The lower temperature of the strata
in the mine workings causes the incoming hot, humid
air to condense and form moisture, or sweat, on the
surfaces of the mine workings. The humidity at the
working faces and in the return aircourses of some
mines, however, is very high where large quantities

passage ofmobile equipment through thehaulageways

of water are used underground for dust control.
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The hazards of strip mining are those attendant upon working with heavo machinery, trucking, and excavation.
The haards are few in comparison with tndergrond muining.

Exposed to potential hazards of gas, dust, explosives, electricity, heavy machinery, and transportation, the miner works in a poorly lighted,
enclosed environment beneath a roof always subject
to falling,
Hazards of exposure to disease are present in
underground mines because of the general absence
of sanitary facilities. Toilet facilities are seldom
provided, and miners customarily use abandoned
underground workings without regard for sanitary
disposal of human excreta,
In strip mining, large mechanical shovels may
excavate as much as 100 feet of overlying earth to
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expose the coal seam. In the depths of the excavation, smaller shovels cut into the coal seam and
load the coal into trucks. The hazards of strip
mining are those attendant upon working with heavy
machinery, trucking, and excavation. Much of the
heavy machinery is powered by the electric current
of Diesel electric generators, with the result that
danger of electrical accidents is present and obvious. Injuries due to tripping and falling of workers
are not uncommon. Earth slides and falling rock
are other hazards. Trucking accidents are relatively
infrequent. The hazards of strip mining are few in
comparison to those underground.

Sirvesu' and Inspections of Environment
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Medical Records and Job Analysis

Physical Examinations

The maintenance and statistical analysis of health
and accident records are fundamental parts of any
well-organized program of industrial hygiene but
are not common in the coal mening industry. Records of this character reveal unusual frequencies
and contributing factors to the cause of industrial acci
dents and frequencies, causes, and nature of industrial and nonindustrial illness and absenteeism,
The majority of m inessurveyed do not keep records
of absenteeism other than those essential for the payroll clerk. Little attempt is made to evaluate the
frequency, the cause, or the severity of nonindustrial
illness that contributes to absenteeism,
The Federal Bureau of Mines has developed an
accident recording systemn which enables it to obtain
natisfactory information on the frequency and
severity of accidents in the coal-minine industry as
a whole. Mining companies are now required by
State law to report all accidents occurring upon their
premises. Many States employ the accident-recording system of the Federal Bureau of Mines and use
its forms, thus eliminating duplication. Records
of the accidents reported to the various State
departments of mines and to the Federal Bureau iof
Mines are available at many coal mines surveyed,
The information obtainable from national and
State records of injuries, however, needs to be sup
plemented by valuable information available by
analyzing the records of individual omines. The industry knows that conditions in any two mines
differ, and records must be analyzed and interpreted
in terms of the circumstances peculiar to a given
mine. By such means, not only the relative degrees
of hazard involved in each type of job but also the
physical and mental requirements of different jobs,
and the experience and skill necessary to accomplish
specific tasks, may be evaluated. Coordination be
tween the medical and perssonel departments of
each mine, as well as the local union, can result in
the establishment of standards and criteria for each
position, which can be utilized in preplacement, replacement, rehabilitation, and temporary changes i,
positions for employees. The application of sound
principles of job analysis benefits employers and

Physical examinations, including the medical histories of employees, ha ve a firmly established place in
an industrial medical -care programn for several irmportant reasons. Their purpose and periodicity are
indicated by the names given to them, that is, preplacement or preemployment, periodic, and terminal.
When competently conducted and appropriately
utilized, they have proved to benefit Management,
Labor, the individual miner, and the medical profession. They provide necessary information for
matching the physical capacities of employees to
the specific requirements of a variety of jobs within

employees alike.
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an industry, such as coal mining.
Only by thorough physical examinations can the
early signs of disease or disability be detected. In
industry, physical examinations are indispensable
to keep the physically unfit indiidual from doing
work hazardous to himself or from situations that
may be beyond his physical limitations or that overtax his physical reserve. Perhaps of greatest importance to the individual is the information that the
examination provides for protection of his own
health. The periodic examinationmaysupply theclue
todetecting important occupational hazards,asmanuitested by early symptoms of exposed employees.
Obviously, such an examination is advantageous to
Management for minimizing compensation costs by
permitting early diagnosis of occupational disease.
In the mining industry, one who is not physically fit
to accept the hazards of the occupation is a liability
to the employer and conceivably a hazard to the
men with whom he works. For example, defective
vision may lead to a serious accident in the dimly
lighted interior of the mine. Further, defective
hearing may interfere with the miner's discovery of
a dangerous roof condition. The more mechanized
the mine, the more necessary it is that employees be
carefully selected, trained, and adjusted for the
various duties to be performed. With increased
mechanization there should be added opportunities
for employing those physically handicapped, provided they are appropriately selected and placed in
accordance with the principles of job analysis.
The onset of degenerative disease with advancing
age has stressed the importance of the physical check-

Company doctor examining applicantsfor jobs as miners. Preemployment physical examinations are conducted
at two-thirds of the mines surveyed, but their sole purpose is to determine the applicants' physical finess for
employment.

up in the older age groups. Analysis of the 1940 age
distribution of workers in the United States coal industry (table 5) shows that about 12 percent of all
miners are 55 or more years of age. Twenty per,
cent are 45 to 54 years old.
The terminal examination at the conclusion of
employment provides the employer with valuable
make claims for
information if former employe
slowly progressive occupational diseases or physical

disabilities; such an examination, moreover, can be
of invaluable service to the miner himself when he is
informed of such illne and given proper advice.
Among the sampled mines it was found that preemployment physical examinations were conducted
at 172, or66 percent. This high percentage of mines
at which such an industrial medical function is performed demonstrates a rudimentary interest, at
least, in one practical phase of industrial medicine.

At only a few of these mines, however, is Management obtaining the full benefits to be derived from
this procedure, because well-rounded industrial rmedical programs have not been developed. A few of the
more progressive and enlightened coal operators
have fully recognized the importance of the physical
examination. They have caused it to be made a
part of the industrial medical routine and have put
it to profitable use. This holds especially at several
of the larger mines and at certain captive mine operations, where the medical director is interested in
industrial medicine. Because the majority of mine
physicians generally are unfamiliar with the working
environment of the miner in terms of job analysis
and apparently are not interested in industrial medicine as a specialty, the preemployment examinations
they conduct have little value, in many instances,
other than for purposes of exclusion from employment.
Throughout the Survey an opportunity was pre-

sented to inspect, at random, the physical-examtination record cards of employees. These observations
indicated that, in the smaller mines, the routine industrial physical examinations were usually haphazard; and examination findings, such as visual
and auditory acuity, blood pressure, and urinalysis,
often were not recorded. Such perfunctory examinations benefit neither the job seeker nor the employer
who is concerned with proper placement of individuals. As applied by most of the mine physicians,
they contribute very little to preventive medicine,
despite the fact that they could be potent and
constructive factors.
The physician conducting the preplacement physical examination has a dual responsibility. He
should report faithfully to the employer whether or
not the applicant is physically qualified for any work
or whether his physical limitations restrict his employment to specific types of work. The other element of the physician's responsibility is to the

Company physician studyin'g X-ray photographs taken during prn-mplowm'nt examinations of miners. Chest
X-ray examinations are performed as a regular routine at slessthan 5 percent of the mines suriyed.
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individual examined, who, presenting himself for
employment, should be given the benefit of a factual
examination and an impartial decision in the physician's recommendation for employment. Labor's
viewpoint has been that physical examinations shall
be used for such a purpose only. Several wage agreements between various district unions and the
several coal operators' organizations read as follows:
Physical eaminations, required as condition f or in mployment, shalnot be used other than to determine the physical
condition or to contribute to the health and well-being of the
employne or emploees. The retentij or displacement if ecploee because of physical conditions sh not le used f r the
perpise
lisginian.i
.

effecin

On the other hand, many coal-mine operators have
not been convinced of the value of industrial medical
programs, including physical examinations. In a
very few coal-mining States, notably Utah and New
Mexico, laws have been enacted that require preemployment and periodic physical examinations,
The physical examination in industry differs from
that used by the physician in general practice to
ascertain the physical condition of an individual
patient. It includes an evaluation of the subject's
physical capacities to perform specific jobs. Obviously, the more complete the examination, the
greater will be its usefulness to the medical department, the employee, and the employer,
The ideal industrial physical examination record
is quite comprehensive and includes at least the
following:
1l Detailed personal medical history,
2. Brief family history.
3. Physical hndings by anatomical systems, includingrespiratory,cardvasclar,, gastr,-intestinal, genitourinary, skeletal,
muscula, nervous and special se
nyss (mcoscopc ex4. Laboate ry stedies ineldiedg nernalysis minrsenepic examination included), blood serology, X-ray examination of
chest, and other procedurex as suggested by medical history,
family history, or physical findings.
5. Summary of findings.
6. Appraisalwith reference to job placement.
Such comprehensive examinations are made by
a fewof thelargercoal-mining companies. However,
chest X-ray examinations, for instance, are performed
routinely at only 12, or 4.6 percent, of the sampled
mines, which discloses too infrequent use of invaluable X-ray findings. Chest X-ray examinations are

of special importance in industry because ot the
several known occupational diseases of the respiratory tract which, in their early stages, are
discoverable chiefly-and in the majority of cases
only- by this means. Of particular significance to
the coal-mining industry are silicosis, anthracosis,
and tuberculosis, or various combinations of these
diseases. Chest X-ray examinations and simple
routine laboratory procedures cannot be readily
performed at most of the surveyed mines because
the necessary facilities and technicians are not
available. There are known instances of Labor's
opposition to routine chest X-rays. Such opposition
is scientifically untenable and harmful to the industry, the individual, and the community.
At those mines where health records, including
physical examination reports of employees, are on
file, they are usually in the personnel department.
This practice of making confidential medical information readily available to nonmedical personnel
is contrary to medical ethics. Such records should
be kept only in the custodyofthe medical department
to protect the confidential data contained therein.
Information obtained in the course of making preemployment examinations and recording applicants'
medical histories is known to have been used for
purposes far different than evaluating physical qualifications. For example, at one mine the physician
reported that an applicant who is personally qualified
for a job might not be hired if there was a history
of chronic illness, physical disability, or even "nervousness" among members of his immediate family.
At 81 of the 172 mines in the Survey where preemployment examinations are conducted, the physicians are not paid by Management to make such
examinations. At these same mines, a system of
wage deduction providing for prepaid general medical
care exists. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that
miners' contributions for general medical care (and,
in some instances, the fees for care of compensation
cases) are being used to defray the expense of
physical examinations-an expense that is generally
regarded as the exclusive and specific responsibility
of Management. It is entirely probable that more
mine physicians would assume an active interest in
industrial medicine if they were to be paid adequately and specifically for practicing it.
10o3

Miners' first-aid team practicing during instruction course. The extent of first-aid training at mines has had a
serious decline in recent years.

First-Aid Training
During the 5-year period 1906-10, 10,177 coal
miners were killed in 84 major coal-mine disasters
and other accidents. A dramatic series of 5 major
coal-mine disasters, killing 701 men in "Black
December," 1907, called public attention to the
dangerous working conditions of miners. These
continuing catastrophes, involving the loss of so
many lives, focused the attention of Congress upon
mine disasters. As a result, the establishment of
the Federal Bureau of Mines was authorized on
May 10, 1910.
Health and safety investigations were immediately
instituted. First-aid and mine rescue training was
begun in the fall of 1910. A number of mine-safety
104

stations were established in the mining regions of the
United States. Six mine-safety railroad cars were
commissioned and strategically placed in the mining
areas. These cars were manned by instructors who
taught first aid and mine rescue at mining camps.
A First-Aid Manual was formnulated to standardize
first-aid training. This manual was published in
English, Polish, Italian, and Slovak and distributed
to the miners as a text of first-aid procedures. The
vast experience obtained in training approximately
1,000,000 coal miners since the establishment of the
Bureau of Mines has revealed imperfections in firstaid training and necessitated repeated revisions of
the manual to include the most up-to-date knowledge.
Before 1925, small teams of miners were trained
in first-aid procedure at the several mines under the

assumption that the first-aid team would immediately proceed to the scene of an accident in a mine or
at a mining plant. This proved impractical because
the team members were working in various parts
of the mine, some on the surface, others underground, and yet others on various shifts. Therefore,
they could be assembled only with a loss of time that
nullified the effectiveness of a first-aid team.
For a period subsequent to 1925,progressive coalmining companies assisted in establishing a 100percent first-aid training program. These cornpanies required first-aid training as a requsite to
employment or to continued employment, because
any man working in or about a mine is subject to
injury and may need prompt assistance from a coworker trained in first aid. Thus, in order to have
a miner trained in first aid always available at once
when an accident occurs, everyone in and around a
mine must have had first-aid training. The principle of 100-percent first-aid training became accepted
widely.
Experience in handling a large volume of training
indicated that, to provide individual attention and
efficiency of instruction, first-aid classes should be
restricted to a maximum of 25 to 30 persons. As

the training program gained impetus, a system of
training company instructors was evolved. Ten
to 20 competent, intelligent employees were selected
by the company to take an instructor's course of 20
hours of first-aid training. These men then divided
the mine or company personnel into groups of approximately 25 men each and taught first aid to their
fellow employees.
The first-aid training program was supervised by
Bureau of Mines instructors, who traveled from mine
to mine, to maintain contact with the various classes.
If the miners were found to have reasonable knowledge of the fundamentals of first aid upon completion
of the training course and an examination, each was
issued a Bureau of Mines certificate. This program
did not produce 100 percent of well-tiained first-aid
men, but it contributed to making many men more
accident-conscious. In addition to the rudiments of
first-aid procedures, they were informed as to the
causes of accidents and were taught simple methods
of accident prevention. Many of the men who
were given first-aid training became safety-conscious.
The fist-aid program expanded greatly. In 1 year
(1938) slightly over 80,000 coal miners were given
first-aid training. After several years, 100-percent

Competitive first-aid meet in West Virginia, September 28, 1946. Such competitions between first-aid teams of
various mines were common in the coalfieldsprior to the war.

retrained, have had little or no training in this 5-year
period. Many newly employed miners have not
been trained at all. As a result, the effectiveness of
applied first aid within the mine has declined. The
associated value of safety lessons integrated with
first-aid training has been lost. Should the present
failure to train miners in first-aid procedures continue, the serious injuries received by miners will be
aggravated because first-aid measures have not been
properly applied. Fractures may be improperly
splinted or not splinted at all, bleeding may not be
contiolled, back injuries may be mishandled, proper

first-aid training was recognized as a most successful
accident-prevention program,.
The advent of the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938 was a deterrent to first-aid training, however,
First-aid training had been done after working hours
on the time of the employee. The employer provided materials and the meeting place. Under the
Wages and Hours Law, first-aid training was interpreted to constitute "work". Since the course was
taken after hours, it was generally believed that the
men participating had to he paid at a time-and-ahalf rate. Although there was no official ruling on
this specific point, the common interpretation resuited in a gradual retardation of the first-aid train-

attention will not be paid to transporting the injured,
and other elements of first aid will be neglected,
resulting in avoidable fatalities and disabilities.
The necessity for first-aid training and accident
prevention in the mining industry remains. Cornbined responsibility for first-aid training of miners
rests upon Labor and Management. Rather than
using compensation for first-aid training as an
and Labor
element of discord, Management
officials have a mutual obligation to solve the probBecause of the break-down of the first-aid
training program the lives of the miners are being

ing program.
During the war emergency, other contributing
factors developed, such as greater production demands, transportation difficulties, and longer working hours. Under these conditions it became difficult to assemble classes for training,
Table 29 indicates gradual decline of the first-aid
training program between 1934 and 1946. In effect,
the training program practically ceased by the end
of the war. The evidence indicates that the interpretation of the Wages and Hours Law and war
emergency conditions disrupted first-aid training.
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Judged on the basis of the National Safety Council's latest report, the mining industry is the most
hazardous from the standpoint of severity and the
csecond most hazardous from the standpoint of frequency of injuries.?
It is therefore of primary importance that con
be given to the way industrial injuries are
handled in coal mines. As 89 percent of mines surveyed were underground, emphasis will be placed on
act ivities observed in mines of this type.
If an accident occurs within a mine, care of the

injured follows a standard pattern. First, the injured
man is exticated if he is pinned under a fall of rock eo

heavy equipment. First aid material is brought to
...
497,793 15,200 512,993 the scene of the accident and first aid rendered by
fellow workers to the best of their ability. If they
possess the knowledge, these individuals control
First-aid training programs have not been cona sSever,,Rst n
,
vTret-YtFreency
ti sa cotncit,
ducted at many of the mines ior the past 5 years.
Ccic,, ins.
marn'
cet.iat,,,,; Auui'de
Miners certified in first aid, who should be repeatedly
Tota

io6

bleeding, apply dressings, and splint fractures. The
injured man is prepared for transportation by wrap
ping hin securely in woolen blankets and placing
him upon a stretcher. Simultaneously, the dis
patcher and the mine ofice are notified that an accident has occurred. The dispatcher is notified in
order that the transportation system of the mine
may he cleared for rapid evacuation of the injured
person. The mine office is notified so that the surface personnel may sumt on a physician and ambulanc,.
Following administration of first aid, the individual
is taken to a coal car on a stretcher and removed to
the surface, accompanied by one or more miners.
If the nan delivered to the surface has been seriously
injured, he is attended by a physician (if one has
been located) and transported to a hospital.
The usual procedures followed in caring for an

injured miner serve as a general outline for discussing

the first-aid facilities and practices.
First-aid material is not stored at the working face
of the mine because it is likely to he damaged in this
location. It is stored underground, however, in a
station at a strategic and convenient place within
30 nto3,000 feet of the working face. The maxiunm
distance is usually fixed by State regulation. The
location of the first-aid station is important, in
terms of time and distance, because it determines
the rapidity with which first-aid materials can be
miade available. Table 30 indicates that some type
of first-aid equipment is provided underground at
87 percent of the deep mines studied; 185 mines,
(80 percent) are fully provided with stretchers,
blankets, dressings, and splints.
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The maintenance of first-aid facilities underground in good condition poses a difficult problem
First-aid equipment stored underground was spotchecked at a number of mines; in some instances, it
was found that the fabric of the stretcher was
deteriorated, blankets were unprotected, and dress
ings were improperly wrapped and contaminated.
Moisture contributes to the deterioration of first-aid
naterial.
In other instances, first-aid equipment was insufficient in amount, due to usage, alleged pilferage, and
failure of replacement. According to Management,
inspection is a routine activity. However, Survey
observations indicate that the inspection procedures
are not frequent or thorough enough to maintain the
first aid equipment in proper condition.

i ansplportation of Injured ll'it/hin iine
As stated in the preceding section, following
first aid an injured miner is transported to the
surface by mine car-sometimes with considerable
difficulty, depending on the type ofmining operation.
In low-seam workings, for example, fellow mniers,
progressing slowly and laborioussl
on hands and
knees, carry an injured miner to a mine car in
the haulageway. In high-seam coal, the stretcher
can often be carried by men walking erect. In
mechanized mines, where haulage equipment is
near the working face, the stretcher can be placed
immeediately in the mine car to be taken to the cage
or directly to the surface.
Inquiries at 68 percent of the underground mines
reveal that an injured man can be transported to the
portal in 30 minutes or less, excluding the time
required for first-aid preparation, in 3 percent of the
mi llnes
surveyed, it required 60 to 90 minutes. Management is obligated to direct the transportation
system of a mline so that a minimum of time is
required when an injured man is ready to be moved
to the portal.
With few exceptions, when an injured man is
delivered to the surface, he receives his first professional medical attention. Local physicians are designated to render emergency medical treatment to
injured miners. In some instances, these physicians
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First-aidstation located near mine portalfor treatment of emergencies and preparation of intjured pe-sons before
transfer to hospitals. Suoface first-aidstatiolns were observed at 101 of -231undergtotnd mines.

live on the premises of the mines; in others they may
Summoning a
reside in a nearby community.
physician to attend the injured is occasionally beset
with difficulty, because in rural areas where telephonic communications do not exist, or are not widespread, the "on-call" physician may be attending a
patient in an isolated home and cannot be reached
immediately. Under such circumstances, an injured
man may be delivered to the surface, and medical
attention not always be immediately available.
Under these circumstances, as a matter of expediency, the injured man may be transported directly
to the hospital without medical observation,
The facilities available to physicians for the treatment of accident cases are not always maintained
within first-aid stations in the vicinity of the mine
portal. According to table 30, surface first-aid stations were observed at 104 underground mines, but
only 34 percent maintained adequate surface first-aid
facilities.
There were no first-aid facilities on the surface at
127 underground mines; moreover, 22 of these mines
had no first-aid equipment whatsoever. In other
108

words, at 22 mines no apparent effort had been made
to provide for emergency care of the injured.
A mine was judged to be adequately equipped to
handle injuries if first-aid facilities are maintained
underground and on the surface. It was found that
approximately 28 percent of the mines met this
standard. These mines provided certain indispensable items, such as stretchers, blankets, splints,
and dressings both on the surface and underground.
Table 31 indicates that 41 percent of the strip
mines have no first-aid equipment. First-aid facilities at strip mines are on the surface, and vary in
characteristics. They may be located at the field
office of the stripping operation or at the tipple. The
Te.
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amount of equipment may vary from a few simple
dressings to blankets, stretchers, and splints. As
the first-aid material may be several miles fromnt the
stripping operations or on a different highway, the
injured are commonly taken directly from the scene
of the accident to the hospital,

-4uxi/ia yt Medical Pcrsomee/
Auxiliary medical personnel aas observed at 57
mines or 22 percent. Registered nurses,
ale
attendants, and trained full-time, first-aid men
constitute this group, the majority of which are
employed
eAployed at manes
with
pneetm
equipmnent
th adequate
adequte
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compensation laws in all bituminous-coal-mining
States.
Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Maryland, Michigan, Utah, Virginia, Washington,
and Wyoming have compulsory statutes which
require every employer within the scope of the compensatiaon law to accept the act and pay the compensation specified. Alabama, Colorado, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Missouri, Montana, New Mexico,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and West Virginia have
elective statutes in which the employer has the
4
option of accepting or rejecting the act.
anny States the miner may choose the physician
whom he desires to have serve him. Frequently,
this choice is exercised freely; in other cases, the
miner accepts the services of a physician designated
y the mining compn.
Likeise, the miner may
by the mining company. Likew ise, the miner may
be taken to a hospital of his choice or may use the
hospital designated by the mining company. Less
-*
disabling
injuries
mtay be treated as ambulatory
L miner
*
* attended
jj
cases, in~rL*
which circumstance the
is
by the physician of his choice, a physician designated
hv the company, or a physician with whom he has

Following emergency maedical care at the mine,
the injured man usually is transported to the hospital
by ambulance. Ambulance service, provided in the
majority of instances by local mortuaries, was found
or reported to be available when summoned at 98
percent of the mines. Infrequently, the operator,
the union, or the local hospital provided ambulance
service. Ambulances used by 87 percent of the mines
were adequately equipped with stretchers, blankets,
first-aid material, and heaters. It was observed
that the dangerous practice of transporting an injured
man to a hospital unaccompanied by a trained
first-aid attendant is prevalent,
The distance involved in transporting an injured
miner from the mine to the hospital is recorded for
188 mines. The average distance is 17 miles; however, distances ranged from 1 to 160 miles. Eightythree percent of the mines are 1 to 30 miles from a

a contract forprepaid medical care of nonindustrial
illness and injury.
Throughout the period of the Survey, there were
indications that the company physician, designated
as the individual receiving the check-off for nonindustrial care, was rendering services in the care
of industrial injuries without submitting claims for
In the
service to the compensation commission.
course of the Survey, the question was consistently
asked as to whether or not the mining company
employed a physician on a fee, salary, or retainer
basis for service rendered in the care of industrial
injuries compensable under the workmen's eompensataon law of the State;the replies to these inquiries
were predominantly in the negative. To clarify the
situation with regard to compensation-type practices,
the assistance of the Compensation Commission of
the State of West Virginia was sought and obtained.

hospital.
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In explaining the problem involved, it became
evident that the present system of contract practice
in the coal-mining industry was not completely
understood by the commission. In several instances,
officials of the commission advanced the statement
that an individual doctor who received the check-off
was the employer's doctor. The official erroneously
believed that the physician was employed by the
company and cared for industrial injuries as part of
his employment. When specific instances were
cited, in which the physician was known to receive
no salary from the company but a check-off from
the employees for general medical care, it was demonstrated that the commission was in error in presuming that the physician received compensation
from the company.
A brief examination of a few compensation records
indicated there was justification for the assumption
that the physician receiving the pay-roll deductist

of the miners cared for industrial injuries without
submitting a claim for such service. It was, therefore, decided that accident reports and claim records
of a few mines should be exatined. The cotnimssion officials granted permission for such an examination.
In West Virginia, it is required that each accident
occurring in a coal mine be reported to the corpensation commission, in compliance with the State
law. Immediately upon receipt of the report, a
claim number is assigned and the accident recorded,
regardless of whether or not the injured man subtits
a claim for compensation or the report indicates
a cottpensable accident. Following this procedure,
reports and claims for service are submitted by the
attending physician. The analysis involves a study
of the accident records, the physician's reports of
treatment, and the physician's claims for service
rendered (see table 32).

Emergency teartmene qf injured man bh' company, doctor ata,Peos/cvaniamine. JI mawrv States a minoe injured
while at work man choose the ptrsaician whom he desires, andfrequently this choice is exercised.
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association, maintaining a panel of physicians.
At mine D the physician derived his salary solely
from miners' pay-roll deductions for nonindustrial
17
7
medical care. This physician was designated by
the company to handle industrial injuries; it was
lo
stated that he received the fee for his service from
. the workmen's compensation commission.
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G do not employ a physician for the care of industrial injuries on a salary basis. The physicians
engaged in contract practice, associated with these
mines, provided nonindustrial medical care to miners
and their dependents, and also provided industrial
medical care, claims for which must be submitted to
the State compensation commission for approval.
Mine C gave a physician a salary for preemployment physical examinations only. This company
offered employees who suffered industrial injuries
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Of the 324 reports analyzed, the accident experience of the 7 mines in 1945 revealed 185 lost-time
accidents, 105 non-lost-time accidents, 4 fatal
and 30 accidents for which the record of
disability was incomplete. Of the 324 accidents
reported, there were no records of claims submitted
in 15 cases; 124 were treated by the company
physicians, 159 by noncompany physicians, and 26,
not by 1, but by 2 physicians-the company physician and a noncompany physician. Of the 124
cases treated by the company physicians, claims
were submitted in only 26 instances. Of the 159
cases treated by the noncompany physicians, claims

for services were rendered in 141 instances.
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the 26 cases treated by the company physicians and

a noncompany physician, the company physicians
submitted a claim in 1 instance, and the noncompany
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physicians submitted 26 claims. From this study,

it -0

it is indicated that the company doctor submits
claims in only 21 percent of the cases treated and that
the noneompany physician submits claims in 89

or rvice

percent of the cases treated. Where the company
doctor and a noncompany physician treat the
case, it is shown that the noncompany physician

Mines previously surveyed in West Virginia were
selected for this special study. These mines are

submits a claim for service in all instances.
At mine C, where a mutual benefit association
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administered nonindustrial medical care and where
the mining company, in the cases of industrial
injuries, permitted the men a choice of physicians,
it was observed that claims for services were submitted for the majority of the cases treated,
At mine D, where the physician received his
remuneration solely from pay-roll deduction for
nonindustrial medical care and submitted claims
for service in compensation cases, it was observed
that claims submitted to the compensation cornmission are, roughly, one-third the number of cases
attended. In the same series, eight cases were
treated by a noncompany doctor, for which seven
claims were submitted to the workmen's compensaioru commission,
The records of the other mines, with one exception--mine E-indicate that very few claims are
submitted for the cases treated,
It appears from this study, which was based upon
a small number of mines, that the physician who
receives the check-off for nonindustrial medical
care by failing to submit claims for the care of
industrial cases in essence furnishes medical care for
the employer at the expense of the individual
employee,
This subject has been touched briefly, to show the
possibility of evasions of the workmen's compensation law. This issue should be investigated by the
workmen's compensation commission and the medical
profession, with a view to more stringent enforcement of the provisions of the law. See Appendix for
table as it pertains to workmen's compensation laws
in major bituminous-coal-mining States.
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation has been defined as "the restoration
of the handicapped to the fullest physical, mental,
social, vocational, 5and economic usefulness of which
they are capable."
Itmeansthat a dimabledperson
has been placed in a remunerative job at which he
can work efficiently and safely;his abilities have been
evaluated, and he has been placed at the peak of his
skill; he has been put on a self-sustaining basis; and
his mreeaale
has bees stresgthened. The objectivea-C-ads Ra-efisum
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known as industrial rehabilitation- is accomplished
by the process of selective job placement.
In another sense, rehabilitation refers to the steps
in accomplishing this goal. The principal services
involved are guidance and council, surgical repair or
medical or psychiatric treatment, training or education, and, in some cases, the furnishing of prosthetic
appliances (artificial limbs, eyes, etc.). Restoration
of morale and social and emotional adjustments may
be involved. The process of rehabilitation is an individual problem and cannot ordinarily be achieved
by the restoration of disabled persons in groups.
Varying degrees of disability, education, age, capacity, energy, spirit, and determination render each
case an individual problem. Vocational training
may be one of the most important factors, to teach
a handicapped worker to do a new job or to do the
old job satisfactorily despite his handicap.
Rehabilitation should be started as early as possible.
Public agencies and voluntary organizations have
been established for assisting the rehabilitation of
practically all impaired persons. Some of the handicapped are not aware of this service, and others may
not feel that it will benefit them. All such persons
should be referred to appropriate agencies as early
as possible to minimize the demoralizing effect of
actual impairment or subsequent inability to obtain
employment.
As far as it has been possible to determine, there
has not been a comprehensive program, or even any
program at all for rehabilitating the disabled within
the bituminous-coal industry. The large number of
casualties from the two recent world wars have
incited public opinion as it has never been aroused
before to the need for rehabilitating the physically
handicapped.
Management and Labor should assume joint
responsibility in finding ways and means to assist a
handicapped individual. In many instances, the
most important service that can be rendered is to
refer a disabled employee to a specialized agency
that not only knows how to evaluate the disability
but is in touch with and is familiar with facilities
available for training and placement. States receive
financial aid for medical and vocational rehabilitation from the Vocational Rehabilitation Program of
the Federal Government.

DISCUSSION
In the coal industry, where working conditions
are among the most hazardous and where serious
traumatic injuries occur, the prevention and treatmcnt of surgical shock are vitally important,
Seventy-two percent of the surveyed mines are
inadequately prepared to render emergency medical
care to the seriously injured. Early treatment of
surgical shock is essential, for the longer it is delayed
the more critical the degree of shock becomes. It
is estimated that in most instances an injured miner
is transported from the working face of the mine to
the portal and retransported from the portal to the
nearest hospital in about 2 hours or less. Where
adequate facilities for emergency treatment are not
available, this element of delay results in serious
consequences, occasionally terminating in fatality.
The successful treatment of shock depends upon the
control of pain and hemorrhage, the maintenance of
body heat, and replacement of body fluids. During
the recent war, it was the experience of medical
officers in combat areas that immediate treatment of
shock with plasma was a life-saving measure,
Plasma and other intravenous fluids were observed
at very few first-aid stations. It would be ideal if
antishock treatment could be administered at the
scene of the accident and in the depths of the mine.
However, this is not practical, for the responsibility
for the administration of the most effective emergency
antishock measures-morphine and plasma-cannot
be delegated to inexperienced, unqualified, lay
personnel. Again, it would be ideal if fully equipped
first-aid facilities, staffed by trained professional
auxiliary medical personnel, could be maintained for
the emergency treatment of injured miners. The
importance of having available the services of a
registered nurse at the surface medical facility
cannot be overemphasized,
It is feasible and essential, however, that all
mines establish and equip adequate first-aid facilities.
These should be located at the portal and at reasonable intervals within the mine. In addition to
items selected by the mine* physician,
the minimum
_1,1
11,
equipment to be provided should be blankets,
dressings, splints, and stretchers.

Many small mines cannot afford to employ
trained auxiliary medical personnel. Other mines
may have difficulty in hiring such personnel because
of the shortage of properly qualified persons. Where
it is impossible to obtain trained auxiliary medical
personnel, provisions should be made to train
intelligent and dependable individuals to whom
responsibility for the first-aid facility and its service
can be assigned. Mine superintendents, supervisors,
foremen, office personnel, engineers, and store
managers, who may reside upon the premisemof the
mine and are usually immediately available, constitute a group of men from whom individuals may
be selected for training in advanced first-aid practices
under medical supervision.
It is now generally accepted that occupational
diseases should be compensated. Fifteen major
bituminous-coal-mining States' have occupational
7
disease laws, whereas 6 States do not. West
Virginia provides only for silicosis. Some State
laws list the diseases that are included; others cover
all so-called occupational diseases. An outstanding
development in this field in recent years has been
the increasing use of general coverage. The provisions regarding payments for disability or death,
and medical care of occupational diseases, are
usually the same as for industrial injuries, with the.
exception of silicosis or other diseases associated
with dust, for which separate provisions are made.
There are, undoubtedly, many diseases that are
acquired by coal miners in their environment that
may be considered occupational in nature. The
scope of this Survey did not allow investigation and
thorough review of all diseases that may be directly
or indirectly associated with the coal miners'working
environment. It is recognized that insufficient
attention has been paid to this subject by the industry and associated medical personnel.
Medical records of the bituminous-coal industry
do not disclose the presence or incidence of various
occupational diseases. The absence of generally
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applied X-ray examinations does not permit determuination of the prevalence of silicosis and tubereulosis among oal miners.
Physical examinations as conducted at present
am not comprehensive enough to be of the greatest
benefit or to furnish a trea index upon which to
evaluate disease prevalence. The physicians responsible to Management have failed to conduct proper
studies of the environmental hazards of the coalmining industry or to insist upon surveys by industrial hygiene specialists. As a result, conditions
predisposing to disease may not be suspected until
disability occurs. Failure to recognize exposure to
silicosis may rerdt in development of the disease
to a disabling point, when the mining company
may be obliged, by the occupational disease law,
to provide compensation. General study, early
diagnosis, and knowledge of the hazards enable a
physician to recommend preventive measures and
to remove from exposure those individuals manifesting early stages of disease. This results in benefit,
not only to the miner, but also to his employer.
A critical study by industrial physicians of the facnos involved in fatalities results in the improvement
of first-aid practices. For example, an official record

of one death, resulting from traumatic amputation,
resealed that the cause of death was assigned as
"hemorrhage and traumatic shock." Time, transportation, and lack of initial first-aid treatment contributed to this fatality. Were these factors properly
evaluated and improvements introduced, death due
to such cause might be avoided.
In many instances where the living and working
environment of the miner have factors in common,
the relationship of poor sanitation to illness interfering with the miner's industrial effort has not been explored. The physician has opportunity to observe
the effects of personal hygiene and sanitation by
study and analysis of disease and conditions related
to absenteeism. Such observations by mine physicians may stimulate the development of sanitation
within mining communities.
Recognition of the value of industrial hygiene and
medicine by Labor and Management and the general
application of research and study, over a period of
years, by the medical profession will reveal the
causes, nature, and means of preventing occupational diseases and injuries. In turn, these will
bring immeasurable benefits to the health, welfare,
and happiness of the coal miner.

General Medical Services

A majority of the bituminous-coal miners in the
United Statesand their families receive their medical
care through a prepayment system,under which the
miners pay for physicians' servicesin advanceby
regular deductions from their pay. This system,
which has only within recent years been introduced
among the general population as a meansof distributing the costs of medical care, is traditional in
the biturminous-coal industry. Its genesisin the
coal fields is unknown, but there is evidence that the
system existed in the middle of the nineteenth

century. That someform of prepayment plan was
in vogue then in the coal fields is apparent from the
recorded observations of James M'Killop, a Scot,
who, in 1869,visited the Cumberland fields ofwestern
Maryland and other sectionsof the United States
wherecoal was then mined. "The off-takes on his
(the miner's) paybill, are * * * $1 for doctor
* * *,"he weote in describing the various monthly
deductions from the miners' wages. (SeePreface.)
The remotenessof mining communities, their
limited communication with other settled areas,and
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the other factors that compelled mining enterprises to
include, along with their industrial structures, housing, water supplies, commissary stores, and other
necessary provisinns for their workers, also cornpelted them to attract and retain medical practitioner. Doctors were necessary not only to take
care of the ailments common to people everywhere
but also to treat the injuries inherent in the highly
hazardous industry of coal mining. As an incentive
for physicians to establish themselves in these isolatcedplaces, the wage deduction or check-off system
was instituted to provide them an assured minimum
income.
Tradition and custom have perpetuated the systern; and today, even in areas where many coalmiinng communities are near urban centers, camp
doctors still are found. There are long valleys or
hollows in the Appalachians and broad canyons in
the western Rockies dotted with mines and populated heavily enough to make it appear that physicians could practice profitably without the incentive
of prepayment plans, yet the prepayment system
of medical care persists. Despite the extensive
development of communications and transportation
and the expansion of population in many of these
-arna,which have modified their insularity, a psychology of isolation survives. Each mining camp
feel that it must have its own doctor; each camp
or small group of camps continues a prepayment
nualecal-care plan of its own. Thus, the over-all
picture of medical care is that of very numerous,
small prepayment schemes of a type originally
estahblihed to provide medical care when the inditidual patient had little, if any, opportunity for
choice of physicians.
The Navy Medical Corps officers assigned to the
Survey set out to determine the following: The extent
of the prepayment system of general medical care in
the bituminous-coal industry; regional differences,
if any, in utilization of the system; the comprehensiveness of the services rendered under the various
general prepayment plans; the manner of selecting
physciats, the various ways in which plans are
admminitered, the quality of medical care given to
mnears and their families; and the medical facilities
avilable to oimers.
Data were obtained from physicians, mine operl:6,

ator, union officials, medical societies, and miners
and their dependents. At each of the 260 mines
selected for the Survey, the members of the Survey
teams determined what doctors were taking care of
the miners and sought to interview them at their
offices or dispensaries, so that these facilities could
be observed at the same time. In the many places
where a single physician, or an affiliated group of
physicians, was in residence at the mine or maintained offices at nearby mines, the surveying medical
officers had little difficulty in conversing with them.
In other places where company camps were established, especially where the miners lived in incorporated municipalities and therefore received their
medical care from a wide choice of physicians on a
fee-for-service basis, the Survey members interviewed
a selected number of the many physicians who were
serving the miners and their families. Those physicians who were known to be participating in prepayment plans were interviewed whenever possible in
the presence of representatives of the mine management and the local labor union, in view of the fact
that in most of these plans a contractural relationship exists between the doctors and Management,
Labor, or both. In many instances an additional
interview with the physician was conducted.
Extent of PrepaidSystem
The Survey findings show that, in order to provide for that phase of medical care for miners and
their dependents which is offered by physicians in
their offices or in the homes of their patients, some
form of prepayment plan is available to the employees at 155 (59.6 percent) of the 260 mines. (Medical
services provided in hospitals are discussed in the
succeeding sections of this Report, "Hospitalization"
and "Hospital Facilities".) The 155 mines employ
more than 70 percent of the miners involved in the
Survey (see table 29), and it is believed that, because
of the sampling procedure used (see Launching the
Survey), this percentage approximates that of the
bituminous-coal miners throughout the country who
have readily available medical-service prepayment
plans. Where such plans are in effect, the estimated
participation of the employed miners and their
families averages more than 95 percent.

itcmp doctor'sofficein the backroomof a companyofficebuilding, meagerlyequippedand uith dirtsy oallsand
by the Sourey Teams.
floors..1bout13 suchpoor officesaere encountered
At 105 of the mines sampled, employing almost
30 percent of the miners, no prepayment medical
programs of this nature were in operation. Most
of the employees of these mines and their dependents
live in or near urban communities where private
practice is carried on and the patient pays a fee for
services, as is common throughout the country.
Prepayment plans in the bituminous-coal industry
are limited primarily to mine employees and their
dependents. Only in name places are others than
coal-mining families permitted to become subscribers.
Thus, miners and their families, except at some minm
that were observed in the State of Washington,
participate in an industry-type prepayment system

rather than in any of the several prepayment plans
sponsored by State and county medical societies,
which are open to all occupational groups and are
currently gaining popularity throughout the Nation,
particularly in urban areas.
Prepayment plans for general medical services are
less common in mining communities than prepayment
plans for hospitalizaiion. Sixty percent of the sampled
mines have the formner type of plans available to
their employees as compared to 66 percent having
hospitalization plans. The hospitalization systems in
most instances are conducted separately from general
medical-care plans. The employees at 136 mines,
however, have available both types of plans or a
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.ombination plan. Thus, at half of the mines sury•'v•yed,
what is purported to be complete medical
service is available to the employees. On the other
hand, the employees of about a fourth of the mines
participate in neither hospitalization nor medicalservice prepayment plans.

Regfonal Differences
Marked regional differences were found in distribuefprepayment plans for general medical care.
aton
distribution bears a clos resemblance to the
Thin
d s
i tribution of company housing; the plans are more
prevalent in areas where housing is provided or has
been provided in the past by mine operators and alm ost entirely absent in areas where company camps
have cither been unnecessary or have not been pro: vedby the operators and, therefore, the mine employees have been assimilated in the general diver,
population. The physicians who serve the
S fied
small
proportion of miners who live in or near municipalities have not been inclined to encumber themwith contracts that would tend to limit their
S selves
practice to the coal-mining occupational group.
Thus, the frequency of prepayment plans ranges
fromtthe highest in the predominantly rural Southern
i
SAppalachans and Rocky Mountains, in those local ties where coal mining is the principal industry, to
the least in the highly industrialized and urbanized
midwestern areas. (See table 34.)
Prepayment plans for medical service are most
common in the coal fields of Area II (southern
West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
Alabaema),where 92 of the 107 mines surveyed, or
86 percent of these mines employing 93 percent of the
miners in the area, offer service of this type. If
western Kentucky, whose coal fields adjoin those
of Illinois and Indiana, is considered separately, the
of mine employees to whom medical-care
percentage
plans are available in Area II rises to 97. In western
Kentucky, medical-service plans were found to be
available at only I of the 9 minnevisited. The coalmining regions of the States in Area II are predomin
except
•ral, for a few metropolitan centers,
na.tly r
Charleston. Many ofthe
suchas Birmingham end
small cities, such as Bluefield, Welch, Logans,Harlan,
Ha;rd, and Wlliamson, are essentially coal-mining
itS

communities, as their sustenance and growth depend
upon the coal industry.
In the Far Western States, Colorado, Montana,
New Mexico, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming,
which comprise the major part of Area V, prepayment
plans for general medical service also are general.
Here, also, one finds that the coal-mining regions
are in predominantly rural areas, frequently some
distance from large urban centers, such as Denver
and Salt Lake City, although close to smaller cities
like Price, Utah, Rock Springs, Wyo,, and Trinidad,
Colo., which in themselves depend largely upon the
coaLmining industry for their existence. In the Far
Western States, 85 percent of the mines surveyed
(having 95 percent of the miners employed in these
sampled mines) utilize prepaid medical service. It
was also observed that, at half of the mines surveyed
in this area, general medical service was combined
with hospitalization, a single check-off being made
for both. The doctors providing general medical
service also were associated with the hospitals caring
for the subscribers. Such combined plans were found
to be uncommon in other areas.
Although Area I (comprising Pennsylvania, northern West Virginia, Maryland, and Ohio) is the most
productive bituminous area in the United States, it
is also an area that is highly urbanized and heavily
populated; it contains numerous diversified industries, and therefore cannot be described as predominantly a coal-mining region. Of the 92 mines surveyed in this area, prepaid medical service was available in 43. Sixty-six percent of the employees at all
the sur veyed mines in this area were eligible to participate in a prepayment plan as compared with more
than 90 percent in the Southern Appalachian and
Far Western States. In this region are such urban
communities as Pittsburgh and some smaller cities,
which are regarded as excellent medical centers;
large numbers of physicians are engaged in private
practice and offer the miners a wider choice of doctors when they prefer to have their medical needs
met on a fee-for-service basis or under prepayment
systems that are not limited to mine employees.
In Area IV medical-care plans were found in the
mines visited in Arkansas only, with none in Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. Although no company housing was observed at the mines in this area,
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is far less urbanized and industrialized than Illinois
and where the terrain ismore rugged and the highway
system not so extensive, a small percentage of mines
were observed to have plans providing medical care.
Of the mines surveyed there, those employing 15 percent of the niiners had the prepayment plan for general medical care, but a much larger percentage had
hospitalization plans available.

it is believed that the presence of the prepayment
system exemplifies the hold of tradition in the coalmining industry. The coal fields along the Arkansas-Oklahoma border are in hilly country, primarily rural, and except for such adjacent cities as
Fort Smith, Ark., and Muskogee and Henryetta,
Olda., contain very little manufacturing industry.
Mist of the underground mines are very small.
Their operation is intermittent and predicated on the
demands for coal, which are greater during the winter
months. In parts of Oklahoma and Arkansas, and
also in the adjoining States, Kansas and Missouri,
strip mining has become relatively highly developed;
and, in accordance with the findings of the Survey
that prepayment plans are rarely utilized by employees at strip-mining operations, it was not surprising
that the few mines observed in these places had no
prepayment systems in effect,
In Area III (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, and Michigan),
a major bituminous-coal-producing region, prepayment plans were generally absent. In these States,
particularly in the level or rolling country of western
Indiana and southern Illinois, miners and their dependents intermingle with and live alongside other
industrial workers, farmers, and people of other
occpational groups. Except for a few centers such
as the city of West Frankfort, which are populated
to a large extent by coal-mining people, the miners'
activities are integrated with those of the other inhabitants. Independent activities, other than those
affiliated with their occupation, are rare. Only in the
predominantly coal-mining

few

Charges to Employees
Virtually without exception, prepayment is made
by pay-roll check-off. The amount deducted from
the pay envelope for medical service (not including
hospitalization) ranges from 75 cents to $3 monthly
for unmarried participants, and from $1.20 to $3 for
married employees with dependents. The average
cost per employee is $1.36 and $2, respectively. (See
table 35.)
Servic
Provided Under Pan
erv s Pr ided Under Plan
The usual services rendered by physicians pa ticipating in the prepayment systems are exemplified
by the few written contracts made available to the
Survey. Almost invariably these contracts provide:
. yme
subriber throughperiodic,regulardedctio fro hiswages.
2. Afixedcharge
forthesingle orkerand ahigherfixedharge
fortheminerwithdependents.
attendanceuponthe
3. Housecallsto bemadefornecessary
ick or injuredin theirhomes,providedsubscribenlivewithin
he companycamp or within prescribed gegraphicl limitations.
Extra charges authorized forhouse calls beyondthis zone.

centers were the

miners found to be participating in the prepaid
medical service characteristic of their industry. In
the ontiguous coal fields of western Kentucky, which

4. Marriedmenwith dependentswholiveoutsidethepre
sribed zonemay participatein most instancesuponpayment
of thesamemonthlyrate chargedto unmarriedminer. (Single

plans) to participatii
plans (exclusine
of hospitalisation
for medical
serice
ratenof prepayment
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Patients in this category receive full benefits of the plan, except
for home calls, which must be p.idfor on a fie-for-service basis,
plus, in some instances, a mileage charge, usually 50cents a mile

a prescribed distance from the physician's office. In
some contracts it is specified that this surcharge shall
be at the rate of 50 cents a mile (one way) from office

one way,fromthe doctor's ofie

to residence. Married subscribers living outside the

5. Treatment ofenereal diseasesis excluded from the prepay
ment plan.
6. Obstetrical service is excluded (with a fewexceptions) but
may be granted for an additional fee, which ranges from $10 to
$75 per confiement, the exact amount depending on a predetermined schedule set at each mone.
7. Simple medications t he furnished by the physician without extra charge. Vitamins, hormones and medicines given by
injection may be charged for at rates in harmony with those
made byprivatephysicians.
8. Dependents are defined as spouse and unemployed minor
children but may incude any other person wh has been rsiding
d
u
] e and w
s n ot
who
thee x
submriber
in the
continuously
c"n"in
...
sly in
-the hhousehold
e,° off th
b* - and
h. iis not
capable of gainful employment, has no independent sources of
income,and depends solely on the employed person for support.
9. The contract may he terminated by either party upon 30
to 60 days written notice.

prescribed area may be charged, according to most
contracts, the prepayment rate fixed for single men
(who usually pay the same rate regardless of place
of residence), plus regular or reduced fees for house
calls.

Benefits and Exclusions
The benefits and exclusions incorporated in the
contracts (oral as well as written) with mine physicians have a characteristic pattern that does not
deviate markedly from one mine to another or from
one section
of the country to another. Complete
were obtainable
data as to benefits and exclusions
at 142of the 155mines where prepaid medical-care
plans were available. Only incomplete information
was obtainable at the other 13mines. The similarity
in the contracts indicates a common historic origin
and a reluctance to experiment or to adjust the pattern to varying conditions of geography and time.
At 137 (96.5 percent) of the 142 mines having
prepaid medical-care programs upon which complete
data were available, home calls within the confines
of or within a specified distance from the camps are
provided for at no extra charge.
Subscriber-employees of all 142 mines are unlimited in the number of office calls they may make.
At 5 of the mines the prepayment scheme provides
only for services that may be given by the physician
in his office or in the outpatient department of a
hospital.
With few exceptions, an extra charge is levied for
house calls when the subscriber's residence is beyond

Formerly, drugs and medicines prescribed by the
physician were furnished without extra charge, the
physician doing his own dispensing. As the science

of medicine progressed and new, costly therapeutical
biologicals and chemicals were developed, the practice of making extra charges for these was introduced.

At 137 (96.5 percent) of the mines, the furnishing
of "ordinary medications" is included in prepayment dues. However, the definition of ordinary, or
usual, medications varies from place to place. Hor-

mones, vitamins, vitamin-containing compounds,
and biologicals or chemicals are charged for additionally in all but a few places. A few of the physicians interviewed said that they provide penicillin
without extra cost. Some stated that they consider
it legitimate to make a profit on the more expensive

Home calls are made by contract physicians writhout
extra charge, providedthe subscriberand his dependents
live within prescrihedgeographicallimits.
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should not be borne by all of the subscribers; conse-
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Camp doctors preside ordinary medications to patient
withouttextra charges, as part f the services renderedso
subscribes ofperpayme nt plans.
medications which they prescribe and sell, but the
majority stated that they supply these drugs at cost
price. In the offices of two mine physicians, price
lists of intramuscular and intravenous medications
were posted, which indicated that these doctors make
an appreciable profit. These parenteral preparo
tions were advertised by the two doctors as "cold
shots," "lumbago shots," "rheumatism shots," "vitamin shots," and similar panaceas,
Routine immunization against typhoid fever and
smallpox is administered without cost under the per
payment systems operated at 114 (80.3 percent) of
the mines. Physicians at the other mines charge
extra for immunizations and also for the vaccines,
except when they are furnished free by the State
health departments,
There is evidence that the incidence of venereal
diseases was quite high in the early days of the coal
camps. Physicians found that a considerable proportion of their time was taken up with treating
these conditions. Stigmatized as "misconduct" infections, it was felt that the expense of treatment
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qnentlr, an extea chance wos levied tee this type of
care. This special provision remains in effect today
in all but a few agreements. Venereal diseases aer
without extra charge, except for the parenmteral medications used, under the previsions of 17
(12 percent) of the programs. At severalof these
17 mines the Survey teams were informedthat this
liberalization had been eftected recently to obtain
approval by the local onion of an increase in the
amount of the pay-roll check-off for medical care.
A number of physicians stated that they send their
syphilis casesto rapid treatment centers operated by
Statehealth departments.
In maternity eases, home delivery is available
wwithiout extra charges to the wives of miner-subscribers
at only 7 (4.9 percent) of the mines having
prepayment plans. For the remainder,these extra
charges range from $10 to $75, the costs being lowest
in the Southern Appalachians. However, prenatal
and postnatal care is given to a limiteddegree without additional cost under the provisions of 103 (72.5
percent) of the plans. Conversations with physiicans disclosed a tremendous need for education of
the mining population regarding the advisability of
prenatal and postnatal care. It is only during recent
years that the women in certain cool-mining areas,
particularly in the Southern Appalachians, have been
ispressed with the desirability of having physicians
fot obstetrical care. In some regions the women
even today eschew a doctor's services in favor of a
midwife or the assistance volunteered by neighbors.
If the miner needs services the company doctor
cannot provide, fur any reason, he may engage
another physician on a regular fee basis. Such fees
for services rendered are charged, even though the
latter physician may be administering a prepayment
agreement of similar type among the workers of an
adjacent mine. In only three known instances did
the Survey encounter agreements which specify that
the physician, if not available, shall assume liability
for payment of an "outside" physician. Arrangements were implied or written into some of the contracts for the doctor to provide a replacement during
a vacation period. The system provides for the
services of only the doctor or doctors who are parties
to the contract.

Dental Services
Dentists are seldom found in typical mining
communities. They hase not been attracted into
these areas and are generally in urban communities
only. There are many opportunities for members of
the dental profession within the coal-mining areas
of the country. Dental care, included as a service
to be provided to subscribers at reduced rates, was
found to be available to the participants of the prepayment plans at only two of the mines surveyed.

Conti-acts and Agreements
Physicians furnishing medical care to miners on a
pay-roll check-off basis enter into contracts with the
coal company or the local union, sometimes both.
It was found in the Survey that the contract for
providing ttedical care on a prepayment basis is
generally not written, but consists of an ora/ agreementcii understanding between the physician and
Manageirent to provide forthe miner and his dependents. Of the 155 mines where contract practice

privileges. This is evidenced by the fact that the
physicians were not selected primarily on the basis
of professional qualifications and the character of
facilities and services that were offered, but on the
basis of personal friendships, financial tie-ups, social
viewpoints, or other nonmedical considerations.
Competition among doctors for prepayment con
tracts may be quite brisk. The quality of professional services, that can he offered is a bargaining
point, but it is known that doctors have occmsionally
obtained contracts by their talents for ingratiating
themselves with company officials or influential
leaders of the Union.
Several instances were noted where poorly qualified
physicians or others not apprapriately licensed are
receiving the pay-roll deduction for medical care.
In one case a druggist with no medical training was
practicing medicine in an isolated Kentucky cominunity, receiving a share of the pay-roll cheek off
along with two regulaily qualified physicians. The

is ie vogue, there are 86 unwritten contracts, 34 are
in writing, and information was not available for
the remaining 35.
Most comnmonly, where there is a written contract,
it is entered into between the doctor and the Union,
with the approval of Management. In one case
observed, the physician, motivatedby a desire to
protectthe traditional patient-doctor relationship,
refused to sign a contract with either the Union or
the company. Instead,he entered into separate
written agreements with each of his prepayment
patients, who authorized the employer to deduct the
proper sut from their pay and to turn it over to
the physician.

Selection of Physician
In years past, Management assumed most of the
responsibility with regard to the selection of company physicians. More recently, the unions have
written into their contracts the privilege of having
a voice in the appointment of the doctor or doctors,
Both Management and Labor appear in a few
instances to have abused their responsibilities and

t
wife with ifacrt
visits miner's
physician
woal mine
which
the doctor
has recently
delivered. In maternity
vases home delivery is peovided without extra charges at
less than 5 percent of the mines having medical service
prepaymentplans.
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latter we compelled to accept this condition by the
tlocl
umnonconmittee so long as the pseudo-physiias "does the right thng." Their acquiescence was
motvated, they said, by the fear that labor trouble
would result if they insisted upon the druggist's
climinatian as a sharer in the pay-roll deductions.
In anothin iestance the son of an elderly company
physvian was found to be carrying on the father's
practcein spiteof the fact that his training has gone
no farther than 1 year of dental school.
A few physiians who were questioned admitted
that an undestanding existed between themselves
and the operators that, in exchange for receiving
cheok-of funds, they would not charge the company
for prfrmm ng preemployment physical examinations or endering certain other industrial medical
services, such as treatment of minor industrial inuries. Certain of these physicians expressed their
reentment as to the necessity for making such an
aregeaient in order to be approved by the management for receipt of the medical-care check-off. On
the her hand, two physicians volunteered that they
offerm the mining company this inducement in order
to obtai the appointment over their competitors.
At 81 (59.7 pecent) of the 137 mines in the Survey
where preemployment physical examinations are condtted and where physicians receive the pay-roll
de ductons formedical care, the managements stated
that they do not pay doctors a salary, fee, or retainer.
othr than the pay-roll check-off. In other words,
a ar nmber of contract physicians are apparently
peformiag certain idustrial medical duties for the
pivilege of obtaiing the pay-oll check-off of the
mirs, ora
the ivalge ofsubmttinganoccasional
cla:n to a compensation carier for services rendered
isnred mnmers,or
otoboth,
Management may exert onsiderable influence
upn te selection of plhyslians by withholding
ean pay-oiwned ie space or fiving quarters from
a doctor whose appointent asnot approved by e
operatorMaagenct is geneslly of the opinion
that
who withmiitsights i it refuses to make
a pay-oll deduction for transmittal to a physician
whose selection it has not approved
In addition to Masiagemnt and Labor, doctors
who are aleady ployed at mines or who have conret fr servces under praym
plans in sme
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places exercise a voice in the selection of additional
physicians, especially where assistant doctors are
needed. In some instances, the voice of the senior
doctor in the community is strong enough to constitute the only manner of choice, so that any applicant
physician who fails to receive his approval cannot
be employed.
Another way in which doctors are selected is by
custom or default. In other words, an assistant
doctor may succeed to the office of the senior physician when the latter dies, retires, or moves away
from the community. Thus, the assistant assumes
all of the obligations and privileges of the senior
without any written or specific oral agreement with
the mine management or with the people in the
community.
In this way, contract practice among general
practitioners has been perpetuated and administered
by physicians in accordance with custom and tradition, with relatively the same services rendered for
the amounts received and with the same exclusions
of services from the system for which the miner must
pay extra. Oral agreements and "understandings"
thus serve, to some degree, in place of written con.
tracts which should describe the services that are to
be provided for the amounts prepaid.
Financial Administration of Plans
Financial administration or supervision of the
numerous plans under which prepaid medical services
are rendered is vested in varying degrees in Management, local unions, and physicians. Expressed statistically, 127 of the mines surveyed operate prepaid medical-care plans that are considered to be
controlled primarily by the contract physician, in
that the money accumulated each month by wage
deductions is turned over directly to him; 14 are
company-sponsored, the company retaining all of the
funds accumulated by the check-off, for which it
provides medical facilities and salaried physicians; 8
are administered or controlled by the union, which
handles the funds raised for medical care by checkoff; and 5 are administered by a joint commission,
board, or mutual beneft associatio.
At one and
the same mine, 2 separate prepayment plans were
ailable I administeed by the coal-copany
'"

management and the other by the union. This
unique situation came about because of dissatisfaction among a number of miners with the plan administered by the management. Further comment on
this unusual situation is made in the hospitalization
section of this report.
In a few instances involving the larger coal cornparties, the management hires physicians who bear
the title of "medical director." Several medical
directors provide comprehensive industrial medical
and hygiene programs, but in only a few cases was
anything observed akin to the true practice of the
speciality of industrial medicine. As a rule, the
same physicians who handle the industrial medical
problems of the companies also engage in the general
practice of contract medicine among miners and their
dependents,
A few companies claim to subsidize prepayment
plans so that their employees may have the benefit
of a community physician and a physician will be
available to handle industrial accident cases. As
evidence of this contention, some companies opened
their books to the investigators to prove annual
deficits amounting to thousands of dollars. However, for one mining company, members of the Survey
found reason to believe that administration of its
medical-care plan is yielding a profit. This cornpany hires physicians on a salary basis, and the total
cost of their salaries and administrative expenses
amounts to less than the aggregate deducted each
month from the pay envelopes of the employees. A
similar situation probably exists in one other mining
company, where the medical director appeared to be
receiving an exorbitant salary or the mining company
seemed to be making a large profit; however, it was
not possible to substantiate the facts, as the company refused to make the financial data available to
the Survey group. Several mining companies admitted charging 5 to 10 percent of the amounts
deducted from the pay roll for "defraying lbookkecep
ing costs." The same companies levied no bookkeeping charges for other pay-roll deductions.
During the course of the Survey, six mines were
observed to conduct outstanding companyadsaniis-,
tered systems of prepaid medical service. Here
Management has provided excelent facilities, includ
lag efficient, well-equipped dispnsaries or hospltal&

At four of the six mines, hoptaliation and medical
care are both provided under a unified plan. The
managements of certain large coal corporatioia and
captive nines were particoularly noted to have made
these excellent provisions for protection of their
employees health.
At the great majority of the mines surveyed where
prepaid medical care is in operation, the contract
physician receives the check-off fundsandadmiaisters
them in his own way. His selection for receipt of
the check-off or "cuts" was almost invariably by
Management, often with the approval of repreentatives of the local or district union, or he has been
accepted by both Management and Labor as the
only physician available. Some of these physicians
have received the check-off from several mining
companies for many years past, in fact, over such a
period of time that written contracts have been lost
and the established system of services provided has
become almost traditional with the participants,
many of whom have never obtained medical care on
other than this contract basis. These physicians are
the typical general practitioners of the coal camps,
and many are elderly.
At some mines, arrangements fr prepaid medical
care are administered by a commission, board, or
mutual benefit association committee upon which
Management and Labor are represented. This
group, by whatever name it may be called, audits
receipts and expenditures and acts as an advisory
board to the doctor, bringing to his attention any
grievances originating within the union.
Union-administered plans were noted at only
eight mines. Under this system, the contract
physician may receive a straight salary from the
union, or the total check-off may be turned over to
him. One union local has a medical-service coms
mittee whose members each receive $40 a month for
their help in administering the prepayment plan.
Labor's Concern in MAdical Care
In recent years, problems asocriated wiith the
administration of prepaid medical services have
resulted in the itesecsison of certin pertinent pin.
viatos within the labor eontracta htween coIal
operators and the several district orgaeaions of
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Augst 25, 1941, among the Northern West
Virgiia Coal Association and the International
UsniH, United Mine Workers of Amerca, and
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Should differencearise about the meaning and application of
this doctor, hospital, burial, and insurance fund clause, it shall
be handled under the "Settlement of Disputes" clause.
The union's concern in the medical care of its membhers is dearly expressed in section 4 of the KrugLewis Agreement, of May 29, 1946. (The full text
of the agreement appears in the Appendix.)

PtientS

Choice of Physicians

The individual participant in the prepayment programs for medical care, as they are operated in the
bituminous-coal industry, has limited, if any, freedom
of choice of physicians. Unless he wishes to pay
extra sums of money out of his pocket, to obtain the
services of a doctor who is not associated with the
Another such example is afforded in the Wage
prepayment plan in effect at the particular mine
Agreement Between Southern Appalachian Coal
where he is employed, the miner must accept the
Operators Association and District 19, United Mine
services of the contract physician. In some places,
Workers of America, of April 1, 1945, as follows:
the contract physician is the only doctor available;
or the prose of handling medical and hospitaliation seroften, a contract physician cares for the employees ot
cet, a
agd that a committee shall be selcted, two mem
hers presting dhemineaworkers, selectedby themine workers
several mines. According to the data obtained in
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t
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S
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the coal-mining population were found to be wellrepresented in medical societies and organizaieons.
Complratively few of the doctors lisrt their practice
to one or another of the various medical pecialties;
neariy a.l are in general practice.
In a relatively large number of coal districts, particularly in the Appaladansi, there are valley dotted
clus
d with mines, where
with me, r eti
enough physicians are engaged in contract practice
to constitute a panel or group. If several of the
independent prepayment plans could be grouped, the
participants would then be enabled tohaveachoicef
doctors, limited only by the size of the group
Furthermore, the participant would probably have a
physician to call on i an emergency if the physician
of his choice is away. The doctors, likewise, would
find themselves better able to rotate their practice
when it was necessary or desirable for any of them to
attend professional meetings, or engage in other
desirable professional actiities away from their
offices. However, under the prevailing customs, each
participant is assigned to the particular doctor who
receives, directly or indirectly, the miner's check-off;
the doctors, in turn, are assigned by the present
contractual relationships to a specified group of mine
families.
In numerous instances, mine employee participate
a compulsory
plans
cal-care
in prepayment medi
basis as a condition of employment, as a condition
of union membership, or both. This is not to say
that it is necessary to use compulsion Where
plans are voluntary, there is a very high percentage
(over 90 percent in many places) of partcipation
also, partly because of the unqestioned acceptance
of a traditional system and partly because the
miner have confidence n the value of the system
In the few minig communities where others than
icompany arc persitted to
employees of the ming
participate . mthe general mnedical-care pians (as
well as the hospitacixoons pranss), the is an
pprecible membership from thBan ring ose eto
.the comom ty.

dispensaries, which areutilized for industrial medicine and ordinary medicalfcare of mineairsand their
dependents.
Company camp docotrs' offices are gene-lly n '
small frame buildiigs, for wshih Management
charges nominal rent The typical sie is three,
K.etoonsm, and tdug
rooma-wating room, exa•ni
room. Sone of these offices are at and wellageAiy
equiipped, bt at leat half are uttac-atteaime
furnished, and fitted with scarcely any inore equspment than a general pratitner' bag conetsa . .
In 13 instances it vas noted that the doctor's oic
At three of the
was "very disorderly" or "durty"
mines visited, the doctos offices were dsbed
ma
saioaig;
"insanitary." A few of the physicsiann
mpany
unattractive and disorderly offices in
camps conducted private offices in nearby towns t
handle noncontract cases. These ofices, where
patients were seen on a feefor-service basisin
normal competiton with other physiais, invaiaHbly
were tidy, well-kept, and adequately euipped,
For example, 1 physician holds cotracts for the
medical areofall employees andtheir dependents at
6 mines, 2 of which were sampled. This docto
receives an average l2 monthly check-off from tla
minemployees,totalingmorethan 680pay evelopes
,
Additional income is derived fero miscellanc•
extra chargeand the care of pivate patets.
lBotý
were
inspected.
camps
at
mine
his
offies
of
are housed in small, poorly matained, companyowned buldings.
One of thee office buildigs, for which this dotor
pays the company $12 a month rent, was en a hiside, with a path leading up a noderately steep
embankment to the offic door. To reachthleoff,
patents must cross railroad tracks and cimb th
embankment. No steps were provided, The stra,- ture was unpainted, and a lealkyroof adiinted rai
water into the waiting room. An antRquated bfich'
was the only furniture in the waiting room Eqipsent of the inner office consieted of an. nipdddl
wooden excaminig table, an old disk, two unsie
cbairs,
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Camp dotr'officesare generlly in smallframe buildings, such as theone in the upper photo. At least half of the
ofices are unattractive, and some are very disorderly.
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in
Upperphoto; An unusually ttractioe and wel.consoru ulding r officn f te doctor at a coal-mine casM
est Virginia. Lower photo: Te aitracticv ofice of a company doctor at a coal-miing cmmunity in Kentucky.
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played. Used swabs and soiled bandages were piled
high in an open coal grate. The only instruments
and diagnostic equipment observed were those that
came out of the doctor's bag. Where this office
constitutes the medical facility, the physician has
been reported to receive an annual gross income of
approximately $3,600 from the medical check-off
atthis one mine alone,
Another case in poini is that of a company doctor
who serves the employees of two mines and their
dcpenllents. His subscribers number approximately
350, with married men paying $2.50 a month and
workers without dependents $1.25. He operates
two offices, one in each of the mining camps, both
of which are small buildings rented from the managemeats. In contrast with the office described above,
both of these facilities are tastefully furnished and
have running water and sanitary plumbing, which
were installed by the doctor rather than by the
company. Each office contains a room with modern
physical therapy equipment, with screens permitting
two or more patients to be accommodated at the
same time when necessary. Both offices were wellstocked with ample supplies of basic medicines for
dispensing to patients. Both bhadscales, diagnostic
minstruments, modern examining tables, electric sterilizers, and other equipment that the office previously
described lacked. Another point of difference is
that this physician engaged a registered nurse on a
part-time basis,
The above would tend to indicate that quality of
maintenance and equipment of contract doctors'
offices are influenced less by lucrativeness of practice
than by the practitioner's conscientiousness and
pride in giving his patients the best and most of
whiNich
he is capable, within a prepayment system
that tends to minimize competition among doctors
and permits little freedom of choice of physician by
the
patient,

individual

It is axiomatic that the extent of utilization and
the value of medical-care facilities, such as dispensaries and doctors' offices, depend upon the availability and competence of professional personnel.
Conversely, it is also true that the availability of good
doctors frequently depends upon the existence in a
community of suitable physical facilities. The
availability of such facilities, residential as well as
professional, is of importance in attracting and holding a qualified physician, secondary only to the
income which the physician may earn in the community. Commonly heard was the story of doctors
establishing themselves in certain coal-mining areas,
practicing for a short time, and then departing for
neighborhoods where better accommodations were
available.

Attitudes Toward Prepayment
The quality and character of the medical facilities
at the mines, which are used by mine physicians for
general medical practice, the limited choice of
physicians, the ways in which physicians are selected,
and the exclusions under the prevailing prepayment
plans, all have given rise to numerous dissatisfactionsthat were readily expressed to members of
the Survey teams. Many of these causes of dissatisfaction were imaginary or based on misunderstanding,
but many also had a basis in fact. Such grievances
were expressed by Management, by Labor, by physicians, and by the patients. On the whole, and despite
these grievances, it was apparent to the Navy medical
officers that the concept of a prepayment system
for medical care was acceptable to all parties and
that abandonment of the principles of prepayment
would not only be resisted, but would be undesirable. All groups acknowledge, however, the need
for, and the desirability of, marked improvements.

DISCUSSION
Infoi'mation obtained at a selected number of
bituinaous-coal miinesindicates that approximately
70 pesentr of the Nation's Ituminous-coal miners,
with then dependeats, receive general medical
services through participation in prepayment plans,
At certain larger coal-mining companies, including
130

captive operations, the administration and operation of the plans appear to be outstanding in that
good facilities for medical practice and adequate
staffs of physicians are provided, and a wide range
of services is available to the subscribers. At a
majority of the mines, however, dispensaries and

offices range from adequate to very poor; practitioners are overburdened; and there are evident
tendencies in a number of places to give less consideration to the quality of medical care than to
profits,
The irregular operation of some of the smaller
mines and the financial instability of certain mine
enterprises have been cited as justification for some
of the crowded, inadequate medical facilities-offices,
equipment and furnishings, drug supplies, laboratories and apparatus-that were noted. The investi
gation, however, indicated that, where facilities
and services were found to be poor, such deficiencies
were often due to careless management; lack of
interest by operators, unions, or physicians-occasionally all three-in the miners' health; and limited
professional competition under a system that lends
itself, by the manner of its operation, to the adage
that "the less the doctor does and the more contracts
he can get, the more money he makes."
One of the major shortcomings in administering
the prepayment system in the coal fields is the
exclusion of certain medical services generally
included in other prepayment systems as benefits,
The most outstanding of these is treatment for
venereal diseases and the care of obstetrical cases,
In the light of modern concepts of venereal disease
control, it is felt that the present discrimination
against treatment is indefensible. This exclusion,
which is of many years standing, owes its beginning
to two factors: First, the belief that these socalled "misconduct" infections should be penalized
and, second, the lengthy period of treatment formerly
required. Neither premise is valid any longer,
Attachment of stigma to syphilis and gonorrhea has
long since been recognized as an unwholesome
deterrent to efficient treatment and a promoter of
dangerous self-medication. Developments of the
past decade, which has witnessed the introduction
of the sulfanilamides, penicillin, and other chemotherapeutic or antibiotic implements having dramatic
effect against venereal infections, will have been
largely in vain, as far as benefits among the mining
population are concerned, if their application is
discouraged by the medical prepayment contract,
Many of the medical prepayment plans in effect
in other than coal-mining areas generally include

obstetrical attention, albeit with certain restrictions
in the interest of actuarial soundness. There is no
doubt that the high infant and maternal mortality
rates in certain counties with a high percentage of
coal-mining people (see section on Public Health)
could be materially reduced through the encouragement and stimulation of prenatal care, hospital
delivery, and postnatal care, which would accompuny a more liberal attitude in the medical prepayment contract toward childbirth.
Contracts, moreover, rarely provide for payment
of medical specialists. Elimination of this weakness
would result not only in a higher quality of care for
prepayment subscribers and their dependents hut
would also attract specialists to coal-mining areas,
where their services are seriously needed. To effectuate this improvement, the proprietary hospitals
would have to broaden their attitude toward admission of specialists to staff privileges.
The volume of objections to the general policy
of making extra charges for all but the most common
drugs indicates that liberalization of contracts is
desirable also in this regard. Quite understandably,
it would be economically impossible to furnish costly
drugs and biologicals without limit. However, it is
believed that careful examination of this problem
would disclose that a middle ground is attainable.
The extra costs that the miners must incur because
of exclusion of many benefits constitute only one of
the causes of complaints voiced against medical care
in the coal fields. The miners, however, are not
alone in expressing dissatisfaction. The operators,
the union officials, and the doctors themselves have
grievances, often justified.
Representatives of Management have frequently
expressed the view that, despite all of their efforts
to provide the best possible medical service to their
employees and their dependents, their motives are
misunderstood and their actions greeted with suspicion. They have stated that they must listen to a
great many petty and unjustifiable complaints.
Further, they have declared, the bookkeeping work
of making wage deductions for medical care is a
burdensome and costly chore. Many have said
that theywould be glad to be relieved of the burdens
imposed on them,
The workers and their local union officials fee53!

quently complained that they have too little voice
in selecting the physicians who receive the pay-roll
check-off for medical care. Their twofold grievance
in some locations is that they must submit to the
company's choice of a doctor and then be satisfied
to patronize only him, or the assistant whom he
assign, whenever it becomes necessary to seek
medical services,
In some instances, the objection was raised that
the prepayment-plan subscribers do not have their
physician exclusively to themselves. The inference
here is that the doctor who augments his check-off
income with fees from noncontract patients tends to
show a preference to his "private cases" when there
are conflicting calls for his acttention,
Heard not infirequently was the charge, which
investigation showed to be sometimes justified, that,
where Management selects a prepayment-plan doctor
on condition that he performs preemployment physical examinations and cares for industrial injuries
without expense to the company, subscribers are
indirectly paying for a financial obligation of the
company. Thus funds intended solely for medical services to miners and their dependents may he
diverted into another channel. Union officials also
claim that some doctors give prejudicial testimony
in the employers' favor in compensation cases,
Obviously there is need for some clear thinking
with reference to the financial responsibility of
Management in industrial medicine, and also with
reference to the dividing line between industrial
medical services and general medical services for
employees and their dependents. Management's
dcear financial responsibility includes provisions for
medical care for industrial accidents and occupational illness and has been specifically indicated by
the passage in most States of workmen's compensation laws, some of which include coverage of certain
occupational diseases. It is also widely conceded
that, where industrial physical examinations are
conducted, they, too, are part of the industrial medical program for which Management is responsible.

tion services for the population of the coal-mining
communities. These factors are important to the
problem of availability of healthy workers and thus
are related to industrial medicine. Indeed, sanitary
services in company owned or leased settlements
constitute a definite financial responsibility of those
operators who have established communities at the
mine sites.
General medical care for employees and their
dependents, on the other hand, is not generally
considered to be an obligation of the companies. In
certain localities, such as isolated coal-mining towns,
financial assistance for the provision of both medical
personnel and facilities for general medical service
may become, in some measure, a moral obligation of
Management. Some mining companies are discharging this moral obligation in an outstanding
manner, even to the extent of subsidizing the prepayment plans for medical care. It is little wonder
that district union officials frequently express suspicion that the doctors involved in general contract
practice are controlled by Management, when such
physicians involved are believed-justifiably in some
instances-to be influenced to engage in certain
industrial medical practices without compensation
other than the privilege of receiving the medicalservice check-off.
From the contract physicians' standpoint, the
most troublesome feature is that prepayment tends
to make people too doctor-conscious, so to speak.
Many doctors interviewed claimed that unnecessary
demands are made upon their time that would not
even occur to the participants if they had to pay for
each house call and each office call, or if the first
cost of any one illness were to be borne by the
subscriber.
Physicians also describe numerous visits by
grievance committees who present petty and often
unjustifiable complaints. Some of these grievances
occasionally constitute an essential interference with
the doctor-patient relationship.
Analysis of the dissatisfactions reveals some dis-

Management likewise, must take all possible active
measues to prevent occupational injuries and illSses,
Management should, moreover, be actively internted
'hme availability of public health and sanita-

advantages associated with prepayment programs
whose memberships encompass such a large segment
of the mining population. The fundamental flaw
is the mode of payment to the contract physician.
That the check-off sums should be remitted directly
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to the individual physician by Management-or
Labor either, for that matter-is basically fallacious
if the welfare of the patient-subscriber is of priune
consideration. It is recognized that this procedure,
which eliminates administrative costs in handling the
prepayment funds, is responsible for the presumed
relatively low cost of the existing system,
This very factor, which reduces cost of administration, also is linked inextricably with (1) limited
choice of physician, the check-off generally going
directly to one doctor; (2) limitation of competition
among doctors; and (3)discouragement of specialists,
This factor is also related to third-party control of
medical-service funds to the extent that physicians
are occasionally expected to ingratiate themselves
with the third party (Management or Labor) in
order to be selected to receive payment. Thirdparty administration is desirable only if such an
individual or organization has no alliances with the
other parties to the contract and if its interest is
solely the business administration of the contract,
There are, and will be, circumstances in the
various coal-mining districts where payment of
a guaranteed income or salary will be desirable
or necessary, especially in those isolated or
sparsely settled places to which physicians could not
be attracted or held by hope of earning a reasonable
income on a fee-for-service basis. Good medical
practice under any method depends to a large
degree on adequate facilities and the existence of
opportunities for physicians to advance themselves
professionally and financially; but where physicians
are guaranteed a minimum income or salary, adequate facilities must be furnished by the employing
agency, and professional supervision and opportunities for advancement become essential. The
importance of these factors is demonstrated clearly
in some coal-mining areas, especially Area II; here the
facilities observed at places where the capitation
system of direct payments to the physicians is customary were substandard and noticeably poorer than
those of other facilities in the area. The major
exceptions were noted in places under medical supervision. In other regions, where the capitation
plans were in effect but where the physicians
also depended on additional sources of income, the
facilities at the disposal of the physician ranged

from satisfactory to excellent. The fee-for-service
system is the customary method of paying physicians throughout the country and the one that,
when coupled with freedom of choice of physician by
the patient, is believed to offer the greatest assurance
of wholesome competition in any situation where
several physicians are practicing in a given areaBroader application of this system of payment in
the coal-mining areas is suggested.
The methods of selecting physicians and the artificial limitations on the numbers of physicians at any
one place under the present methods of operating
the prepayment system in the coal fields have promoted a tendency on the part of some physicians
toward monopolistic control of medical practice in
their areas and have drastically and, in most places,
wholly restricted the participants' choice of doctors.
The most common type of prepayment plan in the
industry is that in which the sum authorized by, or
required of, the employee for monthly deduction from
his pay is remitted by the mine operator directlyto
one physician. In a few instances, one doctor serves
large prepayment memberships, under contracts
which he holds with several mines, thus limiting
competition where additional physicians could well
be used. The contract-holder may hire assistant
physicians and assign them to specific segments of
his prepayment membership, profiting by the difference between the monthly sum of check-off receipts
and the salaries he pays to the assistants. In a few
instances, the controlling physician does not live or
practice near a mine, functioning more as a medical
business manager than as a doctor.
Even when there are three or four assistants, the
participants are not at liberty to choose from among
them. In most of the coal-mining areas, numerous
contract physicians are practicing in such close proximity to one another that if their separate plans were
unified or coordinated, the subscribers could have a
choice of physicians, limited only by the size of the
physicians' group (which could include many now
practicing in coal-mining areas on a fee-for-service
basis), and would more probably have a physician
available at all times.
It is indisputable that many physicians have been
attracted to unprepossesasing areas by a guaranteed
minimum income each month. This economic ad$33

vantage, then, is responsible in large measure for the
fact that mining communities are as well-stocked
with physicians as they are. This should be horte
in mind when changes in the present system of preof conpayment are considered, lest this advantage
tact practice be lost.Under any revision of the
system, provision should be made for a subsidy,
retainer, or minimum salary, or other suitable
method of payment for physicians who are willing
to practice in such relatively isolated localities of
small population to which otherwise they might
not be attracted.
Many of the mine physicians participating incontract practice believe that prepayment by pay-roll
isessential to the provision of medical care
check-off
in most mining communities. They feel that miners
check-off, notonly
am so habituated to the pay-roll
for medical services and hospitalization, but also for
rent, coal, light, insurance, and union dues, that it
would be folly to remove such a necessity as provifor medical attention. The implication was
sions
that if it were left to miners tobudget for
strong
medical and hospitalization expenses, little would
be setaside forthis purpose, in contrast with the
certainty of the pay-roll check-off. They candidly
that the miners' sense offinancial responsibility,
state
of income, is such that medicine
regardless of the size
may be practiced among them adequately on no
basis than prepayment.
other
Doubtless there are many advantages to the
miners in the prevalence of a prepayment system of
medical care in the coal fields. These advantages
are inherent in any "insurance'-type system, where
the risk is spread over a large group of people,
Although originally conceived as a matter of nectsthe prepayment system in the coal fields has
sity,
evolved, principally through increase in membership,
intoa plan which has the fundamentals of other
systems where economic burdens are lightened for
the individual through the distribution of costs.
Under the prevailing system, therefore, miners and
thnir dependents are protected to a marked degree
against large or disastrous outlays of funds in times
of medical emergency.
with the
Few administrative costs are associated
handling of funds derived from the medical-service
pay-roll check-off. In the normal system observed,
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the coal-mining company turns the moneys directly
over tothe physician, who is the contracting party;
and, theoretically, the total amount is dedicated to
the subscribers. There arelocal exceptions, such
as the deduction of 5 to 10 percent of the check-off
by some companies for "handling" and nominal
salaries paid to medical committees in unionsponsored plans. In general, however, administrative costs are small; thus the overhead expenses
should be lower than those of plans that require
payment to an outside administering agency.
plans sponsored and
In some States prepayment
approved by medical societies and other voluntary
organizations auein operation, but the mines are not
utilizing them toany degree, except inthe Northwest. In the State of Washington, the men at one
mine enrolled in such a plan were contemplating a
shift to another available plan, which was in competition with the State medical society plan, in the
belief that the competing plan is less expensive and
has greater coverage of medical services. Elsewhere,
other than in theNorthwest, contract physicians are
not participating insuch plans because they apparently prefer the income guaranteed by capitation.
Itwould appear that certain basic changes in
the administration of miners' funds forthe provision of medical care should be made, notwithstanding the fact that higher monthly premiums
may result. The New York State Legislative
Commission on Medical Care I estimates that, in this
State, a comprehensive plan formedical care, including medical services, hospitalization, nursing service,
and limited dental work, would cost at least $30 per
capita annually. On the basis of such an estimate,
the cost to the minerwith three dependents would
be $120 a year, compared with approximately $48,
which he is now paying to support medical and
hospitalization services (combined), the contract
limitations of which are manifold and varied.
Most of the causes ofdissatisfaction and difllcolties
hindering efficient, equitable operation will not be
eliminated until prepayment funds for medical
services-and hospitalization as well-are administered
by a representative body so constituted as
to be above suspicion of partiality to the mine
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operator, the physician, the union, or the miner,
The objectives of the administering agency should
be to provide the maximum of service to the individual patients at the lowest possible cost per individual
subscriher, which is consistent with regard (a) to
adequate remuneration to participating physicians
for services rendered, (b) to expansion and improvement of medical facilities, and (c) to the furthering
of medical science.
Improvement in administration of medical prepayment plans will be accompanied by the formulation of equitable contracts, formalized on paper
and with privileges and limitations clearly defined,
unlike the loose arrangements that characterize the
plans operated today in coal-company camps.
Absence of written contracts and of descriptive literature delineating the benefits, exclusions, and ceonditions under which medical services are given produces much misunderstanding, particularly when
the physician levies extra charges for drugs or services.
It is no more than reasonable that the subscriber
should know what he is buying with his prepayments.
A desirable requisite of any sound medical prepayment system is freedom of choice of physician from
among all legally qualified doctors who desire to participate. Assignment of patient to only one physician,
as usually practiced in the coal fields today, is
unsatisfactory. Furthermore, the participating physicians should be paid from a fund centrally administered by a nonprofit agency or association,
on the basis of specific services performed, or, where
necessary or desirable, on a salary. When the
current income of money in this fund falls below the
current obligations to the participating physicians,
the participating physicians might be paid for their
services on a pro rata hasis. Compensation on a
fixed-fmebasis, comparable to the methods adopted
by approved prepayment programs now in operation
in various parts of the country, should provide a
wholesome type of professional competition, where
member physicians practice and whero them are
opportunities for other physicians to practice, particularly when coupled with a freedom of choice of
physicians.
Appropriate checks must he included within the
plans to prevent abuses by ovr-indulgent physicians and unnecessary and excessive demands by

patients.' To prevent such unwarranted practices,
consideration should he given eo proposals that the
subscriber should pay some moderate portion of the
first cost of each illness.
One salient feature of a few of the contract&is a
credit provision. In an industry such as coal mining
there are periods of idleness or enforced work stoppage other than strikes during which, through no
fault of his own, the miner is not earning. Provided
that he is willing to make advance payments or
"make up" his back payments upon return to work,
he may be "covered" during the idle period. This
factor must constitute an important actuarial consideration in setting up any new type of prepayment
plan that may be utilized widely by the coal.mining
occupational group.
On the basis of the observations and the factual
data gathered during the 4-month.period of investigation in the coal fields and during subsequent
periods in conferences with professional groups, rertain modifications in the principles and operation of
the prevailing prepayment system of medical care
for bituminous-coal miners and their dependents are
indicated. Careful consideration should be given to
modifying the present system in accordance with
fundamentals delineated in the succeeding section of
the report dealing with hospitalization plans.
The medical profession has now recognized the
economic and social soundness of certain types of
prepayment plans. It has studied the numerous
experiments that have been conducted in this field
and the plans now in existence.
If, in the future, those provisions of the KrugLewis Agreement which pertain to the use of the
medical and hospital funds are to be consummated,
it is believed that the United Mine Workers of
America should consider the development of, or participation in, a prepayment plan or plans conforming
to the principles outlined above. Furthermore, it is
believed desirable to obtain the advice and assistance
of those branches of, or organizations of, the medical
profession experienced in the operation of prepaymeot plans.
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Not the least of the numerous problems to be encountered in such a venture is that of gaining the
ooperation and participation of those members of
the medical profession who are at present practicing
in the coal-producing counties. The newly formed
Association of Mine Physicians can become a useful
factor for improving medical care throughout the
bitsuminous-coal-mining areas. If that organization
is to be regarded as the leader of medical practices
in those regions, it must accept the challenge that
certain changes must be made within the prepaymerit system, in which most of its members are
involved.
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An urgent need exists for the medical profession
in each of the coal-mining States to develop, in cooperation with Management and Labor, actuarially
sound prepayment plans, which will furnish the
maximum of medical service coverage at the lowest
cost consistent with continued improvement of medical services and facilities, and opportunity for future
scientific progress.
The development of such plans by the medical
profession with the United Mine Workers of America
and mine operators would contribute to the solution
of many health problems of the people in the
bituminous-coal-mining industry.

Hospitalization

Just as the majority of the bituminous-coal miners
of the Nation and their dependents receive their
general medical services under a system whereby the
major costs are borne by payments in advance,
through wage deductions, so do they receive their
necessary hospital care and hospital medical services,
With the advent of hospitals in the isolated coal
fields, the then existing prepayment system for
general medical care was readily adapted to hospitalization. As a result, prepayment plans for
both types of medical care, each complementing

the other, flourished concurrently. In the majority
of places, the two plans-one for general medical
services and the other for hospitalization-are maintained separately; but in a few places, the plans were
merged to provide "complete" medical care, financed
by single deductions from wages.
In its study of the hospital care available to the
employees (and their fatmilies)of the 260 selected
mines, the Medical Survey teams endeavored to
determine: The extent of the prepayment system
for hospitalization; regional differences, if any, in
137

utilizing the system; variations in the plans available
under the system; the extent of the services rendered
under the several prepayment plans; the comprehensiveness of the medical care offered under both
the hospitalization plans and the general medical
service plans; the costs to subscribers; the various
ways in which the hospitalization plans are administered; and the size, distribution, ownership, and
characteristics of the hospital facilities,
Data were obtained from representatives of the
operators and the local unions at each mine; from
hospital administrators, both professional and lay,
at institutions that had hospitalization contracts;
from administrators of certain voluntary nonprofit

prepayment plans; from officials of mutual benefit
associations and insurance companies; from chief
surgeons of some of the mining companies; and from
a few hospital commissions (comprised of representatives of Labor, Management, and the hospital).
With few exceptions, each hospital having a contract
with a mine or group of mines included in the 260
selected for study was visited by a Survey medical
officer. Representatives of Management and Labor
were requested to be present, and in most instances
were present, when administrators of hospitals with
contracts were interviewed. Additional interviews
with these administrators and with members of
hospital staffs were held whenever practicable.

HOSPITALIZATION PLANS
Two-thirds of all the mines visited, which employ
Regional Differences
53,650 men or more than 75 percent of the 71,850
of the miners included in the Survey, were found to
Although hospitalization plans were available to
have prepayment hospitalization plans available to employees and their families at a slightly greater
their workers. However, the extent of participation
number of mines than were general medical service
by the employees at these mines was observed to plans, the former were more common in areas where
-try considerably, depending in part on the location
the prepayment system of general medical care preof 1the mine, in part on the type of hospitalization
vailed. For example, in Area II, comprising the
plan available, and in part on whether membership
Southern Appalachians and Western Kentucky,
was compulsory or believed by the employees to be
where 86 percent of the mines surveyed had medical
compulsory. Membership in the plans ranged from
service plans, 96 percent of the mines had hospitala low of less than 10 percent at 1 mine to a high of ization plans; in Area I, where 46 percent of the mines
100 percent at several mines; membership at all of
had medical service plans, only 45 percent had
the mines where plans were available was calculated
hospitalization plans.
to average 90 percent. Of the 71,850 miners ermThe several similarities between the bituminousployed at all of the 260 mines visited, approximately
coal fields of the hilly Appalachians and those of the
48,300 were recorded as participating in organized
mountainous West, such as the prevalence of cornprepayment plans for hospital care and hospital
pany-owned housing in both regions, are accentuated
medical services that are generally unobtainable
by high percentages of both hospitalization and mediunder the prepayment plans for general medical
cal care plans in the two areas. Hospitalization plans
services described in the preceding section. The
were most common in Area II. In Area V, hospitalremaining miners-almost one-third of the totalization plans also were common; 14 of the 20 mines
either did not care to subscribe to such plans or are
surveyed had such plans, 10 of which were combined
employed at the mines where hospitalization plans
with general medical service plans, so that at these
are not available.
10 mines a single check-off was made from the wages
Of the 172 mines having prepayment plans for
of each subscriber-employee for both services.
hospitalization, 13h also had prepayment plans for
In Area IV, hospitalization plans were found to be
general medical services, and 29 of these mines had
in effect at the three mines visited in Arkansas which
a combination plan. At 69, or 27 percent of the
also had general medical service plans, and at two
Sines,
neither of the plans was available,
of the three mines observed in Missouri. Noneofthe
1
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on the type of plan available and on the geographic
location of the mines. Monthly c :argeto sbscribers, payment of which is made universally by
pay-roll check-off, range from $0.50 to $4.80 for
single miners and from $0.75 to $4.80 for married
miners (and others) with dependents. (See table
36.) The average monthly charges in the bituminous-coal-mining industry are $1.67 for single persons
and $1.88 for persons with dependents. Monthly
subscription rates are the highest in Area II, ranging from $0.75 to $4.80 for single men and from
$1.00 to $4.80 for married men with dependents and
averaging $1.90 and $2.03, respectively. The monthly eharges in the other areas are below the national
average and do not differ substantially from one area
to another.
At those mines where prepayment plans for both
hospitalization and general medical services areavailable to the employees, the total monthly charges for
participation in both plans range from $0.75 to $5.80
for single men and from $1 to $6.80 for men with
dependents. (See table 37.) Averaging the charges
for all the plans at the mines where employees could
subscribe to 2 plans shows a rate of $3.08 for single

three mines visited in Oklahoma and Kansas had
either plan.
Area III presents a rather anomalous picture in
that hospitalization plans were available at 9, or 28
percent, of the 32 mines visited, yet none of these
mines had prepayment plans for general medical
services.
In the relatively densely populated coal fields of
Area I, where mining is only one of the numerous
major industries, hospitalization plans were reported
to be available at 41 of the 92 mines visited, as comservice plans
pared with 43 mines at which medical
2
were available. However, at only 8,were both plans
plans,
and 15
hospitalization
mines
had
13
available;
had general medical service plans only. Almost
half of the mines had hospitalization plans, but 77
percent of the eligible employees at these mines are
subscribers, whereas in Area II, for example, more
than 95 percent of the employees are subscribers,
Charges to Subscribers
The costs of participation in the various prepayment hospitalization plans vary, depending primarily
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men and a rate of $3.86 for persons with dependents.
The charges for most of the plans were close to this
average; only a relatively few plans charged much
smaller or much larger amounts. At 22 mines where
plans for hospitalization and general medical services
are combined into a single plan with a single checkoff, the monthly charges appear to be slightly lower
than at mines where the charge for the 2 services is
separate. The charge for the combined plan averages $2.88 for a single man and $3.13 for individuals
with dependents.
Services Provided U ander
Hospitalization Plans
Many differences were found in the hospitalization
plans available at the 172mines, but certain services
provided for subscribers were common to all. These

universal services, which are furnished to single men,
or to married men and their dependents, are as
follows:
. Idit
to wa of hospitals,wi prv
for bed
andordinary ard care (whichincludedhospitalboard and
nursingservice).
2. Administration
ofroutinemedications,
anddressings
which
are usully stockedandused in hospitals.
3. Useof operatingooms.
4. Diagnostic
X-rayexaminations.
5. Clinical
laboratoryexaminations.
Of the many other services that hospitals are
capable of providing, some are included as benefits
specified in various plans, others are specifically
excluded from certain plans, and still others-by far
the majority-arc not mentioned in most of the
written hospital contracts and, therefore, are provided or not provided to subscribers in accordance

A 12-hour-old baby with mother and father. Infant was delivered in home. Home deliveries are commonin the
oalfields par/ly because contract hospital plans usually exclude normal obstetricalcare.
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Routine nursing service is included in benefits underprepaid hospitalitation plans.
pronided only at extra cost.

Special dust nursing is

with local custom or at the discretion of the agencies
administering the plans.
Nine out of 10 plans provide for theservices of a
surgeon for beneficiaries of the plans, in cases where
nonindustrial surgery isrequired. Exceptions were
notablein the plans administered in Area I, where
the services of a surgeon were furnished without
additional charge in only 67 percent of the plans.
A few of the contracts provide that in emergency
cases the subscriber or his dependents may go to
a hospital other than the one specifically designated

extra cost) of complicated obstetrical cases where
surgical intervention is necessary.
Participants in one out of every three plans are
privileged to have X-ray and radium therapy administered to them and their dependents, when
necessary, without extracharges. Provisions for
this treatment art more general in the contracts observed inArea II than in those of other areas.

in the plans.
Only slightly more than a fourth of the plans
observed throughout the industry provide for the
hospital care of normal obstetrical caseswithout
However,
additional charge to the subscribers.
many of these plans provide forthe care (without

The hospital care of certain cases is excluded
provisions in a large number of
either by specific
the contractsor by custom and verbal "underand the agency
standings" between the subscribers
administering the plans. Hospital treatment for
the following conditions is most generally excluded

I4

Exclusions From Prepayment Plans

fron the benefits of the plans: Contagious diseases,
tuberculosis (except for diagnosis), venereal diseases,
*rental diseases, alcoholism, and injuries related to
intoxication or resulting from altercations and attempted suicide. About half of the plans specifically
provide that hospitalization will not be provided to
subscribers in cases, such as automobile accidents,
where a third party may be responsible,
Inansmuch as the hospitalization of industrial
injuries, and in some States occupational illnesses,
is established by State laws and by custom as the
responsibility of employers, the hospitalization plans
in effect do not provide for the care of such cases,
Also generally excluded are disabilities incurred in
war service, which are assumed to be the responsibility of the Federal Government.
With respect to other services and therapy, there
is wide variation in hospitalization plans; some
specifically exclude them, others include them as
benefits to the subscribers, but the majority do not
mention them. Notable among these variables are
the following: Incurable diseases, inoperable cancer,
drug addiction, optical refraction for glasses, and
out-patient clinical care of ambulatory illness, vaccines and sera, oxygen, liver extracts, hormone
peparriions, intravenous fluids, blood plasma and
blood transfusions,

[Vaiting Periods
The waiting period may be defined as the time
that must elapse before a new subscriber to a prepayment hospitalization plan is entitled to all or
part of the benefits and services specified. Usually
the plans provide for immediate care of injuries, but
in case of illness participants may have immediate
care or may have to wait from as few as 10 days to
as many as 90 days, unless they wish to pay the
regular hospital fees. In those plans where awaiting
period is specified in cases of illness, the average time
is 15 to 30 days. For renmovalof tonsils a waiting
period of about 3 months is most common. Longer
watiingperiods,generaly ranging from 6to12months,
but averaging about IO months, are specified in those
plts thatinludematernity care as a benefit. Those
plans that provide for care of recurrent attacks of
illness, other than surgical emergencies, usu;
1chronic
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ally specify waiting periods ranging from as little as
2 months to as much as 1year.

Time Limits
In most hospitalization plans, subscribers are not
specifically limited to the length of time they may be
entitled to hospitalization. A few plans, however,
specify a time limit. Thirty days a year is the most
frequent time limit specified, but some contracts
specify as little as 20 days a year and others as much
as 120 daysa year. In some instances, the time limit
is based on the number of separate admissions to the
hospital, as, for example, five admissions not to
exceed a total of 30 days of hospital service or not
to exceed 90 days a year from each cause.
Administration of Plans
The extreme variations in the benefits and exclusions specified in the various hospitalization plans
available to miners throughout the industry are due
in part to the variety of administering agencies.
Hospitalization plans may be classified, in terms of
the agency administering the funds, as follows: (1)
Coal-mining company; (2) union; (3) hospital; (4)
nonprofit association; (5) commission (representatives of the company, the union, and the hospital);
(6)physician; and (7) commercial insurance company.
Because more than 1 prepayment hospitalization
plan was available to the employees at some mines,
197 plans in all were found to be in operation at
the 172 mines. The majority (61 percent) of these
197 plans were financially administered by hospitals;
13 percent by nonprofit associations; 8 percent by
unions; 7 percent by indemnity insurance companies;
5 percent by physicians; 5 percent by coal-mining
companies; and 1 percent by commissions.
The hospital-administered type of plan was observed to predominate in Area II, where 114 of 129
plans were of this type. Hospital-administered plans
also were observed in Area I, in northern West
Virginia and Pennsylvania; but none was found west
of the Appalachians.
On the other hand plans offered by insurance
companies were not utilized in Area I1, whereas
plans administered by a hospital commission were

observed only in Area I. Union-administered plans
were observed mainly in Area V. Plans administered
by all other agencies were found to be operative in
all areas,
Hospital-Administered Plans
The hospitals administering the funds of prepayment hospitalization plans usually are designated
within the mining areas as contract or "list" hospitals. This local terminology is derived from the
fact that a written contract ordinarily exists between
the hospital and the representative of the subscribers,
In some instances, the company is that representative; in others, company and union representatives
may serve; but usually the union represents its
members. This contract, in essence, establishes the
subscriber as a beneficiary, as the individual does
not enter directly into the contracting. The company is usually obligated to check off or deduct from
the wages of the individual the necessary monthly
premiums authorized by him.
Contracts for financial administration of all of the
122hospital-type plans are held by 39 hospitals, all in
the Appalachian area; 32 of these are proprietary,
that is, privately owned and operated by individuals,
partnerships, or corporations, and 8 are owned and
operated by nonprofit associations. Eleven of these
hospitals administer a single plan each; 5 have 2
plans each; 4 have 3 plans each; 5 have 4 plans each;
3 have 6 plans each; and 4 have 7 each.
Subscribers to plans that are administered by
contract hospitals have no choice of hospitals, except
for occasional provisions for emergency care. In a
few instances, subscribers may be treated at other
hospitals in cases ofemergency; and when this occurs,
hospital care is limited only to the period of emergency, and the patient must transfer to the contract
hospital as soon as possible. The contract hospital
reimburses the other hospital for the services that
have been rendered to its subscriber patient
A few contracts are made by the employees'
representative with a group of hospitals characterized, for purposes of the contract, as an association.
Such contracts permit the patient to select any one
of the two or three hospitals in the association. In
practice, however, the choice is not as extensive as

the contract may indicate, for the hospitals of the
association may be widely separated by distance,
and the subscriber ordinarily will select the one
nearest his home. Such plans have been devised
primarily to serve a mining company having two or
more mines, which is offering a single plan for the
employees at all of its mines.
Admittance to contract hospitals is predicated
usually upon certification by the company doctor or
the doctor who serves the patient under a prepayment plan for general medical services. However,
admittance is not generally granted until a representative of the hospital staff evaluates the patient's need
for hospitalization.
Contracts that are administered by hospitals are,
in general, vaguely worded. They contain, for
example, such terms as "reasonable medical care,"
and subscribers have an indefinite concept of the
services to which they are entitled. Interpretations
of the contract are left to hospital authorities; consequently, misunderstandings, complaints, and griev.ances are reported to be common, and clarifications
are left to the owners of the hospital and the hospital
committees at the mines.
Most of the contract hospitals, however, specify
in their agreements that the services of the hospital
staffs are among the benefits to subscribers. In a
few instances the participants in a plan are assigned
to certain members of the staff so that each subscriber is consequently limited to the services of one
staff physician. A few other hospitals, however,
not only provide the services of any or al of its staff
members without extra charge but also permit the
patient to employ, at his own expense, any physician
or surgeon of his own choosing, provided the doctor
he selects has the approval of the hospital. A few
hospitals also will furnish the services of specialists,
such as eye-ear-noseasd-throat specialists or radiologists. A number of the hospitals, particularly
those in the coal fields in and around southern West
Virginia, have "dclosed"staffs; that is, they do not
extend the privilege of hospital practice to doctors
other than those on their regular limited staffs.
Virtually all of the contract hospital plans exclude
complete obstetrical care of normal cases, butsomen
of th plans provide uch s-vieaat red•ced charges.
Reductions may be in the form of attention by staff
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Obstetrical cases will be taken and cared for, for the flat rate
of $45, which will include 5 day in the hospital.
There ill be no extra charge for laborcases which aresent in
by physicians with a note stating that delivery in the home is
consideredunsafe; if a patient of this kind comesto the hospital
Snherownaccordmriaunabletoscretheervicsofaphysician
in the home, a charge of $35 for professionalservices plus a prifee of2 per day will bemade.
n
vat

for a peiod not to oend 90 daya; if he is hnncilly unhale to
make this regular payment of the dousto the hospital as prsvidedhereunder,the Corporation will chargt the same to him
he repad when he returns o work. If such sickness and
disability at the nepirationof said 90 days is determined as permanent, he shall not be entitled to further treatment under the
terms of this contract. If siknss and disability, however, is
diagnosed as tmporary, but beyond the period of said 90 days,
the employee upon payment of the regularmonthly dues to the
hospital through the Corporation but not as an overdraft on the
payrolls, shall continue to be entitled to hospitaliation srvices
as providedin this contract. If the disability of the employee
is the result of an accident in the courseof his employment by
the company, for which he is receiving compensation, such employe shall be entitled to hospitaliation for himelf and family
provided he shall make payment as specifed, of the regular
monthly dues hereunder, the employee shall continue to be
entitled to all rights under this contract during the period in
which such compensation shall be paid. If during either of the
periods above mentioned the employee shall enter the service
of any other employer, his rights under this contract shal
cease

The contract hospital plans usually do not permit
Ssabscribers to continue as participants after their
employment has terminated. Nearly all of them
extend the benefits of the plan to the subscriber
and his dependents when the subscriber is temporarily unemployed owing to shut-down of the mine,
provided that he agrees, upon his return to work,
to pay in full the premiums which are in arrears,
Characteristic of this feature is a provision in one
contract which states that:

The majority of hospital-administered contracts
contain a clause permitting cancellation of the contract by either party upon 30 days' notice. In
actual practice, however, contracts usually are continued from year to year, according to the information obtained by the Medical Survey teams. Modifications in the contracts are constantly made, sometimes as a result of the desire of the union or other
agency representing the subscribers to increase the
number of benefits, and at other times as a result of

physicians without charge (with regular charges for
hotpial services) or of reduca d fes for the doctor's
ccom
for
c
s
attetion
full charge
accmmdaa nf th charges for
ions). One contract specifies that;
inthehosThe doctr caring fr obsttrical case, * *
pital, be paid thirty-five dollars ($35) by the patient for each
cac; further any subscriberwho lects to have obsttrical sric i the hospital, whenhospitaliation is not necessaryfor that
particular case, shall be allowed a 25 percent discount on the
hospital chargesusually made on other patients.
EF erpts from some other contracts, relating o
obstetric,

are as follows;

In the eent of a hutdown by the compiy due to buines

the hospital's request for increases in subscription

in ctfct for thirty days,it being understood andobligatory
Smain
that when operations are rsumned,there shall be a retreactive
heak-offto make up for the pay dayslost.

Although the subscription rates specified in the
contracts have varied little from term to term and
from one mine to another, a few of the contracts,

It is not common, however, for contracts to permit a subscriber's benefits to continue when he is
absent from his employment owing to illnes or disability, unless his absence is for a relatively short
|prio, uually no more than,30 days. Some conthis period. An outstanding example
I
trac extend
of such a provision is the following, quoted from a
hospital ontract in effect in Alabama:

based upon actuarial experience or a cost-accounting
system, allow for marked variations in rates. For
example, one nonprofit hospital in West Virginia
maintained a careful record of the hospitalization

thecontractshallreor to laborproblems,
lay-o.fs
p hAlems,

a

SIts.
l fAl-h ndpam suf
id• employeie
pornrily bo fhiidotr
f (_ hi, -y . .fa~
n i hia~lie aad p
hisenploy_
ch ed hismwsae to rk,ehe ill beeraiad on
ase t
tshpaFallaofth opnCoratiot hteetentuofhiduhcsaereader,
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rates or in total amounts deducted fromwages.

xpcerince ofeach mine with which it had a contract.
If the experience with the subscribers on the list
from any one mine showed that the total expenses
of the hospital exceeded the income from that group
over a given period of time, the hospital notified the
subscribers' representatives that it desired to negotiate a new contract at higher rates. These higher
rates were based on the past experience with the
individual groups of subscribers. Ten percent of

each subscription rate was added to the subscribers'
costs in order to allow for a reserve with which to
meet emergencies and fluctuating operating costs,
Thus, this one hospital had a number of contracts
with various groups, none of which paid the same
subscription rates. At one mine, for example, the
charge to participants was $2.80 a month per subscriber, while -at another mine the charge was $4.80.
If experience showed that the income from a particular group was larger than its costs, the hospital
notified the contracting party of a decrease in rates,

Nonprofit Associations
In the prosecution of the Survey, 26 hospitalization plans were found in which the funds raised
by subscription were administered by nonprofit
organizations. Such plans were noted most frequently in Area I, principally in Pennsylvania.
Nonprofit organizations are associations incorporated
under the laws of the several States in which they
operate and are directed by boards of trusteesusually community leaders-who serve without pay.
These nonprofit corporations enter into contracts
with a large number of hospitals in the State or in
the area they serve in order to provide as broad a
scope of hospital services as possible. Inasmuch as
there is no profit motive in such corporations, the
plans offered by these groups generally stress the
quality of medical care, the comprehensiveness of
hospital services, and a wide choice of institutions,
rather than low subscription rates. Nevertheless,
the charges to participants in the nonprofit plans
found in the Survey were observed to be slightly lower,
on the average, than those of other hospitalization
plans available at coal mines,
The plans established by nonprofit organizations
are not limited to mining groups or to any other
industrial groups. Rather, they are offered to all
groups or industrial establishments. A plan, however, must originally be subscribed to by at least a
majority-oftener 75 percent-of the employees of
any one mine, plant or establishment. As soon as
pledges ate received from the required numbers of
subscribers at each mine, a subscription rate is
determined, and arrangemente are made with the
employer to deduct the premium from wages and

remit the funds so obtained to the association. Then
each subscriber is issued an individual contract
form which clearly specifies the benefits and exclsions of the plan. Upon signing the forms, each
subseriber becomes a party to the contract with the
association, authorizing the association to receive
the amounts deducted from his wages.
Subscrihers to plans administered by nonprofit
associations may select any hospital with which the
organization has a contract, which usually comprises
a sufficient number to give him a wide latitude of
choice. Although the usual contract specifies a
"member" hospital, recent legal rulings indicate
that, in some States at least, the subscriber may go
to any hospital he chooses and be assured that the
for services to which
association will pay the bills
he is entitled under the terms of his contract.
A subscriber or his dependents may gain admittance to the hospital of his choice upon recommendation of his attending physician, provided that his
physician is a member of the hospital staff or has
the privilege of practicing in that particular hospital.
If the attending physician is not a member of the
medical staff of a hospital and is not acceptable
to the hospital that the subscriber or his dependent
has selected, the patient then may obtain another
physician so qualified, whom his own physician
may care to recommend. Member hospitals are
not permitted to choose a physician for the patient.
An analysis of several contracts administered by
nonprofit organizations indicates that they are more
specific in stating the benefits obtainable by participants than are other plans. Although they enumerate the principal exclusions, they fail to mention
alarge numberofthe hospitalservicesthat frequently
are required by patients.
Services and materials usually included as benefits
under the plan armbed (ward or semiprivate,depending upon the subscription rate), board, and nursing
service, laboratory. X-ray, and use of operating
room; dressings, routine medications, and plaster
casts. In about half of the contracts studied, the
use of a delivery room was available without etraa
charge to patients. In a majority of the contracta,
patients were required to pay the regular fdes for
"unusual" medicatios such an seta, vaccines and
blood transfusions, and for X-ray therapy, phyasio.
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Miner's wife in private room of hospital Prepayment plans usuallv provide only for ward room, but in some
plans private rooms are obtainable at extra cost.
therapy, anesthesia, and unusual X-ray examinations.
A characteristic of many of the plans offered by
nonprofit associations is evidenced by the benefits
relaing to maternty case.
Abot half of the plan
studied include complete hospitalization services to
wives of subscribers for normal and abnormal
obstetrics, namely, bed, board, nursing care, medications, bandages, use of delivery room, and nursery
care of the newborn infant. Other plans provide
hospital services and medications to the wives of
participants at a discount. The obstetrician's fee
must be paid by the subscriber. Typical of the
provisions relating to obstetrical care are the following quotations from two subscribers' contracts:
Hospital service for the care of obstetrical or maternity cases
shall include any condition resulting from pregnancy, compli
or accidents of pregnancy, the care of the mother and

eations
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the ordinary nursery careof the newhorn child during the dura
m
o n f the hospital stay of the mother and shall be ooaiable
o.lI to a maree d sobsriberenrolled oide the family sahboripHosptalization shall not he available during the firsr
twelve (12) months from the effective date of the family sob-

scription agreement.

b. Hospitalization shall be limited oýnot more than ten (10)
days in any one contract year, but this limitation shall not apply
.ections.
ctopc pregnanie, or cesarian
the
nto
it
,aeof oral
ehndehpita"!
regular hospital charges, provided the subscribers certificate
has been in force for a period of 240 days. In case of abnormal
obstetriec a member will be furnishedhospital service.
All of the nonprofit plans require a waiting period
by subscribers before they become entitled to benefits
other than hospitalization for injuries. For illness,
this waiting period usually is about 15 days after the

first premium is paid, although since so many of the
nonprofit plans grant hospitalization without additional charge, or at reduced rates, for maternity
cases, they are more specific with regard to waiting
periods than contracts written under other plans.
The waiting period for obstetrics ranges from 8 to 12
months, most contracts requiring a subscriber to wait
10 months before he is entitled to this benefit. In
other respects, the waiting periods do not differ from
those written into other contracts-generally no
waiting period for injuries, about 2 weeks for illness,
and from 3 to 6 months for a tonsillectomy. The
amount of service the hospital will render-that is,
the number of admissions a subscriber is entitled to
and the length of time he may stay in the hospitalunder the nonprofit plans does not differ from that
under other plans,
An outstanding characteristic of the plans administered by nonprofit associations is the provision
that the participant does not cease to be a subscriber to the plans upon termination of employment,
as he is permitted to designate another employer as
a remitting agent, or to assume the responsibility of
remitting monthly premiums himself. Another provision observed in a fewcontracts permits the family
members, in the case of the death of the subscriber,
to receive continued benefits, provided they continue payments for the remainder of the contract
year, and they may renew the subscription for the
family group.
Although nearly all contracts written by nonprofit
associations with individual subscribers are for a 12month period, they provide that the contracts may
be canceled by either party on 30 days' notice, and
some of them state that the association may change
the subscription rates upon 30 days' notice to subscribers. No grievance procedure is specified or indicated in any of the plans operated by nonprofit
associations.
Of the 26 plans financially administered by nonprofit associations, 17 were Blue Cross plans established by hospital service organizations whose activities are coordinated by the Blue Cross Commission
of the American Hospital Association. Blue Cross
plans are in operation in all of the bitaminous-coalmining States, except Arkansas. Their major enrollment is from towns and cities, batn some States,

' ' .*

especially where the plans have received the support
of farmers' organizations, large enrollments have
been received from rural areas. According to Blue
Cross officials, coal-mine employees have been attracted to the Blue Cross plans predominantly in
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois. Of the 17 Blue
Cross plans observed in the Survey, 13 were in
Pennsylvania, 2 in Illinois, and 2 in Colorado. The
Blue Cross organizations in each State carry on intensive promotional campaigns.
Of the remaining nonprofit plans, one was administered by a medical service organization sponsored by a State medical society and was markedly
similar to the Blue Cross. Another was admoinistered by a commission composed of elected representatives from the mining group and other residents
of the community which paid hospital bills to the
limit of $100 in any one year and physicians' medical
care bills to the limit of $50 in any year for service
rendered in hospitals. Still another plan was administered by a legally established hospital commission composed of elected representatives chosen
from employees and officials of local mines, who paid
for hospital and medical care of the employees from
funds raised by voluntary pay-roll deductions. This
commission establishes clinics and contracts for
physicians on a salary basis; hospital service is rendered in a State hospital, and payment is made on a
fee-for-service basis.
Mutual Benefit Associations
Six plans were administered by mutual benefit
associations.
Although there is no unanimity in the plans offered
by mutual benefit associations, there are certain
similar characteristics in the organizations themselves. First, they are comprised principally of emaployees, organized through the initiative of local
union leadership; second, their officers are elected by
the members for specific terms of service; third, they
extend their benefits beyond the expiration of employment of the members; fourth, they generally
accept membership from other mines and indusatral
establishments; fifth, they extend bhenfits beyond
medical care and hospitalization to inelade csalh indemnities for such p-poe as bhrial epý,osen,
1
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and disabilities resulting fromaccidents,
einjrs,
ids nuportofsurviors incasc of death; and finally,
t i ttept tomaintain financial flexibility through
authority to changethe amounts of the dues and to
levy assessents o their members.
tThe beneit associations observed in the
musal
appered to be encountering several handiSurveiy
caps, among which were increasing costs of hospitalSSation whicch heiened to decrease financial reservs. Smallmembershipsimposedrestrictions and
detracted frm the financial soundness of the plans.
Some of the associations-less than half of the
aeral hoservedin the Survey-attempt to provide
riepai4 medical services as well as hospitalization
for their members and dependents. Where there
was a contract physician at the mine, the association
onfined itself to providing hospitalization benefits.
SWher the association arranged for general medical
services members were permitted a free choice of
p sicians from a panel of doctors previously establised. One mutual benefit association, which has
certain features in common with others, may be
decribed aifollows:
assrciaion isdependentuponemployment
Manbership in the
fo memberathrieminesoftheminingciorption. Application
ship, acoiopaied by a medicaleamination report,mustbe
ppohed by te board of director

Associate membership is

etanded to dpeinde•s of maried or single mmen.These
mabers mst have een slely depdent ponthe
ace

member for 6 months before receipt of benefits extended. A
ngitien fee of $5 is reqired, and followingregistaion .
priod of I month must pass before the member is
tinSg
igibl for benefits. Monthly due are established at $5 per
month for m iedmen and 53per month for singlemen. Pyociation is accomplished by py-roll
ment of the d
o the
dednction. The arrngements aremade by contract between
and the association. Within this con.
porasetion
the minng
The
the payrolldedurtion.
rmbrs authorize
: the
heapileatin feature of this benei association are established
by us agrmmat betweenthe association and the hospital orthat render services. The association
pa tia or
tl with whih it hasan agreement, 3 per day
pas to the
b 1 st rdfa haoptrisd on ofitsmu bed
fTa ac i ma of

coteporaions

1

tiacs of dth bastd of direson.
er ho
di
thpil
payS'e
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ti m ill aslas
ofemesgncy

ine or injury.
The asociation provides, in cases of fracture or
uspected fracture, coverage of one-half of the X-ray
fees up to a maximum of $25.-The
examination
1
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association will further assume a maximu liability
of $5 per month for expenses incurred in the use of
laboratory services. It, therefore, follows that the
maximum hospital coverage afforded for 15days atS3
a day, maximum X-ray coverage at $25, and maximum laboratory coverage at $5 amounts to a total
of $75 for 15 days hospitalization. This represents,
at the present average per diem cost of hospitalization and present fee schedules of X-ray and laboratory services, only a portion of the total cost of
hospital care, leaving a balance to be paid by the
subscriber.
The association plan includes provisions for medical and surgical care. A fee schedule is established
for the services of a panel of 15physicians. Services
rendered by these physicians for members are charged
against the association fund at the established fee
schedule. This plan excludes services in the treatment of venereal diseases, insanity, pulmonary tuberculosis, maternity cases, contagious diseases, and
injuries or illness as a result of alcoholism, and
administration of blood transfusions. There are
other exclusions in diagnostic services and therapyvaccines, sera, X-ray therapy, radium therapy, orthopedic appliances, and basal metabolic examinations.
There are a number of administrative controls.
The member is hospitalized at the recommendation

of his attending doctor.

In questions regarding

e ass
ain
terminationof hospitalization, the association assumes no liability for continued hospitalization after
his attending physician considers the member to be
ready for discharge. It is specifically stated, however, that "the association reserves the right to
have its appointed physician inspect and examine
statement as to the condition of
the patient and his statementas to the condition of
the patient shall govern the question of discharge."

Union-Administered Plans
Among the observed plans, 16 were financially
administered by local mine unions or groups of local
unions. Such plans were found in all areas but predominantly in the far West. All provide for neces-

sary surgical treatment as well as hospitalization,
and some are combination plans that also provide
general medical services. Because of the limited
hospital facilities in most of the places where these

plins were observed to e in cffect, participants vi tally had no choice in selecting hospitals. Arragementsby the agencies-union committe-were
made with more than one hospital, if two or more
were available. In two coal-mining communities,
however, the unions had opened and operated conmmunity hospitals, and subscribers were entitled to
benefits at these hospitals only
At one mine where the employees participate in a
union-administered plan for hospitalization, a separate plan is administered by the local union for prepaid dental care, to which about 40 percent of the
members subscribe at a rate of 35 cents a month; the
charge includes dental services to the subscribers
and their families, but materials must be paid for
additionally.
Union-administered plans are no more specific in
their provisions regarding benefits to subscribers than
are other plans. Fiveof the 16 union plans, however,
hospital medical service for normal as well as
include
complicated obstetrics or make provisions for furnishing hospitalization for obstetrical care at reduced
rates. Eleven of the plans provide for free X-ray
examinations, but none provides for X-ray therapy.
One of the two plans administered in conjunction
with a union-owned hospital has been in operation
since 1915 and, while not typical of union-administered plans, is noteworthy because of its relatively
long experience. This plan is operated as a medical
and relief association by 9 local unions, 6 of which
are co-owners and 3 of which are associates. Other
local unions may join the association, whose main
purpose is to Provide surgical and hospital treatment
for members and their families. The upper limit on
membership is 8,000; and enrollment at the time of
the Survey was reported to be about 6,000. For a
local union to become a co-owner, an initiation fee
of $22.50 per union member is required; and to become an associate an initiation fee of $2.50 per
member is required. Thereafter, subscription rates
to members are $1.25 a month, whether the member
is married or single. With the approval of the local
unions, officers of the association may reduce monthly
dues, or levy assessments. Dues are not paid
directly to the association but to the local unions,
which in turn transmit the collected funds to the
association each month.

the a
Loc unions cannot withdraw f
tion except with the consent of e other local
constiting the association. Loc.al mio
m
nions
that have withdrawn and which desire to be reinstated are required to pay an initiation fec of
2.50 per subcriber, in addition to making up al
dues and assessments that woul have been, paid
during the period of withdrawal. Renstated local
unions are not eligible for service until 6 month
have lapsed after reinstatement.
Members who have reached old age and who hart
been in good standing in the union for 2 years previous to retirement and members who have become
permanently disabled are exempt from paying dues.
Members who are unable to work because of illness
continue to receive the benefits of the plan and are
excused from paying back dues after their return to
work. The association will not pay the bills for
own
treatment of members at places other than its
hospital or by physicians other than members of its
own staff.
The 100-bed hospital owned by the association
described above was destroyed by fire in Februry
1946, and during the period of the Survey activities
were conducted in temporary quarters accommodating 25 to 30 beds. The hospital staff is headed
by a chief surgeon and assistant surgeon, employed
by the association on a salary basis.
Procedures have been established by the association for settling grievances and disputes over admission. Such matters are first directed to the
hospital manager for adjustment. Should adjustment fail, the grievance is then referred to the hoard
of directors for adjudication. With respect to
determination of the need for hospitalization when
subscribers disagree with the judgment of the chief
surgeon of the hospital, the member may obtain the
judgment of two outside physicians who are subject
to the approval of the board of directors. In
addition, with respect to hospitalization of chronic
cases, the attending physician is required to consult
with the hospital's surgeon and administrator.
These stipulations provide a reasonable judgment as
to the necessity of hospitalization and in times of
chronic illness provide a reasonable answer as to the
availability of accommodations for care.
The following provisions, from the bylaws of the
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Sasction, relate to arangements with members of
he inedical profession:
SThe Chief Soge

shuallhave full charge of the Hospital and

among the subscribers' benefits.

Only one of the

rv itis vario departments,subjectto the approvalof a
Strityof the Boardof Directors.
The Dctors of theAssociation
shallnot be allowedto leave
1 n1spilb nt yrsisithfthe eBo
oardifManagers and

plans, however, will permit maternity cases to be
hospitalized without extra fees; two extend hospitalization
as a benefit; and the remainder accept subc
rs
s ribe ' wives for maternity care at reduced rates.

Doct-o that is not abl te reached, according to cont
trac and Bylaws shall pay the actual cost of outside Doctor

Obstetricians' services in maternity cases are provided at reduced rates in accordance with the plans

that attends case.

at five mines.

The Dotors shall se every precaution as to what consttutes
XL y ease and if mt her duemds a picture after the
do,
hwe denmed it -noacy, the qustion shall be
csrredtothe management. Mnembers
wishing X-ray pictures
;..tk 1,foreompensation board shall begiven every consider.
on ingettingsame.
The Management shall se that no outside docto perform
ny operation on any membe of this Asociation uneles doctor
is pfake by member
The Assistant Surgeon shall bea certified eye, ear, nose, and
thoat specialist and shall be a qualified X-ray operator and
qualified to appear before Compensation Board as an eye

under these plans for five mines.
Four companies, which operate six of the mines
visited, maintain their own hospitals, with salaried

Dental care is given free at hospitals

physicians and surgeons and with out-patient de-

partments that render general medical care at the
hospitals. All of these hospitals are open to the
general public; but only one, which is located in an
isolated area, will permit persons not employed by
the coal mine owners to participate in the hospitalization plans.

The monthly rates to subscribers

specialist

who are entitled to the privileges of these company-

ThehiefSurgn' salaryshall not bemr than Six Hundred
(
) Dlanlamonth, ithafift-fifty split feeonoutsidcases.
Split fee not to be paid until it has been collected from the

owned hospitals range from $1 to $2.50, and the
average is $2 for married men with dependents; the
same rates

-same

rates apply to single men participating in all

The Assistant Sugeon's salary shall not be more than Four
Hanlred (S400) Dollars a month with a fifytyfifty split fee on
onade cases. Split fe not to be paid until it has been collected

but one of these plans, where the charge is $0.75
a month.
The three companies, one a large producer and the

by aa majority
inatedby
S can
Dateeu's ctmtets
zao be
be terminated
majority vote
vote off
he affiliated Lal Unions, after a Thirty (30) day notice has
been posted at the Pit Head.

their hospitals, have arranged with local hospitals to
care for subscribers. The monthly subscription

JEmplver-Administered

Plans

Hospitalization plans directed by mining companies who administer the funds accumulated through
deductions from the wages of their employees,
were observed at nine mines three in Pennsylvania,
two inAlabaa, and one each in Kentucky, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Utah.
Four of these mines are captive operations, owned
y, or affliated with, three companies; three of the
mines ae owned by two large commercial coal compiýe; and the other two are owned by relatively
small producers.
One of the salient characteristics of these compay-ad4finistered plans is the fact that all but one
proide, in addition to hospitalization,surgical treat"'.''"*

ment without extra cost; and seven of the nine include
the services of specialists and X-ray examinations

:

others relatively small operators, which do not own
rate to one plan which includes general medical care
as well as hospitalization, is $4 for single men and
$5.50 for married men with dependents. The rates
at the two other mines for hospitalization only, are
$1.25 and $1.50, single men and married men paying
the same amounts. The large mine with the combination plan has only a small number of subscribers
(about 20 percent of its employees), inasmuch as
the employees, having become dissatisfied with the
company plan, set up a separate plan that is administered by a local physician who directs a hospital.
Physician-AdministeredPlans
Ten of the prepayment plans for hospitalization
were observed to be administered by physicians.
Nine were in operation at mines in the Appalachian

Miner having teeth examined in company hospital. On/v a terv few prepaymentplans provide for this serice.
areas; the tenth was in effect in Utah. These do
not differ materially from the hospital-administered
plans. In general, they are similar in their provisions, the physician acting merely as agent for the
subscribers. In nearly all instances the physicians
administering these plans own the hospital with
which contracts for hospitalization of subscribers has
been effectuated or are members of the hospital
staffs,

tered by a commission composed of representatives
of a hospital, and of the management and employees
of coal companies. This plan was the outgrowth of
one originally devised by the hospital to care for
indigent patients and persons with low incomes.
As now constituted, it is administered by a committee
composed of one member selected from among the
directors of the hospital, one member selected by the
mine operators in the area, and the third member
selected by the mine workers. The committee serves

Hospital-Operator-UnionAdministered Plans

without salary.
The amount of $0.75 per month per subscriber,
which is derived by pay-roll deduction, is divided in

Only one of all the plans coming within the purview of the Survey teams was found to be adminis-

the following way: $0.50 is set aside for the hospital,
and $0.25 is turned over to the hospital committee,
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which is specifically directed to furnish a monthly
statement of disbursements. The plan permits
increases in subscription rates should the necessity
arise.
The funds which are disbursed by the committee
are used for these purposes:

mittee. This arbitration committee has access to
the records of the hospital and to the minutes of
the hospital staff meetings, and it may call upon the
employee's hospital committee for assistance.
This plan is unique in the experience of this survey
because of the relationship existing among em-

SA amount nt eeeding $13000 per yearis paid to active
tf memer of the hspital aaa retainerfor service. The
-onmaittee
is empowered
to increase or decrease the amount of
retainers The retaisers paid to the various staff members
areas follows: To the surgical staff members,$1,200; to the medicalstaffmembers,$1,000;and to specialstaff membersdefined
eye, ear,
.s nose, and throat physicians, $600 per year. Theseiun
upon a subscripti of 6,00 members
predic
rai er e ere
id are decreasedproportionately if the aggregate of subscribers
isreduced.
2. The committee pays for an administrative clerk who is
responsibiefor maintaining records reating to expenditures and
determiningdependency status or eligibilityof patients, andwho
ovres for liaison between the subscription patients and the hospital
3. The committee purchases the various types of drugs not
eustomarily furnished by the hospital when prescribed by the
attendirg physiciansfor the treatment of subscription patients.
This includes special era, vaccines, anesthetics, drugs, and
special bandages.
4. The committee pays for services rendered in the hospital

ployee, employer, and the hospital. Further, it is
noteworthy with respect to arbitration procedures.

such

byexisting
dentisratat the .h .

tr

The services rendered by this hospitalization plan
include ward bed, board, nursing services, services
of specialists, treatment of nonindustrial injuries,
X-ray examinations for diagnostic purposes, laboratory service, and medication,
In consideration of the retainers received by the
respective members of the staff, medical, surgical,
and obstetrical treatment is provided to subscribers
and dependents while they are patients in the hospitaL The service is extended to hospital-ward and
private-room patients alike and to so-called outpatients. Also it includes the services' of the physician's associates and assistants without further
payment. Service for subscription cases is provided
on a rotation basis among the respective members of
the active staff, and each patient is privileged to select
any other staff doctor of his choice for consultation
with the attending physician,
Misunderstandings of patients are settled by an
arbitration committee of three persons, representing
the hospital board, the staff, and the hospital cornt52

Indemnity Plans
Fourteen plans, or 7 percent of the plans studied,
were essentially indemnity-type group insurance
carried with commercial insurance companies. These
plans which were primarily in use at mines in the
Midwest and in the northern Appalachians, provide
cash benefits directly to the subscribers, or to
assignees of the subscribers, in case of illness, injury,
a
or other catastrophes. They do not differ from the
insurance that individuals can obtain from commercial companies except that the subscribers at the
mines pay lower premiums because of mass or group
subscription.
These plans usually reimburse the beneficiaries,
in part for minimum expenses of hospitalization,
particularly in cases involving surgery. The benefits
of this character are usually based upon a per diem
rate-for example, a maximum rate of $21 per week
or $3 per day. There are variations in the extent
of scheduled coverage provided. For example, the
range in payments toward meeting the surgeons'
fees may vary from $25 to $75. Fees for operating
room, anesthesia, X-ray and laboratory services may
likewise be included.
Hospitalization plans of this same type may
provide additional cash benefits to the subscriber
and to the dependent in cases of sickness or injury.
One particular insurance plan furnished funds for
hospital care, including nursing services, to the
extent of $21 per week for 4 weeks, plus a coverage
to defray surgical expenses and surgeon's fees to the
extent of $15 and fees for operating room and anesthesia to the extent of $5 each, for a monthly premium of approximately $1.18.
An additional sickness
benefit covering total disability due to sickness or
disease may, following a waiting period of 7 days,
be provided, which furnishes an indemnity of $30

a month for a maximum of 26 weeks. This is
obtainable for a monthly premium of about $0.71.
The indemnity seldom is large enough to provide a
complete payment of the necessary services demanded in case of illness. However, insurance plans
am available which provide for any feature or all
features of hospitalization at varying, levels of
indemnity to the subscriber, including a complete
coverage. Obviously, the greater the indemnity
desired, the greater is the monthly premium.
This type of insurance plan, which is characteristically term insurance, depends entirely upon
continued employment. All that remains upon
termination of employment is the right of the
subscriber to convert the term life insurance feature
that usually accompanies the hospitalization plan
into a straight life insurance.

currently to people in the coal fields and are related
directly to the prevailing lack of professional personnel in many sections of the country, particularly
in rural areas. The subject of costs, likewise, has
been a Nation-wide problem, rather than one pertamning only to the coal-mining industry.
Among the specific criticisms expressed to the
Survey teams are the following:
1. By physicians. Lack of cooperation between
certain physicians practicing in coal-mining communities and the staffs of the hospitals serving the
same communities. Some camp physicians have
stated that hospitals refuse patients who have been
referred to them; some hospitals have stated that
camp physicians send patients to them without adequate diagnostic study, placing an unnecessary burden on their staffs.
2. By hospitals. Some mining companies are not

Attitudes Toward Prepaid

turning over all of the funds collected by them from

Hospitali'zation

employees participating in hospitalization plans ad-

The principle of prepayment for hospitalization,
with the costs distributed widely in order to minimize the economic hazards to individuals in case of
illness or injury, is generally acceptable in the
bituminous-coal-mining industry, according to the
views expressed by miners, union officials, operators,
and doctors. The tradition of prepayment for
general medical services, surgical services, and
hospitalization is bolstered by a continuing belief
that the system is just, economical, and practicable
and that it renders a particularly valuable service to
persons with low income. Further, professional and

ministered by the hospitals. Hospitals are financially embarrassed by failure of prepayment plans
to provide enough forlds to meet increasing costs;

lay persons associated with the industry believe that
the prepayment system has made it possible to pro
vide medical services and facilities in many mining
districts throughout the country that otherwise might
have been deprived of such benefits.
Nevertheless, much criticism has been expressed
to the Survey teams with respect to the actual operations of the system in particular places. Predomi-

nantly, these are complaints that there are an insufficient number of physicians, an insufficient number of hospitals, and a lack of nursing personnel and
that the costs to patients are not closely related to
the actual costs of medical care. Such complaints,
however, are voiced generally; they are not confined

.

j!

i
Miner's daughter with fractured leg being treated
in hospital Dependents of subscribers are entitled
to benefits of hospitalization under nearly all pIans.
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plans at not sufficiently lexible to permit necessary
adjustcet in subscrihe' rates and increases in
chatges for spectal services. Also, too many mndivaidals seek hospital services unnecessarily.
3. By ed-mrning companies that own hospitals,
Pay-oil deductions from miners' wages and other
feun do notpay all of the costs of operating the hospisals, and thedeficits have to be made up by the
companies.

4. By unions. Coal companies are using the funds
derived from prepayment wage deductions to defray
the costs of caring for industrial injuries.
5. By miners. Subscribers have serious difficulty
in gaining admittance to hospitals. Hospitals give
preference to patients who pay on a fee-for-service
basis over patients who are subscribers to prepayment hospitalization plans. Subscribers rarely have
any choice as to the hospital or the attending surgeon.

DISCUSSION
A reviewofthemethodsemployedinthebitummiouscoa-minaing industry for providing medical care and
hospicalhzationforminersandtheirdependentsreveals
that the prepayment principle iswidely prevalent and
welestahlished. Two-thirds of themines surveyed,
more than three-fourths ofthe miners, rely
employing
on such prepayment plans. Inasmuch as the Survey
covered a portion of only those mines that produce
more than 50,000 tons of coal annually, it is not
known how many of all the 7,000 to 9,000 mines in
this country have prepayment plans. Nevertheless,
theprepayment system, under which persons pay for
part of their medical care in advance by means of
deductions from their wages, is not only widespread
in that portion of the industry which employs the
majoraiy of theworkers but has been utilized so
large
long that its existence is now firmly established,
Prepaymeit plans for hospitalization are utilized
S
to a Wightly greater extent than similar plans for
generalmedical services. However, at a majority of
is i effect,
the.smne where the prepayment system
plan for both hosptairzation and general medical
serneaESre-oatied. One-ofthesingular characteristies of the prepayment plans is the fact that they are
limited to benefits for employes (and their dependts) f thleiidustryandof singlemines. Exceptions
occur only wth respect to a few hospitalizarion
plans sponsored and financially administered by
organizations divorced from the coal industry and
open to participation by persons in all vocations,
Classified n tacs of the individual, agency, or
organization handli• and administering the funds
accumulated through wage deductions, different types
e come owithinthe.purvinewofthe Survey,
opla s
all ditering from each other in one or more respects.
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These types are those administered by hospitals,
principally privately owned hospitals; nonprofit associations, such as the Blue Cross hospital-service
organizations and mutual benefit associations; local
miners' unions or groups of unions; coal-mining companies; commissions, composed of representatives of
unions, employers, and hospitals; and commercial
insurance companies.
Although the lack of uniformity in the various
hospitalization plans is striking, certain distinctive
features are common to all. One common characteristic is their ambiguity, that is, the plans are effectuated by means of contracts the wording of which is
so vague that subscribers have no clear understanding of the services and benefits to which they are
entitled. Nor, with the exception of some of the
nonprofit plans, is any descriptive literature made
available to subscribers to acquaint them with the
scope and nature of their privileges.
From careful analysis of a representative number
of contracts, including samples of each type of plan,
it has not been possible to determine whether or not
participants in the plans have available to them,
and regular fees, many
without cash payment of full
of the services and materials commonly necessary for
treating serious illnesses. In practice, reliance is
placed on so-called understandings and common
agreements. A number of the contracts contain a
phrase that consists of a promise to "render reasonable medical and surgical care" within the hospital,
such phrasing nearly always accompanied by a list
specifying a few services available to participants
and another list of exclusions that is incomplete and
confusing to the participant.
It is reasonable to espect that hospitalization plans

in use in the industry should be specific in defi-ing
the benefits available to subscribers, Bed, board,
and ordinary nursing care represent the common
denominator of services in all contracts; but subscribers should be fully advised as to whether they
are entitled to other services and privileges, such as
X-ray examinations, labtoror examinations, medications and dressings, biologicals, anesthesia, X-ray
and radium therapy, and use of operating rooms and
delivery roms, which ordinarily are not mentioned.
If any of these are not included as full benefits, the
contract should state clearo y whether or not subsribers may have them at reduced fees, and exactly
to what extent the charges would be lowered. Frequently specified as exclusions in the plans are treatment and hospitalization for contagious diseases, venereal diseases, normal obstetrics, alcoholism, mental
disease, and tuberculosis; but cases ofchronic disease,
which in practice are usually excluded, are not mentioned, and no provisions are set up for diagnosing
or treating acute attacks of "chronic," degenerative,
and incurable diseases, except on a fee-for-service
basis.
The lack of uniformity in
s he several plans apparently results from numerous factors:
Plans were established in some plae. without rferenc to
those in other ple•s. Thus, eh pl.anw devdoped to meet
theanticrpted need. of . p
ti, goup,a
at pt as
made t devise a plan b d on the neds cmon to all mines
or ge.gtgions ofmns,
Plans wereadpt to fit the lbmitedhospital fa.ilitie. in single
communities or ingle hopita, wiahout provision for etending the eice.s by arrangements with larger, better-equipped
medical institutions in other comuniti.
Competiion among hopitals f coats resulted in an
epanson, in many plcs, of the amonte
of benefts, or, co
vrsdy, in nlimitati. of
iem to meet io.- nbscripn
rates. Tos, to hoepitals in oe
on
amnity may be found
administeringfromn to. d.
or more plat, -e for ech
mine in the vicinity, each pan diffetingfrom the oth-e bhcute
ofeansei
ofthe vrity ofubscr•ption raes and ntnmber
each mine.
InteruptiMan in employment and fuctuations i the miner's
income have had an nfavable influence on financing many
hospitalization plans; thus, each plan ha been adjuted and
modifed to meet local situations with a pesmistic approach.
As far as the Surrey has been able tn determine, a attempt
been made by the indtroy
establish an atuaral basis for
sound plans, ither in large segment of the indetry or as a
whole.
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On the basis of the operation of 197 plans stdied,
certain features of the prepayment system have been
noted that appear to be desirables
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On the other hand, the prepayment system as
conducted in the industry has resulted in certain
undesirable features:
The existing prepaymentny
has g•ie th mir fale
sese of secrity. The best hospitalistion plans observd.
cotbinud with the beat plans obfared for gaeal madical care,
donot prvide ainclusive medical srrice, mnrdo the aggegate
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provision for ah major Ilene is not penibl. Uinfartoa y,
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treat, without extra charges, cases of venereal disease,

alcoholism,

injuries resulting from alcoholism-or,

as some contracts put it, "injuries resulting from
brawls"-or attempted suicide.
Considering the potentialities of contagious disease

in the coal-minig districts, particularly thosewhere
the
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of hospitalserviceandof hospitaland medicalpractice. The

the privy, the garbage dump, and the polluted stream

commanding position attained by a single hospital (such as

are notable landmarks,

the omission of provisions

thepprietary hospitalwitha closedstaff)orby a fewphysicians for hospitalization of contagious disease is patently
through the handling
ofall ornearlyallofthe contractpractice an error.
in a given area, minimizes the profesional opportunities of

hera to enterthe areaon a freecompetitivebais with any
of reasonableincome.Thus the objectivesof proS4
grsaivc medicinesue deneted.

comin certaincoal.mining
pressure
The lackof competitive

Although the average costs for participation in

hospitalization benefits is lower for some types of
plans than for others, there is so much variation in

costs within the types of plans, and there are such

mitries permits substandard ervice to he supplied and dulls
the incetives for improving medical ervice. That good-

wide differences in the benefits and exclusions in the
several types of plans, that cost comparisons become

quality medicala•rice is availablein manysuch placesis a
c
tribte to the integrity of onumeous
individualsin the medial
spa"

meaningless. For example, the plans administered
by employers in company-owned hospitals have the
lowest average rate, yet the services of a surgeon and
medical staff for the employees of at least four of
the mines are not included within the benefits of
this type of plan; extra fees for surgical services
have to be paid, and in one instance even fees for
hospital room and board, albeit at reduced rates.
On the other hand, where the rates are higher, as
in the hospital-administered plans, some surgical
services are included, but normal obstetrics and many
other cases are handled only at extra cost. Also,
there appears to be a geographical factor, for there
are indications that the rates on the service plans
are highest in the West. An extensive study of the
total costs of medical care for miners and their
dependents, and comparison studies of the costs of
the plans in operation, are strongly indicated. Such
studies are essential prerequisites to the establishment of any comprehensive program of medical care
in the coal fields.

Many of the prepaid hospitalization plans, as
executed in the coal industry, contain certain minimum benefits, which are more evident in some types
than in others. A notable attribute of the majority
of the prepayment plans is the provision for the
limited services of a surgeon and medical staff as a
part of the benefits. Inasmuch as the fees for
surgical services in cases of serious illness or injury
constitute a substantial portion of the total cost of
medical care, the inclusion of such a provision in the
hospitalization plans is, of course, desirable. Similarly desirable are provisions for the care of abnormal
obstetri cases requiringsurgical intervention without extra charge; also provisions relating to the
surgical care of complications of contagious disease
are equally meritorious. Another benefit is the
availability-day and night-of medical service;
aso, subscribors have the opportunity of availing
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Despite the many variations that can be found
in a single type of plan, certain major differences
between one type of plan and another are tantamount to advantages or disadvantages to the
participants.
In summary, the plans administered by hospitals
(namely those wherein a hospital teceives the entire
check-off and controls execution of the plan through
a written contract) include certain services essential
to a broad prepayment system for the mining population. Surgical and medical treatment, as well as
hospitalization, are provided as subscribers' benefits
to participants in all but a small percentage of these
plans. Such plans am most common in Area II.
These plans, however, are replete' with exclusions
and are, in general, administered by small hospitals,
most of them proprietary, with limited facilities and
staffs. Subscribers have virtually no choice in selecting hospitals or physicians.
Plans that are financially administered by physiclans have the same virtues and faults, for they are
essentially hospital-administered, with the physician
acting as agent or intermediary.
Plans administered by companies and by local
unions do not differ materially from each other. In
these plans, arrangements are usually made with a
local hospital, and their operation is similar to the
hospital-administered type of plan, except that
greater cause for disputes and grievances is latent
in them. Company-administered plans am suspected by numbers of miners of being utilized to gain
unfair advantages, such as preferences by the hospital
with respect to the treatment of industrial accidents,
one-sided testimony in compensation cases, and
special rates. On the other hand, unions are at
times believed to seek similar alleged advantages,
Both types of plans contain elements of compulsion;
participation in the plans is, or is believed by the
participants to be, a condition of employment or of
union membership in certain coal-mining districts,
Such phrases as "automatically becomes a member
of this (medical and hospital) association upon the
day of employment," are found in company plans;
while "must be a member (of the union) in good
standing" occurs in some union plans. Objectionable
as the element of compulsion may be, some degree of
it may be necessary to assure a sufficient number of

subscribers within a plan that will afford maximum
service coupled with sound financing.
Some large coal-producing companies, especially
captive operations, and a fe local unions operat
teir own hospitals, some of which extend their aenices to the entire community in which they ae
located rather than limiting themselves only to mine
employees and their dependents. Because of the
broad economic base on which the company-owned
hospitals function, they are generally very well
equipped and staffed. In addition to the fndas obtained from large membership in the hospitalitation
plans, drawn from the employee enrollment at not
one but several mines, as well as from other establishments such as coke plants and steel mills, money
to run the hospitals is forthcoming from Management to handle industrial injuries, conduct preemployment examinations, and perform other industrial services. In nearly all instances, Management
has stated that the hospital has operated at a deficit,
which it has been obliged to underwrite. It is
probable, however, that such deficits have been incurred by the expense of treating industrial injuries
rather than by insufficiency of fuondsaccumulated
through wage deductions to meet the cost of treating
beneficiaries of the hospitalization plans. Under
the.supervision of a medical director, the company
hospital in some instances serves as a nucleus of a
system of dispensaries staffed by practitioners,.
There the liaison that exists between the practitioners
at the company mines and the hospital staff encourages professional incentive, provides opportunity
for frequent medical consultations, and thus serves
the best interests of the patients.
However, plans administered in company-owned
hospitals are less generous, in terms of benefits, than
other types of plans. Many of the services am endered at reduced rates rather than without cost.
Company-owned hospitals are understandably in.
dined to provide a greater degree of medical service
to their employees than to the workers' dependents.
Some plans, which include comprehensive benefits
to employees, charged extra fees to dependents for
the same services, although such fees are lower than
those charged the general public. Another undesir1
able feature of company-administered plans is that
participation depends entirely upon continued em157

: plopliyment
with a particular company. When an
employee quits or is dismissed, he and his dependents
atttonatically cease to participate.
The sunion-owned hospitals observed provide a
more general contract, with fewer exclusions than
were obsered in other plans. Emphasis is placed
equrally on surgical and medical treatment, with provision for obstetrical care. Liberal provisions are
siadefor those who, because of temporary illness,
pernermanentdisability, or old age, cannot continue
subncriptimonpayments. If such persons are memb-em,
is good standing of a local union and have previonuslyparticipated in the hospitalizarion plan, continned service is rendered without payment. Furtheamore, services are continued to members even
after they are unemployed owing to labor disputes,
cloning down of mines, or discharge by their employers.
The rapid turn-over in the professional staff at
one union hospital lends support to allegations of
attempts by union officials to dominate or influence
the doctors. Physicians are obtained on a 1-year
contract, which may be terminated by majority
vote of participating unions upon 30 days notice,
Such termination clauses, coupled with the fact that
physicioans and surgeons are subject to the jurisdiction of a hoard of directors made up entirely of union
representatives, seems to make it difficult to attract
and hold top-quality personnel,
It would be desirable if union groups owning and
administering hospitals adopt the principles of
hospital administration advanced by the American
Hospital Association and establish governing boards
for their hospitals. Such hoards would be responsible for formulating policies and appointing
medical staffs according to standards described by
the American College of Surgeons. In this way,
adequate hospital staffs could be maintained by
voluntary participation of local physicians. The
assistance of a medical advisory board developed
from among the staff members would be of great
assistance in developing improved facilities and
servie,.
Although support of the union hospitals is derived
from the membership of the several local unions in
rhlevicinity rather than the employees of one mine
only, the economuicbase on which they operate
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appears to be narrow, and the hospitals depend
partly upon fees from the general public.
Some financial flexibility is afforded in the maintenance of the hospitals by provisions for assessing
participants in the plan to meet emergencies or increased operating costs. Such assessments are levied
only by a majority vote of the local unions having
membership in the hospital association.
The construction of a hospital and its facilities are
likewise very expensive. Estimated averages vary
between $4,500 and $7,000 per bed. There are great
and varied demands in the maintenance involving
considerable expense.
It is rather evident, therefore, that a union or any
other group attempting to construct or maintain a
hospital through its own efforts must, of necessity,
belarge. Very few single units of mining population
are large enough to construct, maintain, and operate
a modern hospital with any degree of adequacy.
Because the mining population is, with notable
exceptions, usually associated with communities that
contain other occupational and social groups, it
would be preferable that the mining population cooperate with other groups in erecting hospitals where
necessary. As the observations of this Survey indicate that small hospitals provide highly inadequate
services, it is considered important that the miners'
unions alone do not attempt to construct such
hospitals in areas where larger hospitals are needed.
It is, however, recognized that in the vicinity of
coal mines, predominantly in Area II, the Southern
Appalachian area; in some of the isolated sections of
Area V, the Rocky Mountain and far Western area,
and in certain sections of Arkansas and Oklahoma,
the existing hospital facilities are inadequate, not
only for the mining population but also for others
in the regions. The Federal Hospital Survey and
Construction Act enables the States, with Federal
assistance, to enlarge existing nonprofit and public
hospitals and to create new hospitals in areas where
the need for such facilities is indicated. It therefore
appears to be desirable that the United Mine
Workers, as an organized body, encourage support
of the local public in the Hospital Survey and
Construction Act. Individually, or as a body,miners
can assist in the formation, in cooperation with
other community groups, of nonprofit organizations

for the purpose of building hospitals. Through
such coordination of community efforts, better
hospital facilities may be provided.
Although only one plan was observed that is
administered by a combination of union, operator,
and hospital, the plan deserves mention because of
its apparent success in fostering cooperative endeavor.
In spite of the fact that the present plan is vulnerable
in the face of inflation and rising costs at the present
rate of support, nevertheless, this plan has sufficient
inherent financial flexibility to permit the defect to
be corrected. The procedures for settling misunderstandings are reasonable and fair. The established
liaison among patient, hospital, and the administrarive committee avoids or reduces misunderstandings and provides a more satisfactory administration,
Hospitalization plans administered by nonprofit
associations offer by far the greatest number of
advantages among the prepayment plans studied,
Of primary advantage to the subscribers is the freedom of choice of hospital extended by plans of this
type. Increasing numbers of hospitals have indicated, by participation in these plans, a willingness to
cooperate with the development of the system. The
number of hospitals in many areas that have accepted
the nonprofit hospitalization plans assures the participant of a wide choice of hospitals and allows the
selection to be made on the basis of proximity, type
of medical service desired, character of facilities,
and the caliber of the attending staff,
Not only is the choice of hospital extended to the
participant, but also a freedom of choice of attending
physician is provided. This choice may be limited
by the fact that the physician selected by the patient
is not acceptable to the hospital or is not a member
of the hospital staff, but this limitation does not
deny the individual all eights to exercise his choice
of physician. By consulting with the attending
general practitioner or family doctor, the participant
may be assisted in selecting a physician from among
a group of consultants who are members of hospital
staffs and with whom the family doctor maintains a
professional relationship.
The plans administered by voluntary, nonprofit
associations, such as the hospital associations in
various States that administer the Blue Cross plans,
have certain optional features. By paying a slightly

higher premium, subscribers may select private or
semiprivaterooms rather than ward services. Anotler optional service, at added cost, is hospitaliotion
for obstetrical cases. Provisions for paying fees for
the services of physicians may also be iscorporated
into the plan.
Of all the contracts written under the several types
of plans, those executed by the nonprofit associations
are the least ambiguous, although far froumspecific.
Participants, in general, have a clearer understanding
of these contracts than they do of others, for each
subscriber executes an individual contract with the
association and, in addition, is provided with derciptive literature written in nontechnical language.
The rates on these plans are among the lowest,
but the total cost of hospitalization is not necessarily lower because of limitations in the amount
of services rendered. Because most of these plans,
particularly the Blue Cross, are available to all
occupational and social groups, there are large
enrolhlments, thus facilitating the spread of risk and
enabling the plans to operate on a lower premium.
rate basis.
Another desirable feature of these plans is the fact
that subscribers need not terminate their subscription with termination of their current employment
or with retirement from employment. If a sub-,
scriber dies, his survivors may continue the contract
in force by paying the same premiums and may
later negotiate a new contract
Although no profit is made by the associations
in administering these plans, a proportion of the
funds accumulated by premium payments is used
for administrative and promotional. purposes. The
individual subscriber has no means whereby to set
a limitation on such expenditures and has no recourse
should he helieve that such expenditures are excessive; nor has he a voice in other matters of policy.
Among the defects of the nonprofit plans, from
the standpoint of low-income groups, is the failure
of the ordinary contracts to provide physicians'
services as a benefit.
The nonprofit plans provide for limitations on the
number of days in which a subscriber or his dependents may be hospitalized without extra charge, or
the number of admissions in a contract year; buat
these limitations arm neither more liberal nor more
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raesticiv than -those found in other types of coneacts.s
Among the nonrprofit associations that administer
hospitaliatioa plansmare the mutual benefit associntn,
suasaflysponsored by local unions, sometimes
jointly with employers. Such plans generally includfeprovisions for physicians' services, in addition
to hospital care. The deficiencies in these plans
inucade the narrow financial base on which they
cet, aa their membership ordinarily is limited to the
employes of a single mine or group of mines. BeausMthese plans usually include general medical
SsereAmand cash indemnities, such as burial funds,
the associations have difficulty in determining proper
sha-ription rates. However, in anticipation of
contingencies, the plans make it possible to levy
assessments on the subscribers,
Inamnuch as the hospitalization plans administered by commercial insurance companies are operated on a basis of providing cash indemnities rather
than services, they are not particularly applicable to
people in the coal-mining industry. Indemnity
payments seldom provide the same degrees of medical care for low-income groups that are available
through participation in some of the other plans,
Medical security is a matter of paramount imporanume
in the coalmining industry. Frequent periods
of uneeployment make it essential that provisions
be made in all plans to extend credit to subscribers
when they are not gainfully employed and to permit
participants to receive benefits after employment is
terminated. Participation in the prepayment systern in nomecoal fields is voluntary and in others
is compulsory. Again, there may beinfluences that
cause the miner to believe that compulsion exists,
either as a condition of employment or as a condition of anion membership,
It may be that participation to an extent of 60
percent or even more of the people in a group such as
the employees of a coal mine is necessary to afford
the aaximum protection coupled with sound financing. The right of acceptance or rejection might
be retained by the group, acting as a unit on the
result of a two-thirds or larger vote of the total
enrollment. On the other hand, in the absence of
uh provisions to assure at least the minimum
semsbership necessary, it might be essential for the
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administrative agency of any widespread. prepayment plan to undertake intensive and extensive
promotional activities to enlist large numbers of
people in the coal-mining industry in a comprehensive medical care program. In any event, the
freedom to exercise decision should serve to provide
prepayment plans that will be acceptable to groups of
people upon the basis of the quantity and the
quality of the services which are provided, and on
other merit.
The widespread acceptance of the prepayment
principle by miners indicates an understanding and
appreciation of the group insurance principle which
enables such plans to be established and to function
successfully. Leaders in the medical profession
have indicated that prepaid medicine deserves a
place in this country for it has been recognized as a
method of distributing the heavy load of the cost of
hospital care. Its development has been slow, but
recently a noticeable surge forward has been apparent. As the movement gains impetus, increased
thought is directed to efforts for improvement. This
process of evolution must be unbiased and soberly
reasoned, as it is impossible to visualize unpredictable difficulties that may arise as the development of
prepaid hospitalization plans unfold. That which
today appears to be quite satisfactory may fail,
partly or completely, to achieve its aim tomorrow.
Fundamentally, the approach must be sound financially in order that the investments of participantshospitals, physicians, and subscribers alike-may
not be lost. This, of necessity, implies not only
actuarial study of illness experience but also, in view
of the future, well-developed studies of potential
morbidity and experience. Failure to provide adequately for the operation of a hospital results in
financial embarrassment both for the hospital and
the patient, or a lowering of standards of hospital
service. Recent experience has indicated that a
sound financial relationship between hospitals and
the prepayment system is imperative. The rising
cost of hospital service in some instances has not
been met by prepayment systems, with the result that
hospitals have suffered deficits of moderate to serious degree. Such deficits, iflong continued, presumably might result either in a lowered standard ofhospital care or elimination of the prepayment system.

It is accepted that there is a limit to the services
that prepaid hospitalization may extend. Care is
essential that plans devised do not attempt to
render more service than they are financially capable
of assuming. At pesent, the usual coverage includes catastrophic illness and in some cases the
diagnosis of chronic or incurable disease. Owing
to the continuous increase in the proportion of
people of advanced age in the Nation, there is an
ever-growing need for hospitalization of cases of the
degenerative disesees characteristic of old age. With
greater experience, it may be possible to include
within the prepayment system provisions for care
of chronic and incurable disease,
As indicated throughout this Survey, prepayment
plans for general medical care and hospitalization are
usually contracted for separately. However, no
clear line of demarcation can be drawn between the
necessity for the services of the general practitioner
or the need for hospital care. As the existing systems
of prepayment for medical and hospital care supplement each other, the services provided by individual
plans should be combined as complementary, or joint
plans should provide a comprehensive coverage. An
adequate prepayment system in the coal industry
should provide for comprehensive care, including
provisions for transporting patients to hospitals in
those places where hospitals are not readily available.
Commonly observed as a deficiency in the coalmining areas is the lack of provision for adequate
dental care. This deficiency should be overcome by
including dental-service features within combined
plans for comprehensive medical and hospital services, or under supplemental plans.
The exclusion of service rendered in normal
maternity cases is also common in prepayment plans
both for general medical care and for hospitalization.
A reduction in rates for hospitalization of normal
obstetrical cases provides no more than a minimum
benefit, because obstetrician's fees are superimposed on the subscriber's costs. These exclusions,
particularly in some areas, are detrimental to good
obstetrical practice, because the barrier imposed by
costs of hospitalization and physicians' services encourages home deliveries among some mining groups
in Area II (roughly estimated at about 60 percent).
By inference, also, these exclusions may account for

the high infantmortality rates observed in the
Southern Appalachian area. Home deliveries may
be accomplished successfully, as has been demonstrated by clinic experience in large cities; nevertheless, the situations are not comparable. The extensive prenatal care, postnatal care, and infant
feeding and care programs observed in large cities
are not found in the rural mining areas. Physicians
engaged for a long time in administering prepayment
plans frankly admit that attention to obstetrical
services in certain coal areas has lagged. Not only
should obstetrical services be included with prepayment plans, but there is also a need for prenatal,
postnatal, and well-baby services. The inclusion of
services that would provide such a program within
the prepayment plans might result in economic
problems and higher costs, but the costs may be
negligible, considering the widespread benefits. Such
a step would provide a reasonable approach to pro.
gressive obstetrical practice and preventive pediatric
medicine which certainly merits considerable stimulation in coal-mining areas.
Other features indicated for possible inclusion in
prepayment plans are out-patient clinical service,
extra-territorial emergency hospitalization service,
and additional programs thatwill advancepreventive
medicine and health education.
One of the most effective facilities for teaching
health is the out-patient clinic. The relationship of
cause to effect can be demonstrated to patients and
their families. By impressing upon patients the value
ofprevention,progresscanbemadeinreducingillness.
Healtheducationhelpstopreventthefillingofhospital
beds. The inclusion of provisions for health education may be a radical departure within prepayment
systems, but the value of health education in coal
mining areas must not be underestimated, and
adoption of such provisions should be considered.
As indicated in the discussion of general medical
services, any prepayment system should be broad
enough in its population scope to provide a well-distributed risk. Limited groups may contain a backlog of poor risk subjects whose demands upon the
system will, in time, render the plan unsound.
Development of the prepayment system in a State,
county, or coal-mining district of sufficient pepulation density should insure an adequately broad dis161

ribution of risk, particularly in areas where the
mining population is concentrated and comprises a
majority of the residents. The eventual inclusion
of other occupational groups (farmers, lumbermen,
factory workers) and social groups should also be
studied.
Not only should the plan include broad population
groups but also arrange to provide enough adequately
staffed and equipped hospitalsofsufficient bed capacity to meet the demands of the subscribing group and
to provide a widely diversified choice of hospitals and
well-ounded complement of specialist service. The
presesnt system of controlled hospital service should
be etudiously avoided.
In extending or establishing prepayment systems
for comprehensive medical care, provision should be
made to permit all legally qualified physicians who
participate in the group-insurance plans to enhance,
on behalf of their patients, their medical education
and professional skills. Access to many hospitalsthose with closed staffs-is denied too many contract physicians practicing today in the coal fields,
particularly in Area II. They have no opportunity,
or, at best, limited opportunity, to utilize clinical
laboratories and other diagnostic facilities of the
sort usually available only in hospitals. If the predominance of closed-staff institutions is so great in
any coal-mining region as to deny such opportunities
to qualified physicians who are participating in the
prepayment system, the system should provide for
establishing diagnostic clinics where the membership and funds can support them.
No matter what type of contract is devised and
no matter how well supplementary literature may
explain the terms of prepayment plans, participants
will continue to misunderstand them, and interpretations will be necessary. Misunderstandings, cormplaints, and disputes are part of any system. It is,
therefore, indicated that in any prepayment system
sechanisms should be established for adjudicating
disagreementa. Many of the problems may be
handled sucessfully by lay committees and administrators of the prepayment system. However, in
medical problems it appears that the subscriber may
not be adequately represented or informed by a lay
conmittee and that the assistance of impartial physicans is desirable. It is helpful, therefore, that
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within the administration of a prepayment system, a
board or committee of impartial physicians be established to adjudicate and clarify misinterpretations or
contentions that pertain to problems of medical care
or medical practice.
On the basis of the information and data obtained
from observing contract practice and other forms of
medical practice in the bituminous-coal fields; analyses of hospitalization plans; and the observation of
153 hospitals serving a substantial portion of the
people in many coal-mining counties of the 22 major
coal-producing States, certain changes in the prevailing systems of providing medical care and hospital
services are indicated. Such changes appear to be
imperative if a good quality of medical care is to be
assured a considerable portion of the American
public. It is realized, of course, that prepaid medical care is a highly controversial subject. Many
methods have been established and proposed for
medical care on a prepayment basis. Each has its
merits and faults.
The findings of the Survey indicate that the prepayment system is eminently adaptable to the bituminous-coal-mining industry. It should be borne in
mind, however, that no plan can be flexible enough to
accommodate all of the people in the industry, regardless of location. Consequently, some adaptation in
the administration of a broad plan may be necessary
to meet special local needs. Nevertheless, for guidance in establishing a broad system to provide comprehensive medical and hospital care for miners
and 'their dependents, the following fundamentals,
believed to be sound and best suited to the current
needs, should be carefully considered:
1. The comprehensive plans for medical and hospital service should be administered by nonprofit associations on a sound actuarial basis, in accordance
with insurance accounting principles and in conformity with the several States' insurance laws. Charges
to participants-that is, subscription costs or checkoff amounts-should be carefully determined accordingly.
2. Each plan administered by a nonprofit association should be extended to cover as wide an area as
is practicable and feasible, preferably at State level
(or even interstate level where the several States'
laws will permit), unless there are enough general

medical practitioners and specialists within a smaller
area, such as acoal district involving several counties
or a single county. As there are few coal districts
or counties in the coal-mining areas that can meet
this qualification (in view of the observed limited
number of specialists), administration at broader
levels would be advisable generally,
3. Each subscriber should know exactly what he
is paying for and to what he is entitled. Clearly
written, individual contracts, describing benefits,
exclusions, waiting periods, and deductible provisions, should be executed. Additional descriptive
literature should be distributed, and participants
should receive periodic reports of the operation of
the system, together with interpretations of questions that have arisen,
4. The opportunities for participation should not
be limited to a single occupational group.
5. Participation by employers, company officials,
and supervisory personnel, on their own behalf,
should be permitted. Consideration also should be
given to permitting employers to utilize, on a feefor-service basis, the facilities and medical personnel
of the prepayment systems on behalf of their
employees, for the treatment of industrial accidents
and occupational illnesses. A strict cost accounting
should be maintained to assure that funds accumulated through the deductions from the wages of
employees shall not he used to defray employers'
obligations.
6. Each plan should make actuarially sound provisions for continuing benefits during periods of
cessation of the income of participants owing to
lock-outs, closing down of mines for various reasons,
or strikes or other work stoppages,
7. Provision should be made for permitting subscribers to continue participation following termination or transfer of their employment. Dependent
survivors of deceased subscribers should be permitted
to continue participation in the plans with continued
payment of premiums.
8. Freedom of choice should be offered to subscribers from among an adequate number of hospitals
and licensed physicians who are willing to participate
in the plans.
9. The funds accumulated through subscription
payments should be large enough to assure an

adequate panel of participating physicians, including
represetation of each of the several essential
medical specialties, so that specialists' advice and
care may be available whenever indicated.
10. The plan should allow the maximum profes
sional competition compatible with high quality and
reasonable economy. The competition must be
based upon the ability to serve a greater number of
participants with a better quality of medical care.
11. Physicians should be paid from a centrally
administered fund at levels, as specified in paragraph
2
, on the basis of fixed fees or salaries established by
agreement between participating physicians and the
administrative agency. Where payment to physicians is made on the basis of fees, it is reasonable to
expect that such fees might be somewhat lower than
those established in the area, in view of their guaran.
teed payment by the fund. Where physicians are
paid a salary, there should be provided to the
physicians:
)A
e facilies d
,
medial tqipmet andsupplies).
(b)Medicalsupervision.
() Opportunities
for financialandprofessional
advanceaent
with continued
service.
For physicians who are willing to practice in such
isolated areas of low population concentration that
they cannot be supported otherwise, provision might
be made for a subsidy, or guarantee of minimum
salary or payment by capitation, and in such instances there should be provision for adequate
facilities, medical supervision, and opportumity to
the physician for advancement.
Hospitals likewise should be paid from a centrally
administered fund on a basis of fees for services,
established by agreement between participating
hospitals and the administrative agency. Provision
should be included in the plans to permit increases
or decreases in payment of hospital charges in accordance with rising and falling costs.
12. Wherever indicated by absence or inadequacy
of existing facilities and where the membership and
funds permit, diagnostic clinics should be established
and staffed by the system.
13. Endorsement of the medical profession should
be sought. The medical profession should establish
checks upon its members who participate in such
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prepay nt plans, in order that those few physicians
7 .
woulsdahuse such a plan may be disciplined.
An sxampite
of asehablse is that of the physician on
a fei.fer-savice basis who prolongs treatment
unnescessarily in order to submit extra bills to the
afund.Periodic inspections should be made of standads of care and hospitals participating in the sysrta by medical memsbers of the administrative agen-cea, or by impartial groups of medical and hospital
co1saltants selected for this purpose. The administrative agency should he enabled, at its discretion, to
maike findings public,
14. Checks should also he included within the plan
to prevent unnecessary demands upon the plans by
mallgering patients. A chronic complaint of the
physicians participating in the capitation plans noted
during the Survey was the prevalence of unnecessary
demands for medical service. Vatrious types of
checks are possible. One of these, which appears to
be best-suited, is to have a small or moderate portion
of the first cost of each illness paid directly by the
subsecribe. However, if such a method is adopted,
the initial fees should not be so high as to discourage
partidcipants from seeking early treatment and thus
interfere with the moderm practice of preventive
medicine.
15. Administration of the prepayment system
mast not result in domination or coercion of physicians (that is, with reference to decisions in compensation cases, or any other medical practice),
16. The maintenance of the traditional ethical
and confidential professional relationship between
physicians and patients is essential,
17. The responsibility for maintaining standards of
medical care and supervision of medical services to
the individual patient should be retained by the
medical profesaion,
18. Provision should be made for adjudicating
grievances that may arise from administration of
the plan. A grievance board, composed of medical
and hospital representatives and of lay members,
should be established within the administrative
agency for referral of those grievances which cannot
be adenuately handled as simple administrative
pEoblems. The medical and hospital representatives
of the grievance board should be acceptable to
the administrative agency and the physicians and
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hospitals participating in the prepayment system.
Medicine, as an ever-changing science and as an
art based on certain fundamental principles of human
relationship, has progressed unevenly over the centuries to the benefit of mankind. The physician who
is loyal to the concepts of Hippocrates adopts radical
changes in medical practices and scientific procedures
with caution, but also with a willingness to find those
media that will best benefit his patients. There
are, at present, clamorings for serious modifications
of heretofore accepted medical practices. This Survey has not concerned itself with issues pertaining
to medical and hospital practices in general but has
confined itself to conditions in the bituminous-coal
industry. It has attempted to project suggestions
for improvement, as indicated, only within that
industry.
The present practices of medicine in the coal
fields on acontract basis cannot be supported. They
are synonymous with many abuses. They are undesirable and, in numbers of instances, deplorable.
In trying to find what would seem to the Medical
Survey Group the better methods of medical practice, there has been an awareness that there might
he several plans or programs which, with modifications, could be applied beneficially to the industry.
However, the investigators of the Survey group
believe that a prepayment system, with plans
financed by wage deductions and predicated on a
freedom of choice of physicians and hospitals by
the beneficiaries, would be best. Although payment
of physicians is recommended on both a fee-forservice basis and a salary basis, where necessary,
the former method is emphasized because, under
present custom, it offers by far the greater assurance of a freedom of choice of doctors by the
patients.
With the passage of time, new concepts of medical
practice may, and probably will, come into being;
but for the laborers and their families in the bituminous-coal industry, as observed personally by the
professional and technical people in this Survey,
the plan suggested is believed to be a timely and
practical one. It certainly is a step forward in the
evolution of better medical care for a segment of the
American people, as represented by the coal-mining
industry.

Hospital Facilities

To evaluate the character, quantity, and quality
of the medical care received by miners and their
dependents constitutes an extremely difficult and
time-consuming interpretative task. This task necessarily involves a thorough evaluation of the treatment of a variety of cases within the numerous hospitals associated with the mining industry. Such
an approach was impracrical in a study of this

character. All that could be done was to attempt
to arrive at indexes to the character of medical care
afforded miners and their dependents, both for cases
of injury and illness connected with their oecupations and for those of nonindustrial origin.
Consequently, an alternate approach has been tollowed, based upon a consideration of the types of
services rendered by the hospitals observed, in terms
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of facilities, especially those related to surgery and
aobsetrics, including X-ray and laboratory services.
The facilities of a hospital are the means by which
the physician applies his art and skill. For example,
in the diagnosis and treatment of bacterial disease,
the physician must use the services of the bacteriological laboratory. If such a facility is not made available to the physician practicing within the hospital,
the medical care afforded the patient suffering from
bacterial disease may easily be substandard. Examples of this character may be repeated many times,
founded on well-accepted medical facts. Based
upon the needs of medical practice and experience,
there have been established those facilities that are
essential to a hospital.
The physical characteristics of the hospital as a
whole must be evaluated from the standpoint of the
patient. As the medical profession has attempted
in the past decades constantly to improve and stimulate the development of hospitals, consideration was
given as to whether the institutions in the coal-mining areas have received the approval of representatire organizations of the medical profession, namely,
the American Medical Association and the American
College of Surgeons.
To consider the adequacy of inanimate facilities
as a sole criterion of medical care, however, would be
a grievous error. The most important individual
in medical service is the physician upon whose
wisdom, skill, and integrity depends the proper use
of the instruments of medicine for the welfare of the
patient. Recognizing the many and varied arrangemeints by which physicians serve hospitals, an
attempt has been made to indicate the availability
of the physicians for service within the hospitals
studied. Of great importance to the medical profession is the profession of nursing, for it is the nurse
who is frequently at the bedside of the patient,
observing the course of illness, administering the
prescribed treatments, and providing for his comfort,
ease, and peace of mind. Therefore, indication of
the extent of nursing service was considered to be of
value to the Survey.
Primary emphasis in the study was placed on the
size, distribution, ownership, and some of the principal facilities and characteristics of the hospitals
serving
6c
the employees (and their dependents) of the
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260 bituminous-coal mines selected as representatives of those in custody of the Government. Inasmuch as the hospitals that serve the people associated with the 260 mines also serve the persons dependent for their livelihood on a much larger number
of coal mines, this phase of the study gives a broader
index as to conditions than do some of the other
findings of the Survey. The 260 mines are located
in 105 counties of the 22 major bituminous-coalproducing States; but to study the hospitals, it was
necessary to go beyond these county lines.
Data were gathered on 153hospitals in all bituminous-coal areas, all but 16 of which are so-called
"registered" hospitals and comply with certain minimal requirements established by the American
Medical Association. Exclusive of 17 hospitals
visited in metropolitan centers,' almost half of the
total number of registered hospitals in 127 counties
were visited by medical members of the Survey
teams.
Regional Characteristics
The quality and extent of the available hospital
facilities vary according to geographic areas. Area I,
comprising western Pennsylvania, northern West
Virginia, eastern Ohio, and the western tip of Maryland, is characterized by its highly developed and
diversified industries. The population is concentrated and distributed in relatively large cities, with
Pittsburgh as a focal center, and the bituminous-coal
miners, comprising about 38 percent of the total
bituminous-coal miners in the Nation, depend only
to a very slight extent upon the limited facilities of
isolated mining camps. The problem of evaluating
the medical facilities available in this area is complicated by this dispersion. The larger cities of Area I
maintain a number of fairly large hospitals. Pittsburgh, the principal medical center in the area,
serves the greater part of western Pennsylvania, a
portion of northern West Virginia, and even parts
of Ohio adjacent to the West Virginia Panhandle.
Notwithstanding the concentration of the population,
about one-half of the medical facilities observed
serving the mining population were in smaller cities
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of 10,000 population or less. These cities are comparable to Area L It inludes Indiana, Illinoi,
marketing, trading, social, and political centers, and
Iowa, and Michigan, which together employ almost
also the medical centers of small areas. Many such
12 percent of all bituminous-coal-mine employees.
cities are associated with industries other than coal
Three-fourths of the miners in this area work and
and in some cases anticipate considerable increase
live in Illinois. There are many manufacturing
in size, and the bonds existing between the city and industries, a moderate concentration of population,
coal mining are no longer so impsrtAit. A promand well-deeloped transportation sytems in the
inent feature of this area i the welLdevoped, intercoal fields of Area III. The population enters
locking transportation System ofghigh vys anid rail.
appear to be equal in. size with those in Area II.
roadi.
Still another pertinent feature observed
Less than half of the hospitals are in cities of populain this area is the lack of dependence upon contract
tion under 10,000. Accessibility to hospitals is a
arsigements for hospital services. The wide dis- less difficult problem than that involved in the
petsion of people in fairly large community centers mountainous country of Area II. Large medical
having hospital facilities permits the individual a centers some distance from the principal coalwide choice of physicians and of hospitals. Many
producing districts are available in Chicago, Ill.,
of the miners in Area I have subscribed to voluntary
Indianapolis, Ind., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky.,
health-insurance plans, following the general trend and Cincinnati, Ohio. Some smaller medical centers
of the country at large, and dependence upon conare Evansville, Ind., and Peoria and Springfield, Ill.
tract arrangements for hospital services is not as
In Area III,
the hospitals visited in the towns of less
strong as in other areas,
than 10,000 population are smaller than those ohIn Area II, extending from southern West Virginia
served in the same-size towns in Area I but, again,
into Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and Alabama,
are larger than those observed in Area IL Because
the very character of the country changes considerthe land is flat or rolling, travel from mines or miners'
ably, affecting in large measure the distribution of the
homes to hospitals is not a serious problem in most
population. Large centers of population, 100,000 or
places in Area III.
more, are few in Area II, which contains approxiIn Area IV, including Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri,
mately 43 percent of all the bituminous-coal-mine
and Oklahoma, the coal-mining population is not
employees of the United States. The larger centers
heavily concentrated and does not have highly
of population, such as Charleston, Birmingham,
integrated and extensively developed transportation.
Knoxville, Chattanooga, and Louisville, may well
The area employs only about 2 percent of the total
be considered the principal medical centers of this
bituminous-coal miners of the Nation. Between 35
area, although the last three cities are virtually outand 40 percent of the employment and approximately
side the principal coal-producing districts. Over
75 percent of the production in this area come from
three-fourths of the other communities of this area in stripping operations. Part of Area IV in which coal
which hospital facilities were inspected have less is mined is somewhat industrialized. Fort Smith,
than 10,000 population. They serve a widely scat- Ark., which serves as a center of mining activity, is
tered group, distributed in small communities along
not a medical center of the importance of Pittsburgh,
the highways and railroads. The hospitals, particuin Area I, of Charleston, in Area II, or of Chicago,
larly in the smaller communities, are characteristiin Area III. Kansas City is the only city close to
cally small. In a number of these small cities and
the center of the coal fields of this southwestern area
towns, several small hospitals may exist, each
that may be considered a medical center in which
attempting to provide-within its capacities-those
highly specialized services are available. The hosfacilities that are essential for medical care. The
pitals in the area are mostly small and predominantly
majority of hospitals observed in Area II are privately
located in cities of less than 10,00 population.
owned.
Area V, which includes the Rocky Mountains and
Area III, the third largest in terms of bituminous- sections ofthe far West, containsmany of the features
coal production and employment, is in many respects
observed in Area II, in that it is mountainous. The
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Small hospital in coal-mining area of the far West. Of the hospitals siirtiyed, 38 percent mere coder 60-led
capacity, J7 percent -orfromn61- to 130-lcd capacity;and thle remainder were larger.

general population is much less heard 1y concentrated,
and centers of population are much greater distanceo
apart. The mining popolation, about 5 percrnt of
the total in the United States, is well distributed
ev~er a number of Stares. (Str map 1.) Over 601
percene of the communities in which hospital facilities
were examined are of less than 10,1000population.
These eommunities serre a widt radios. In thr
Rocky Mountains, the largest medical centers availahle to most miners are Salt Lake City and Denver,
hut distances to these centeresare much greater than
to medical centers in other hiiumiouus-coal areas,
for most of the wining population is far-rmiored
from these cities. In the Northwest, miners am
relatively close to Seattle and Tacnma, Wash. Ourside of these metropolitan cities, the hospitals which
were sorveyed, with few exceptions, are relatively
small.
Although large medical centers have hero established in all five areas, minees and their families use
them only to a limiterd excene, firs, because of the
desire of hospital patients tu be close to theie homes,
whome they can be visited by freonds and family;
second, hecause of the cost and difficulty of transporeing patients over the required distances, some
times great; ehird, btcaase shop wish eo he hospitaliand in a nearby inseieution where their atrending
physician is a staff member; fourth, because a local
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hospital is recommended to them either by their attendiog physician or by their employees in instances
of industrial injury; and fifth, hat nor the least
important, because of the existence of prepayment
plans for hospitalization, nearly 60 percont of which
limit the subscrihers to the local hospital or hospitals.

Size of Hospitals
Of the 153 hospitals used primarily by the miners
(and their dependeoto) employed at the 260 m~ines
covered in the Survey, 54 were surversed in Area 1,
43 in Area IL, 31 in Area 111, 7 in Area IV, and 18
in Area V . There is an extreemerangt in the sizes
of these hospitals, the smallest having 12 beds and
the laregst 671. Only about one-fourth were csnsidered large hospitals, that is, those having a capacity exceeding 150 beds. The remainder were
dirided equally among modioni-sim hospitals having
a bed capacity of 61 to 150 and the small institutions
with a capacity of 60 beds each or less. Aecording
to table 38, small hospitals predominated in Areas
11, 1I1,IV, and V. Medium-sime hospitals and large
hospitals are worn preoralent in Area I
In terms of hed capacity, the hospitals obstered
in Area I haer teh higheoutaverage; thase in Area II,
the swallest. In Arra 1, 6 of the hospitals obserred
hare bed capacities greater than 3100. These are

in Pittsburgh, Pa., Johnstown, Pa., and Wheeling,
W. Va., and contained more than 3,000 of the beds
in the hospitals available to the miners who are
employed at the mines surveyed. In Area II only
I hospital of more than 300-bed capacity, a companyowned hospital at Birmingham, Ala., was observed.
In the areas west of the Appalachians, 3 hospitals
with a capacity of more than 300 beds each were
studied. These hospitals, whose total bed capacity
represents approximately one-fourth of the total
number of beds available in hospitals used by miners
employed at surveyed mines in these areas, are in
Kansas City, Mo., St. Louis, Mo., and Springfield,
Ill. It is evident from these data that, with the
exceptions enumerated, hospitals with capacities of
more than 300 beds were seldom accessible or used
by coal miners and their dependents. The fact that
these 10large hospitals are included in the statistical
data on hospital facilities should be borne in mind
by the reader, for they obscure somewhat the fact
that mines in general depend largely upon hospitals
TaBs
by -ara
and,owneship,
y

of smaller than the average in size and in many
places upon definitely small hospitals, and create a
tendencytooverestimatethenumberofhospital beds
available to miners.
Overcrowding of hospitals was evident during the
course of the Survey. Superintendents and other
officials of the institutions that were visited in many
instances voiced the opinion that places designed fora
given bed capacity were required to provide space for
a larger number of patients. The observers visited
hospitals where single rooms were converted into
double rooms, where waiting rooms and porches had
been converted into small four- and six-bed wards,
and where beds were placed in hallways. In several
hospitals in Areas I and II, wards were observed
where the beds were so crowded together that the
space separating them was barely wide enough for
a person to walk through. Overcrowding not only
tends to decrease the adequacy of hospital services
but, further, endangers patients in the event of fire,
since many of these hospitals, as well as others, were
f smmll,medium,
andlargehospitalsureyrd
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At each of the mines visited, the medical teams
asked the company officials and union representatives which institutions were used by the employees.
The answers were verified later when the designated
hospitals were visited. From this information it was
determnied that all but a very small number of the
minoersat 67 percent of the surveyed mines utilized
only one hospital and that the employees at the
reaiing mines, 33 percent of the total, exercised a
chose bettwen two or more hospitals.
.
rsAip of Hospitals
O num
Inasmuch as ownership or control of hospitals is
commonly divided into governmental and nongovernmental, and the latter category usually is
classified as either proprietary or nonprofit institutions, the same classifications were made with respect to the 153 hospitals visited. It was found, as
shown in table 38, that 15 of the hospitals, or 11
percent of the total, were controlled by city, county,
or State governments; 56 percent of the hospitals
were under the administration of nonprofit associations, including religious groups; and about 33 percent were owned and operated for profit by individuals, partnerships, or corporations. Proprietaryhospitals were found to be more common in the Southern
Appalachian area than in other areas; almost threefourths of the inspected hospitals in that area are
proprietary. Nonprofit hospitals were most common
in the Northern Appalachians, 4 out of every 5
hospitals in that area falling in this category.
Government-owned hospitals were not found in
Area II and comprised only a small minority of
those in the other areas. The findings with respect to
the ownership of the hospitals available to the surveyed mines coincide fairly well with the distribution
of ownership of hospitals in general, with the exception of those observed in Area II. Whereas, nongovernmental hospitals registered by the American
Medical Association throughout the United States
are predominantly nonprofit, those in the Southern
Appalachian area are predominantly proprietary.
There is an interesting relationship between the
ownership and the size of the hospitals. The
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proprietary hospitals as a rule are the smaller institutions; although they comprise one-third of all
the hospitals surveyed, their bed capacity is only
one-sixth of the total. On the other hand, nonprofit institutions, which comprise a little more than
half of the total number of hospitals in the study,
account for three-fourths of all the beds. The
relationship is particularly noticeable in the data
obtained in the Southern Appalachian area, where 75
percent of the hospitals studied are proprietary but account for only 59 percent of the beds. (See table 39).
Although the bed capacity and distribution of
hospitals are indicative of the hospital service
available, such facilities as surgical operating rooms,
delivery rooms, labor rooms, nurseries, laboratories,
and X-ray equipment are measures of the capacity
of hospitals to render service, when considered in
connection with size and characteristics of the professional staff-physicians, nurses and technicians.
All of the hospitals that have been surveyed rendered
the usual surgical and medical services, and all but
two cared for obstetrical cases.

Operating Rooms
Although medical and hospital authorities agree
unanimously that the surgical department of a
hospital is one of the most important units and
carries a serious responsibility for insuring efficient
care of patients, there is no agreement as to the
numerical requirements for operating rooms in the

hospitals of various sizes. The American College of
Surgeons states ' that for surgical operations each
hospital should maintain a special unit set apart
from all other departments and, as a minimum
standard, requires "there should be at least two

authorities, it was decided to compare the numerical
sufficiency of the operating rooms in the hospitals
that were surveyed with the following arbitrary criterion: Two surgical operating rooms for each hospital with a bed capacity of 150 or less; and at least

operating rooms for general use, * * * and
additional operating rooms for the specialties as
demands warrant." The American Medical Association has established as an essential for registration by its Council on Medical Education and
Hospitals that "institutions
accepting surgical
patients * * * should provide a modernly
equipped operating room * * *." The American
Hospital Association considers a ratio of 1 surgical
operating room per 50 beds as desirable. In view
of the varied requirements promulgated by these

3 operating rooms for each hospital with a bed capacity exceeding 150.
Table 40 shows that, of the 114 small and mediumsize hospitals, 40, or one-fourth of the surveyed
hospitals, have only 1 operating room each. Of the
39 large hospitals, 6 have only 2 operating rooms
each. Thus, 46 hospitals, or 30 percent of the total
number visited, fall below the index. On the other
hand, 30 of the small and medium-size hospitals and
27 of the large hospitals, totaling 57, or 37 percent of
all that were surveyed, exceed the index. The
a," lStoc rdndio, 4im. table also indicates that the incapacity to meet the
Au,',,., Gii Surd,,Mafu , t. ,l ,tt
O
SConil on Medal EducationandHospitals,AmericnMedical
ASsiaarbitrary criterion is most evident in the small
Am.
AMe-A
, -l. 112,]i,
May27, 19,9,pp.2ti-2188.
hospitals and that the ability to exceed the criterion

Operatingroom of a modern, medium-size hospital. Many of the small and medium-size hospitals serving miners
have only one operatingroom each, and a number of these are poorly designed and ill-equipped.
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is shown pmedominaatly by the medium-slie and
large hospitals.
The operating rooms have been observed to vary
onsiderably in characteristics. In the large hospltals, the surgical department most often consisted
of a ste, containing a number of major surgical
rooms, a physician's scrub room, a workroom, a
steriliing room, minor surgical rooms, and orthopedic
and urolagical rooms. The equipment included
operatmg tables, anesthetic machines, special lightSag fixtures and sparkproof switches, and multiple
ets of instruments. Excellent workrooms were
observed, which provided adequate spacing, lighting,
and working environment for the necessary preparatim of the materials used in surgery. Adequate
sterilistion equipment was observed. The facilities
Tas

in the large hospitals were considered to be generally
adequate for rendering efficient surgical service.
In small hospitals, particularly those with only
one operating room, the surgical operating room and
some accommodation for sterilization usually occupy
the entire space devoted to surgery. In some, the
surgical room may be exceptionally well equipped in
all details; however, in others, lighting may not be
completely adequate, and the sterilizing equipment,
particularly the autoclaves, may be small and serve
in multiple capacities for both surgery and obstetrics.
In some small hospitals, facilities for scrubbing were
often rudimentary, located within the operating room
proper, and thus inadequate. In other small hospitals, adequate deep sinks with elevated faucets
and satisfactory controlling handles were located
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just outside of the operatg room in a separate room
connected by a swinging doeor
Observation of mediui-sie hospitals indicates
that the surgical departments are generally well
equipped. In the medium-size hospitals having two
or more operating -oos, thre are indications of
recent design and equipment.

O the 151hospitals surveyed, which reder oatetrical serice to the wive of imers, 24, or 16 perint,
do not maintain separate delivery rooms. Nineteen
of these hospitals are small and 5 of medium oe.
According o able 41, 45 hospitals of medlm and
large size (nostof them of medium size), omprlsing
30 percent of the total, have only I delivery room
each. On the other hand, 2 of the small hospitals
have 2 delivery rooms each, and 4 of the medium
and large hospitals have 3 or more delivery rooms
each.
In the hospitals that accept maternity caes and
have no delivery rooms, operating rooms were
utirzed for obstetrics, or patients were deivered i
a private or smaiprivate room.
In several ofthe hospitals observed, deivery rooms
have been improvised to meet emegency needs.
These rooms were usually equipped with standard

ObstetricalFacilities
Medical authorities agree that hospitals which
provide maternity care should also supply exclusive
and adequate facilities for mothers and the newborn,
Accordingly, hspitals accepting obstetrical patients
should have at least one delivery room, a labor room,
and a nursery. It is reasonable to expect that
hospitals exceeding 60 beds capacity have at least
2 delivery rooms.
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Improvised delivery room in hospital. Frequently such rooms are well-equipped, but small in size.
percent of the surveyed hospitals which render obstetrical services have no delivery rooms.
material but were narrow and cramped. In one
medium-size hospital, a delivery room was devised
by placing a glass partition in the only major operating room, an arrangement that would admit a bed
but that provided little space for equipment or
persons. At the time this delivery room was observed, it contained no equipment.
Labor rooms in modern hospitals are part of the
obstetrical department and are usually situated ad
jacent to the delivery room, or rooms, in order that
preparation for delivery and observation of the course
of labor can be accomplished under the supervision
of a specially trained staff. Close proximity of the
labor room to the delivery room permits transfer of
patients, when ready for delivery, with a minimum
of delay. In hospitals where no labor room is provided, patients in labor are attended either in their
private rooms or in wards,
More than 40 percent of the hospitals accepting
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Sixtem

patients of this class were observed to lack labor
rooms. The greatest deficiencv was noted in connection with the small hospitals, of which 40 out of
a total of 57 did not provide separate labor rooms.
However, 20 of the 56 medium-size hospitals and 5
of the 38 large hospitals also revealed this inadequacy.
Nurseries are regarded by authorities as essential
adjuncts to obstetrical departments. The welldesigned nursery consists of a large, adequately
ventilated, isolated room in which infants may be
cared for and completely separated from infectious
contacts, under the supervision of a nurse especially
trained in infant care; such a room has an
anteroom where infants are bathed and fed. Equipment is maintained for the care of premature infants
or for the emergency treatment of babies in respiratory or cardiac distress. Relatively few hospitalsonly 15 of those visited, nearly all of them small-failed to provide nurseries. Nevertheless, consider-

able variation was noted in the adequacy of the
nurseries. In the large and medium-size hospitals,
the nurseries observed are isolated and are spacious
enough to permit proper separation of bassinets and
have a separate treatment room. A number of these
hospitals also have incubators and oxygen equipment
for the care of premature infants. Improvised
nurseries were observed in a few hospitals that
apparently were required to meet emergency needs.
In one medium-size hospital, such a nursery is not
isolated and is so crowded that the bassminets am
placed in contact with each other, and the infants also
are kept in an adjacent treatment room. In another hospital without a nursery room, the infants
are put on beds and separated from each other by
pillows,
In the small hospitals in which nursery facilities
were not found, infants are kept in bassinets in the
mothers' rooms in the belief that such a provision

affords better care for the infants than is obtainable
in an inadequate nursery room.
Except for a few large and medium-slze hospitals,
separate rooms for the preparation of infants' formulas were not observed.

Clinical Laboratories
Owing to the valuable assistance rendered by
laboratory procedures in the diagnosis of illness,
the laboratory has become one of the essential facilities at the disposal of the physician. Complete
laboratories are those that have the facilities and
personnel for making routine examinations, such as
blood counts and urinalyses, and for performing
special examinations, such as blood chemistry,
serology, bacteriology, and tissue pathology. Inasmuch as many small hospitals regard it as impracticable and economically unsound to have com-

Sb

Nursery room in hospital. Most hospitals accepting obstetrical caseshave nursery roams, but a number of them
are improvised, crowded, or not isolated.
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plete laboratories, their facilities are limited virtually

X-ray Facilities

to routine clinical examination.
Only eight small hospitals, or about 5 percent of
all the surveyed hospitals, do not have clinical
laboratory facilities. All of the large and more than
three-fourths of the medium-sire hospitals have complete and excellently equipped laboratories, some of
which were exceptionally well designed and fitted
for research work. Most of the laboratories in the
meodium-sise hospitals are equipped for nearly all
procedures. Those which lack facilities for work
in pathology were reported to be obtaining the
missing services from nearby hospitals, medical
schools, or independent laboratories.
Fifty of the fifty-eight small hospitals have
laboratories; and 18 of them, or almost one-third of
the total, contain large laboratories.

All but three small hospitals were observed to have
X-ray facilities, which were primarily designed and
used for diagnosis rather than therapy. Only a
little mote than one-third of the hospitals surveyed
have deep X-ray therapy equipment. Such equipmeet was noted in 80 percent of the large hospitals,
in 35 percent of the medium-sine hospitals, and in
3 percent of the small hospitals.
The X-ray departments of the large hospitals
were observed to contain fluoroscopic, radiographic,
urologic, and therapeutic equipment and to possess
dark rooms, viewing rooms, and accommodations for
files and records. Another feature noted was the
presence of waiting rooms, dressing units, and toilets.
At some of the small hospitals, old and outmoded

Clinicallaboratory in hospital Only eight hospitals-allsmall ones-werefound without laboratory facilities.
t7
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X-ray equipment in hospitalserving miners. fj those surneyed, all but three small hospitals hane X-rayjacilities,
but at some small hospitals the equipment is old, outmoded, and suitable only Jor examinations offractures.
equipment suitable only for X-rays of fractures of
the extremities was seen. On the other hand, in
some of the small hospitals with modern equipment,
radiologists were not employed, but interpretive seryices were purportedly obtained from consultants,
Facilities for applying radium therapy are available
at 37 percent of the hospitals in the Survey. Such
facilities were generally owned by the same hospitals
as had made provisions for X-ray therapy. However, although only two of the small hospitals have
facilities for X-ray therapy, six, primarily in Area II,
have equipment for radiom therapy.

Professionaland Technical Personnel
As a measure of the capacity of hospitals to render
service, the numbers and qualifications of the professional, technical, and auxiliary staffs are of even

greater importance than physical facilities. The
Survey teams made no attempt to inquire into the
qualifications of members of the medical and allied
professions or to ascertain standards or ethics of
medical practice in hospitals; but a numerical count
of the personnel, by broad classes, was made to
reach a rough index of the ability of hospitals to
meet the usual needs for care of hospitalized patients.
In terms of the physicians on hospital staffs, the
minimum ausuberobserved in the Survey was I and
the maximum 202. As might be expected, the size
of the physicians' staff was found to hear a close
relationship to the bed capacity of the hospital.
Although 28, or almost half, of the small hospitals
had staffs of only 1 to 4 persons each, 12 percent of
them, aecording to table 42, had staffs consisting of
more than 16persons. The size of the staff of small
hospitals varied considerably in all areas, but in the
t77

Appalachnan retlon they were predomi-saRl,
,slIy-s -isapiaalin that area having mor

was observed with less than a dozen physicians on its
staff; and, excpt for 3 instances, all of the large hos-

16 phlsicians on itstaff. The medium-siae

pitanl wer foud to have staffs of 21 or more phy-
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hotpirgl exhibited almost as wide a dispersion as
the -.
ones. Althogh half of the medium-size

sicians each.
Data were obtained with respect to the presence

he-alss had 21 or more physicians on their staff,
thce wcvr 4 hospilals, or 7 percent of the total,
whieL had only I to 4 physcians each. Three
of these hospital
with small staffs were in

ArIea

on the hospital staffs of physicians specializing in
three major fields-surgery, internal medicine, and
obstetrics. Table 43 indicates that 45, or almost 30
percent, of all the hospitals surveyed have no phy-

.

sicians on their staffs who specialize in surgery.

In the hospitals having more than 150 beds, none
T asl
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cent, of all the hospitals visited. No medical inmt
ists were found at 78 percent of the smnl hospitas
or at 36 percent of the medium-size hospitals; large
hospital had none on its staff. A fifth of the ho
pitals, including 2 small hospitals and 7 medium-size
hospitals, had 6 or more specialisis in internal
medicine on their staffs.

not performed in these hospitals but rather that the
surgical work performed there is done by general
practitioners. On thetheher hand,48, or a little over
30 percent, of the hospitals have on their staffs 6 or
more doctors who specialize in surgery.
Specialists in inernal medicine, according to table
44, were not included on the staffs of 66, or 43 per-
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Of the three major specialties, obstetricians were
least represented on hospital staffs. (See table 45.)
Of the 58 small hospitals, 50 are without obstetricians
on their staffs, 7 have only 1 each, and 1 hospital
has 3.
Of the 56 medium-size hospitals, 27, or almost half,

have no obstetricians, and 16, or almost a third, have
only 1 each. Five of the medium-size hospitals have
6 or more physicians on their staffs who specialize
in obstetrics. Among the large hospitals, 4 were
found to have no obstetricians on their staffs; on
the other hand, 10 have 6 or more on their staffs.
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data were collected on the distributio of pathologists
and radiologists among the hospitafs that were
surveyed. These data are presented in table 46.

Data collected with respect to other medical
specialties, such as pediatrics and eye-ear-nose-andthroat, show that they are not represented on the
staffs of a large number of hospitals and are distributed among other hospitals in about the same proportions as the so-called major specialties.
Because of the dependence of physicians, including
specialists, upon pathologists and radiologists for
interpretive assistance in making accurate diagnoses,

Laboratory Technicirns
Inasmuch as clinical laboratory work is of great
importance in hospitals, it is considered essential
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that al hospitals have at least one laboratory technician, that a medium-size hospital have two, and

pitals contributed to this high percentage of hospitals
with small professional nursing staffs. Upon the

a large hospital

basis of official information relating to hospital requirements published by the American Hospital Association and National League of Nursing Education, a criterion of 2 beds per graduate nurse has
been set simply as a measure to evaluate the extent
of professional nursing service available. The artificial criterion is derived from the official estimates
of the average bedside nursing hours required for
each patient in 24 hours in hospitals with an average
occupancy of 80 percent.
For comparative purposes, the ratio of hospital
beds to graduate nursing staff has been computed for
surveyed hospitals, assuming that the hospitals are
80 percent occupied, which is a safe assumption, since
many were found to have an occupancy above 90
percent. According to table 49, 5 percent of 149
hospitals for which data could be obtained meet the

t least three. According to table
47, approximately 30 percent of the small hospitals
had nme; 57 percent of them had one; and the re:
mainder had at least two. None of the small hospital had as many as four. Of the medium-size
hospitals, about 10 percent were found to have no
laboratory technicians on their staffs, and another
20 percent had only one each, but mor than a third
of these hospitals had at least three. Laboratory
technicians were more plentiful, as expected, in the
large hospitals, 94 percent of them having three or
moor on their staffs. About a fourth of the hospitals
surveyed failed to meet the minimum requirements
stated above.

ANurses

criterion of 2 beds per graduate nurse. A ratio of
more than 4 beds per graduate nurse, or less than
half of the required number of nurses, was observed
in 60 percent of the hospitals. Extreme instances

The number of nurses in the hospital is another
index of its ability to provide adequate medical care
to patients. Sixty-two percent of the hospitals of
all sizes in the Survey, according to table 48, have.
graduate nursing staffs of 18 or fewer graduate
nurses. Eighty-eight small and medium-size hos-
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were observed in 21 hospitals where the ratio of beds
per graduate nurse exceeds 10, or one-fifth or ess of
the required number of nurses. Student nuises cannot be assigned complete responsibility for the bedside nursing care of patients;nevertheless, the student
nurse renders considerable service. Although it is
not acceptable to apply the same measure for bedside nursing service to the activities of student
nurses, nevertheless, in an attempt to evaluate the
extent to which student nurses afford increased patient service, the nursing staff, graduate and student,
in the hospitals has been computed in terms of the
index of 2 beds per nurse. On this basis, the ratio

of 2 beds per nurse is met or exceeded by 45p ent
of the hospitals. Counting both graduate and student nurses, 11of the 149 hospitals for which data Be
available have more nurses each than thetotal num.
berof their beds, namely, a ratio of or less beds
per nurse. On the thoher hand, a substantial per
centage (30), or a total of 46 hospitals, show relatively poor ratios ofmore than 4 beds per nurse, and
16 of these hospitals have a ratio of more than 10
beds to each nurse.
An interesting observation of the Survey teams
was that half of the hospitals visited maintained
training schools for nurses, 83 percent of which are
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ae~ested by State boards of nursing education. A
stiiag fact is the close correlation between those
tepiteals that maitain training schools and those
that nenst
the criteron mentioned above as an index
of
searice

It should be realized that, during the period of
the Survey, an extreme shortage of registered professional nurses existed throughout the Nation, and
hospital superintendents expressed concern to members of the Survey teams over their inability to

aeqatenurmg
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obtain nurses in this category. In 30 of the hospitals surveyed, practical nurses, supervised in almost
all instances by graduate nurses, were employed to
assist in the care of hospitalized patients. However,
three small hospitals, two in Oklahoma and one in
Kentucky, employed no nurses. Even with the
utilization of practical nurses to meet the emergency,
or alleged emergency, 62 percent of the hospitals, as
indicated in table 49, failed to meet the ratio of two
beds per nurse.

HospitalAdmissions
As indicative of the service provided by the
hospitals observed in the Survey to the mining
population, the rate of annual admissions per staff
physician has been determined. Although such a
measure has recognized limitations, it nevertheless
Graduate nurse in chart room of modern hospital. The
Survey found a serious shortage of graduate and
student nurses. Less than half ofthe hospitals surseyed
met or exceeded acceptable ratio of two beds per nurse.
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provides a broad index by which the relationship of
staff physicia
and hospitals to patients may be

fewer physicians. One of these four is a small,
proprietary hospital in Area III; another is a non-

deduced.

Information from 142 hospitals, which is

profit hospital in Area III which is under the auspices

prsented in table 50, indicates that in 63 percent of

of the United Mine Workers of America; a third is a

the hospitals the annual rate of admissions is less

medium-size proprietary hospital in Area IV; and

than 150 patients per staff physician. Conversely,
in 37 percent of the hospitals, the average staff
physician annually treats more than 150 hospital
patients.
An average of 300 or more hospital patients is
treated each year by the physicians in an impressive
percentage of the hospitals. Of these 27 hospitals
where annual admissions were reported to exceed
300 per staff physician, 14 have staffs of 5 physicians
or less. These hospitals were in the small and
medium-size class,
The data obtained by the Survey teams show that,
in the Northern Appalachian area, no hospitals have
an annual patient-to-staff-physician rate of more than
350; only 5 hospitals, or 10 percent, of those in the
area, have a rate between 300 and 350. One of
these five hospitals is large, another small, and the
remainder medium-size; and only one, a nonprofit
institution, administers a prepaid hospitalization plan
for the employees of a coal company.
.
Among hospitals surveyed west of the Appalachian
area, 74 percent have an annual patient-per-physician
rate of 150 or less. Four hospitals, or 7 percent,
present ratios exceeding 400 patients per physician

the fourth is a small, nonprofit hospital in Area V.
The proprietary hospital in Area IV, and the nonprofit hospital in Area III under the auspices of
the United Mine Workers of America, are associated
with prepayment hospitalization plans.
In Area II, 30 percent of the hospitals have an
annual patient-per-physician ratio of 150 or less per
year. Eighteen, or 49 percent, of the hospitals, each
having staffs of 15 physicians or less, have annual
patient-per-physician ratios over 300. All but 3 of
these 18 hospitals with high patient-per-physician
ratios are proprietary; and all, with the exception
of 1 nonprofit hospital, administer prepaid hospitalization plans. The single nonprofit hospital serves
the miners participating in a prepaid hospitalization
plan administered by a local union.

per year.

Registration and Approval
Hospitals throughout the United States that desire
to be registered with the American Medical Association are required by the Association to comply with
certain essentials deemed necessary to provide the
sick and the injured with scientific and ethical care.
sWork c in enoe 3.

These 4 hospitals each have staffs of 5 or
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Hospitals also may obtain approvals from the
American College of Surgeons upon compliance with
the minimum standards for hospitals established
by that medical organization. Although registration
or approval is not necessary for hospitals to continue
in operation, very few have not sought the approbation of one or the other, or both, of these leading
professional organizations. Only 496' hospitals
throughout the Nation, having an aggregate bed
capacity of less than 1 percent of the beds reported
in all the hospitals of the Nation, do not fulfill the
requirements for registration of the American Medical Association. Consequently, an analysis has been
made of the hospitals that have been visited by the
officers of the Medical Survey teams to determine
the extent of authoritative but nonofficial approval,
The analysis reveals that 16 hospitals or slightly
more than 10percent of the 153 surveyed are neither
registered nor approved by the respective medical
organizations. Of these 16 hospitals representing
4 percent of the total bed capacity of the visited
hospitals, 13 are proprietary, 1 is under the control
of a nonprofit association, and 2 are governmental,
Six of the unapproved hospitals are in Area II, 4 in
Area III, 3 in Area IV, 2 in Area I, and 1 in Area V.
Although the remainder, almost 90 percent of the
hospitals, arc listed in the registry of the American
Medical Association, only 55 percent also have the
approval of the American College of Surgeons. From
the standpoint of joint approval, the hospitals in
Area I are in the lead, as 44 of the 54 hospitals
visited in that area have been approved by both
organizations. More than 70 percent of all of the
nonprofit hospitals surveyed are registered and approved, as compared with less than 35 percent of the
proprietary ones that have received joint approval,

Licensing by States
There is a noteworthy lack of laws in the bituminous-coal-mining States providing for the licensing
and regulation of hospitals, clinics, and dispensaries,
Alabama, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Maryland,
Ohio, Oklahoma, and Pennsylvania are eight of the
coal-producing States having laws (in addition to
-W d-tsdif-i.
M: jo.. Am.A
M- m.. sp.a20, ",
nW.

maternity hospital regulations) that purport to regulate nongovernmental hospitals of one type or
another. Some States limit their laws to maternity
hospitals, hospitals for the insane, and other clses
rather than to all private hospitals. All of the States,
however, that propose to participate in the benefits
of the Federal Hospital Survey and Conatruction
Act must, as a prerequisite, enact licensing laws and
regulate private hospitals in accordance with standards established by the States.
Colorado, Oklahoma, and Indiana are bituminostcoal States that have laws which require the licensing
of all hospitals, dispensaries, and similar institutions
for medical care, with relatively few exceptions.
The Pennsylvania law exempts from its provisians
nonprofit hospitals and maternity hospitals not
located in cities of the first or .second class and
hospitals for the insane.
A much larger number of States have laws relating
specifically to maternity hospitals or including them
with the category of private hospitals. Indiana and
Oklahoma have general regulatory statumes which
require the licensing of maternity hospitals; Colorado
and Pennsylvania have laws regulating all private
hospitals and separate laws regulating maternity
hospitals. The following 15 States are among those
with laws relating to maternity hospitals: Alabama,
Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Utah, West Virginia, and Virginia.
Some of the requirements for licensing materniry
divisions of hospitals require that the general facilities of the building shall pass fire-inspection regulations and meet sanitary-engineering requirements;
that, when the number of deliveries exceeds 150
per year, the obstetrical division shall be segregated
from all others; and that delivery rooms shall not
be used for any other purpose than obstetrics.
Regulations for maternity hospitals furthermore
control the type of personnel engaged in obstetrical
work, such as the requirement that licensed physiclans must be in attendance at all deliveries and that
graduate registered nurses must be employed to
supervise the care of maternity caes and the nursery.
In addition to Oklahoma and Pennsylvania, a
naumber of States have adopted statutes for regulating
hospitals for the insane. Among theweare the follow.S87
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sing itaninons-coal.-mining States: Illinois, Iowa,
SKauns, Maryland, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Tennessee; and West Virginia. These States require hospitals
for the insane to obtain licenses and to be subject to
i-spcction. Authority is generally placed with a
State agency which has the power to promulgate
ruies and regulations and to revoke licenses when
the hospitals fail to conform either to the standards

established in the Act or to the regulations issued
by the agency.
None of rthiecoalqmining States has any special laws
relating to private tuberculosis hospitals and sanatoriums or any special laws with respect to clinics
and dispensaries. Such institutions are covered in
the general laws of Colorado, Oklahoma, and
Pennsylvania.

DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICIANS AND HOSPITALS
To reach soime indication of the availability of
physicians and hospital facilities in areas where
miners and their dependents comprise a substantial
proportion, of the population, data have been assesbled for the counties in which mines were surveyed in the Appalachian States. In additionsince medical service transcends county lines--data
feorcounties adjacent to counties containing surveyed
mines have been collected, thus extending the study
to include relatively large areas within the six principal States of the region-Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, and Alabama.
On thebasisofestimatesofnumbersofphysiciansexclusive of those in Government service-by the
American Medical Association, November 1946, together with estimates of population by the United
States Bureau of Census, November 1946, a national
ratio of 1 physician per 1,000 population in the
United States has been derived,
The selected areas exceed the national ratio in
only one of the States-Pennsylvania-with a ratio
of 1.1; equal the ratio in another State, Tennessee;
fall slightly below in two others; and fail by substantial margins in the remaining two.
The distribution of physicians in the 31 selected
counties of Pennsylvania, in relation to their populatian, is fairly uniform. The range in ratios is
from 0.5 to 1.6, the highest ratio being in Allegheny
County, which includes the metropolitan city of
Pittsburgh, the largest medical center in the Northern
Appalachians. The range narrows to 0.6 to 1.2
upon exclusion of Allegheny County and the noncoal-mining counties from the selected area and contracts still further to ratios of 0.6 to 1.0 when the
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area is confined to those counties employing more
than 1,000 miners each. Relatively high ratios are
maintained in those counties where miners comprise
30 percent or more of the employed males. (Seetable
7 in Launching the Survey.)
In Tennessee, where the State ratio of physicians
to each 1,000 population is 1.0, 2 counties, each containing a large city, exceed this ratio, and the remaining 14counties fall below the ratio with varying
degree. The ratio throughout the selected areas in
the State, exclusive of Knox County, in which Knoxville islocated and which is not a coal-mining county,
and exclusive also of Hamilton County, where Chattanooga is situated, and which is a very small coal
producer, ranges between 0.2 and 0.8, with most of
the counties close to 0.4. Those counties in the
selected area in which mining is conducted to some
degree do not show any marked difference in their
range or their ratios from those in which no coal
mining operations are active. Only 3 counties, all
situated adjacent to each other in the northern
part of the State, at the junction of Kentucky and
Virginia, have mines employing totals of more than
1,000 men each, and these counties have ratios of
0.5, 0.7, and 0.8, among the highest in the selected
area. Mine employees comprise more than 30 percent of the employed males in 2 of the counties and
about 20 percent in the third.
The situation in Alabama, with a ratio for the
State of 0.9 physician per 1,000 population, is
similar to that in Tennessee, in that 2 counties equal
or exceed the national ratio. These counties are
Jefferson, in which Birmingham, a large medical
center, is located, and Tuscaloosa, which (in contrast

to Jefferson County) has a ow density of population.
The remaining 14 counties have ratios ranging from
0.4 to 0.7, with the ratio of 0.5 most common, and
there appears to be no notable difference between the
coal-mining counties and the others. Exclusive of
Jefferson, the largest coal-producing county in the
State, only 2 other counties have mines employing
1,000 men or more. These 2 counties, in which the
miners happen also to comprise more than 20 percent
of the employed men, have ratios of 0.5 and 0.7.
Of the 36 counties in the selected area of West
Virginia, 9 equal or exceed the national ratio of 1.0
and thus exceed the State ratio of 0.9. The counties
with the highest ratio--1.8 and 1.5-are those containing Wheeling and Charleston, the 2 largest cities
in the State. The coal-mining counties, which account for 25 of those in the selected area, have a
physician-to-population ratio ranging from 0.3 to 1.1,
exclusive of the metropolitan counties, and compare
with a range in the remaining counties from 0.2 to
1.0. Sixof the 7 counties, excludiangthe coal-producing metropolitan counties, having a ratio equal
to or exceeding the national figure, are coal-mining counties. In the same counties the number of
hospital beds in relation to population is greater
than in any other county. Although those counties
in which the total miners employed exceed 1,000
appear to have a somewhat higher ratio than all
other counties in this selected area, those in which
the number of mine employees comprise more than
30 percent of all male workers show no marked differences. McDowell County, which has the highest
ratio (in the State) of miners to other employed men,
has a physician-to-population ratio of 0.8; and 4
other counties, in which more than a majority of the
employed males are miners, have a ratio ranging
from 0.6 to 1.0.
In terms of availability, the coal-mining counties
of West Virginia appear to have a more ample distribution of physicians in the remaining counties
and an equivalent distribution if not slightly higher
than that observed in Pennsylvania. About onehalf of counties in both States are of equal population density, having less than 100 persons per square
mile, and within these counties the distribution of
physicians is equal. With the exception of Allegheny
County, Pa., and Ohio County, W. Va,, the remain-

ing coal counties studied in both States hawe a popu.
lation density of 100 to 400 persons per square
mile; within this group of counties, the disetribution
of physicians in West Virginia is higher than in
Pennsylvania.
Each of the selected areas of Kentucky and Virginia included in the study has an average ratio of
0.6 physician to each 1,000 of population. Both
southeastern Kentucky and southwestern Virginia
arecharacterized by low density of population, the
majority of the counties in these sections of the
States having an average of less than 100 persons
per square mile. In this respect, these areas are
similar to the coal-mining counties of Tennessee.
In Kentucky the coal-mining counties have a
higher population density than the remaining counties in the selected area. The range of ratio in Kentucky isfrom 0.1 to0.9,with 8ofthe 17counties having
a ratio of less than 0.5. In Virginia the range in
ratios isfrom 0.3 to1.0, with 3 of the 9 counties
having a ratio of less than 0.5. In only 3 of the Virginia counties studied does the estimated number of
miners exceed 1,000, and in these counties the
ratios are 03, 0.6, and 0.8. In Kentucky the major
coal-producing counties have a higher ratio than
the smaller producing counties or the nonceal
county. In Kentucky the farther the counties are
removed from the highly productive coal ridges
separating the State from Virginia, the lower the
ratios appear to become. Bell County, with a ratio
of 0.8,
leads the major coal-producing counties.
It is evident that, within the Appalachian coal
areas and adjoining county areas, the distribution of
physicians varies considerably. In West Virginia
and Pennsylvania the distribution of physicians
appears to be far more favorable (particularly in
coal-mining counties) than in the remaining States
of Virginia, Kentucky, Alabama, and Tennessee,
where the distribution of physicians is below the
national average and the density of population in
the counties is considerably lower than in West
Virginia and Pennsylvania. It is evident also that,
in areas where the physician ratio and the density
of the population are low, availability of physi.
cians is decidedly limited. This may well indicate
a limited amount of medical care, and, deductively,
a lack of proper medical service. Observations
189

The medical care of industrial injuries is a
Miner under treatment fop leg injury in fracture bed of hospital
responsibility of the employer in all bituminous-coal-mining States. Hospital care for nonindustrial injuries is
provided primarilo through prepaid hospitalization plans.

made throughout the Survey in portions of Kentucky,
Tennessee, West Virginia, and Virginia indicate that
the mining population in many of the southern
areas may have a slightly greater availability of
medical services than non-coal-mining populations,
Physicians have been observed, in a number of
instances, living within cnal-miinng communities in
which the coal-mining population is concentrated in
a single camp. Other instances have been observed
in which one physician may serve a number of mining
I90o

communities relatively close together along a main
highway in a mountain valley. Thus, although the
general distribution of physicians may be low, the
distribution of physicians in the mining segments
may be relatively higher. The presence of physicians in direct relationship to coal-mining population is attributable to prepaid medical care. It is
worthy of note that, within the entire Survey, 96
percent of the mines were within 5 miles of a physician's office. This indicates that, in the southern

areas, although physicians may be limited in number,
nevertheless they are at least relatively close to the
mines,
Hospital Beds
In the same selected areas of the several States
that were analyzed with respect to the distribution of
physicians, a brief analysis has been made of the geographic spread of hospitals. The data on hospitals
have been viewed in the light of the goal set in the
Federal Hospital Survey and Construction Act of
4.5 hospital beds per 1,000 population,
The data reveal that only 3 of the 31 counties
in Pennsylvania meet or exceed this mark. Three
other counties have no hospitals. In West Virginia,

11 of the 36 counties comprising the selected area
have no beds registered, and of the emunaning25
counties, only 3 counties exceeded the ratio of 4.5.
These 3 counties that exceeded the ratio and 5 of
those that have no beds at all are coal-mining counties. In the area studied in Virginia, Tennessee, and
Kentucky, none of the counties has enough hospital
beds to meet the goal set in the Hospital Survey
and Construction Act. In Alabama only I county
showed a ratio higher than 4.5 beds per 1,000
population.
Within the selected areas of the 6 Appalachian
States, no hospital beds are registered for more than
half the counties. Thus, in the total of 125 counties,
there are only 8 with ratios equaling or exceeding
the ratio of 4.5. These 8 counties, except for I in
Alabama, are in Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

DISCUSSION
In the study of 153 hospitals which are utilized
by employees (and their dependents) of 260 surveyed
mines, notable variations were found among the
different coal-mining areas with respect to the
professional and technical staffs of hospitals and in
the size, distribution, and characteristics of the hospital facilities. In the absence of clearly defined
standards of measurement that have been accepted,
or established, by official bodies and associations
within the medical profession, only quantitative
comparisons can be made with objectivity. On the
basis of numerical deficiencies, or absence of essential
physical facilities and of available personnel, deductions as to the quality and character of the medical
service available to miners and their families can
be made readily.
From the data presented on preceding pages, it
is apparent that coal miners depend primarily for
hospital services on institutions of small or medium
size-that is, those with a capacity of less than
150 beds. Large hospitals are serving only 37
percent of the mines surveyed,
It is estimated that less than 20 percent of the
mines are served by hospitals characteristic of those
in metropolitan centers, such as Pittsburgh or St.
Louis.

The evidence is convincing that three-fourths of
the hospitals are inadequate with regard to one or
more of the following: Surgical rooms, delivery
rooms, labor rooms and nurseries, clinical laboratories, and X-ray facilities.
Seventeen percent of the hospitals in the Northern
Appalachian area, 35 percent in Area II, and 34 percent in Areas III, IV, and V combined have an insufficiency of operating rooms. The great majority
of those hospitals are small or of medium size. This
shortcoming is particularly apparent in the Southern
Appalachian area. Also, inadequacy of delivery
rooms was most common in Area II, where almost a
third of the hospitals accepting maternity cases had
no room set apart for obstetrics, and an additional
26 percent of hospitals of sufficient size to warrant
2 delivery rooms had only 1 each. Hospitals in Ama
I revealalmost asgreata degreeofinasfficiency. The
least inadequate of the surveyed hospitals were
those in Area IIL.
Seventy four percent of the hospitals surveyed
in Area II provided no labor room. In each of
the other areas, about two-thirds of the hospitals
have labor rooms. However, with respect to nrscries, more than four-fifths of all of the hospitals in
each area are so equipped.
a19

Ten percent of ho tals in the Northern Appalah.
we, 16 percent in the Southern Appalachian
-, -ad slightly is e percentages of hospitals in
te ar-e went of the Mississippi either did not
mintain laboratory facilities or were insufficiently
equipped w saeter proper clinical laboratory assistance. Thse deficiencies were noted most commonly
amongsall anmediumsie hospitals
Of the hosp•ral observed in the Northern Appalachean aea, more than half had staffs of more than
20 physicans; in contrast, approximately 80 percent
oafth hospitals in the Southern Appalachian area
khadsrafi of less than 20 physicians, and 56 percent
of the hspitals had 8 or fewer physicians. Practacally all of the hospitals having small staffs are
small or medium-sae proprietary hospitals. In the
westm
areas, approximately half of the hospital
statfs have 20 physicians or more. The small, closed
staff is characteristic of the proprietary hospital, as
observed in this Survey. In those areas where the
nonprofit hospital associations exist or predominate,
.ample hospital staffs are observed,
Although there are areas in the coal-mining industry where the ratio of physicians to population is low
owing to interrelated factors of population density
and
levels, another factor exists in some
areas that may be a serious limiting factor upon the
distributitrm of physicians. That is the lack of opportanity for professional advancement that results
when physicians am denied the opportunity of utilrzighospital facilities. It is commonly accepted
that, where a patient is to receive the best care, a
certain proportion of such care must be provided by
specialists; and that, if a hospital is to give adequate
medical care, speciality care should be available. Of
the specialist services, three major specialties are
considered, namely, medicine, surgery, and obstet,
rics. Ninety percent of the hospitals observed in
the Northern Appalachian area are staffed to provide
specialists'cae inasurgery and internal medicine, and
two-thirdTsof these hospitals have obstetricians on
their staffs. On the other hand, approximately onethird of the hospitals m the Southern Appalachian
area have no surgical specialists; less than half have
internists; and less than half have obstetricians,
The proportions are even lower among the hospitals
observed in the other Areas. The extremes were

economic

observed in Area V (Rocky Mountain States and the
far West) where approximately 67 percent of surveyed hospitals have no physicians specializing in
surgery, internal medicine, or obstetrics.
In those areas and in those hospitals where adequate facilities and adequate care are provided, it
wasgenerally observed that physicians have accepted
a challenge and responsibility in developing their
professional skills. In such development, they are
afforded an opportunity, through continuous study
and education, to attain a higher degree of conmpetency. Most important, however, is the demand
for adequate facilities to meet the needs in caring for
the sick and injured.
The lack of attention to the specialties in the coalmining areas, combined with unmistakable evildence
of inadequate facilities, indicates that in some coalmining areas-particularly in sections of Area IIthe medical profession lacks a progressive attitude.
The absence of delivery rooms, forcing the use of the
surgical operating rooms for obstetrics, and deficiencies in nursing services constitute further striking
evidence. Improper provisions for the hospital
patients' safety in case of fire also indicate an
indifferent attitude.
Such attitudes appear to be most prevalent in
areas where the present system of contract hospitalization-a system that stifles competition on the
basis of quality of service-is dominant. There is
urgent need that the existing attitudes hbeliberalized
by the medical profession in some coal-mining areas
and that the existing facilities be expanded to provide adequate means with which to render service.
The Hospital Survey and Construction Act provides means whereby hospital facilities may be
improved and expanded. It is considered imperative that the several coal-mining States, in which
inadequacies have been observed and a deficiency of
hospital beds exists, immediately assume initiative
and provide the leadership and authority within
which the hospital facilities of the areas of the States
may be increased. It is considered feasible that the
United Mine Workers of America, who have an
active interest in the problem of medical care, assume
responsibility as an organized group and sponsor and
encourage public support of the Hospital Survey and
Construction Act.

There is apparent within the Southern Appalachian
area a noticeable deficiency in the total number of
physicians practicing within the area. Of partieular importance is the deficiency in the number of
young physicians. Accepting the premise that the
patient-load carried by a physician is reduced as the
physician advances in age, the patient-load that can
be accommodated is reduced further where there is
an increased proportion of older physicians in an
area. To relieve this problem, the young physician
must be induced to enter the area and establish his
practice,
A primary barrier to young physicians is medical
monopolies similar to those which tend to emerge in
the coal-mining areas, especially where proprietary
hospitals with closed staffs predominate. Themedical profession should develop and foster opportunities for young physicians to enter these regions
under conditions that will permit them to advance
professionally andfinancially.
In the interest of proper medical care, the medical

profession should closely scrutinize the present methads of practice in the coal-mining areas and make
emodifications wherever necssary to provide
quatediagnostic services and treatment facilities, and
enough fully qualified physicians to handle the needs
of the regions.
Unfortunately, the general public i ill-informed
concerning the fundamentals of good medical care.
The miners, possibly more than other groups, require
a better understanding of the features that constitute
an acceptable hospital and of the essentials to seek
in determining capable, scientific, and ethical medical
practice. The United Mine Workers of Anerica,
assisted by the medical profession, can perform a
valuable service by acquainting its members with
the facts that will enable them to make adequate
appraisals of medical and hospital service. In this
way, the coal-mining population will be better able
to assume responsibilities that will act as a foree to
improve the quality of medical and hospital service
in the bituminouscoal-mining areas of the Nation.
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Off-the-Job Living

Leisure time for "off-the-job living" is being provided more rapidly than any other single item in
America. How are two million bituminous-coal
miners and their dependents using it?
the Navy welfare and
To answer this question,
recreation officers of the Medical Survey Group
gathered facts on the off-the-job living of the
miner and his family from official records, by interview, and by observation. These officers went into
the homes of miners and into the schools, churches
and places of recreation in the coal camps and the
communities and cities adjacent tothem. In
rural
this section
of the study, some of the 260 mines
surveyed frequently were served by as many as 4
separate communities. It was inversely truealso

that several mines surveyed were served by the same
community. Thus, the communities referred to in
this section of the report total 257 and are not
necessarily identical with the 260 mines reported
elsewhere in the Survey. Where a community, in
which the housesare owned or controlled by the
mine operator, was established at the mine it is
referred tohere as a coal camp. Of the 257 cornstudied, 116 are coal camps.
munities
In every instance representatives of Management
and Labor were interviewed. Facts on recreation
officials,
were solicited of State, county, and local
school teachers, children, clergymen, housewives, and
the miners themselves.
For purposes of comparison, a brief study was
195

No place to go-nothingto do.

made of several plants in other industries with
respect to their activities designed to foster better
employee relations. Many companies in industry
and commerce have for some time carried on comprehensive recreational programs definitely designed
to enrich the lives of employees and their families.
Progressive Management is aware that it is good
policy to help people protect the things they care
about. Such attitudes and policies, these companies
contend, result in improved Labor-Management
relations, reduction in absenteeism and labor turnover, and improved safety records. The existence
in several industries of such programs and services,
undertaken on a collaborative basis, with employees
and employers cooperating over a period of years,
indicates that it is a beneficial venture for both
groups.
Off-thc-job living includes all the things the individual chooses to do in his own time for gratification
of the doing. That these things shall be socially
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acceptable goes without saying. Free timechoice-gratification in the doing--dignity of the
individual-these are the watchwords.
Recreation plays a significant role in everyone's
life. All individuals have some time that belongs
to them alone, time they may call their awn-the
earned leisure of the adult, the rightful possession
of all youth. Moreover, it is of jealous concern to
society and of paramount importance to the individual that this leisure time be used in wholesome,
constructive, and developmental activity nurturing
the mental and emotional, as well as the physical,
processes.
What the individual does in his own time has a
great deal to do with shaping his personality and
coloring his attitudes. It is in one's own time that
much of character is molded. This earned leisure
is a period during which an individual may discover
talents, satisfy a variety of appetites, give outlet
and vitality to interests, sharpen skills, and develop

The activities undertaken throughout the United
appreciations. Democracy says to each of as, "You
States toprovide outlets for the leisure time of the
are an individual with a name and a personalitypeople have resulted in theestablishment of many
you are notsimply a number on a file card. You
agencies, public and private, to provide facilities
differ, however slightly, from all those aboutyou.
and leadership forwholesome recreation. Moreover,
You have talents and yearnings of your own. DisIn
there is a vast commercial amusement industry.
cover yourself. Be yourself. It is your duty to
place after place throughout thecountry, commercial
develop as an individual and to improve yourworth
enterprise has established theaters, bowling alleys,
tothegroup."
swimming pools, camps, schools of arts and handiThis is where recreation comes in,forrecreation
crafts, and similar places; and organized agencies,
is a meansof satisfying human hungers for selfexpression and creativeness, for belonging to the public and private, have added parks, swimming
and thousands of other facilities
and for recognition, com- pools, dub houses,
groupand being wanted,
tosupplement those supplied by private capital or to
petition, and adventure.
Satisfaction of these desires and needs takes on provide facilities where private capital has not dared
Thus, in large cities and smaller urban
to venture.
an urgency when it is remembered that this is not
centers, and even in rural areas, recreational opportensions,
an ordinary period of years. Emotional
have been, and are constantly being, created.
tunities
accentuated by a terrible war, emphasize the need
governments, school districts, civic
State and local
for release and for calmand quiet meditation, to
churches, and private fraternal organbalance living and to bring life into better focus. organizations,
izations have attempted to satisfy are recognized
Recreation helps to provide some of these essentials
of balance. It provides opportunity to live as public need.
In the coal-mining areas of the Nation, however,
slaves
who
are
for
those
integrated human beings
thecircumstances in many instances seriously cirof machines, whether in factories or farms, inmines,
cumscribe the abilities of either public or private
in offices, or in highly specialized businesses or
agencies, or those of commercial firms. Conditions
professions-or even slaves tothe drudgery of the
especially present
in company-owned communities
household,
problems. Because so many of them are
serious
In this mechanical, gadget-worshipping age when
relatively sparsely settled, as compared with urban
the magic of man's inventions and scientific achievement has dwarfed and fractionalized the worktime centers, and because the working time and corrspending earnings of the inhabitants areso irregular
oftheindividual and haseven tended tomechanize
and undependable, commercial firms arecautious in
to a shortened
his philosophy; inan era that points
establishing permanent facilities, such as motionand standardization
week; in anage of regimentation
picture theaters. Because the land in those places
to rob people of creative experience,
threatening
is owned or leased by mine operators, and therefore
recreation assumes transcendent importance among
is neither public property norgenerally available for
becoming
from
people
those forces that can prevent
lease or purchase by residents of the community,
mechanical robots and leisure-time illiterates,
public facilities depend upon the largesse of the
citizens
To the Nation, the total leisure time of its
operators. Moreover, because these places, with few
can be itsgreatest asset or a terrifying liability. In
there are no public
exceptions, areunincorporated,
400,000
the bituminous-coal industry, employing
bodies, suchascity councils, toprovide recreational
miners, it has been estimated that approximately
for the residents.
opportunities
half of the waking hoursof each miner are leisure
Finally, theadequate use of leisure time depends
hours-time inwhich he isreleased from his work
as well as facilities and programs.
leadership,
upon
chores, and compulsory tasks, and is free todo things
Consequently, the people in coal-mining camps,
of his own choosing. Hence, the miners of America,
lacking their own organization, depend for a large
of their dependents, have a huge total of
exclusive
on four
measure of their recreational opportunities
leisure hours--hundreds of millions-each year.
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In the many coal camps which are not situated close to urban centers, the major recreationalpursuit is just sitting
and talking. Miners and theirfamilies visit their neighbors; or the men, with many hours and days each year of
enforced idleness,frequently "hang around" the company store which is anotherpopular meeting place.

primary sources-Management, Labor, the school
officials, and the church leaders,
Where coal miners live in or near cities-Pittsburgh, Pa., Springfield, Ill., Des Moines, Iowa,
Denver, Colo., Seattle, Wash., Birmingham, Ala.,
Wheeling, W. Va., and Knoxville, Tenn.-they are
absorbed into the diversified pattern of the life in
such large communities. Those who live in incorporated towns such as Harlan, Ky., Logan, W. Va.,
or Price, Utah, which are adjacent to numbers of
soft-coal mines and depend for their sustenance on
mining operations, the public and private organizations and commercial enterprises exist to handle
their wants. But even here a large share of their
needs are unmet,
Other miners scattered over rural areas, who mine
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coal part of the time and devote the rest of their
energies to farming, and those who live in the
company-owned "coal camps" enjoy few of the
facilities available to people living in cities. Beauty
parlors, telephones, laundries, daily papers, drug
stores, and movies-all commonplace to the urbanite-are seldom available to them.
Miners and their families who live in coal camps
must deal with the operator at every turn. The
operator is his boss while at work. The operator is
his landlord and, at the company store, his grocer,
his butcher, his shoe salesman. Always miner and
operator are on opposing sides in their daily transactions. Consequently, it is inevitable that honest
differences of opinion, strained relations, and conflicts
will arise from time to time.

This group is isolated from the main stream of life:
flowing through a normal, diversified community.
This isolation-like a leash-imposes restrictions on
recreational opportunities and limits experience,
with the result that social adjustments become
difficult and leisure time is employed to magnify
grievances,
Coal camps are generally one-industry communities. When the mine closes, other local jobs are
rarely available. Hence, the miners have unwanted
free time that cannot be employed constructively.
Leisure then becomes a burden.
Absenteeism, plus enforced idleness, regardless of
reasons, eats deeply into earned income. Yet, even
during periods of steady employment, there is n
evidence of any encouragement to save or invest
earnings. Banks, the physical presence of which

would suggest saving, systematic or otherwise are
rarely established in coal camps.
Company-owned coal camps were associated with
approximately 45 percent of the mines surveyed.
Except in a few instances, these camps consisted of
the mine, the houses, an elementary school, a cornpany store, and one or two churches. Most of them
are bleak and uninspiring.
Topography imposes certain limitations regarding
the establishment of facilities in many coal camps.
Level ground for roads, housing, and schools is at a
premium. Just as houses are huddled together and
often cling to the side of a hill, the schoolhouse may
be on a steep hillside or be tucked alongside the railroad spor at the bottom of the hollow. Youngsters
of the streets of New York and Chicago dodge flying
taxicabs and trucks, but children in coal camps fre-

Just as children in the city learn to dodge automobiles and trucks, the youngsters in coal-mining comrunities
at an early age acquire an agility to dodgefreight trains. The railroadrack is a highway and a playgroakdin
many coal camps.
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quently dodge chugging engines and heavily loaded
• oal cars. Hilly country offers little, if any, outdoor space for athletic fields. Roads are narrow and
winding. The self-esteem and pride usually associated with permanent residence and home ownership often are missing,
The miner and his family were asked where they
could go to a dance, a movie, a bowling alley, a gymnasinm, a tavern, a restaurant, or a skating rink.
Did they patronize one or another of them? When
the answer was "yes," the facility was recorded as
being available and used by the residents ofthe camp,
even though it might be as much as 30 miles distant,
The starting hour in coal mines is relatively early,
compared with the starring time in most manufacturing industries. Many mines begin the first shift
as early as 6-30JO
or 7 o'clock in the morning. For a
miner to change clothes and ride in with the mantrip, he must rise at an unusually early hour and
consequently go to bed early the night before a

workday. Thus, his leisure time is centered mainly
between midafternoon and evening. He, therefore,
is cut off from amusements and other recreational
pursuits geared to the working hours of most other
workers. Many of the best radio programs, for
example, are broadcast after the miner has gone to
bed. If he wishes to go to a town to see a movie, he
must sacrifice some of his regular sleeping hours.
For the smaller number of miners who work the
second or third shift, family life is even more seriously
disrupted. The housewife struggling all daywashing and ironing, fighting the endless battle
against dirt and soot, feeding and caring for her children and a husband-must indeed reach the stage of
endless exhaustion.
There is also the problem of keeping the children
quiet during the day in order that father may sleep.
Arising wearily from bed in the middle of the night
to prepare a substantial meal for the father, hungry
at the end of a night shift, adds nothing to her com-

Picnicsandfamily reunions are a popular recreationaloutlet in the coal-mining regions, just as they are in most
rural areas.

far-away finish line, the housewife tries, with dwindling energy, to keep abreast of everyday chores and
thus has little reserve to call upon in the final sprint
necessary to raise the standard of life in her home.

fort. This constant drain on physical energy can
result only in serious faults in manners, attitude, and
tone in the home. Drabness and dullness dominate.
Like a tiring marathon runner staggering toward a

RECREATIONAL PROGRAMS
Even more important than physical facilities to
the off-the-job living of the miner are programs of
recreation. The finest sports center has little value
if people do not use it. Conversely, worth-while
activities can be carried on in old barns, church basements, and empty lots. Continuous activity programs, however, rarely spring spontaneously from
groups of people. Leadership is a prime necessity
in initiating, developing, and carrying through a
well-rounded, continuous, recreational program by
uncovering and stimulating the major interests of
the people. Where leadership is exercised the facilities do not follow far behind. In coal-mining com-

generally stems from the initiative of Management,
Labor, the church, or the school. Each, however,
can develop merely a fractional program, which can
satisfy only part of the needs of the people in the
community. Cooperation between two or more of
these is necessary, even where participation by the
people is forthcoming. Only in very few instances
has such cooperation been developed to the point
where leadership and participation by all groups
have resulted in programs approaching adequacy.
In a number of instances, however, the initiative
taken by one or two of the leadership sources has
resulted in activity programs of merit.

munities, particularly in isolated camps, leadership

Both Management and Labor have been distinctly

facilities, by ownership,in 257 communitie
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AIfew of the larger and better camps have swimming pools like this, as well as supervised playgrounds, bowling
alleys, billiard rooms, and other recreationalfacilities. In the large majority, however, adequate swoimmingfacilities
are not provided.
remiss in helping to make the miner's off-the-job
hours a time of gainful leisure. The coal companies,
for the most part, do not appreciate the indirect
economic advantage to be gained by taking an
interest in what their employees do during off hours,
even though their control of the operations and of
the community places the primary obligation upon
them. Likewise, organized Labor gives little evidence of acknowledging that recreation will benefit
its membership,
Leadership of Operators
executives in eight large manufacturing
Personnel
t
plants were asked, "Why do you provide supervised
recetion for your employees?" All of them replied,
6
c
'
we
. i,,
oine
oS
h4-u
n.
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"It is good business." If it is good business in the
chemical and rubber industries, it should be the
same in coal; but most of the coal operators do not
appear to agree.
A certain coal company operates a summer camp
for the children of its employees. One of the
miners decided to move and work for another company, but his wife balked when she learned that the
other mine would not offer camping privileges
similar to those that their son enjoyed each season.
Consequently, the miner did not change jobs, illustrating the benefits to the company in reduced labor
turn-over when a desirable welfare feature was
prvidee.
A full-time recreation director hired by Managenent is available in only four of the settlements
surveyed. Many of the coal camps include struc-

tures and space which could readily be transformed
into attractive play centers, at little expense, if some
leadership was provided. Thousands of war veterans are returning to their old jobs in the pits far
more appreciative of the importance of leadership
and supervision, as the result of their military
experience. One former sailor said that his destroyer
had more recreational opportunities than the entire
community in which he lives,
Of the four recreation directors employed by
operators, found by the Survey teams, two are in
West Virginia, one in Kentucky, and one in Alabama.
One of the two in West Virginia must necessarily
spread his services quite thin, since he is working in
eight different communities for a like number of
operators who combined to share the expense,
Although one-third of the settlements canvassed
have bowling alleys, Management is active in
sponsoring bowling leagues in only 3. In but 23
communities are there company-sponsored baseball
teams. While 36 picnic grounds were provided by
operators, only 18 of the operators sponsored picnics,

The operators have provided II dance halls, but only
8 company-sponsored dances were found.
A distressing observation was that the interest of
Management in recreational activities was said to
decrease sharply in some camps after the miners
were organized into a union. Whether this resulted
from vindictiveness of Management or feeling that
the Union should now take over this responsibility is
unknown. A happy contrast is presented by a cerrain Alabama coal camp, fully unionized, where the
operator provides a full-time recreation director and
offers his workers facilities for swimming, fishing, and
field sports and a children's playground. Also worthy
of mention are: a mining settlement in West Virginia,
with its tastefully furnished country club, library,
and community center with outdoor pool; a community in Pennsylvania where the operator has made
available an athletic field, a social center, and a
park; and a Wyoming camp with company-sponsored
bowling alleys, dance floors, and other recreational
conveniences. Company labor difficulties at these
camps are purported to be few and far between, in

Although one-third of the settlements that were canvassed have bowling alleys, Management was active, during the
Survey, in sponsoring bowling leagues in only three communities.
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62 communities out of the 257 surveyed

were union locals foundto be active in supporting or
sponsoring recreational activities. Six communities
boasted union-sponsored baseball teams. Dances
under similar auspices are conducted in 11 of the 257.
Nowhere in the entire study was the Union found to
be providing for a paid, full-time recreation leader.

In Area II, comprising Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, and southern West Virginia, 87 of
the 108 communities surveyed are company camps.
Local unions concern themselves with recreation in 27
of these 87 communities.

A union local in Kentucky furnishes the voluntary
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leadership and the money to sponsor a baseball team.
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Another, in West Virginia, dipped into its treasury

85 to build an athletic field for the high school; as a

i

result, the miners and their families are regular
spectators at scholastic contests. These are among
the few exceptions to the rule. The local union, it
was found, donates money for recreational activities
in 41 of the 257 communities studied.
Union officials are not loath to discuss shortcomings
in their respective areas; but investigation disclosed
that the organization, being geared primarily to
handle "grievances" and situations arising out of
conflicts over wages, working hours, working conditions, and related matters, seldom worked to improve
the recreational opportunities of the miners. Gar-

1
1t7
139 dening receives union assistance and encouragement
106 in only 5 communities out of 257 communities in the
os6
1
Survey. Eleven communities (less than 5 percent)
have organized hobby clubs. Conversations with
8 miners frequently elicited the reply that they would
33 be eager to join hobby clubs if established.
1

1

0
__ -

Role of Schools
In table 52, schools are shown to lead churches,
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The schools that miners' children attendvary in character accordingto the geographiclocation of the mines. In the
rural coal camps the grade schools are typical of country schools-in some instances, where the camps are isolated,
even consisting of the old-fashioned, little, one-room schoolhouse. In other areas the more common consolidated
school prevails.
leaders. It was not the intent to study or evaluate
the quality of education dispersed but, instead, to
find what degree school properties and personnel are
utilized, in extracurricular fashion, for the benefit
of adults as well as children. In many camps, a
one-room schoolhouse is the hub of the community's
social life. The larger the school, the more varied
are its uses, which may include instruction of adults
as well as children in cooking, sewing, reading, and
music appreciation; club meetings; and-if the
school has a gymnasium a-bsketballand other
indoor sports. A young athletic coach, lately a
member of the United States Marine Corps, did a
notable job in ooe community, where he initiated
and finally succeeded in obtaining a good athletic
field adjacent to the school. The same young man

introduced sports programs not only for pupils but
also for their elders, resulting in maximum utilization
of its school by the community.
In only 100 of the 257 communities do the schools
have adjoining playgrounds, and the largest proportion are found west of the Alleghenies. Although
the hilly terrain of West Virginia, Kentucky, and
the bituminous regions of Pennsylvania is not as
favorable for the construction of playgrounds as am
the tablelands of the West,'some enterprising localities in the Appalachians, both north and south, have
nevertheless altered Nature with buildooers and
mechanical shovels to provide athletic fields in the
vicinity of school buildings.
On the other hand, many playgrounds were noted
where seesaws, swings, and horizontal bars were
205
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rosting from disuse. It was also common to see
school auditoriums that were never opened on evenings and holidays or during the summer vacation
months., Although they might have provided ideal
places for meetings or socials, they remained idle for
wart of initiative. Thus, good facilities and equipmeat frequently were utilized only to a minimum
because the impoirant ingredients-supervision and
direction--were altogether lacking.
In nearly every instance where a school is contributing to a company camp's livability, it will be
found that some conscientious teacher is the "spark
plug" who is stimulating the miners and their families to make the most out of what little recreational
facilities they have. Such teachers are active in
organizing 4-H Clubs, parent-teacher associations,
and Boy and Girl Scout troops. Unfortunately,
there are non few teachers of this type, because low
pay and unattractive environment have driven many
into other occupations or into the better-salaried
positions offered by city schools. Even when teaching in coal camps, they prefer to live in the nearest

incorporated town, when possible, and if they do,
further limitation is placed on the time they can
spend in extra-curricular activities at the camp.
In one mining town in western Pennsylvania,
teachers struck for higher wages. Some of them
were receiving take-home pay of $24 a week, only $4
more than the maximum unemployment compensation payable in the State to workers in time of unemployment (not resulting from strikes). A teacher
in an eastern Ohio mining community disclosed that
on her $30 weekly salary, paid for 9 months of the
year, she must double as janitor in a one-room
schoolhouse, which accommodates all eight elementary grades. Frequently, she buys needed schoolroom equipment from her meager wages. Nevertheless, she cheerfully volunteers two nights a week
to conduct cultural classes for the parents of her
pupils, receiving no additional compensation. It is
common for teachers to take other jobs in order to
supplement their earnings. In one mining town,
two principals-ne white and the other Negrosaid that only by working in the mines during the

SchAols lead all other organizations in promoting recreation, not only for children butfor adults as well. Leadership and supervision can do much with limited facilitire, but teachers are rapidly losing their enthusiasm for

cxzra-curricularactivities.

In only 100 of 257 coal-mining communities surveyed do the schools have adjoining playgrounds, and most of
these are west of the Alleghenies. Many of these playgrounds, however, are not used when schools are not in session,
and direction and supervision are consequently lacking.

summer vacation period can they afford to continue
their chosen profession. As coal diggers, they received much higher wages than as teachers,
Under such circumstances, it should hardly cause
surprise that community leadership among teachers
is missing; consequently, 59 of the communities surveyed do not utilize school buildings for the benefit
of everyone, although a sizable proportion of these
schools have auditoriums and gymnasiums. Interested leaders are all that is needed to convert them
into community centers,
Recreation andthe Church
The church, like the school, is expected by tradition to contribute to enrichment of living within a
commounity. Particularly in a closely knit settlement, such as a company camp or a mining town,
the church building may be used more than 1 day a

week. Denominations and creeds were not a eoncern of the Survey, nor whether the men who mine
coal are "religious" people. An attempt was made
to learn, however, how large the church looms in each
community as an instrument of social, as well as
spiritual, welfare.
If the tipple signifies the presence of a mine, a
church and a company store signify the existence of
a camp. A church is one of the first structures erected
when a coal-mining community with housing is
established. Of the 257 communities visited in connection with the recreational aspects of the Survey,
all but a few camps have at least I church each or a
church within reasonable traveling distance. Altogether, 1,672 churches were recorded, of which 1,405
were for the use of various Protestant denominations; 227 for the Greek and Roman Catholic faiths;
and 40 for people of other faiths, or nondenminational. Of the Protestant churches, 193 served
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in construction,from the simplest wooden bluilding
Churches, found in nearly all coal mining communts, vu, elaborate a-ick or stone structures.
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Negroes, and of the Catholic churches, 2 were for
Negroes.
Of the church buildings in coal camps an appreciable number have been erected by the operators. In
many such instances where the operators have built
the churches, they also maintain repairs and contribute coal and utilities,
Churches in coal camps vary in construction from
the simplest wooden buildings to elaborate brick or
ihe most common type is a onestone structures.
The interior
story wooden building with basernntn.
furnishings likewise vars from a collection of folding
chairs and a reading stand to elaborate pulpits and
hand-decorated pews. Where church buildings are
lacking or where a particular sect does not wish te
use the esistiog church, divine services are held in
schoolhouses, miners' hoeres, or whatever shelter is
available. In the few camps that lack a church
building or in those where the church is a considerable
distance from the homes of many employees, the
company may provide bus service or the congrega-

tion may hire a commercial vehicle to transport its
members on Sundays.
Church services are not held with the same frequency in all communities. In the smaller camps,
particularly, the residents must depend for their
spiritual guidance upon part-time preachers and
circuit-riding clergymen, who appear at regular hot
infrequent intervals. To maintain full-time pastors,
it is nrt uncommon to find operators contributing
toward their salaries and in a few instances paying
the entire ansount. Generally, however, the largest
part of the burden is borne by the miners themselves.
Scores of communities are doing the best they can
to preserve their congregations, with lay members
conducting prayers and attempting to fill the diversifted role which is the minister's in a small village.
Altogether, a little more than two-thirds of all the
settlements surveyed in 22 States have I or more
full-time clergymen.
ihe Survey revealed that leadership in encouraging
and stimulating recreational activities was under-

Chorches are prominent in encouraging and stimlt/rizcg recreational activities in many coal-mining communities.
Chora/ groups are espevi/l/v popular ansong the' Negro miners and theirfamilies.
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taken by churches in 176 of the surveyed comimunities.
In about a third of the communities clergymen
have been inactive in promoting recreational activities in coal camps. Many of these men are so poorly
paid and so overburdened with the spiritual cares of
large numbers of people that their energies and
initiative cannot extend beyond the strictly religious
aspects of their calling. Enough leadership does
exist, however, to indicate the possibilities inherent
in the position the true pastor occupies in a community.

Outstanding examples of civic betterment have
come from some of the poorer company camps forrunate enough to possess a spiritual leader cognizant
of his obligation to brighten his parishioners' daily
lives. In one community, a young preacher, in the
tradition of the pioneer and with the zeal of a crusader, built a church in a dreary hollow. Obtaining
donations wherever he could, he soon had a part of
the church equipped as a well-bnhy clinic and
nursery school. Next, a playground was added, then
a swimming pool. NMiner collected from the miners,
illage business men,
t
thei inion, the operator, and

ai' coal rompany jor thi children qofthe empi/o\es of itsisevtra mi nes.
Scene at a summer camp operated by) oearge
m ad
mie's thil/ may spa"lteda n eijovable
Excellent facilities and trained leadership are provided, i. tiht ,r ine
tmcotntired.
Thits waa the only such camp
proqfiable 2 weeks.
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plus a Federal Public Works allotment, made these
possible, butno amount ofmoney would
innovations

have availed anything
if the preacher had not
exhibited the enthusiastic
leadership required to
launch the movement.
areas in a
'The good schoolsand recreational
chiefly, from
Pennsylvaniatown have been derived,
the energy of a priestwho came to this coalcommunity 3 decades ago and at once builta church.
Although of Irish extraction, he nonethelesswas
of which
quick to learnthe Slovaktongue, ignorance
would have been a handicap. In addition to the
church, the priest was instrumentalin building
sof
thelocal board of
schbools and became president
health and the park board. As head of the park
board he has the responsibility sof administering a
30-acre tractwhich was donated by a coaloperator
and has since been developedas a recreational area,
with a swinming pool,picnic groves,dance pavilion,
and athletic fields.

Commerncial ELntrprises
ConmmLsercialenterprises
that meet the demands of
the public in generalforamusement and recreation
have no deep rootsincoalcaips or in areas adjacent
to them. See table 51.) Although minersare said
to be "goed spenders"when they' have the moneyn,
their incomes are irregular, and the establishmen.
and maintenanceof permanent facilities requiring
heavy outlaysof capital are too risky forprivate
investors
to undertake.
Consequently,
motion-picturetheaters and other alsusementsexist onlyinthe
largest casmps where the coalcompanies themselves
have built them. In other camps, the residents
must depend upon the nearest town that is large
enough to have a theater, or upon the itinerant
exhibitor
who calls at the camp with hisprojector
onceor twice ait
week, or semlimonthly,
and shows his
pictures in the school buildingor church basement.
Even so,45 of the 257communitiessurveyed did not
have motion-picture shows and were too far from
localities where there were theaters to have been
considered as havingany available to the residents.
Billiard and 1•ol "parlors," which require less capital
formaintenanceand are already part of the structural
facilities of many camps, are not available to the

a e
ado, ha br ht
The 'juke bux,"as e
some mt•sice
itoulive,oafcin-e.
,The
'jske boX,"
hoaeer, is usual//n found oussidethecicap, is the,
ebrs and drugstores atthe rossroadi
c
o in town.
residents of 94 commiunities and bowlingalleys are
numnot providedforthepeople in an even greater
ber of camps. Other commercialfacilities, such as
tenniscourts,swimming pools, golf courses, and
dance halls, are even scarcer. In a number of
places, facilities that have been constructedby a
commercialfirm,ilineoperators, or others are not
beingused. For example,163out of 257 communi
ties have dance halls, butonly 56 are inuse; 67 corn
munitieshave skatingrinks,butin only26 are they
open for business. Carnivalsand other traveling
shows that includemany mining coulmunities on
their circuits have been reported to do a thriving
business on coal-industry
patronage because the
people are hungry forentertainment.Such shows,
when encamspedor lodged on company property,
are
said to be supervisedby the operatorsto prevent
extortion and cheatingofthe miners and their families.
2 1

In thefew coal camps where drug stores and soda fountains can be found, they are popular with the miners, their
wives, and children.

Prior to the War, district and State-wide competitions between first-aid teams of the various mines,
and also competitive meets between teams of the
various mining companies, aroused considerable interest. A local contest was an occasion for picnicking, and often took on the aspect of a county fair,
which large numbers of people attended. Should
first-aid training be revitalized, competitive meets
will undoubtedly flourish again.
People of the coal-mining communities also have
a great interest in regular spectator sports, such as
baseball, basketball, and football. Aside from their
enthusiasm over local teams that participate in the
several active coal-mine leagues, particularly in the
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Appalachians, or in local high-school athletic contests, they exhibit great interest in professional
sports. It is not uncommon for southern Illinois
miners to drive as far as 150 to 200 miles into St.
Louis to see a major league baseball game. The
professional baseball and football contests in Pittsburgh attract thousands of miners within a 100-mile
radius. Minor-league and semniprofessional baseball
games, in which teams from cities like Bluefield,
Logan, and Welch, W. Va., play, are said to be
strongly supported by the coal-mining population.
In general, however, commercial entertainment
of all types meets the recreational needs of miners
and their families only partly and sporadically.

Liquor

Comlmunitj Ser/vicesr

In somne of the communities that permit the sale
of beer and whisky, laws prohibit sales on Sunday.
Vending of liquor is prohibited in 95 of the cornonotines studied and beer in 69 retainmunities. However, according to the Survey findings, liquor is
not sold at any time on comnpany property in any
coal caotps. To many mciners denied salutary recreational opportunities, building tip to a glorious state
of intoxication has been said to be their idea of a
pleasant week-end. This can be verified by observations in the isolated company camps and rural
settlements. At one camp in West Virginia it is a
regular custom each Saturday for miners to visit
the justice of the peace and pay their $5 fines for
drunkenness in advance. The cooperative justice
accepts their money, obviating a Monday trial that
would interfere with the men's jobs. Similar understanding and cooperation also are exhibited by certain operators who will, upon request by a miner, add
another itemi to his pay-roll check-off list -the locality's customary fine for intoxication,

Inhabitants of even the smallest towns have their
drug store, their beauty parlor, and many other
services that are commonplace in urban areas but
luxuries in a coal-company camp. It was observed
that moany families utilized mail subscriptions to
newspapers. Inhabitants of 50 camps have access
to drug stores, 38 no banks, and 52 to shor-repair
shops, but in some instances these conveniences may
be in a town or village several miles away. Of all
the communities surveyed, only 90 maintain public
libraries, and many of these are open only a few
hours weekly. Noncompany cntmunities are endowed more abundantly with drug stores, banks, and
laundries, inasmuch as the majority are in urban
areas. Nearly all of the camps have a post office, or
at least a nook in the company store or office building,
where mail is received and stamps and money orders
are sold. Often the sign on the post office, or on the
side of the tipple, is the only inscription in the camp
that keeps it from complete anonymity. It may be
the only way that a stranger would know, without
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asking, whether he was passing through Coaltown,
Minersville, Blackburn, or many another settlement
that, from a passing train or an automobile on the
highway, seems to consist of a cluster of houses, a
slag pile, and a ripple.

general store and embarking on an hour or two of
gossip and just plain loafing. Tie company store is
the mecca for everyone in every coal camp. Even
when the store is closed, the men gather there in
theit free time, frequently after working hours, and
on Sundays and holidays. It is a common sight in

Company Store

summer to see miners, and often the women and children in the community, sitting or squatting on the
porch or steps of the store, relaxing in idle talk. For

One institution common to the coal camp is the
company store, owned and operated by the mining
company or by a separate company or corporation
affiliated with the mining company. According to
the National Coal Association, 2,850 such stores are
operated by or affiliated with the coal-mining indaustry, representing an investment of $150,000,000 in
buildings, real estate, and equipment and employing
abeut 28,000sales people, buyers, executives, delivery
men, and clerical personnel. Most of these stores
were born of the same necessity that obligated coal
operators to provide housing for their employees.
They are usually housed in one of the best buildings
on the property, very often in association with the
company offices. The attractiveness of the buildings,
equipment, and displays, and the cleanliness of their
appearance are in direct ratio to the attractiveness
and cleanliness of the community. Hence, at the
well-built and well-maintained modern communities
owned by the large operators, the company stores
are comparable to the best in many American towns;
and where the camps are poorly built and run-down,
the stores are typical of the old-fashioned, small,
village general store. Their sine, and the quality and
amount of merchandise they carry, depend upon the
population of the camp and surrounding areas, the
relative isolation of the camp, and the extent of
competition, if any, offered by independent merchants
near the camp or by stores in nearby towns.
Aside from its major purpose of selling goods,
the company stors is an important meeting place,
People who have not lived in a village have little or
no appreciation of the pleasure in going down to the

coal camps,
The company store, an institution in most Many
comhas progressed more than other facilities.
attractive, and well-stocked,
pany stores are modevn,p/ace
as wel us a eommissary
and seree as a meeting
for the miners' wives,

the wives of the miners the visit to the company
store, when they are nor too busy to make tel trip,
offers the nearest approach to relaxation and diversion in their daily routine. Here they learn and dispense the local news, read their mail, and meet their
friends, as well as buy their groceries and supplies.
To Management, the company store may be strictly
business, but to the miners and their kin it is commissary, club room, and bulletin board rolled intoone.
Company stores are found in greatest numbers in
the Appalachian area, particularly in the southern
part, but they also are noted in the Far Western
States, where the coal mines are considerable distances from towns and villages. They are virtually
nonexistent in the central bituminous-coal areas.
Modern refrigeration and good maintenance are
common; but garbage and sewage disposal and
rodent control vary considerably and correspond to
the sanitation practices of the communities in which
the stores are located, as described in the sections of
this report dealing with sanitary facilities and with
public health.

Price Comparisons
The Survey teams attempted to compare food
prices between company stores and competing independent merchants and chain stores. The study was
first undertaken during Government regulation of
prices under she Office of Price Administration, bar
during the period of the study, prices were decontrolled, resulting in such violent fluctuations daily
that the data became meaningless. On the basis of
general observations only, which cannot be supported
statistically, the consensus of opinion of the investigators was that company stores, most of which conduct business on a credit basis, generally, but not
always, charged slightly higher prices than the chain
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stores and other"cash-and-carry" establishments in
the nearby communities on such basic food items as
milk, bread, flour, potatoes, and lard. In certain
instances they were lower-priced than individual independent stores operating on a credit and delivery
basis. On items other than foods, no comparisons
of the data were made.
Although the miners recognize the company store
as a favorite meeting place, as well as a convenience,

suspicions-once

fairly general-that

exorbitant

t
pcos ye ee
profits are made by the operators and that dishonest
practices in juggling accounts are conducted in some
places, still linger and affect the attitudes of the
miners. This was reflected in the terms such as
"grab-off" applied to the company stores in a few
places. No attempt was made to verify such allegacharges
aniate
and no evidence to s
tis,
tons, and n evidence to substantiate these charges
came to the attention of any of the members of the
Survey teams,

Competitive Advantages
The United States Coal Commission made a number of pertinent observations during its survey of
company stores, which appear to be as relevant today
as they were 23 years ago. In its report (issued in
1925), the Commission said, in part, the following:
as varied
*The majority have givenasminers' families
*
un
wold be fo d in city
a supply and as good grad o food

stores. Thesystem of openlyforcingemployeesto buy at

commissari is said to be no longer in practice. But the ditinction beten "forcing"people to buy at the company store
and "drawing trade"depends somewhatupon the point of view.
The energetic store manager desires to show good profits at the
end of the year. To do this, if he has competition to meet, he
mst depend on rapid turn-over of stock, which in turn means
many customers. He has access to the mine company's pay
roll and can find out which fanmiesdo none or hut part of their
buying a his store. If he solicits the tradeof these familiesor
asks a friendly superintendent of the mine to help him out, he is
doing no more than any wide-wake merchant would do. Yet

The practice of issuing scrip in lieu ofcurrency as an adovnce on miners' wagesflourishes in some regions, and is

subject to abuses. Merchants in some towns in coal-mining regions openly offer to redeem scrip at a discount.
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he is exposinghimself and his company to the charge of "forcing
purchasing." The genial manager arousesno gossip by pursuing
these tactics, but the lesssociable man produces ill feelingtoward
the company. Relations of employee and employer are less
clouded with personalfeelingwhere company stores do not exist.
Several circumstances tend to favor the position of the company sre. First, it is located in the hart of the mining patch,
and when the miners live for the most part incompany houses, as
for example, in New River, it is the store most conveniently
reached. Again, many company stores carry as large a tock
of goods s the arges town stor and a much argerstock
the independent roadside stores. And, third, the miner's family
must have cash to do business with mail-order houses; it must
have cash or credit to buy from independent stores; whereas the
company store will issue scrip to it as fast as the miner's daily
earnings accmulate. In every respect less effort is required on
the part of the miner's family to buy at the company store
than
a n elsewhere.
ed store hs many adovantges
, gain, the mpn
th
over the independent stores in mining communities. It has the
credit standing of the mine company. Most of its trade is payin-advance trade. When credit is etended to a family its
financial position is known definitely. When employment is to
be irregular, the store nows in advance and an regulate its
buying and selling accordingly. The independent retailer,
unless possessed of capital, or fortunate enough to begin business
when the mines are operating regularly, has a difficulttime erviving in a community where the opening or closing of a mine
means cash or no cash in the community. He must do most of
his businesson a credit basis,counting on theminer to pay him
eachbiweeklypay day. If theminer does not pay, there is no
property to attach nor will the coal companyassume any responsibility in the matter. When the miner has money he
doespay his bills, but whenunemployment leaves him without
funds the merchant may extend him credit in the hope that bills
will be paid when the miner resumes work, or may refuse him
credit andrisk losing his trade and the trade of his friends when
the mine starts. As consequence a number of independently
owned stores come into existence when the mines begin work
and go out of busines when the mines are not operating.
While the company store is a necessary institution in new
regions, its continuance for too long a period has a bad effect
on the very people served. The practice of issuingscrip for store
purchasing as fast as money is earned, is a great convenienceto
the miner when earnings are irregular, but it relieves the miner's
wife of all responsibility for planning the household budget.
As the dinner hour app-oahes the children run down to the
orth o scrip with which to buy the
ore to get doll.r
evening meal. When sales slips are not used, the mother has
no way of reckoningwhat each article cost, or whether the clerk
made the correct deduction. She makes no careful examination of foods in market or of prices. If she had to pay cash
he wuld have a much keener sense of the value of the money
he
a sudde change im
Undoubtedl
and of cmmditi.
and
ndubedf
of
pay-rll-deduction system to earning-in-fullsystem wouldresult,

at first, in extravagant expenditure of ernings and nopayment
of bills. But miners and their wives are adults. They should
he given the responsibility of adults as soon as the growth of
the community develops or attracts competent, independent
merchants to their district.
uance and

Use of Scrip

Scrip, a form of nonnegotiable local currency, has
been in use in the coal industry of the United States
for more than 75 years
t one time, it was the
At one time, it was the
r more than 75 years.
prevailing practice in sections of the industry to
issue scrip in lieu of money for wages, but legislation
and labor contracts have outlawed this custom.
Today, where scrip is utilized, it is used as an advance against wages earned but not yet payable.
It also is the practice of some mining companies to
issue scrip as a credit advance on unearned wages
during periods of unemployment, for use exclusively
in company stores. The scrip which is in use currently is either in the form of metal coins or perforated sheets of coupons in small denominations.
Other forms re found. Usually, there is stated on
Other forms are found. Usually, there is stated on
the scrip: "Nonnegotiable Payable in Merchandise
Only." Operators using scrip find that it simplifies
bookkeeping, both at the mine office and company
store.
During the course of the Survey, scrip was found
in use in the coal areas, as follows: 45, or 17 percent,
of the 260 mines in the Survey were reported to be
issuing scrip. The practice was found to be most
common in the Southern Appalachian coal fields.
Legislation has been enacted in many States with
a view to protecting workers in their employeeemployer relationships. Laws of this kind include
p
r
those governing the payment of wages in scrip, ap
plicable to employees in their capacity as purchasers
at company stores or otherwise. Two-thirds of the
States have passed laws with respect to the medium
of exchange in the payment of wages, and the following bituminous-coal States, requiring wages to be
bi
i
i
paid in legal tender, are included in this category:
Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West
Virginia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Kansas, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Washington.
A few States specifically forbid discounting scrip;
ivsision
of Reviw,RiRdcoverAdministrtion,
fi o th Ntionalthe
of hcCompany
l Implaations
EconomicndSocid
the Cmit
sore andScripSystem:M h t96.
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most of them require that any scrip issued must be
redeemed in lawful money at face value. Those
States forbidding the discounting of scrip am:
California, Coenecticot, Illinois, Mississippi, Otegn, Washing-un, sod Territory of Puerto Rico.
Colorado forbids the employee to waivre payment
of his wages in lawful money or to take all or any
part of it in merchandise?
Some bituminous-coal States also have specific
statutes which are intended to insure the employee's
freedom to choose the stores at which he makes putchases. These States are as follows:
Indiana, Inwa, Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia, Okia
huma, Tennessee, Utah, and Washington.
So, it can be noted that many States have taken
cognizance of advance payment of wages by scrip
and the discounting of the same. In spite of laws
requiring that wages shall be paid in lawful money,
the practice of issuing scrip still flourishes.
Miners can take their scrip to the company store
and get full face value for it in merchandise, but if
they desire cash for it from the company store, the
store usually pays 90 cents on the dollar. Some
companies will not permit stores to redeem scrip
at a discount, and store employees am threatened
with discharge if found doing so; nevertheless, the
practice of discounting scrip is reported to be general,
If the miner chooses to use his scrip at stores other
than those owned by the company, the independent
merchant will discount it as much as 25 cents on
the dollar for any such transactions. In some coal
districts, merchants in towns near the mines will
accept scrip at 75 percent of its face value. The
merchant, or other person buying it at 75 percent
of its value, might sell it to a filling station operator
for 80 percent of its value, who in turn might sell or
trade it for 85 or 90 percent of its value.
5
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the scrip gets back to the operator, via the company
store, where full face value in trade is given.
Most miners desire the opportunity to draw from
the company an advance on their earnings prior to
pay days, but feel that the requirement that such
wage payments must be in scrip constitutes an unfair
advantage over them, as it either obliges them to
trade only at the company store or take a loss in the
competitive markets outside the channels of the
coal company. The Union, as a whole, is strictly
opposed to it.
The chain and independent stores oppose it, as it
puts them to a decided competitive disadvantage
with company stores.
In general, the public is indifferent, as long as it
is not affected.
Operators who issue scrip gain several advantages
through the use of this medium, including (1) avoidance of the need for having large amounts of cash
on hand; (2) increased trade at the company store;
(3) a net profit to them on any scrip destroyed or
lost; (4) a simpler system of bookkeeping than is
involved in a charge-account system; and (5) the
fact that large amounts of outstanding scrip represent lawful money made available to the operators as
operating capital, and therefore they do not have to
pay for commercial short-term loans to this extent.
The United States Treasury has declared that
stamps and other innovations of negotiable exchange
invented by the public are illegal a and ordered those
sponsoring and circulating them to cease and desist.
Many legal cases have been tried in court respecting
the constitutionality of this form of exchange.
and Tennessee permit
Alabama, West'Virginia,
she use of nonnegotiable scrip. In Kentucky, there
is some question as to its legality.
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DISCUSSION
The inadequacy of organized recreation in the
Nation's coal-mining areas clearly reflects public
inability or unwillingness to appreciate its importance
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in good living and accord the problem due respect
and consideration.
The dividends of a sound recreation program are

indirect. Its rewards are net measerable precisely
in dellars and cents, but are undeniable; and the consequences of its absener are equally manifest,
Thr Survey indicates that recreational facilities
and programs are: (1) Better and mere readily available in the larger incorporated communities with
diversified classes of people, sach as factory workers,
farmers, white-collar workers, and others in addition
to mincers; (2) poorer in those incorporated communities comprising primarily mining families and workers
in professions, trades, and businesses dependent upon
mining; and (3) poorest in coal camps, the companyowned, unincorporated communities made op almost
solely of mining people. These facts point cue that
community organization is needed to provide the
basic needs for recreational facilities and romperhensive leinary-rime programs.
Organizatioe ieto some form of local government,
with citizenship responsibilities shored by the residents, is needed to achieve improved recreational
opportunities an well as better sanitary facilities aned
sanieation-contcol measures. Individually, miners
can do little more than provide simple recreation
foe themselves, such us hunting, fishing, picnicking,
and ether individualistic forms of diversion. Colleccively, howevee, they should by as capable of initiative and endeavoe as any other group. They have
permitted themselves to become the beneficiaries of
paternalism, placing themselves by their passivity
in a position contrary to American tradition and
practice. All over the United Stares, groups of
people have organized themselves and are continuously organizing themselves into various civic and
fraternal groups so take care of their mutual business
and social needs, including recreation. The miners
arc backward in recognizing that face. Is is timeis has long been time-for them to assume a grearer
share of responsibility for their own off-the-job living,
Limitations and handicaps, of course, hamper
achievement of that goal. First, she economic unstabilisy of the industry itself gives the miners a feeling
of insecurity and impermanence. They believe that
their incomes are less steady and reliable than those
of other industrial workers, and she frequency with
which many small operations alternately open, close
down, and reopen engenders a psychology of truesience even in those who have bees residing in one

plaee far ace er mare scores ef years. These antitudes are not helped by the face thae in the coal
camps they live in rented homes under contracts that
specifically deny them the rights to normal tenantlandlord relationships. Incarporatian of a coal camp
as, a municipality can be undertaken only with
permissien of the mine operator and land owner, hot
organization inta ciric-heccermene bodies and finarernal erganizations, even though such action may
be suspect in some instances, is nor denied them,
and in most places probably mould be welcomed and
supported. Ie would be for bretere for miener to
provide recreation, no well us other activities and
needs, by themselves, independently through organizusion, than so continue to depend upon, and thus
be subjected to further domination by, either the
operators or rho Union. The leadership, although
latent, exists. Intelligent men are no mote lacking
in coal camps than elsewhere.
Although it is acommsunity responsibility to
provide adequate recreational facilities and so staff
them with qualified leaders who will achieve their
maximum utilication, it is disheartening to contemplate how long it might take far the majority of the
country's coal-mining centers to acknowledge the
need and take appropriate action, unless they receive the momentum that can he given by operators,
union officials, and otbers, including Government.
Meanwhile, much can be done by Management and
Labor. Easch has a collateral responsibility fur the
recreational needs of the mine workers. Operators
who have undertaken the responsibility of housing
their emplnyees and families have, in effect, established communities with themselves as 'Governmeet" and, as the only governing bodies of these
communities, cannot ethically limit arbitrarily she
heundaries at which they mill cease to assume
obligations. They automatically become responsible
for a soft water sepply, adequate sanitation, and
other phases of community life ordinarily assumed
by local government.
Operators who have recognized their obligations
have made their communities outstanding. There
is a correlation, between the character of the housing
and sanitary facilities in coal camps and recreational
activity. Where housing is well cosntructed and
maintained and where the most msodern sanitary
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ficilities are provided and control measures pracr
ticed, recreational activities generally are more
intensive and are engaged in by large numbers of
the people over longer periods. In some of the
better camps, regardless of their isolation or their
difficulties stemuning from topography, recreational
facilities are provided most generally by Management; and professional recreation leaders are employed. In the poorly constructed, poorly maintained camps, the recreation is at a minimum.
The Union, also, because of the comprehensiveness of its organization, has unusual opportunities
to provide the local leadership necessary for comesunity organization. Ex officio, the officers of
locals and field representatives of the Union can do
much to encourage and stimulate recreation at the

several camps where they also are in residence. The
fact that such leadership is being exercised in a few
communities indicates the potentialities inherent in
the organization. Care, however, must be taken to
make sure that leadership, stimulation, and encouragement are exereised rather than direction, domination, and the sort of participation that cannot be
separated from the functional activities of the Union
as set up by its own constitution and bylaws.
With Labor and Management working together,
to their mutual gain, wholesome recreation could
spring up to relieve the desertlike barrenness of the
typical company camp. The interval between the
end of one day's work and the beginning of the next
in the miner's life can be enriched without difficulty
by cooperation of these two groups.

Uncovtred drinkingwater supply in miner's home subject to contamination an illustrationof the needfor educatcon
in health and hygiene.
tic

It is incumbent upon operators and anion leadees
to barmunize their diffeetnee in this respect en help
the citizens of the community provide good-not
luxuroious, bat gond--diversinnal opportenities for
the mincer and his family, then jointly see that they
are utilized. The trail has been blazed. In isolated
cases, local labor leaders and Management have
given moral and financial support; in such instances,
the results are said to hare been both beneficial and
peofitable en the sponsors.
The distressingly uncommon utilization of church
facilities for recreational purposes, particularly in
company camps and eke smaller towns, may be
attributed chiefly to lack of adequate financial sup-.
pore. Ton many of these eommunitirs cannot, at
will nse, engage pastors on a fall-time basis. As a
consequence, the facilities that church buildings and
parish halls would provide for meetings, socials, and
games are too little used.
juse as the shortage of fall-time clergymen results
in lowered utilioation of church peoperties as caminanity ceotees, so deo she shortage of well-trained,
energetic teachers bring about a corresponding condition with respect to school boildings. The best
teachers, those who woald make eke best leaderes,
can scarcely be eapected to be attracted by low pay
and by rho colorless surroandings characteristic of a
majority of camps.
The lack of kindergartens and preschool play contees, which stems from insufficient financial support,
is conspicsoos in minieg communities. On the other

hand, many consolidated schools havn proved that
the advantages enjoyed by town and city pupils, as
measured in gymnasiums, audieoeiums, swimming
pools, and the like, can bie duplicated in rural areas
for eke benefit of miners' childeen, if the necessary
interest and appeopeiations are forthcoming. Many
of these progressivec schools are built of brick and
steel, well-lighted, well-ventilated, well-heated, and
a bean to she pupils and eke parents alike. They
are made possible by pooling the finances of varioas
school disteices. Some have only eke junior and
senioe high-school grades; others ran from the first
grade througb the twelfth. They are a focal point
foe recreation for the entire community.
The conclusion that recreational needs are largely
unmee is neither new nor startling. It has long been
acknswledged, hoe nothing significant has keen done
about it. There are no short cues or sleight-of-hand
tricks foe achieving overnight saccess in mesablishing
and conducting adequate recreational services.
When the welfare and recrentian..l opportunities of
she coal mioner and his family are totaled, with pasiruaor reference to those whose residence in company
camps or villagres denies them tho conveniences
enjoyed by fellow workers living in towns and cities,
the sum is pitifully small. To uncrease that sew, en
help these people to provide for themselves the
important things millions of Americans accept as
commonplace-that is the task to which Managemeet and Labor, with she active encouragement of
Gaouermeet, should address themselves.
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Recommendations
The recommendations presented herewith can be comprehended adequately
only when related to their appropriate references in the text of the report.
They are directed toward conditions which are general or common in the
bituminous-coal-mining industry, and do not attempt to deal with problems
that are peculiar to certain districts or specific coal-mining operations.
HOUSING
It is recommmded that:

6. The United Mine Workers of America assist its

for company-owned dwellings.
i
cguidance
4. Coal-mining companies, in cooperation with the
Union, encourage and assist in the incorporation or
other formal organization of unincorporated or unorganized coal-mining communities, where feasible
and where warranted by their location and size of
population.

members in purchasing their own homes, where conditions of employment are favorable, either from
coal-mining companies or from others, or in building
their own homes, by (a) giving miners advice and
legal assistance in such transactions; and (b) aiding
miners in obtaining long-term loans at low interest
rates for such purposes.
7. The United Mine Workers of America investigate the practicability of establishing local housing
corporations, where the concentration of miners
warrants such action, for the development ofmodern:
housing projects with financial assistance from appropriate Federal, State, and local government
housing agencies.
8. The United Mine Workers of America provide
to miners in connection with rentalof
dwellings owned or offered for rental by real-estate
operators, individual owners and others, as well as
coal-mining companies.
9. The several bituminous-coal mining States, by
legislation or, where authority already exists, by
regulation, establish, or cause to be established, ade-

5. Coal-mouing companies owning dwellings which
they rent to their employees enable their tenants to
purchase the dwellings at reasonable prices and upon
liberal credit terms, such housing, however, to be
sold only when concomitant arrangements are made
for the orderly and coincidental transfer of essential
utilities, or when suitable arrangements are made to
assure purchasers of continuous utility services.

quate minimum housing standards to be applicable
in all areas not otherwise covered by adequate building codes and ordinances. The data set forth in the
following publications are suggested as guides in
the formulation of standards:
A. Mininon Property Reqoitenentsto,
the appropriate
State,FedmalH..ousingAdministratinn,NtionaltHositgAgency,
1946.

1. Coal-mining companies owning or managing
dwellings which are occupied by their employees
undertake at the earliest practicable time the improvement and modernization of such dwellings and
appurtenant facilities,
2. Management and Labor reopen and review
existing rental agreements and contracts with a view
to readjustment of rents for company-ownod dwellings, such new rents to make allowances for specified
programs of periodic maintenance and repair and to
assure a reasonable return to the owners on their
investment.
3. Coal-musing companies initiate action toward
elimination of inequitable provisions in rental leases
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B. Farmhouse Plans, U. S. Department of Agriculture
Bulletin No. 1738,October 1934.
C. Emergency Minimum Sanitation Standsds, U. S.
Public Health Service Reprint No. 2529 feni the Public HenIth
Reports, Vul. 58, No 58, December 10,1943, pages 1793 to1823.
D. Rural Sewage Disposal-.Recommendationn of the Joint
Commictt on Rue-l Sanitation, U. S. Public Health Service,
Reprint No. 2461,PuhlicHealth Reports, Vol. 58, No. 1l,March
12, 1943,pages 417 to 448.
10. The several bituminous-coal-mining States
enact appropriate legislation or, where authorizing
legislation already exists, issue regulations requiring
builders to obtain permits from appropriate local
governmental units or from the State for all new
housing construction, and to comply with the ap-

plicable minimum standards, codes or ordinances
established for new housing construction.
11. The several bituminous-coal-mining States empower county health departments or other appropriate existing county agencies to approve simple
plas and specifications for the construction of hou
forrte
con
munitio su
Plun
an speatin
ing in rural areat, in unincorporated communities or
other communities where codes or ordinances embracing adequate minimum standards of construetine do not exist, or where authority for the adoption
of such codes or ordinances is nonexistent, in order
that new construction may comply with minimum
standards set by the counties or the State; the county
agencies so empowered to be staffed with engineers for
these and correlated functions, including sanitation.

SANITATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH
It is recommended that:
1. Coal-mining companies take active steps, without delay, to assure a safe and potable water supply,
and adequate sewage disposal (including the supplanting of existing privies, where necessary, with
sanitary privies or with modern disposal facilities),
to provide positive means for the organized collection and proper disposal of garbage and refuse, and
otherwise to improve the basic sanitation of cowpany-owned communities.
2. Coal-mining companies, in cooperation with
local unions, institute action to establish at each
company-owned cocm•unity a committee composed
of the company physician and resident representstives of the Union and of Management, such committee (a) to maintain frequent, periodic inspections
of sanitary facilities and services in order to prevent
abuse by tenants, to assure continuous protection of
water supplies and adequate control of sewage and
other wastes, and to promote improvements in basic
sanitation; (h) to assist in fire-prevention measures
and aectivities and to aid in the establishment of firefighting organizations; (c) to join with civic groups
and others in concerted efforts to bring into their
community the services of existing public health
agencies; and (d) to join with similar committees at
other communities and with coal-nining companies,
local unions, veterans' organizations, civic, fraternal,
and business groups, and other organizations and
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individuals in promoting the establishment of compotent local health departments where none exists.
3. The several bituminous-coal-mining States enact legislation, or amend existing legislation (a) to
require the frequent, periodic testing of community
drinking-water supplies, private as well as public,
and to provide for the free analyses of water samples;
and (b) to require new housing projects (whether at
established mines or at newly opened mines) to be
provided with adequate water-distributing systems
and sanitary sewerage systems.
4. The several bituminous-coal-mining States
which now have inadequate or no laws relating to
wash and change houses enact legislation making it
compulsory that coal-mining companies provide and
maintain adequate wash and change houses, suitably constructed and equipped, at their mine sites.
5. The legislatures of the several bituminous-coalmining States appropriate sufficient funds, expendable at State and county levels, for the effective
implementation of laws and ordinances providing
for the protection of miners and other citizens in
matters relating to basic sanitation, including water
supply, sewage disposal, garbage and refuse disposal,
and stream pollution.
6. Local unions, coal-mine operators, civic groups,
veterans' organizations, and citizens' associations
use their organized efforts to make clear to their
appropriate local and State governmental representa-

tires the needs of their communities for improved
public health measures, and to stimulate the establishment ofhealth programs for preschool and schoolage children (including dental health), to work
toward the adoption of effective ordinances and control measures for water, milk, food, restaurant, and
waste disposal sanitation, and to promote continuous
community programs in health education for miners
and their families.
7. The Federal and State health agencies undertake, with the cooperation of coal-mining companies

medical societies, establish and maintain demanstration programs and projects in selected areas in the
bituminous-coal-mining States designed to effect
reductions in infant and child morbidity and mortality, the responsibility for such programs and projects
eventually to be assumed by official health agencies
in the States.
10. Public health agencies in the several bituminous-coal-mieing States provide tuberculosis casefinding programs, including follow-np services for
cases and contacts, and promote the establishment

and the coal miners' unions, an extensive and continuous program of health education of miners and
their families, utilizing audio-visual aids such as
sound films and radio broadcasts, such a program to
include personal hygiene, nutrition, community sanitation, and industrial health.

of adequate facilities for the care of the tuberculous.
11. Public health agencies (Federal, State, and
local), in cooperation with medical societies and
organizations and individual medical practitioners,
establish or improve the reporting, recording, and
analysis of morbidity and mortality statistics in

8. Coal-mining companies encourage and assist
coal-mine physicians, by remuneration and other-

terms of major occupation groups so that interpretations may be made of conditions affecting the

wise, in the promotion of health-education programs,

health of workers and their families in a major in-

health programs, and utilization of public health

dustry such as bituminous-coal mining.

services and in the practice of preventive medicine

within company-owned communities.
9. Philanthropic foundations, in collaboration with
INDUSTRIAL

12. Voluntarv health agencies extend their activi-

ties to include rural and isolated coal mining communities.

MEDICINE AND HYGIENE

It is recommended that:
1. The research activities of the bituminous-coal
industry be expanded to include industrial medicine
and industrial hygiene, such research to encompass
industry-wide studies and investigations of the
nature, occurrence, and control of occupational
diseases and disabilities peculiar to the industry; the
research organization to provide consultant services
and to make special studies, on a reimbursible basis,

at individual mines where their size and economy of

activities of the company physician to be incorporated into a clearly defined and comprehensive
program of industrial medicine and hygiene that
is separate and distinct from general medical care
and hospitalization programs which are paid for
by the employees themselves.
3. The program of industrial medicine and hygiene
sponsored and financed by Management include the
following provisions:

a. All miners to have the benefit of carefully

operation do not warrant the employment of fulltime industrial hygiene specialists, and where official
agencies are unable to provide such services.

performed physical examinations (preemployment
or preplacement and periodic), including chest
X-rays and complete urinalyses, and medical history

2. Coal-mining companies retain or employ
physicians, either full time or part time, depending

and physical examination records to be carefully
recorded and filed only in the custody of the physician

upon the number of mine employees and the industrial medical needs of the various coal mining
operations, to discharge Management's responsi-

or the medical department.
b. All cases of serious injury to have professional
medical attention promptly upon removal from the
mine or other working place, and definite arrangements to exist at all times for adequate ambulance

bilities in protecting and promoting the health of
employees at every bituminous-coal mine; such
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transportation and immediate hospitalization of
employees requiring such care; physicians, nurses,
or trained first-aid attendants to accompany the
injured miners during transportation in ambulances
to hospitals.
c. First-aid facilities, adequately equipped and
maintained (including telephonic communication in
underground mines with the surface), to be provided at or near the portal and at suitable places
within every mine, such facilities to be inspected
periodically and frequently for the adequacy of
the equipment and the suitability of the location of
such facilities by the company physician or other
competent personnel responsible to Management.
d. Industrial nurses or professional personnel of
similar training and experience to be employed at
surface medical-care facilities wherever warranted
by the size and nature of the mining operation,
e. Company physicians to familiarize themselves
with working conditions, both within the mine and
above ground, and to cooperate with safety engineers
and industrial hygiene engineers in the prevention
and control of accidents and protection of the men
against occupational diseases.
f. The company physician to be authorized to
procure, as required, the consultant services of
industrial medicine and hygiene specialists, and to
request, when desirable, on behalf of Management,
Federal, State, and local public health agencies to
render industrial hygiene services at the bituminouscoal mines.
g. Company physicians, whether they be neighborhood general practitioners or specialists devoting
full time to industrial medicine, to be authorized by
Management to cooperate with the Federal Bureau
of Mines instructors; to share with the mine-safety
engineers in the supervision of the first-aid training
program at each mine; to make careful studies of
first-aid practices and of the transportation of injured
persons within individual mines; and to recommend
improvements to Management.

h. Management to maintain accident and absenteeism records that will be of assistance to the
company physicians in analyses of causes and
frequencies of industrial injuries and occupational
diseases.
4. The Federal Bureau of Mines, in accordance
with its basic law, broaden its program of health
and safety to embrace industrial medicine and
hygiene as supplementary to its other services to
the bituminous-coal industry.
5. State and local health departments expand their
industrial hygiene services to include programs for
the coal-mining industry.
6. The several bituminous-coal-mining States not
having adopted compulsory workmen's compensation acts, enact such legislation, and that the general
coverage type of occupational disease provisions be
included in the laws of all bituminous-coal-mining
States.
7. Physicians attending compensation cases submit claims and other records to the appropriate
agency so that the provisions of the existing coonpensation acts will be fulfilled.
8. Management and Labor share in the costs of
first-aid training at each mine; and Labor and Maeagement, by their cooperative efforts, use every
means at their disposal to attain 100 percent first-aid
training of coal miners.
9. Medical associations encourage and support
the development of the speciality of industrial medicine, and a speciality board be established for
certifying such physicians, and, further, to take
steps leading toward the establishment of chairs of
industrial medicine in those leading medical colleges
which can meet the requirements for a specialized
post graduate curriculum.
10. The United Mine Workers of America and the
coal-mining companies assume joint responsibility
in determining ways and means to assist the physically handicapped miner, and the injured or diseased
miner in need of rehabilitation.

GENERAL MEDICAL SERVICES AND HOSPITALIZATION
It is recommended that:
1. An outstanding and recognized leader of the
civilian medical profession be appointed a member
of any trusteeship established, the purpose of which
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is for the medical care and hospitalization of miners
and their dependents.
2. The prepayment plans of medical care now
widely accepted by tradition and custom in the bitu-

minous-coal-mining areas of the Nation be modified
and consolidated into a broad prepayment system,
based on sound actuarial principles, to provide comperhensive medical services to coal-mine employees
and their dependents in accordance with the fuondamentals net forth in the discussion parts of the sections of the report dealing with General Medical
Services and Hospitalilzation.

standards of medical practice among the practitioners in their vicinity.
S. The several bituminous-coal-mining States meet
the requirements of the Federal Hospital Survey and
Construction Act and adopt, or authorize local subdivisions of Government, where necessary, to adopt,
strict construction codes and renovation codes in
order to provide enforceable standards of safety,

3. Prepayment plans for dental services for coalmine employees and their dependents be established
in selected places in the bituminous-coal-mining
areas on an experimental basis with a view to the
eventual adoption of a prepayment system for dental
services throughout the industry, or to the incorporation of such plans into a comprehensive prepayment
system ofmedical care-

fire protection, and sanitation for hospitals.
6. The several bituminous-coal-mining
States
establish standards for hospital adminiistration,
facilities, and practice in accordance with principles
promulgated by the American Hospital Association,
the American Medical Association, and other medical
associations; license hospitals; and provide for their
periodic inspection by the State departments of
health, or other appropriate agencies, in cooperation
with medical and hospital associations, with anthority to make recommendations for improvement
and to issue summary reports of conditions publicly.
7. The United Mine Workers of America
and ire
local unioos, together with cool operators' assroriat ionsn i
oar
coal
opes,
proa
and
dions individual coal-mining companies, provide leadership and assist local communities in the
establishment or improvement of local hospitals
where needed as provided in the Federal Hospital
survey and Construction Act.
S. The United Mine Workers of America seek the
cooperation of public and private agencies and organizations in order to promote and undertake
studies of the actual total costs of complete medical
care (including dental care) to miners and their
dependents.

4. Hospital facilities in the bituminous-coal-mining
areas, in order to meet urgent requirements, be in
creased in size and improved in quality:
a. Multiple small hospitals in single commnnities
tit
be consolidated whenever feasible, into no.oPeomit
associations; or into single nonprofit institutions in
order to benefit by the Federal Hospital Survey and
Construction Act.
d. Small, poorly-eqnipped, meogerly scoffed kospitals which can not be consolidated with other
hospitals affiliate themselves with larger institutions
or limit themselves to special phases of hospital care.
e. Hospitals in the mining areas expand their
out-patient departments, extend their attending
privileges to local physicians, and develop, where
possible, teaching clinics in order to advance the

OFF-THE-JOB LIVING
Is is recommended that:
1. The United Mine Workers of America and the
coal-mining companies, acting jointly on an industrywide basis, establish a National Office of Recreation,
employing a competent professional director with a
small but competent staff, whose function shall be
to promote, advise, and guide recreation activities
at district and mine community levels, including:
a. The development of programs for both sexes
and all age groups.
&. The development of recommended plans and

specifications for the construction, location, and
financing of recreation facilities appropriate for various types of mining communities.
c. Stimulation of leadership and organization by
local personnel and advice in the selection of trained
personnel where justified.
d. Utilization of all resources available from private and governmental sources.
2. The various districts of the United Mine Workers of America and the coal-mine operators' district
or area associations establish District Offices of Ree227

mation, whose function shall be to promote and guide
recreation activities at mining communities, ineluding:
a. Promulgation, interpretation, and disseminatine of the programs, plans, and information originating in the National Office of Director of Recreaeion or where otherwise available and appropriate,
h. Interpretation of local needs and problems to
the National Office of Director of Recreation.
c. Active and direct stimulation in the orgaization of, and leadership for, recreotional activities at
mining communities,
3. Locals (or groups of locals where appropriate)
of the United Mine Workers of America and individual coal-mining companies, under the advice and
guidance of the national and district recreation
offices, and in coordination with school, church, and
other State or community organizations, provide
trained leadership, and form mining-community
recreation organizations participated in by all interested persons, and establish, implement, and put
into effect comprehensive programs and to provide

facilities and equipment for organized recreation on
a community basis.
4. The expense of the national and district recreation offices be borne by the coal mining companies
and the Union jointly, and that the expense of the
community organization and the activities in which
it engages, and facilities therefor, be contributed to
by the Union, the individual operator, and other
interested organizations, public and private; individuals participating in certain activities also should
contribute toward the expenses.
5. The several bituminous-coal-mining States
establish, develop, or expand within their departments of education a recreation division, employing
a professional qualified recreation staff, this staff and
its resources to assist local communities and counties.
6. The United Mine Workers of America and coalmining companies study and make recommendations regarding the feasibility of changing present
working schedules to permit miners to start and
quit work at hours more in conformity with those
observed in other industries so that they may lead a
moor normal life.
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Appendix
KRUG-LEWIS

AGREEMENT

This agreement between the Secretary of the
Interior, acting as Coal Mines Administrator under
the authority of Executive Order No. 9728 (dated
May 21, 1946, 11 F. R. 5593), and the United Mine
Workers of America, covers for the period of Goveinment possession the terms and conditions of
employment in respect to all mines in Government
possession which were as of March 31, 1946, subject
to the National Bituminous Coal Wage Agreement,
dated April 11, 1945.
i. Provisions of National Bituminous Coal Wage
Agreementpreserved.-Except as amended and supplemented herein, this agreement carries forward and
preserves the terms and conditions contained in all
joint wage agreements effective April 1, 1941,through
March 31, 1943, the supplemental agreement providing for the 6-day workweek, and all the various
district agreements executed between the United
Mine Workers and the various coal associations and
coal companies (based upon the aforesaid basic agreement) as they existed on March 31, 1943, and the
National Bituminous Coal Wage Agreement, dated
April 11, 1945.
2. Mine safety program.-(a) Federal mine safety
code.-As soon as practicable and not later than 30
days from the date of the making of the agreement,
the Director of the Bureau of Mines after consultation with representatives of the United Mine Workers
and such other persons as he deems appropriate, will
issue a reasonable code of standards and rules per,
taining to safety conditions and practices in the
mines. The Coal Mines Administrator will put this
code into effect at the mines. Inspectors of the
Federal Bureau of Mines shall make periodic investlgations of the mines and report to the Coal Mines

Administrator any violations of the Federal Safety
Code. In cases of violation the Coal Mines Administrator will take appropriate action which may include
disciplining or replacing the operating manager so
that with all reasonable dispatch said violation will
be corrected.
From time to time the Director of the Bureau of
Mines may, upon request of the Coal Mines Administrator or the United Mine Workers, review and revise
the Federal Mine Safety Code.
(b) Mine safety commitree.-At each mine there
shall be a mine safety committee selected by the
local union. The mine safety committee may inspect any mine development or equipment used in
producing coal for the purpose of ascertaining whether
compliance with the Federal Safety Code exists.
The committee members while engaged in the performance of their duties shall be paid by the union,
but shall be deemed to be acting within the scope of
their employment in the mine within the meaning of
the workmen's compensation law of the State where
such duties are performed.
If the committee believes conditions found endanger the life and bodies of the mine workers, it
shall report its findings and recommendations to
the management. In thmse special instances where
the committee believes an immediate danger exists
and the committee recommends that the management
remove all mine workers from the unsafe area, the
operating manager or his managerial subordinate is
required to follow the recommendation of the committee, unless and until the Coal Mines Administrator, taking into account the inherently hazardous
character of coal mining, determines that the authority of the safety committee is being misused and
he cancels or modifies that authority.
The safety committee and the operating manager
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shall maintain such records concerning inspections, operating managers that the obligation to make payments to the welfare and retirement fund becomes
findings, recommendations and actions relating to
effective with reference to coal produced on and after
this provision of the agreement as the Coal Mines
June 1, 1946; the first actual payment is to be made
Administrator may require and shall supply such
on August 15, 1946, covering the period from June
reports as he may request.
1 to July 15; the second payment to be made on
3. Workmen's compensation and occupational disSeptember 15, covering the period from July 15 to
case.-The Coal Mines Administrator undertakes to
August 31; and thereafter payments are to be made
direct each operating manager to provide its employes with the protection and coverage of the on the 15th day of each month covering the preceding
month.
benefits under Workmen's Compensation and Occu(b) A medical and hospitalfund.-There shall be
pational Disease laws, whether compulsory or cleccreated a medical and hospital fund, to be adminisrive, existing in the States in which the respective
tered by trustees appointed by the president of the
employees are employed. Refusal of any operating
United Mine Workers. This fund shall be accumumanager to carry out this direction shall be deemed
lated from the wage deductions presently being
a violation of his duties as an operating manager.
made and such as may hereafter be authorized by the
In the event of such refusal the Coal Mines AdminUnion and its members for medical, hospital, and
istrator will take appropriate action which may
related purposes. The trustees shall administer
include disciplining or replacing the operating
this fund to provide, or to arrange for the availamanager or shutting down the mine.
bility of, medical, hospital, and related services for
4. Health and weufare program.-There is hereby
the miners and their dependents. The money in this
provided a health and welfare program in broad
fund shall be used for the indicated purposes at the
outline-and it is recognized that many important
discretion of the trustees of the fund; and the trustees
details remain to be filled in-soch program to conshall provide for such regional or local variations and
sist of three parts, as follows:
adjustments in wage deductions, benefits, and other
(a) AYweufare and retirementfund. A welfare and
practices, and transfer of funds to local unions, as
be
shall
there
and
retirement fund is hereby created
may be necessary and as are in accordance with
paid into such fund by the operating managers 5
agreements made within the framework of the
cents per ton on each ton of coal produced for use
Union's organization.
or for sale. This fund shall be managed by three
The Coal Mines Administrator agrees (after the
AdminMines
trustees, one appointed by the Coal
trustees make arrangements satisfactory to the Coal
the
of
president
the
by
appointed
one
istrator,
Mines Administrator) to direct each operating
United Mine Workers, and the third chosen by the
manager to turn over to this fund, or to such local
other two. The fund shall be used for making payunions as the trustees of the fund may direct, all
ments to miners, and their dependents and survivors,
such wage deductions, beginning with a stated date
with respect to (i) wage loss not otherwise compento he agreed upon by the Administrator and the
sated at all or adequately under theprovisions of
president of the United Mine Workers: Procided,
Federal or State law and resulting from sickness
how-eer, That the United Mine Workers shall first
(temporary disability), permanent disability, death,
obtain the consent of the affected employees to such
or retirement, and (ii) other related welfare purposes,
turn-over. The Coal Mines Administrator will
as determined by the trustees. Subject to the stated
cooperate fully with the United Mine Workers to the
purposes of the fund, the trustees shall have full auend that there may be terminated as rapidly as may
thority with respect to questions of coverage and
be practicable any existing agreements that earmark
eligibility, priorities among classes of benefits,
amounts of benefits, methods of providing or ar- the expenditure of such wage deductions, except as
ranging for prevision of benefits and all related the continuation ofsuch agreements may be approved
by the trustees of the fund.
matters.
Present practices with respect to wage deductions
The Coal Mines Administrator will instruct the
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and their use for provision of medical, hospital, and
related services shall continue until such date or dates
as may be agreed upon by the Coal Mines Administrator and the president of the United Mine
Workers.
(c) Coordination of the welfare and retirementfund
and the medical and hospitalfund.-The Coal Mines
Administrator and the United Mine Workers agree
to use their good offices to assure that trustees of the
two funds described above will cooperate in and
coordinate the development of policies and working
agreements necessary for the effective operation of
each fund toward achieving the result that each fund
will, to the maximum degree practicable, operate to
complement the other,
5. Surrey of medical and sanitaryfacilities.-The
Coal Mines Administrator undertakes to have made
a comprehensive survey and study of the hospital
and medical facilities, medical treatment, sanitary,
and housing conditions in the ceal mining areas,
The purpose of this survey will be to determine the
character and scope of improvements which should
be made to provide the mine workers of the Nation
with medical, housing, and sanitary facilities con
forming to recognized American standards,
6. lt'ags.-(a) All mine workers, whether employed by the day, tonnage, or footage rate, shall
receive $1.85 per day in addition to that provided
for in the contract which expired March 31, 1946.
(b) Work performed on the sixth consecutive day
is optional, but when performed shall be paid for at
time and one-half or rate and one-half.
(r) Holidays, when worked, shall be paid for at
time and one-half or rate and one-half. Holidays
shall be computed in arriving at the sixth and seventh
day in the week.
7. V'acation payment.-An annual vacation period
shall be the role of the industry. From Saturday,
Jane 29, 1946, to Monday, July 8, 1946, inclusive,
shall be a vacation period during which coal production shall cease. Day-men required to work during
this period at coke plants and other necessarily continuous operations or on emergency or repair work
shall have vacations of the same duration at other
agreed periods.
All employees with a record of 1 year's standing
(June 1, 1945, to May 31, 1946) shall receive as cow-

pensation for the above-mentioned vacation period
the sum of one hundred dollars ($100), with the
following exception: Employees who entered the
armed services and those who returned from the
armed services to their jobs during the qualifying
period shall receive the $100 vacation payment.
All the terms and provisions of district agreements
relating to vacation pay for sick and injured employees are carried forward to this agreement and
payments are to be made in the sum as provided
herein.
Pro rata payments for the months they are on the
payroll shall be provided for those mine workers who
are given employment during the qualifying period
and those who leave their employment.
The vacation payment of the 1946 period shall be
made on the last pay day occurring in the month of
June of that year.
R. Settlement of disputes.-Upon petition filed by
the United Mine Workers with the Coal Mines Administrator showing that the procedure for the adjustment of grievances in any coal producing district is
inequitable in relation to the generally prevailing
standard of such procedures in the industry, the
Coal Mines Administrator will direct the operating
managers at mines in the district shown to have an
inequitable grievance procedure to put into effect
within a reasonable period of time the generally
prevailing grievance procedure in the industry.
9. Discharge cases.-The Coal Mines Administratoe will carry out the prevision in agreements which
were in effect on March 31, 1946, between coal mine
operators and the United Mine Workers that cases
involving the discharge of employees for cause shall
be disposed of within 5 days.
10. Fines and penalties. No fines or penalties
shall be imposed unless authorized by the Coal Mines
Administrator. In the event that such fines or
penalties are imposed by the Coal Mines Administraror, the fund withheld for that reason shall be
turned over to the trustees of the fund provided for in
section 4 (b) hereof, eo be used for the purpose
stated therein.
11. Supereesors.-With respect to questions affecting the employment and bargaining status of foremen, supervisors, technical and clerical workers
employed in the bituminous mining industry, the
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Coal Mines Administrator will be guided by the
decisions and procedure laid down by the National
Labor Relations Board.
12. Safety. Nothing herein shall operate to nullify
existing state statutes, but this agreement is intended

Said right of occupancy may be terminated at any
time by either party hereto by giving to the other
party 5 days' notice in writing of the intention to
terminate the same, and, if such notice be given, said
right shall cease and terminate upon the date speci-

to supplement the aforesaid statutes in the interest of

fled therein for the termination, and if no such date

increased mine safety.
13. Retroactice wage provisions.-The wage provisions of this agreement shall be retroactive to May
22, 1946.
14. Eflective date.-This agreement is effective as
of May 29, 1946, subject to approval of appropriate
Government agencies,
Signed at Washington, D. C., on this 29th day of
May 1946.

(Sgd.) J. A. KRUG,
Coal Mines Addministrator.
(Sgd.) JoHNL. Lrwis,
President,United Mine Workers of America.

THREE HO USE LEASES
The following leases for company-owned houses
arserepresentative of many leases in use in bituminous-coal-mining camps.
Lease No. r

EMPLOYEE'S HOUSE AGREEMENT
Mine ........
House No .........
This agreement, made and executed in duplicate

this ........ day of ............ 19.., by and
a voluntary association,
between ..............
hereinafter called the "Company" and ............
........... I hereinafter called the "Employee."
WITNEScTH;:
That the Company doth give to the Employee,
who is now in its employ, as an incident to such employment and for the better performance of the
service, the right to occupy the tenement house
at ..........
marked and known as No ........
upon
........ the premises and coal property
owned and or leosed by the company in ...........
in consideration of the sum
.....
,
County, .
per month, payable monthly, from
of $ ........
the date hereof until the termination of the right
hereby given, as hereinafter provided,
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be specified, shall end and terminate upon the fifth
day after the service of such notice; and said right
shall, without notice, end and terminate whenever,
from any cause whatsoever, the Employee shall cease
to work for the Company or be in its employ; and on
the termination of said right, either by notice as
aforesaid or by the Employee ceasing to work for
and be in the employ of the Company, the Company
may, without further notice, demand, or proceeding,

reenter upon the property above described and take
full and complete possession thereof, and remove the
Employee and the goods and effects of the Employee
therefrom forcibly, if necessary; the Employee hereby
agrees to release and does hereby release the Company from all damages by reason of any such reentry and taking possession of said property and the

removal of the Employee and his goods and property
therefrom; and in case of such removal and taking
possession the Company shall be under no obligation
to care for the goods and property of the Employee
after the same are removed from the said property
above described.

The Employee promises and agrees to pay monthly
to the Company the consideration aforesaid, and also
agrees that the same may be withheld by the Coue-

pany out of any wages or other sums of money accruing to him from the Company, and that, in case of
the termination of said right of occupancy from any
cause, no moneys owing him from the Company shall
be due and payable until he shall have vacated and
surrendered to the Company possession of said
property; and in case the Employee shall retain
possession of the said property or any part thereof
after the expiration, from any cause whatsoever, of
his right of occupancy thereof, he shall pay to the
Company the sum of two dollars ($2) for each day
he shall so retain possession, the said sum being
hereby agreed upon as liquidated damages for such
retention of possession, it being understood that said
property is intended solely for the occupancy of
employees of the Company and that the proper

conduct of its business requires that none but its
permit the use of said land, or any part hereof, ne
employets and their families shall ottopy the same;
any private way or private road upon the same, or
and any unpaid tompensation, at the monthly rate
any way, road or approach thereto, upon the lands
aforesaid, for the right of Occupancy, and compensaof the Company, for any other purpose than that of
rise for damages, if any, to the said property shall
ingress and egress from and to the public road for
be retained by the Company out of any such moneys
the Employee and members of his family, and not en
owing to the Employe.,
do any act or thing or suffer or noose the same to be
And the Employee further agrees that if daring
dose whereby the public or any person or persons
his employment by the Company he shall enter into
(ether than the Employee and members of his family-)
possession of any other tenement house of the
may be invited or allowed to go to Ortrespass uopn
Company, with the consent of the Company hot
lands of the Company adjoining or near the lands
without a written agreement giving him the right en above mentrioned or ways leading thereto, or to or
occupy the same, such othee house shall be held by upon said lands.
him upon the terms and conditions of thin agreement,
And it is expressly agreed and understood that
except as to the amount of monthly consideration,
this agreement shall nor operate or he construed en
which shall be that customarily charged by the
create the relation of landlord and tenant between
Company for ouch other house, or such as may be the parties hereto under any cireumstances whatsagreed upon between the parties hereto.
ever, and the Employee shall have no right to and
covenants that he will not assign the right herenby
The Employee agrees to keep said property is
goad condition and repair, reasonable wea and tear
grassed wilthot the written consent of the Company.
excepted, and in a clean and sanitary condition and
In the event the Company shall waive any breach
nor en make any changes or alterations of said
of this agreement or any default on the parc of the
Employee, the sums shall see be construed as a
dwelling house, either inside or outside, sue build
any addition en said dwelling house or erect any
waiver on the part of the Company of any sabse..
structure on said property or tear down and destroy
quest breaches or defaults on the part of the Employte of the same or any other clause of this agree,.
the one already erected without the written consent
of the Company, and the Employee egrets to give
meat.
It is expressly agreed and understood between the
en the Company reasonable notice of any intention
parties hereto that the Company shall have the right
en vacate the premises covered by this agreement
throagh its agents to inspect the property above
foe the purpose of enabling the Company to make an
described at any time doting the continuance of this
inspection en see that said property has not bees
damaged and to inspect the sanitary cosdition of agreement.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto hart heresame, and the Employee further agrees en pay for
anto set their bonds this day and year first above
any damage done to sold property and to pay any
written.
saws necessary en place said property in a celtn and
sanitray condition upon his vacating same and
....
. COAu COMPArNv
hereby autehorizes the Company en deduct from any
By
moneys due the Employer a safficient sum to pay
for all damages and a sufficient sum to place said
WTES
property in a clean and sanitray condition.
It is understood and agreed that the Employee
saur
shall pay for all gas, electricity or fuel used ins
upon said premises and that the amounts that may
Lease ZVe.2
become due for the same may be withheld by the
This agreement, made and entered isro this the
Company sue of any wages or ether sums of mosey
1st day of January, 1946, by and between.,
acereing to the Employee from the Company.
& Coke Company, a enrporation,
The Employee agrees nnt en use, allow, susfer or......Coal
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writing of its intention so to do, addressed to Employee at his pose officeaddress as showa uopn the
hooks of Employer, or served by any of the modes of
WITrNEsscvn
low.provided for service of process to commence an
1. As incidenc to the employment by Employer
action or soit onder the laws of the State of West
of Employee, and in consideration of the payments at
and Employee may likewise terminate his
Virginia;
monthly, so he paid in semithe rate of ......
use ond occapancy of said premises by any of the
monthly installments on the regalar pay days of
methods mrntioned in this paragraph 2, or by giving
Employer, to be dedacted from the wages of Emto Em .ployer at least 10 doys' notice in writing of his
ployee, or, if set so dedoceed, to ho paid in advance,
intention so to do, addressed so she Employee at
Employer permits the ase. nd occopation by Employee of the followiag described property of Em-... ........ ý.ý. ý.,.West Virginia, or served uopn
Employer by any iif she modes provided for the
ployer!
serrsice of peocces to commence e suit or action uinder
a. That certain tecneoict boost, knave as Na.
the laws of said State.
at
.... I.on property of Employer aedi situated
3. Is is farther diestinctly unedrstood and agreed
Coanty, W~est
..........
or near .... ........
hereinafter called the Employer, and
called the Employee.
hereinafter
...

.

Virginia,
A. That certain garage, heown as No.
. . ...... .....
located nt or near.
County, Wmst Virginia, to be useed only for the
storing of antomahiles, tracks or moetorcycles belonging to Employee.
Said tenement bausso and garage art hereinafter
sometimes collectively referred to as "Premises."
2. Ic is distinctly understood and agreed hy and
between she parties hereto that eke permission
hereby given Employee ec see asd occapy said
premises is incidental eo the employment by Emplayer of Employer and in oeder that Employee
may mere conveniently perform his dories as the
servant of Employer, and that sncb permission shall
coneinue so long, and so long oniy, as Employee
shall remain an active and regular employre.
In she event Employee shall volastarily, or
involonearily, cease to he an active and regnlar
employee of employer, or shall cease to engage
himself in the active dtschnrge of his dories from eke
pay roll of the Employer, the permission and privilege
of Employee to occapy the premises and all his
rights hereuander shall absolotely cease and determine, and in sorb case no notice shall hr required.
Notwithstanding the above provisions in this
paragraph 2 serr forth, is is farther distinctly anderstood and agreed between the parties hereto that
Employer may terminate she permission and privilege hereby given Employee to oar and occupy said
promises by giving to him at least 10 days' notice in
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by and hetweto the parties hereto that in the evcnt
she permission and privilege of Employee to ate and
occapy said premises shall be terminated in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 hereof, then
Employee will immediately vacate said premises and
Is
surrender the possessioin thereof to Employer.
thcoevent the permission and privilege of Employer
to ose and occupy said premises shall be terminated
under she provisions of this agreement, then Employ-

er may, and is is hereby given the right, to re-enter
said premises and take possession of all of some;
either with or without process of law. In she event
of she termination of the permission and privilege of
Employee so ame and octopy she premises, as herein
specified, and hr shall have vacated said premises
and delivered possession thereof to Employer, any
snms paid by Employee far the oat and occopancy of
said premises far a period beyond the date of each
vacation shnlt he refanded by Employer to Employee,
calculated at the rate per month htroinbefore
specified.
In eke event the permission and privilege of
Employce to ase and occupy said premisns shall hr
terminated, as herein provided, and he shall nor
have vatated said premises and surrendered to
Enmployer the possession thereof, as herein provided,
then Employee hereby grants ante Employer the
right to enter uopn said premises and take possession
of the same, either with or mishear proccss of law,
and withosat any notice of sany kisd, and en remove
therefrom all goads and chattels of Employee wishoar becoming liable to Employee foe any damage

which may be done to soch goods and chattels in
removing the same, or in leaving same euposed to the
weather; and Employee expeesaly agrees that Employer may not as,much force as may be reasonably
necessary, withoat violence or breach of the peace,
in removing the Employer and his goods and chattels
fines and off of said premises.
No termination of this agreement or taking or
recovereingpossession of said premises shall deprive
the Employer of any eight of action for any charge or
for any damage against Employee, see shall the
remedies hereby provided enclude any others to
which Employee might othcrwise hr entitled,
It is fureher underustod and agreed that the provisions in this agreement contained as to terminating
the same, shall take precedence over any isnuosistenat
provisions hereof, if any such there be, and the fact
that Employee has accepted payment in advance
shall nor prevent this agreement from being terrminored, bar the proportinnate part of snob advance payment shall be refunded, as hereinbefore
provided, in cash,
4. Employeeoagrees to take good care of the premises while he occoupysthem, and covenants not to
assign or sables any pare thereof, and use so take or
shelter any boarder or lodger therein, withoue the
permission in writing of the Superintendene of
Employer, and a violation of this provision shall
forthwith terminate this agreement wiehout the
necessity of notice from the Employee,
.5. Employee covenants and agrees see to croose,
or permit so be created on the premises, soy nuisauce, and hinds himself noneen violate, or permit she
violation on said premises, of any law of the United
States of Amserica,or the State of West Virginia, now
is force, or, hereafter enacted. Employer covenants
and binds himself nor en mansfacture, sell, store,
handle at possess apon the premises, or peemie shoemas, she manufacture, sale, storage, handling or
possession of any intoxicating liquors, or any drag,
liquid, or shubtance, the sale, possession, or mansfacture of which is forbidden by low, and nor to
operate, or have, or permit she operation of, on the
promises, any still or other apparatus or device, or
any pare thereof, for the manufacture of intoxicating
liquors, drags or substances, above referreodto and
not en have, or permit so be bad on she premises, any

so-called mash, or other ingredient or process ased in
the manufactare of intouicating liqoors or other
liquids, drags or sabstances above referred en. Employee forther covenants and binds himself one to
allow, or harbor, on said premises any disorderly or
disrepotable person or persons, or any person objettianable to employer. Employee hereby eupressly
grants onto Employer she right to ester upon said
premises and evict any and all parties objectionable
to Employee that may at any time be found uopn
said premises.
6. No additions or changes en the premises shall be
made by Employee, withoas the permission in writing
of Employer, and it is oundersetood
and agreed ehat
where additions or improvements of a permanent
noatue art, made, they will become a part of said
premises and mast not he removed.
7. Anything herein elsewhere contained en the
contrary notwithstanding, it is agreed that Employer
shall nonehe responsible far any accident or damage
to the premises, or any property of Employee, or any
person or anything thereon or outside of the premiseo, resulting from any faule of Employer, or any
defect in said premises, or for any negligence with
coopers so the same.
8. In case of injury so or destruction of said premises, or soy part thereof, by Leetor atherswist, this
agreement shall thereby be terminated, and the
Employee shall he under no obligation m rebaild or
repair the same.
9. Employer, i. s agents or servants, shall have free
access to said premises for she purpose of examining
or exhibiting same, making oath repairs, as Employer
may desire, or for any other lawful purpose.
10. Upon the termination of she permission and
privilege of Employee to usueand occupy said premisea,he hereby agereesto deliver unto Employee said
premises angood order and repair, reasonable wear
and tear from ordinary and proper usage encepted.
11. Employee hereby authoriars and directs Emplayer, until fureher notice, to retain one of his wages
earned by and doe en Employee hy Employer, the
amount when due bereunder and apply she same so
she payment thereof.
In testimony whereof, Employer has signed these
presents in its corporate name by . ý-............
its daly anthorieed Agent, and Employee has hereanis
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sethis hand and affixed his seal, as ofthe day, month,
and year first
abovewritten,
COA L& CoKECOMPANy
By ..............................
Employee

Lease No. 3
THE.

COAL CORPORATION,

DEBTOR INCORPORATED
...DIvIsIoN
VE-KAT Lr.EAS

all metered electricity consumed during any month,
when said gas and electric meters have beenread by
a representative of the Lessor, and their consumption
established, said ratesto be paid for the entire
consideration of the strict
month, and thefurther
observation by Lessee of all the terms,
conditions and stipulations hereinafter contained,
Lesser
leased and let and by these presents does
hereby has
lease
and let unto said Lessee House No.
......
at .....
............
foruseby the
Lessee and his family as a residence only, forsuch
of time as he
period of time butonly forsuch period
shall be and continue in the service of the said Lessor

and faithfully observe, keep and perform each and

all of the terms, conditions and stipulations herein
This agreement of lease made and entered into
19.., by
recited by him to be observed, kept and performed.
this, the ....
day of . .. ..
It is understood and agreed by and between the
and between . .. .
, heminafter called
..
parties hereto that the right and privilege so to
"lessor," party of the first part, and ..........
occupy and use said premises is hereby given to
hereinafter called "lessee," party of the second part.
Whereas, the said Lessor is engaged in thebusinesssaid Lessee with his family because and onlybecause
of his being in the service of the said Lessor, and in
of mining, producing, shipping and marketing coal,
order to better facilitate the work in which heshall
and in order to accommodate its miners and other
employees engaged in the business of mining said engage for the said Lessor; and that in the event of
such employment shall be terminated, whether by
coal and operating the mines of the said Lessor, the
reason of the voluntary termination by the said
said Lessor
has now under its control and maintains
Lessee or by reason of his discharge by the said
certain houses on the land of the said Lessor, at and
or from
nearsaid mines; said houses underthe control of Lessor, either forcause or without cause,
said Lessor are maintained for the sole purpose of any other cause, the right of said Lessee with his
providing suitable and convenient homes forsaid family touse and occupy said premises shall simultaneously end and terminate and he agrees to iwemployees engaged in the operation of said mines
mediately vacate the premises, and upon his failure
and other business of said Lessor; it beingnecessary
for the persons employed by said Lessor to reside in toimotediately do so, the said Lessor shall have the
right, without the necessity of giving notice and
said houses inorder tobe convenient to the work
without liability forso doing, to remove said Lessee
which they am required toperform, and,
Whereas the said Le-ee has entered into the and his family and his and their goods and property
from the premises.
service of said Lessor, and desires to occupy one of
For the right and privilege so to use and occupy
its said houses as an incident toand in connection
said premises during the continuance of such employwith his said employment,
Witnesseth: That in consideration of the sums of ment said Lessee shall pay tothe Lessor, rents and
and variable, each month when
$........
House Rent per month; $ .........per other fees both fixed
due; and the said Lessor shall have theright, and
month flat rate for lights; and $ .......per month
they are hereby authorized todeduct the amount of
forgarbage can and sanitation; $ .......Stove
such payments from any sum or sums then or thereWater Rent per month;
Rent permonth; $ ........
after owing by said Lessor to said Lessee for labor or
$.
Bath Rent pee month, totaling $ ........
on otheraccount, and thededuction of such sum or
per month, and in further consideration of the paysums shall be equivalent to the payment thereof in
cents per thousand cubic feet for
ment of ........
cash to such Lessee; uponthe default or failure of the
all gasconsumedand .
cents per KWH for
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any objectisnable person from the premises span
said Lessee to pay the said rents and other fees bath
notice from the Lessor, this lease shall immediately
fined and variable, each montb when due, foe the
heceme forfeited, nail and void at the optien of the
useeand occupancy of said premises, the said Lessor
at its election, may wiehoue notice to the said Leaner,
Lesser, and the Lesser shall immediately apse deof
no
mend, vacate the premimes,cod span his failare to
declare this agreement null and void and
farther effect, and thereapon sth Lessee covecanes
do so, the Lessor shell ehereupon have the right to
and agrees to promptly and immediately vacate the
enter and take possession of said premises and repremises and upon his failuro nodo srithe said Lessor
move eke Lessee and his family therefrom and any
may re-entor swithout notico and take possession of
objectionable person who may at the time be apse
the said premises and romove the said Lessee and his
the premises, wiehout any liability eherefor.
family and their goods therefrom without any liability
Lessee agrees that in the event ho shisald be
therefor.
allowed to cultivate a gardeo uopn the said premises,
Lessee shall take good and proper care of the
that said fart shall, in no wise, effiete the tenancy
premises and preserve and maintain the same and the
an said home, created by this contract.
Lessor reserves and excepts acre itself and Lesaee
improvements thereon in as good repair as when
received by him, fair wear and tear excepted, and hr
agrees that it or its agents do and shall have the
shall at all times keep the premises to a snaitary
right at any and all times to enter upon with fall
condition. Any damage done to said premises by rights of ingress, egress and regress, in, or, to, and
saidLessee and/ac his family may hr repaired by the
from said premises or any and all times for any and
said Lessor and the cost thereof charged to the
every purpose which it may desiret and the Lesnec
shall net have rho eight to assign this lease is whole
Lessee and deducted from any amoant rhen or thereafter owing said Lessee by the said Lessor for or in part or no subleast said premises or any part
wages at other account. No additrises or alterations
thereof.
Lessor covenants acd agreecsthee in event he
sball he made to or on said premises nor on any
additional strctcrres at buildings placed ethereo, shoald violate, make default or forfeit the lease
without the conseot in writing of the said Lessot
ucder any of its terms, and failure on the pare of the
Lesscr to declare tech forefiture or to take possesbring first had and obtained, and all sorb additions
or alterations so made to or onesaid premises and all
sian of the premises immediately or within a measocaadditional stractures or buildings placed cc said
able time thereafter, shall nor he construed as a
premises shall immediately rhereupon become rho waiver by the Lessor of any subsequent defaalt or
property of the said Lessor, wirhoun cast to them.
forfeiture, whether for the same or any other cause.
In witness whereof, the parties have hereanto
Lessee covenants that hr shall nor sell or permit
sohscribed their names, she corporation by lts
to be sold any spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, or
officers duly authorized so to ace, on this the .permit any gambling or gaming of any description
...
day of--------19
far moeay, or anything of intrinsic valuet,apse the
CORPRATIsONo
premises, and that he shall not harbor spec nor...............OAL
permit the uar or Occupancy of rho premises by any
Bly................
DM. td.wnrc L-~,)
person or persons objectionable en rho said Lessor.
In event the Lessee should violate any of the covecares and conditions abovernamed or fail moremove
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SUMMARY

OF BENEFITS OF STATE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAWS

TAtBL 53.-Workmen's compensation-beneits
for permanentandtemporary totaldisabilitiesin major bituminous-coal-mining
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The Coal Miner
AND HIS

FAMILY

Supplement to the Ieport

The Coal Miner and His Family

Scattered throughout more than sweaty Stores io
the Unioon,there are people to whomothe pick, shovel,
and drill are the symhols of livelihood, to whom the
tipple of a cool mine is beth a nmonument so bloody
strife and a promise of economoicsecurity. These
are the soft-cool misers of America. Highly indi-

s',doalisrrr, yet hbound together by acommon
isolation, steeped in tradition has yielding to the
forces of mechanical progress, uneducated hut as
intelligent as the average American, they form a
moss of human beings upon whose labors the industrial msotionof the Notion depends.

From the steep valleys of the Appalachians to the
rocky, rugged mountain peaks of the West, they toil
beneath and an the sarface of she land torercover
from she earth the solid block lomps shoe are trueslaced fee mankind into heat, light, and power. Most
of them, however, mock and live io eke hollows and
valleys chat rottend along she Appalachians from
north central Pennsylvania, across the whole of Weste
Virginia, through eastern Ohio and eastern Kentucky,
southwestern Virginia, and eastern Tennessee, into
northern Alabama. In this mountain range, and
amidst the rolling farm lands of eke Central States
and the high plateaus and canyons of the Rockies,
the native barn and the foreign horn, the white and
the black, week side by side in a diversity of occupationes that are commionly classified as chant of a
hicumninnsss-caal miner,
Miners are like ocher industrial workers, bar heat
in general a closer kinship with the toilers of the soilLike ether workers, they coo have their tribulations
and their aspiracions; perhaps a greatenr share of
misfortune and a lesser share of hope. They are a
realistic group of people, inured en the hardships of
their vocation.
Miners have at once a bravado and a horror of the
hazards inherent in coal mining. Each year their
ranks are diminished hy about 900 en 1,250 men who
lone their lives through accidents, and each year
some 50,000 mere saffer injuries, sown of which
incapacitate chem for long periods of time,
Tee she miners like their work. The older onets,
and especially chase who labor in wines that have
eat yet yielded en mechanical loaders and other brain
children of the efficiency experts, take particular
pride in their craftsmanship. They feel in digging
coal a stirring challenge from Natatr-a pitting of
human skills against the resistance of the earth,
Strange un it may seem en others, coal miners fisd a
satisfaction in working their man-made caverne.
Underground eke remperature is equable.
l'o paraphrase the postman's udage-neieher the enervating
heat of nommiee nor the hieing cold of winter, nor
mind, rain, sleet, or snow interferes wick their uppointed rounds. The darkness bothers them ace,
and they seem en enjoy the relative freedom fromi the
distractions and furies of the upper world.
Mining is an old occnpacion, recorded in the jour-

nals of antiquity; and in the United States the
winning of coal had ice beginning prior to the Declaration of Independenet.
The exploication and devedcynsene of she major cool fields of Awerica that
parallel the indastrial growth of the Nation attracted
nod gave employment en men from abeoad doting the
great periods of immigration. Englishmen, Welshmen, Scotsmen, miners temsetelves and sues of
miners; Finns, Italians, Greks, Msagyars, and Slave;
and others who came to America's shores went to
work in the coal fields. A large number of Americanborn, many of them the sans of the early pioneers
who crossed the Cumberland Gap and migrated en
Ohio, Keneacky, Indiana, Illinois, and other States,
forsook she plow for the pick. Then, coo, mcany
Negreis, in their search foe economic freedom, sought
oat or were brought into the coal fields.
The discoevry, exploisation, and aminig of coal
contributed greatly to the growth of the Nation as
an industrial power, pee the miners themselves, as
though unaware of their share in eke progress of
civilization, limit their pride en the conquest of their
craft and en the success with which they support
themselves and their families, Foe msany, the heni
acnexitends only to the ridges that mark she bound'
urine of eke coal camps.
Exeneg for some farming, most coal miners have
had little if any experience in ocher occupacions,
primiarily becanser of their isolation and she paucity
of opportunity for other meek in the areas in which
they live. The majority of them live and work in
piaces where cool production is she sole industry.
The perimeter of their migrations, prior to the war,
has been resseicted, especially in the hills of canteen
Kentucky, West Virginia, southwestern Virginia, and
Tennessee.
Many miners and their antecedents for
generations hack have never moved heyond the
cosety lise neat most over into she adjoining county.
Miners are haunted men. Their minds are veeod
with the memories of bloody straggles foe higher pay
and foe the preservation and growth of their labor
onion. Their thoughts are constantly troubled by
insecurity of work, for they know that, although the
calendar year contains 365 days, they have worked
as little as 142, and only nine times oat of the last 25
years have they averaged more than 200 days a year.
Their hearts gross weary repressing the importmnate

warnings of the dangers that lark undergeoond which
may at any time cot them off from livelihood. Their
families silently share these hardens.
Who is the typical coal miner? He is a humoroos
Yarbahireman in Pennsylvania, a geegorious Pole in
Wyoming, a eaciturn mountaineer in Tennessee and
Kentacky, a melancholy Navajo in New Mexico, a
penueious Japanese in Utah, an outspokeo war vetneoanin Illinoin, a parte-time farmer in Oklahonsa, a

stmiling Mexican in Cnlnrado, a benevolent Negro
in West Virginia. He is a Democrat; he is a Repahlican. He is a provincial from the hills, and
an urbanite from Pittsburgh, Fairmont, Birminghoes, Springfield, and Denver. He is young; hr is
middle-aged; he is old. He is all of these, and snore.
He is typical only in the sense of being an~other
induserial laborer sharing a vocation with 400,001)
other citizens across the American Continent.

A,

America's coal deposits lie in some of the most beautiful parts of the
country. Nature's handiwork, however, has been greatly modified by the
enterprise of heedless men. Many valleys, once clean and scented with
pine, poplar, and hickory, now are filled with the belchings of locomotives
and a floating haze of grime. Streams that once sparkled and hurried
now are choked with silt and sewage. Hillsides, once pristine and covered
with green, now are scarred with gaping holes, waste dumps, and raw
gashes that serve as roads, and are checkered with buildings, houses,
shacks, and privies. In such valleys, alongside such streams, against
such hillsides, amidst such smoke and grime, rest many company-owned
mining "camps" in which bituminous-coal miners and their families live.
Life in a coal-mining community, like life in other communities, follows a routine, but the pattern is a special one. The doings of the miner,
his wife, and his children are synchronized with the action of the tipple.
4

The coal miner's day begins before the rooster crowa and city lights
begin to dim. For the man who works during the morning shift in mines
that operate 2 or 3 shifts, and for the man that works in a single-shift
mine-this takes in more than 9 out of every 10 miners-the sun has
nt yet risen when he awakens. The starting time at the mine may be 6:30
onr7:00 o'clock or even a little later in the morning, but the travel time
from the bedroom to the working room is long. Up he gets in the darkness, or in the faint twilight of dawn, dresses, and washes himself quickly,
mo ving about the house quietly lest he arouse his children.
o5
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Mining is hard work, and for the miner a substantial breakfast is a
necessity. There are no canteens, snack bars, or coffee shops underground
to supplement a hastily eaten morning meal. The kind of food that provides energy for heavy labor is needed. Fried chicken, or perhaps a
hot
slice of fried ham, with plenty of biscuits and potatoes, and lots of
his
coffee are not too much for a man with a day's mining to do, and for
wife with heavy chores ahead of her.
ilut there is no lingering over the morning meal. The miner snatches
a
his lunch bucket, already packed by his wife, and off he goes without
backward glance.
I Arriving at the mine entrance, he checks in, and receives an electric
cap lamp, although at a number of mines the old-fashioned, dangerous,
open-flame carbide lamp is still in use. If he is not already in his working
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clothes, he changes to them, provided, of course, that a change-and-wash
house is available at the mine.
The wash house is an informal meeting place. The men who gather
here are all miners, yet they represent a great variety of specific occupations. Most of them are inside men, that is, men who work underground
inside the mine proper. These men are the ones who undercut the coal
with picks or special coal-cutting machines, drill holes in the solid face
of the coal for explosives to be placed, blast the coal down, and load the
coal, either by hand or by machine, onto coal cars or conveyor belts.

Each man may specialize in one phase of work, or in some mines may do
all or a number of different jobs. Working with them are the motormen
and brakemen, and other transportation men who bring empty cars for
the loaders to fill and haul the full ones noutof the mine. To make the
mine workings accessible and to avoid delays as more and more coal is
mined out, trackmen lay tracks as the working places advance deeper into
the mine; timbermen set posts to bolster the roof (which is the term that
miners use for ceiling); and electricians, machinists, pipemen, and various
others do maintenance work.
Some of the men are sutside men who work at the tipple, dumping
the mine cars and shifting the railroad car under the tipple, or work in
other places on the surface as engineers, machinists, carpenters, firemen,
and blacksmiths.
Miners are also classified in another way-as company men or day men,
because they are paid on a daily basis; and as tonnage men, because rhey
are paid on a piecework basis, so much for so much coal produced.
9

When the miner has changed into his working clothes, he waits with
his fellow workmen for the man-trip, the train ride into the mine that
carries them from the portal to their working places, a ride that frequently
may be as much as four or five miles long or even longer, depending on
how extensive the mine workings are. Where the mine is deep, he waits
at the bottom of the shaft after the cage (elevator car) has taken him
down. Where the entrance to the mine is level with the surface, as in
slope or drift mines, he waits on the outside. Through the long, subterranean entries (passageways), which are dark, except for the glare from a
trolley or battery locomotive headlight, he is carried, along with his buddies,
to his station underground.
In many small mines, however, it is common for him to make his way
to his working place on foot. Along the main entries he walks, stooped
over where the coal seam is thin and the roof is low, and on all fours as he
approaches his working place where the seam may be very thin and there
is very little headroom.

Y.,

Once at his working place there begins the grueling job of getting the
coal blasted down, loaded, and hauled out of the mine. The operations
follow a regular cycle. Knowing that falls of roof, or top, are the most
frequent cause of injuries and deaths in the mine, the first thing the
careful miner does upon entering his working room and approaching the
solid coal, or face, as it is called, is to test the roof to see if there are
loose slabs of coal or slate. To be safe, he sets some timbers (posts) to,
help support the roof.
Then the undercutting machine comes in. This machine cuts a long
slice in the face of the coal, usually along the bottom. This is done in
order that the coal may be blasted more easily and safely. It also.
helps to keep the coal from shattering.
Next, holes are drilled in the face of the coal for the explosive charges
to be put in. Electric drills are generally used, although hand drills are
by no means uncommon.
The explosives are placed in the holes and stemmed with incombustible
material to prevent the shots from blowing out of the holes. After the

shots are fired-that is, exploded-and the coal is brought down, the job
of loading begins.
The hand loader must have a strong back. Shoveling ton after ton of
coal into the empty mine cars which are brought to his room is arduous
work. Where the coal seams are very thin, he performs this task halflying on his side; in places where there is a little more headroom, he does
the job in a stooped-over position or while on his knees.
However, in some mines, especially the larger ones, he may use a loading machine which enables him and his buddy to load 5 to 10 tons of coal
in a matter of minutes. In most mines, hand loading is still prevalent,
although more than half of the coal mined in the United States is machineloaded

Lunch time is not regular underground. The miner cats whenever he
feels hungry and whenever it is convenient for him to do so. He eats by
himself, or, sometimes, with his companions, sitting along the bottom
(floor) with his back leaning against the rib (side) of the room, or perched
on a pile of gob (slate or other waste material), or on a bench, if it happens
to be handy.
The miner who works on a tonnage basis can leave the mine whenever
he feels that he has done a day's work. He may leave after 5 or 6 hours'
work, or he may decide to work as much as 10 hours on a particular day.
,W

He may continue to stay in his room, even after the daymen
have left, or
even on some days when the tipple is not working. The day miner works
about 7 to 9 hours, depending on the travel time from his working place
to the portal, and then leaves to make way for the men on the next shift,
where there is a second or third shift.
It is mid-afternoon as he leaves the mine. He dumps the carbide from
his open-flame light, or proceeds to the lamp house to check in his electric
cap lamp and battery. Then, if he is among the fortunate ones who work
where there is a wash house, he goes there to clean up and change his
clothes.

Ell-
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The miner who lives in the company "camp" trudges homeward.
Others ride by private car, public bus, or perhaps, by company-owned
bus to their homes farther away in the country, or in nearby towns.
It is not unusual for the miner on his way home to stop off at the
company store to buy a package of cigarettes, a soft drink, or some
groceries for his home.
17

A moment's pause at the end of the working day, before supper is
ready, is not amiss. A miner can think on many things as he rests and
gazes reflectively at the world about him. He might think about the
many times when he has been out of work because of strikes, or because
the mine was shut down owing to a lack of railroad coal cars or lack of
ready markets for its coal. He might think of his home and his family,
and of the various mining camps where he has lived and worked. He
has not been happy. He has not been happy over his present house
even though he has heard his wife say: "It hain't good, but I like it here.
I'm used to hit; and we got so many friends here." He wonders angrily why
the "boss" doesn't fix the foundations and the porch-he has complained
about it so many times-and then he thinks that maybe, when he gets a
chance, he'll fix them himself, even if it isn't right that he should do so.
Living, as he does, in a camp that might be described as more or less
average, he probably does not realize that he has been spared the ordeal
and degradation of having to reside in the squalor of one of the worst of
the coal-mining communities, which are made up of an assortment of
unpainted, mouldering shacks set in a broad plot of muddy soil and mine
waste, and surrounded by garbage, animal wastes and malodorous filth.
On the other hand, he may not be aware of, or never may have seen, mine
communities composed of attractive houses surrounded by green lawns,
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and set close to clean, paved roads that lead to parks and playgrounds
and movie theaters and other recreational facilities. This miner knows
only camps, like his own, with monotonous rows of houses and privies,
all in the same faded hues, standing alongside the railroad tracks, close to
a foul creek; or camps, like ones farther up the valley, with their scattered
houses on stilts, perilously perching, with their privies behind them, on
steep hillsides. The miner lets his mind dwell momentarily on a vision
of a small home of his own, with land about it, such as some miners own.
He dreams of escape, escape from his job, escape from his unpleasant
thoughts, escape from his sordid world; but he stays on.
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Daydreaming is a luxury, however. A warm bath for the weary
miner would perhaps remove discouraging thoughts from his mind as
well as coal dust from his body. And so his wife, with water she has
pumped up from the well and heated on the kitchen stove, prepares his
bath in a galvanized-iron wash tub, set on a chair or on the floor. The
younger children who are not away at school have been sent outdoors to
play while the miner undresses, The usual procedure, where there is
no regular bathtub or shower in the house, is to kneel down in front of
the tub and sponge the body with a rag or towel dipped in the basin, but
the more agile and ingenious miner stands or sits in the tub, sometimes
improvising a shower with the aid of a pitcher or smaller basin. The
miner's day is virtually over, and he can now dress cleanly and relax.
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For the miner's wife, however, the day is far from over. She has
risen, before her husband, with the first clamorous notes of the alarm clock,
to prepare his breakfast and thus commence a long, tedious round of
household duties. The miner's wife living in a coal camp does not differ
much from her sister in the country or her city cousin in the nature of
her choresý but she has more dirt to fight and less equipment to fight it
with. And the incessant dirt, a native blend of coal dust from the tipple,
smoke from the railroad, dust from the roads, sand, grime, and acrid
fumes from the burning slag heaps, permeates and clings tenaciously to
the structures and furnishings of houses and to human bodies. It takes
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will power, determination, and persistence on the part of the miner's
wife to hold her own in this unending struggle, particularly in the camp
where the houses may be akin to sieves. Many housewives give up after
years of fruitless battle. Many, without any conception of better standards or training in homemaking, never try, even where the conditions in
2S

their favor are of the best. Others, spurred by self-respect, pride, and
devotion to their families, maintain their homes and care for their households with a zeal that is limited only by their energy. Their housekeeping
and homemaking are models of excellence, regardless of the shabbiness
or attractiveness of the house structure itself.
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If there were but one device on the banner of the miner's wife, it
would be the wash tub with crossed broom and mop. The dirt in the
average mining camp makes it so. Housekeeping is easier in the summertime; and if the tipple is working, hope is quick when the hills are green
and there is a chance for an energetic family to have a garden; but in
the wintertime when the barometer is low and the grime hangs like a
pall over the camp, and the yards and roads turn into muddy quagmires,
and the cold winds sweep through the breaches in the doors, floors,
windows, and walls, the miner's wife must show spirit as well as resolution
and skill. That is the time when the "miseries" show up. The housewife, mornings, builds a fire in the grate and lights the kitchen stove.
In the winter evenings and during the day, the family huddles about the
grate, stove, or space heater, except in the better camps where a modern,
central heating system exists.
Although laundering, cleaning, cooking, and caring for children constitute the major activities of housewives in the same economic class
everywhere, the miner's wife living in a coal camp has less chance to
escape the monotony of her routine. There are no career women to
speak of in the coal fields. There are no other industries in which she
may find part-time employment. There are virtuaHy no women's clubs,
or union meetings, in wh"ch she can participate. There are few organized
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social functions. There are virtually no telephones in the homes to be
used for pleasantly idle conversation. Although modern appliances, like
vacuum cleaners, electric refrigerators, semiautomatic washing machines,
electric irons, and gas-fired cook stoves, are available to her, and they
are by no means uncommon even in the most isolated coal fields, they can
relieve only the drudgery of her tasks but not their stultifying monotony.
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The miner's wife is not familiar with the basic principles of nutrition.
She buys'and feeds her family the traditional diet in her part of the
country, and that happens to be less scientific than the diet of urban
industrial families. She buys what is most readily available in the company store, or the small, competitive, independent grocery, where she does
the major share of her shopping. Canned goods and dried foods comprise
a substantial part of nearly every home meal. Sausage meats, beef and
pork cuts, especially chops and fat back, are frequently found on her
table, but lamb and mutton are seen less often. Potatoes, if they are
cheap enough, and some fresh vegetables when in season supplement the
menu. Lard, baking powder, and flour or corn meal are staples in the
miner's home.
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Milk-that is, fresh milk-which used to be a luxury item in the mine
family's diet, now is consumed more regularly. The miner's wife buys
pasteurized milk in the store, but in some places she may prefer, or may
have to obtain, raw milk from the local one- or two-cow dairy; or possibly
from the family cow. When times are good, she likes to raise her own
chickens and hogs.
Also lacking in the culture of the miner's wife is a full enough appreciation of health and hygiene. So habituated is she to the pollution of the
garbage-strewn creek running through the camp, to the pungent odors
of the burning waste dump, to the foul stench of the backyard privy and
dung, that she is not troubled by the seepage from the privy that trickles
through her back yard or the fact that the water in the well or spring may
be contaminated. She has protested, but has since ceased to care, about
the absence of screens on the windows of her house. She regards the
flies not as disease carriers but merely as pests that annoy her children.
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She simply does as her neighbors do --she flings the dirty wash water and
slops onto the ground from her back porch; she carries her gathered garbage to the burning slag piles, if she is not saving it to feed to the hogs;
and she distributes a few pieces offlypaper about the house to catch some of
the flies and, on occasion, pursues the remaining flies, bugs, and mosquitoes
with a swatter.
When illness strikes the household, she has a doctor to call, not by
telephone for she has none, but by messenger, a child or a friendly neighbor. Under the traditional prepayment plans for medical care which are
in vogue in the coal fields, whereby a small amount is "checked off" from
her husband's wages each pay day, the family in the coal camp is entitled
to the services of a physician who comes to the house when it is not possible
for the patient to go to his office.
Whether the miner's wife lives in one of the few worst camps where
not even a shallow well has been dug and water must be obtained from
open streams or from springs high up on the hillside, and where the garbage
is normally thrown into the stream or dumped into a gully or hollow a
short "piece" up the road; or whether she lives in one of the "model"
camps, where the water is filtered, treated, and piped into each house
and the garbage and sewage are collected systematically, she has one
advantage over her country sister in that she has the benefits of electricity.
Because the mine operations themselves require liberal amounts of electric
power, electricity is made available to virtually all company-owned houses.
And for this, the miner's wife is grateful.
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The miner's children are pretty much like children everywhere.
They reflect the standards and customs, and the insecurity of their parents, except as their thinking and habits are modified by growth in the
peculiar environment of the coal-mine community. The miner's children
are blissfully unaware of the material things and other advantages that
are available to children in the Nation's metropolitan areas and in a
majority of small incorporated towns and villages, including even some
coal-mining camps. They lack most of all the playgrounds, paved
areas, and swimming pools, and group activities like-the boys' clubs or
4-H Clubs that are nurtured by organized leadership. They miss,
especially in the winter, the indoor facilities, like clubhouses and gymnasiums, which provide shelter and also foster companionship and sport.
During the 7, 8, or 9 months of the school year, like children elsewhere
in America, they set out after breakfast for the schoolhouse. The younger
ones walk along the railroad spur, which is the main travelway in many
camps, or along the highway, to the grade school which generally is
situated within the camp. The older ones travel by county-school bus
or company bus to the high schools, which usually are in the nearest
town.
:7_7
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Inasmuch as so many of the coal-mine communities are in rural
areas, the younger children attend schools that are typical of the country
school. The children, for the present, are crowded together because of
lack of space and the shortage of teachers. Their curriculum is limited
virtually to the three "R's". They have very little of arts and crafts
or subjects such as domestic science.
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These children in more than half of the coal camps have been reached
by the national school-lunch program. The youngsters who are benefited
by the program obtain at least some milk, often some sandwiches and
perhaps dessert in addition, and, where facilities are available, a hot lunch.
The others bring their lunch with them, which they eat in some favorite
spot in the school yard when the weather is good.
The miner's children, under the school health program, generally are
vaccinated early against smallpox, and sometimes they are also immunized
against other diseases. For this service they go to the office of the
"Company" doctor, who possibly already has immunized
these same
children, when they were babies, against diphtheria.
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,After school and during their vacations, the miner's children have
their share of chores to do. The universal errand is shopping for their
mothers in the company store. Under the customary system in mine
camps where credit, sometimes in the form of scrip, is freely advanced
against the miner's earnings, the children, with their parent's consent,
have easy access, in a manner of speaking, to the family pocketbook.
Coupled with the miner's generosity and the temptations in the way of
confectionery displays, it is no wonder that the children are substantial
consumers of soda pop, ice cream, and candy. Fetching water from the
spring or well is another common, and probably the most frequent, task.
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While the girls are helping their mothers with the washing or taking care
of the baby, the boys might be chopping wood or bringing into the house
some of the coal from the pile that has been dumped in the front yard by
the company truck.

The miner's children play the same games and indulge in the same
spurts enjuyed by children elsewhere, except that their activities ate
limited by the facilities and terrain. Sume spurts are virtually unknuwn,
as fur example, ruller skating, which is pussible unly where there are
paved areas ur commercial skating rinks. Their pets are wuudchucks
and squirrels, as well as cats and dugs. Their games of marbles are rural
versiuns. They sometimes gu lung distances tu find places large and flat
enuugh to play suftball, baseball, foutball, and similar games. They
make guod use of playgruunds in the relatively few camps where such
facilities are pruvided.
The youngest children find the underside uf the huuse a favurite
play site, while thuseuf schunl age make inure use uf the beautiful countryside. The boys, being fund uf woodcraft and camping, becume Buy
Scouts; and the girls exhibit similar interests, but unly if they live in
certain camps have they the upportunity uf becoming members uf Girl
Scout troops, 4--H clubs or the like.
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The teen-agers, those beyond grade-school age and before marriageable age, develop a high degree of boredom. For them, the coal-mine
community generally offers the least. The most difficult time is that following graduation from high school when the boys, as yet, are too young to
get a job in the mine and the girls are without imminent prospects of
marriage. The opportunities for employment are meager. The girls try
to get a job in the company store or in the company office or in the local
post office, but the competition is keen. The boys try for jobs at nearby
filling stations or in the nearest towns. Both girls and boys find a dearth
of wholesome amusement. The boys do as much hunting and fishing as
they can afford, often with their fathers; the girls help around the house.
Both boys and girls yearn to leave the community. The miner's children
would probably do more swimming, but the ole swimming hole is polluted;
they would like to do more reading, but there is no local library; they
would like to go to dances, but there are so few in the camp. In the
48
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best camps, there are excellent swimming pools, fine bowling alleys,
gymnasiums, drug stores where one can sit around and have a "coke,"
beauty parlors, barber shops, billiard halls, some organized dances, and
in a few places, libraries, and even some fine country clubs with golf
courses.
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Suppertime comes early for the miner and his family in the mine
camp when the miner works on the morning shift. After the miner has
cleaned and dressed himself for the evening, the children are called in to
wash themselves. The evening meal may he light, or heavy, as local
custom dictates.
After supper, the miner smokes a cigarette or his pipe, while his
wife washes the dishes. The radio is turned on while he reads the news-

paper. He may play a while with the small children before they are put
to bed. The older ones study their school lessons. If his buddy or a
friend has been injured, the miner may ride into town to visit him at the
hospital. It might, however, be the night for a union meeting. On the
other hand, he may just spend the evening cleaning his hunting gun,
mending his fishing tackle, or just sitting and talking. The family goes
to bed early.

Saturdays and Sundays in a coal-mining community seem long,
except in times when the tipple works regularly on Saturday and the miner
goes to work that day to earn time-and-a-half pay. The week ends seem
long, too, because the miner generally has more leisure time than he cares
to have. Work in the mine is usually so uncertain and so irregular
that he cannot plan his leisure either effectively or constructively. On
many a day when the mine is idle, he wanders about the house aimlessly,
does a little fixing and papering, sometimes goes hunting or fishing, or,
most often, occupies his favorite spot on the stoop of the company store
and office, discussing the news and engaging in friendly arguments with
other men in the camp who have come there for the same purpose.
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Saturday-every other one--is also pay day. He lines up with his
fellow miners to receive his pay, or rather what remains from his pay after
deductions have been made for store debits, rent, utilities, union dues,
medical care, hospitalization fund, burial fund, and other items. He
verifies his pay statement, studying it carefully and thinking that since
most of his living expenses have been accounted for, what is given to him
in cash may be spent, if he feels like it, for amusements, luxuries, and some
other items he has in mind.
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On any Saturday when the mine is idle, and there is cash in hand
he may go with his wife and the older children into town. They walk
along the tracks, since that is the shortest route, or, if he owns an automobile they ride, but as often as not they go by public bus. Window
shopping is fun, and the blandishments of the miner's wife or of his
children often lead him inside a store. Clothing, house furnishings, and
luxury items which are unobtainable at the company store or which seem
to be cheaper are what attract them. If the miner is a drinking man,
the town is also the place to obtain liquor (provided the county is wet);
or perhaps he might stop in for "a short one" at a public bar. The youngsters meanwhile detach themselves to go to a motion-picture show.
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Sunday is the universal day of rest in a coal-mining community.
Nearly every camp has a place of worship accessibleý by the miner and
his family. The miner's wife, however, is a more regular churchgoer
than her husband.
Early Sunday morning the miner's younger children are the first
to leave the house for church. For them, church services, and particularly Sunday School, are an event of importance. Dressed in their finest
clothes, which is an event of importance in itself, they listen attentively
as the heroes of the Bible are verbally paraded before them.
Virtually every Christian denomination is represented in the coalmining community. A large camp, employing 1,500 to 2,000 miners, may
contain as many as 5, 6, or even more churches, including a Roman Catholic,
possibly a Greek Orthodox, and several Protestant churches, 1 or 2
of which might be used exclusively by Negroes. A small camp may
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have only one church (if any), which would be either nondenominational
or of a denomination representing the faith of the majority of the miners;
and if the camp is nor large enough to support a full-time pastor, services
might he conducted either by a part-time nsiner-preacher or, on alternate
Sundays, by an itinerant preacher. Sometimes a schoolhouse is used for
church services. While orthodoxy prevails, here and there, especially
in the more isolated areas, new sects that have sprung up seem to
flourish.

On Sunday the miner might find the idle talk with his buddies
resolving itself into a game of cards. In fair weather, particularly in the
heat of summer, he and his buddies might go off into the woods, and there,
under the shade of the trees, play games of chance on the ground. In a
number of camps, baseball teams have been organized, and when the
local ball club has a home game, or if the team from a neighboring camp
has a game scheduled in town, the miner can usually be found watching
the sport.

Sunday also is a great day for visiting. The miner and his family
go for long walks or pay social calls upon relatives and friends.
On Sundays, and on other days when the mine is idle, the fog and
smoke may lift from the valley. When the sun is shining and there is
money to pay for food and shelter and clothing, the snow on the hillsides
in the wintertime, and the green trees and grass in the summertime, seem
overwhelming in their beauty. At such times the miner and his family
feel a measure of contentment.
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